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Preface

The Women In Nontraditional Careers (WINC) Curriculum Guide is a
comprehensive source of ideas, activities and resources intended to help
teachers, counselors, youth workers and others provide young women with
information and experiences that will enable them to:

o Understand the historical, current and future perspectives
of women and work

o Understand themselves, their own interests, skills and
abilities

o Plan for a career by considering as broad a range as
possible of potential jobs and access routes

Tne Guide is intended to be flexible, i.e., useful in a variety of
combinations and sequences and useful in a variety of settings (high
school, community college, youth program, community-based organization,
CETA program, etc.).

The instructional style takes maximum advantage of experiential and
community-based strategies. Hopefully, we have provided enough
activities and resources to enable an instructor to use the Guide with a
minimum of necessary additional research and planning.
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Overview of Curriculum

The WINC Curriculum Guide contained in this notebook is intended to serve
as a teaching tool for educators, counselors, youthworkers and others who
wish to help young and adult women explore the issues related to women
and work and nontraditional employment. The activities and resources in
the Guide cover a nine-unit course which can be taught in a semester,
over a full school year or as a supplement to other inschool curricula or
out-of-school employability programs. The units included are as follows:

Introduction to Course

A one-week look at the ideas and purposes of the WINC
Course. Activities help students to examine their attitudes
and to define the issues that surround women as workers.
Students and teachers can work together to choose the course
material they want to emphasize.

Unit I: Women and Work History

A two-week look at the role women have played in the history
of America, with special emphasis on women and work.

Unit II: Women and Work Today and 'Ibmorrow

A three-week examination of women's place in the job market
and where the jobs will be in the 1980s.

Unit III: Community-Based Job Exploration

Four weeks of planning, implementing and assessing
community-based nontraditional job explorations.

Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

A two-week look at the stereotyped expectations that American
society has traditionally placed On men and women, with
ultimate focus on the benefits to be derived by eliminating
the stereotypical expectations and assumptions.

Unit V: Access to Careers

A two-week exploration of six paths that can lead to
nontraditional jobs; includes four-1,ear college, community
college training, industry sponsored training, apprenticeship
training, entrepreneurship and traditional jobs.
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Unit VI: Career Success Styles

Two weeks of active participation in learning to be
assertive, learning to set goals and priorities, learning to
manage time and working toward physical fitness.

Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

One week coverage of job-seeking and job-getting skills;
includes researching the job market, presenting yourself in a
resume, filling out applications and having successful
interviews.

Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Two weeks working on developing skills that have not
traditionally been regarded as feminine or that have special
significance for womei working in nontraditional jobs;
includes use of public agencies, familiarity with tools,
basic auto repair/maintenance, insurance, assessing fringe
benefits, and other topics.

Unit IX: Career and Life Planning

Two weeks focused on individualized values clarification,
goal setting, career planning and skills to use in balancing

career plans with family plans.

Each uhit in the WINC Curriculum contains:

o An Overview

o A series of Activities

o A set of Activity Resources

o A listing of additional recommended print and nonprint
resources. NOTE: Addresses for all film dAtributors are
listed in Appendix A.

Although the units and activities are organized in a sequential pattern,
we encourage their use in any order or combination deemed apprOpriate by
the instructor. The materials are flexible enough to allow for many
different uses depending on time available and participant interests and
needs. Participation in this course should enable women to:

LEARN about themselves--their interests, their abilities and the
wide range of choices available to them.



PLAN for a career by learning about training and educational
requirements of nontraditional jobs.

EXPLORE nontraditional careers which interest them by talking with
women who work in these careers and by visiting workers on
actual job sites.

DEVELOP survival skills and career success styles which will build
their confidence and enhance their ability to lead
independent lives.

SHARE activities and experiences with other women who have
similar concerns and interests.

Other WINC Instructional Materials

The WINC Curriculum Guide can be supplemented by use of other materials
developed by the WINC project and available through the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory. These materials include:

KINC Job Exploration Guide

Young women can use this activity guide to structure and document
what they learn while they explore nontraditional careers in the
local business community.

Use of WINC Job Exploration Guide:

Unit III of the Curriculum Guide contains a series of activicies
leading up to and including use of the WINC Job Exploration Guide.

WINC Journal

This booklet integrates fact, humor and instruction with blank
journal pages to stimulate and guide young women to explore and
write down their feelings regarding their own career planning.

Use of the WINC Journal:

o The Journal should be assigned as an integral part of the course.

o Students should be asked to write regularly in their
journals--at least three times a week.

At times, you will want to ask students to reflect about
specific classroom activities in their journals.
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Other times, you may simply want to set aside class time for
students to reflect in general terms on their week's experiences
(in class, in school, with friends).

Students should understand that journals are a sharing
process--sharing ideas, thoughts, and feelings--and as such,
journals will not be graded for spelling and grammar. Students
should write for fluency, not for perfect form.

Teachers should collect journals once a week and read through
them, responding to the student's thoughts and ideas.

As journal correspondents, teachers should respond as if they
were writing a letter to the student...i.e., in an informal,
conversational exchange of thoughts and questions that are
raised
in your mind as you read.

o If written communication is an excruciating problem for a
student, teacher and student can negotiate some other activities
for sharing experience to take the place of some but not all of
the journal entries.

Having students keep a journal will serve the following purposes:

o Encourage students to keep a record of their thoughts and
feelings, their experiences and their personal growth.

o Assist students in documenting their learning that results from
experiences in the course, in the school and in the community.

o Guide students to reflect upon their experiences and thereby
come to know themselves better.

o Allow students 'to see patterns in thVir;houghts and behavior
that may provide new insights, serf-understanding, and help in
clarifying potential career/life directions.

o Encourage fluency of ideas and thoughts in written
commmunication. The more you write the better you get at
writing.

VISIONS: Portraits of Women in Nontraditional Careers

This series of 14" x 17" black and white posters highlights action
photographs and personal comments of women employed in
nontraditional jobs. The occupations represented are a sample of
many that traditionally have been dominated by men and are becoming
increasingly available to women.
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The portraits and thoughts expressed in VISIONS show that jobs need
not be limited to one sex. VISIONS can motivate young women to
consider nontraditional careers as they engage in career awareness,
exploration and preparation experiences. The working women we see
and hear from in this series can inspire youth and adults who are
planning their careers and their futures.

Use of VISIONS:

VISIONS can motivate women of all ages to explore and consider a
wide variety of careers. The portraits can be integrated into
learning environments and employment situations in many ways. Here
are a few ideas:

o Display them in school classrooms, libraries, hallways, career
centers and counseling offices.

o Use the posters in combination with classroom speakers.

o Display posters as thought-provoking supplements to a writing
assignment.

o Ask students to contact local women in similar jobs to compare
what different workers have to say about a specific job and/or
about women entering that field.

o Encourage students to create a product similar to VISIONS by
photographing and interviewing women in the local work force.

o Exhibit the posters (as visual aids) in places of employment,
employment counseling offices, women's resource centers and
public or private employment agencies.

Identifying and Recruiting Women in Nontraditional
Careers in Your Area

The WINC Curriculum Guide often suggests that teachers and students make
use of the expertise of women in the community who are doing
nontraditional work. When you begin to identify and recruit women in
nontraditional careers in your local area remember that most of these
women are eager to share their experiences with interested young women.
They can be instructional role models who help young women see and
understand the variety of career options open to them; they can be
inspiration41 role modls as they share their experiences and advice
about working in jobs traditionally held by men. Thy can be directly
involved by:

1. Hosting a young woman for a day on the job

2. Participating in panel discussions (good idea for staff
inservice and parPrit meetings, too)
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3. Speaking to a classroom or a special interest group

4. Serving as mentor for one or more students

These women are an important resource for young women who seek
information about concerns such as:

o What are the training and educational requirements for a
specific nontraditional job?

o What are the actual job tasks, salary and other technical
aspects of the job?

o What are some useful tips about ways to succeed and advance in a
nontraditional joo?

o What are the feelings that these women have about their jobs?

Nearly every community has women working in nontraditional careers. To

find them, you may want to contact the following sources:

o Affirmative action or personnel officers from business, industry

and government offices

o Apprenticeship programs (e.g., State Bureau of Labor, local
apprenticeship committees and Apprenticeship Information Centers)

Business and Professional Women's Organizations

o Community-based organizations involved in career counseling and
placement of women in nontraditional jobs (e.g., Urban League,
Labor Education Advancement Program)

O Community colleges and local universities with women's reentry
programs, women's studies programs and vocational training

classes

o Local women's groups (e.g., National Organization for Women,
women's resource centers)

o Union halls

o YWCA

O Your own friends, neighbors and relatives
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Introduction to Course

Overview

The Introductory section which follows includes activities and resources
which will familiarize participants with the contents of the course and
with basic concepts to be covered. It will provide students with an
introduction to Women In Nontraditional Careers and the relevance of this
topic of study to their own lives.

This unit also includes an activity designed to enable teachers and
students to work together to plan and organize the course so that it
meets the specific needs of the program and of the participants involved.

Activities can be selected to fit within the period of one week.
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Introduction to Course

Activity: "Women" A Poem
Objective:

Procedure:

StudenLs will get in touch with their own
thoughts/feelings about womanhood and will also
develop an individual perspective on some of the
course content.

o Students are each asked .to write a "run-on" poem.
This will be a timed activity and the main
objective is to write steadily on the topic with
whatever ideas come into their heads. Beginning
with a blank sheet of paper, students are
instructed to write continuously for six minutes as
follows:

--two minutes on "Women were
--two minutes on "Women are
--two minutes on "Women will be

o Each statement should be on a new line. When
students are unable to think of new statements,
they should just repeat the beginning phrase:

Women were,
Women were,
Women were,

until a new idea occurs to them (or until time is
up).

Women were forgotten,
Womenwere hard working,
Women Were denied-their rights,
etc.

o RestAting poems should be shared and discuss on
should follow to establish a/common ground of\
understanding about'"women"7- past, present and
future. This is what we khOw, this is where we
begin.

lime Required: 30 - 45 minutes

Resources: Paper and pen
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Introduction to Course

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Tagging
Students will get to know each other and at the same
time they will become aware of some of their own
preferences and abilities which may be related to sex
role conditioning.

o Give each student a 5" x 8" card. Ask them to make
a small box in the center of the card and print
their first name inside the box. Then ask them to
divide the card into four boxes and number each box
with 1., 2., & 3.. It helps to draw an example on
the board.

2.

3.

NAME I-
2.

.3.

o Ask students to respond to the following items in
the boxes indicated:

Upper Left Box:

1. Favorite fairy tale character
2. Favorite movie
3. Favorite singer

Upper Right Box:

1. What you would do with $10,000
2. What one thing you would save if your house

was on fire
3. Favorite childhood toy

Lower Left Box:

1. Most influential family member
2. Person you would most like to be like
3. Greatest personal strength

Lower Right Box:

1. Favorite activity to do alone
2. Favorite activity to do with friends
3. Favorite kind of work

Adapted from Sidney Simon, et.al. Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical
Strategies for Teachrs and Students (New York: Hart Publishing Co., 1972).

0
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o Review.items to make sure that everybody got all
of them. Ask students to mill around the room
reading each other's cards for a few minutes.
Then have them get together with one person they
do not know well and share one group of items with
each other. After the "pairs" have had time to
share, have them gather in groups of four and
again share one set of items.

o Suggested questions for discussion:

"What did you learn about yourself?"

"What did you learn about each other?"

"Do some of your answers reflect your
upbringing as a female?"

"How might your answers differ from those of a
male the same age as you?"

These questions can also be answered by students
individually in their journals.

lime Required: 30 minutes

Resources: 5" x 8" cards
Fine-line colored marker



Introduction to Course

Activity: Defining "Nontraditional"
Objective: Students will know what is meant by "nontraditional"

within the context of this course.'

Procedure: o Elicit from students a list of examples of
"nOntraditional" jobs/roles for women. Record

ex4mples on chalkboard.

If this proves difficult, you could begin by trying
to identify what roles and jobs have been
traditionally assigned to women in American society.

NOTE: People new to America may have different ideas
about what is traditional or nontraditional.
If applicable, this activity could lead to
discussion about complex role issues facing
women new to America.

Then establish the notion that anything not
traditionally done might be considered
"nontraditional," an0 begin listing examples of
what those "nontraditional" jobs/,:oles might be.

o Using the list as a basis, have the class develop a
working definition of "nontraditional" for
reference during the duration of the course.

Have the definition lettered on newsprint and
posted.

o Taking the concept one step furtner, elicit from
students some reasons why women might want to work
in nontraditional careers/roles. These reasons
should be recorded and perhaps added to as the
course progresses.

o Assignment: Ask each student to make an initial
journal entry, consisting of one page explaining
why they want to find out more about nontraditional
jobs for women and what they hope to get out of the
course.

These journal entries should be collected, read by
the teacher, and returned with comments.
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lotroduel ion to Course

"time Required:

A formal list of jobs that are nontrad'

be started from the list generated dur
step of this activity. This list can

as an expandable reference. If student
encouraged to continue to bring in exam
nontraditional jobs for women and the 1
continues to grow...they will have a be

appreciation for the variety of nontrad
available than they would if a list wer
by the teacher.

tionaI can
ng the first
e invaluable

are ,

les of

st

ter

tional jobs
. handed out

o Nontraditional jobs could be listed un0er the

following categories:

Professional Technica1/14raprofessional

Business/Marketing Skilled Craits/Trades

One or two clasi periods

Resources: Newsprint and marking pens
Chalkboard and chalk
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Introduction to Course

Acthrity: Career Choices of Women Thday
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will gain a perspective on the types of
careers chosen by women who are currently beginning
their careers.

o Have each student identify one female relative or
acquaintance who is 20-22 years old. In a brief

interview, the student should learn (1) the career
choice of the person being interviewed and (2) the
reason(s) that career was chosen.

o After the data is collected, a list should be
compiled in class. This will give a sample of
typical career choices being made by women today.
Discuss the choices and reasons for those choices.

o Identify those careers that are nontraditional.

Time Required: Two or three class periods

Resources: Pen and paper
Marking pen and newsprint
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Introduction to Course

Activity: Adv ntages and Disadvantages of Being
Mal /Female

Objective: Students will understand that our society has
traditionally assigned differen' roles to men and
women and that we all "know" through cultural up-
bringing what these roles are. Furthermore, they ;0.11
understand that traditional sex roles have advantages
and disadvantages for both males and females.

Procedure: o Divide the class into small groups of four or five
students. Each group should elect a person to
serve as recorder. Each group should have a
marking pen and two large pieces of butcher paper.

o Ask each group to brainstorm and list all of the
advantages and disadvantages of being male on one
sheet of paper...and all of the advantages and
disadvantages of being female on the other sheet of
paper. Allow ten minutes for brainstorming (or
longer if necessary) . Post results and have a
spokesperson from each group explain their findings.

o In followup discussion with the class, establish a
composite list of advantages and disadvantages of
governing one's life on a "free to choose" basis
rather than in conformance to traditional role
restrictions. This composite list should apply to
both males and females so that students will

.

understand that the benefits are "human potential"
benefits and apply to both men and women.

'ilme Required: One class period

Resources: 18" x 24" newsprint/butcher paper, two sheets per
group Plus one or two sheets for composite list

Marking pens

Adapted from an activity developed by Project Aware- -Feminists Northwest/
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Stat of Washington.\ 27



Introduction to Course

Aethity: Preview of Issues
(Nective: Students will become familiar with some of the issues

related to women and nontraditional careers.

Procedure: o Use WINC Resource Materials listed below. Divide
the class into small groups and give each group a
cartoon or story excerpt.

o Have each group review their resource and
determine the major issue or issues it is raising.

o Each group should then shat their resources and
discussion results with the entire class.

o Followup discussion can focus on how these issues
re:late to personal interests of participants.

lime Required: 30-40 minutes

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Doonesbury cartoon, G.B. Trudeau
"Wisconsin Couple Denied Equal Rights"
"The Choice to Stay Single"
"Such High Hopes"
Letter to the Commission on the Status of Women
Major Occupations Employing Men and Women
A Job vs. 4 Career
Facts About Women Workers

Other resources provided by instructor
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Introduction to Course

Activity: Planning the Course
Objective:

Procedure:

Students and staff will prioritize course content on
the basis of available time and resources, and student
needs and interests.

o Have students brainstorm all of the things they
would like to get from a course on women in
nontraditional careers. List ideas on board.

Then review course content outline and match
student objectives with course units.

o On the basis of available time and resources plus
the match between student and course objectives,
work with the class to determine the material you
will cover and the sequence.

linteRequired: 30 minutes .

Resources: WINC Course Outline (See Overview of Curriculum,
pages 5 and 6.)
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Introduction to Course

DOONESBURY by G. B. Trudeau

"In every known society, the male's need for achievement can
be recognized. Men may cook, or weave, or dress dolls, or
hunt hummingbirds, but if such activities are appropriate
occupations of men, then the whole society, men and women
alike, votes them as important. When the same occupations
are performed by women, they are regarded as less important!"

MARGARET MEAD
Male and Female, 194Q

Copyr L9ht , 1981, G. B. Trudeau. Reprinted with permission of Universal Press
Syndicate. All rights reserved. 35
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Wisconsin Couple Denied Equal Partnership

The farm couple, Eugene and Ellen
Skaar, were married in 1942. After
Eugene returned from military service
in 1945, they began farming. They
purchased their land as joint tenants,
and worked it together. Ellen did a
substantial amount of the farm labor
probably more than Eugene did,
since he was active in community
affairs and his official duties often
took him away from the farm. Twice
a day Ellen helped to milk and feed
their cows; she took care of chickens;
baled hay; planted, harvested, and
stripped the tobacco crop; and drove
the tractor. Her farm work usually
took her about 12 hours per day.

F.;l the Skaars' financial dealings
were handled through one joint
checking account. All farm expenses
were paid from that account, and all
incomeprimarily the milk check,
which was made out to both Eugene
and Ellenwas deposit0c1 in it.
Eugene and Ellen had an oral agree-
ment that they would work together,
make farm decisions together, and
manage the farm jointly. For many
years, they proceeded with this
arrangement, always abiding loyally
by their agreement.

In the late 1960s, the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue audited the

Skaars' tax returns. It challenged their
assertion that they were partners in
a join, enterprise and that half their
income belonged to Ellen. (More tax
was due, of course, if the income was
all Eugene's.) The Supreme Court
agreed with the Revenue Department
that there was no partnership and
that all the income had been earned
by Eugene. The Court's decision was
based on the fact that the Skaars had
not entered into a wriren partnership
agreement and had not (on their
accountant's advice) filed business
partnership tax returns. Additionally,
their financial records (which Ellen
kept, along with her other farm duties)
did not reflect any division of profits
resulting from the farm operations.

The judge said:

"Joint tenancy in sand or the sharing ot
gross returns from the land do not of them-
selves constitute a partnership. The husband
is entitled to the services of his wife performed
for him in tL conduct of his business and
the profits thereof derived are therefore not
her separate property..."

So, despite the Skaars' under-
standing and intentions, under Wis-
consin tax law the result of their
joint efforts belonged to Eugene alone.
Ellen earned nothing for hersdf in
the more than 20 years she worked
12 hours daily on their farm.

Real Women Real Lives: Marriage, Divorce, Widowhood (Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Governor's Commission on the Status of Women, 1978).

0
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Introduction to Course

THE CHOICE TO STAY SINGLE
Gloria Wolfe is an American

Indian woman who decided at
an early age that she would not
end up poor and ever-pregnant
like most of the women on her
Wisconsin reservation. Strong-
willed and intelligent, she saw
education as her means of escape
from poverty and dependency
and soon became an excellent
student. She loved books and,
while her classmates began
dating and often marrying in
high school, Gloria read her way
through her adolescence. She
turned down an early marriage
proposal, determined to go to
college, be somebody and ac-
complish important things. Her
college years were ones of
exploration and challenge. While
her female classmates, in her
eyes, traded in their academic
careers for engagement rings,
Gloria finished graduate school,
turning down another marriage
proposal. Remembering her
parents' stormy marriage and
the women back at the reserva-
tion who were grandmothers at
40, she decided she "would be
no man's servant" and set her
goals on achieving her
own identity.

Gloria became very successful
in her career, continually taking
-on new responsibilities, advanc-
ing steadily, enjoying her work
and moving into new and more
challenging areas. In her early
40's, she feels happy, alive, ful-
filledand occasionally a little
lonely. She had been repressing
her need for serious male com-
panionship, seeing it as a threat
to her independence, but now
she thinks of herself as secure,
strong and independent. She
would like a warm, meaningful
relationship with a man, but
says it is "not high on my
priority list!'

She is happy with her
with her decision to carefully
plan her goals and successfully
accomplish them. She is as-
tounded at the way most people
"bumble along through life
how women can get married
without thinking of how that
marriage might tie down their
own lives, how they fail to take
adequate precautions for birth
control and then are surprised
when they get pregnant. "I'm
not saying I have the perfect
life she says, "But at least I
chose my problems!'

Ral Women Real Lives: Marriage, Divorce, Widowhood (Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Governor's Commission on the Status of Wtaen, 1978). 39



Introduction to Course

SUCIHI IHIIIIGIHI IHI PE
Sonia had married at age 17,

on the threshold of her new life
in the land of opportunity. She
had only been in the United
States a few months. It had taken
her mother, Dominga, who was
the first of the family to immi-
grate, two lonely years of hard
work in Wisconsin to save the
money for the legal documents
that allowed Sonia to enter the
country and for them to be
reunited. Sonia's English was
not too good as yet, but she
had high hopes.

Miguel at 18 was receiving aid
to go to school. He was also a
recent immigrant and missing
the familiar coniforts of home.
He was greatly attracted to once
again becoming part of a house-
hold where he could be under-
stood, catered to, provided
cooked meals and laundered
clothes. Being of marriageable
age, it did not occur to Sonia to
refuse his offer when
he proposed.

After a whirlwind courtship,
they were married.

Withn a year a baby was
born, Miguel's financial aid to
study ran out, and he left town.
He did not say that he was

leaving or where he was going.
He just walked out and Sonia
has neither seen nor heard of
him since. Sonia is still
legally married.

She and her mother balance
their daily schedule so that when
one is out working the other one
is home with the child. Dominga
works from 4:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. as a janitor. This allows
Sonia to split her days between
part-time maid work and
studying English.

Each evening Sonia cares for
her three-year-old daughter.
She worries a lot. She would like
her husband to come back yet
she fears his return. What if he
should come back and want to
keep their daughter? Couldn't
he just take her away with him?
Sonia believes a man has the
right to do what he wants with
what is his, but that doesn't stop
her from being afraid. Mean-
while, there is the relentless
daily round of cleaning, Working
to make ends meet on the mini-
mum wage, taking her turn on
the child-care shift and trying to
conserve enough energy to
study and learn English in order
to provide a better life for her
daughter and for herself.

Real. Women Real Lives: Marriage, Divorce, Widowhood (Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Governor's Commission on the Status of wimen, 1978).

)
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LETTER TO THE COMMISSION
ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN

I have just finished reading two
pamphlets: That Old American Dream
and the Reality, and Wisconsin
Women and Credit.

Since I'm on the veige, personally,
of developing an ulcer over the topics
discussed, I would like to know: what
(if anything) is being done, or can be
done to get legal marital
property reform?

My example is not exaggerated. I
have been married almost 28 years.
We have five children: two are married,
one, 23-years-old, lives at home but
supports himself, one is graduating from
college in a few weeks, and one 15-year-
old is at home. Just the last four years
I have worked part-time at a library
earning the large sum of $2.65 per hour.
However, I enjoy my work, and like
seeing and talking with other people
very much.

Recently, I asked my dentist for an
estimate to repair my teeth (several
are missing, etc.). I've postponed it
until now because of finances. Now I'm
46 years old, and it's either get them
fixed, or lose them. To me, this is very
important! The estimate is $1,500.00.
So, I went to a bank to ask about a
loan (My mother and father banked
there, and my brothers do. All have had_
good repayment reputafions.) I have
had two small loans from this bank in
the past, and repaid them and was
never delinquent. However, this time
the banker said, "Sorry, you will have
to put up some collateral!' That's when

11
".

6-.1
SOO

May 5, 1978

the unfairness of marriage really hit
me! I thought to myself, "My God, I
don't have anything. Everything my
husband and I own is in both of our
names, or in his alone. He decides
dictatesand I dutifully do as I am told!'

Upon discussing the cost of this
dental work, my husband decided it
was very unreasonable. However, I
don't decide what the dentist must
charge. His material and labor costs go
up every year and his estimate is the
most reasonable of three dentists I have
talked with. He works on a cash basis
because he is in need of money to
operate, and I can't blame him for that.
The fact is, I know I could repay a
loan of that amount, but, unless my
husband consents to either get the loan
for me, or go with me and co-sign it,
I cannot have my teeth repaired. If I

wait and try to save that amount, I may
not have the teeth to work with.

These laws are certainly very unfair
to womenand I-feel I've worked 28
years for nothing! Men still dictate and
run the world their own way, and it
is grossly unfair.

If there is anything I can do to help
change or reform these laws, please
advise. Maybe my two daughters will
benefit from it someday. The "dark
ages" for women are still very dark in
this departmentand I mean this
firmly and honestly.

I

Sincerely,
A Northern Wisconsin Woman

Rul Women Real Lives: Marriage, Divorce, Widowhood (Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Goverhor' Commission on the Status of Wcsen, 1978).

A. ti
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MAJOR OCCUPATIONS EMPLOYING MEN AND WOMEN

10 Major Occupations Employing Women 10 Major Occupations Employing Men

Secretaries Engineers

Food service workers Carpenters

Teachers (except college and Auto mechanics
university)

Mechanics except auto
Sales clerks

Blue cellar worker supervisors
Bookkeepers

Truck drivers
Health service workers (dental

assistants, practical nurses, Cleaning workers
nursing aides)

Food service workers
Personal service workers

(hairdressers, óhild care Farm owners and tenants
workers, attendants)

Nurses, dietitians, therapists

Cashiers

Private household workers

Protective service workers
(fire, police, etc.)

U. S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, "Table 1: EX:ploys& Persons in
Selectd Occupations--1976 Annual Averages' (Washington, D.C.: Wasen's Bureau,
1977). (Ranking determined by Rsource Center on Sex Rols In Education) ti
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A JOB

Introduction to Course

A Job vs. A Career

You exchange your time for money.

You generally take a position offered you if it sounds "OK" and you feel
, you can do it.

The position doesn't necessarily relate to any long-range plans of yours.

Pay raises are dependent on per-hour increases given by the employer at a

generally fixed rate.

THE JOB MARKET CONTROLS YOU!!!

A CAREER

You exChange your time for money.

You seek and accept a position that makes the best use of your special
interests, skills and talents.

Your position is a part of your Long-range life/work plan. It is a

stepping stone; you will learn from it and be able to move on/up toward

increasingly more responsible positions that lead to your goals.

Pay raises will be larger with your increase in skill and responsibility.

YOU HAVE CONTROL!!!

PLANNING FOR A -CAREER- IN--A-NONTRADITIONAL FIELD INCREASES=YOUR-CHANCES _

FOR SUCCESS because you possess a valuable skill and you will be in

high demand by firms needing to fulfill their affirmative action
commitments.
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1111/
FACTS ABOUT WOMEN WORKERS

--Nine out of ten women will work at some time in their lives.

--More than 43 million women are in the labor force; they constitute over
two-fifths of all workers.

--More than half of all women 16 years or older are workers.

- -Women workers are concentrated in low-paying dead end jobs. As a

result, the average woman worker earns less than three-fifths of what a
man earns, even when both work full-time year round.

--The percent of families headed by women is nearly 15 percent, and 33
percent of those families live below the federal poverty line; 50

percent of households headed by minority women have incomes at or below
the federal poverty level.

--Near]4 70 percent of the female labor force is single, widowed,
divorced, separated, or married to husbands who earn less than $10,000
per year.

- -The averp.ge young woman today can expect to spend around 25 years in
the paid work force.

--About half of the women who are married and living with their husbands
are in the paid labor force.

- -Most women with children between the ages of 6-18 are working outside
the home.

- -Almost 80 percent of women in the work force remain in low-paying,
low-skilled jobs with little hope of advancement.

- -Women are concentrated in 20 of the 420 occupational classifications
listed in the Labor Department's Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

--98 percent of all secretaries are women; 94 percent of all typists are
women; 64 percent of all service workers are women; 78 percent of all
clerical workers are women; 95 percent of all household workers are
women. Less than 10 percent of skilled workers are women. Less than
five percent of all managers are women.

Sources: 20 FACTS ON WOMEN WORKERS (Washington, D.C. U. S. Department of
Labor, Office of the Secretary, Woolen's Bureau).

WOMEN, THE POORER SEX, A Report of the National Council on Women,
Work, and Welfare, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Carolyn J. Jacobson, "New Challenges For Women Workers,' AFL-CIO
American Fderationist (April lSSO). 49
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Introtturtion to Course

Additional Resources

PRINT

Bern, Sandra L. and Bern, Daryle T. Training the Woman to Know

Her Place: The Social Antecedents of Women in the World of

Work.. Division of Pupil Personnel Services, Bureau of
InJtructional Support Services, Pennsylvania Department of
Education, 1975. (Useful teacher reference)

Majchrzak, Shirley. Preparing Young Women for Tomorrow: A

Handbook of Career Counseling Strategies for High School
Women. California Personnel and Guidance Association, 654 East
Commonwealth Avenue, Fullerton, California, 1976. (Useful

teacher reference)

Pioneers In A Man's World. B&W Photographs, 1976
(Elementary-Adult). Available from: Documentary Photo Aids,

PO Box 956, Mt. Dora, Florida 32757. Series One--21 photos,

$14. Series Two--16 photos, $10.50.

Series One shows women in nontraditional jobs: a steeplejack,

construction worker, barber, police officer, truck driver and
clown. Each image is captioned with background information.
This series emphasizes the discrimination women have faced to
enter these job categories. The second series includes images
of a woman priest,,state supreme court juttice, symphony
conductor, auto mechanic, and champion boxer. Captions

emphasize both the recent increase in women entering
male-intensive fields, and the point that most women continue
to work in low-paid "dead-end" occupations. A discussion guide

accompanies the first series.

Thacker, Sandra. Women Stepping Up; Women Working; Women on

the Move. A series of three posters 16-1/2" x 23". All
feature collages with four or five photographs of women in
nontraditional blue-collar jobs (ethnically balanced). For

further information, contact: Sandra Thacker c/o EQUALS,
Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley,
California 94720. $9 per set plus $1 for postage.

VISIONS: Portraits of Women in Nontraditional Careers--a
series of 14" x 17" inch black and white posters that highlight
photographs and personal comments from women in jobs that
traditionally have been dominated by men and are becoming
increasingly available to women. For further-information

contact: Andrea Hunter, Education and Work Program, Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, 300 S. W. 6th Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97204.
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NONPRINT

.American Woman - New Opportunities. Filmstrip set, 2 Parts, 24
minutes total (Grades 9-12). Butterick, 1976.

Part 1: Who Are You? Provides a basic framework within
which female high school students can begin to explorF who
they are from both an historical and a personal perspective.

Part 2: Who Can You Be? Introduces students to five women
in various jobs (policewoman, housewife, welder, business
woman, and training program director).

Once Upon A Time. Slidc:s with Audiocassette, 20 minutes, 19;8
(High School-College) . Available from: Dorian Cryer, 175 Mark
Hall, University of California, Davis, California 95616.
litee. Specify desired dates.

Created by two staff members at University of California,
Davis, this presentation encourages students to think about
alternative career options prior to choosing-a-college
major. Women and men are shown in jobs not usually chosen
by members of their sex, and they discuss what they enjoy
about their work, how they selected their field, and what
problems they have encountered as a result. The careers are
appropriate for college graduates, mostly in science and the
social sciences. Includes a female plant pathologist, civil
engineer, minister, and geologist; and a male dancer, home
economist, and a physicist (who works half-time, and has
half-time homemaking responsibilities) . Black, Asian, and
Hispanic minorities are represented.

Sandra, Clair, Dee and Zella - Four Women in Science. 16 mm,

color film, 18 minutes (Grades 7-12). Education Development
Center.

Interviews of four different womenlwho are in careers
traditionally held by men: veterinarian, engineer,
astronomer, and laser physicist.

Women at Work: Change, Choice, Challetrge., Film, 19 minutes,

(High School-Adult). Available from: Encyclopedia Britannica
Educational Corporation, 1977. rent $14; 'Iale $270.

Scenes of seven women at work are intercUt with discussions
of their jobs, the particular training they need, and the
various ways they combine work and personal concerns.
Occupations included are: nurse, jockey, oil worker,
locomotive engineer, surgeon, judge and congressional
candidate. Feminist author and historian Elizabeth Janeway
served as a consultant on this film.
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Unit I: Women and Work History

Overview

American History, traditionally taught, has tended to make women
invisible. The impression we are given is that most of the important
deeds and decisions which made our country what it is today were
attributable solely to men. If pressed to determine what women did all
those years--besides cook, keep house, and raise families--we can usually
at least produce Betsy Ross, who sewed the flag, and Clara Barton, who
nursed wounded soldiers; but it is nearly impossible to grasp the
incredible number of women who made outstanding and varied contributions
to America without taking a separate and special look at women's history.

For this reason, we felt it important to begin a study of women in
nontraditional careers by looking at both traditional and nontraditional
roles women have played in the country since early colonial days.
Unfortunately, a semester course will not allow time for in-depth study
of this rich side of opr history, but the activities we have included
should provide young women with a new sense of historical perspective and
perhaps a curiosity which will motivate them to learn more on their own.

Without an understanding of the real roles we have played in the world of
work, it is difficult for women to dispel the fairy tale mythology which
has been so deeply etched in our minds. It is easier for a woman to
regard work outside the home as a serious pursuit if she has a vision of
the women who served as spies, fought in the wars, wrote great
literature, made contributions to the arts and sciences, pioneered
technological advances and worked hard to further the great social issues
of their time.

This unit is intended to last for two weeks and offers enough variety of
activities to allow many effective combinations.

The primary skill focus is interviewing. Although introduced here as a
tool for gathering oral histories, interviewing in this context will lay
an experiential basis for interviewing as a job seeking tool (see Unit
VI).

J
'Nse
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Unit I: Women and Work History

Acdviky: Famous Men/Women, Part I
Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:

Students will begin to understand that women have been
as important as men in history even though neglected by
history books.

o Have class brainstorm a list (on chalkboard) of names
of all the famous men they can think of in history
prior to 1960. Then on an adjacent chalkboard
brainstorm a list of names of all the famous women
they can think of. (Allow five to ten minutes
brainstorming time for each list, depending on
fluency of the group.)

o Compare the lengths of the two lists. (The list of
women will probably be much shorter unless you have a
group that is highly aware and educated in these
issues.)

o In discussion, elicit from students some reasons why
the list of men is longer an why it is hard to think
of notable women.

There have always been women around; What were
they doing?
What is the major focus of traditional written

histories? (war and politics which have
generally been dominated by men, as opposed to
improving human welfare, where women have
played a large role.)

Save lists for Part II.

One class period

Chalkboard
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Unit I: Women and Work Iory

Acdvity: Famous Men/Women, Part 11
Objective:

Procedure:

'time Required:

Students will begin to understand that women have been
as important as men in history, even though neglected by
history books.

o Have students add "occupation" after each famous name
on both lists. Compare women's occupations with
men's occupations. Discuss the differences and
simiilarities. Were women Who became famous doing
"wciMen's work" or weresthey doing "men's' work"?.

o Assign each student the responsibility of selecting
the name of a famous woman from the "American Women
Worth Remembering" Resource List, and writing a one
page summary of what she did as an occupation and
what caused her to become famous.

o Students should be encouraged to research names of
less well-known women--the object is to expand the
women's list until it equals or exceeds the men's
list. Each student should share her results with the
class.

30 minutes to complete activity and make assignment
15-30 minutes for student selection of names
One or two class periods for research
One'class period for writing paper/sharing .results of
research

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

American Women Worth Remembering

Libtary: card catalog
encyclopedia
biography section

History teachers in your school
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Unit I: Women and Work History

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Match the Names to the Deeds
Students will become acquainted with 30 women in
American History and learn about what each one did.

o Have students match the names of women on the list
with the descriptive sentences about their
accomplishments-.

30 minutes

WINC Activity Resources:

American Women Worth Remembering
Some Notable American Women
Which Notable American Woman Did This?
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Unit I: Women and Work Hislory

Activity: Family Work History
Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Students will increase and personalize their
understanding of the differences between men's work and
women's work.

Students are given chart, "Family Work History," and
asked to start with their own generation, filling in
as much as they can in class.

Students complete chart by talking to relatives.
They should be given a day or two to do this.
Teachers can suggest ways of getting the information
(calling aunts, uncles, etc...).

o Results are shared and compared and discussion
followup focuses on "generalizations we can make
about the differences between men's work and women's
work."

Ten minutes to make assignment
15-20 minutes to begin filling out chart
Two or three days to finish chart
45 minutes sharing results and discussion followup

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Family Work History--Chart

From Barbara Gates, Susan Klaw and Adria Steinberg, Changing Learning, Changing
Li Ves (Feminist Press, 1979), 69



Unit I: Women and Work History

Activity: "Thou Shalt Not ..."

Objective: Students will begin to understand what lifestyle
'restrictions some female workers faced less than.100
yearS ago.

Procedure: o In small groups, students will respond on butcher
paper to this question:

lime Required:

Historically, women have found restrictions in the
world of work that men have not. Many women who
worked became teachers and school districts had
special rules to govern their behavior in and out of'
school. Think back to the time period of1915. What
kinds of "SHALL NOT" rules do you think there would
have been for female.teachers?

o Groups should briefly share their guesswork.

o Students will then read the "Rules for Female
Teachers, Massachusetts 1915." They will probably
find the restrictions on lifestyle much greater than
they had imagined. Followup discussion can address
possible reasons for such rules and identification of
any evidence today of similar kinds of restrictive
attitudes.

20 minutes to present problem and brainstorm
Ten minutes to discuss "Rules"

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

"Rules for Female Teachers, Massachusetts 1915"
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Unit I: Women and Work History

Acfivity:

(M4ective:

Procedure:

History of Working Women Through Song
Students will become acquainted with and learn about a
song that comes out of women's labor history.

o Explain the history of the song "Bread and Roses"
(see WINC Resource: History of "Bread and Roses"
Song). Have students discuss the following questions
as well as other points which may arise.

1. Why does the first verse mention that kitchen and
mills will be affected by this song?

2. What does the refrain "give us bread, but give us
roses" mean? Why do you think that women, rather
than men, might sing this song?

3. The last verse looks optimistically into the
future. Is this future a reality for women today?

4. How might a law designed to protect women and
children workers have negative side effects?
(Refer to the history of this song.)

o Optional follow through: Have students find other
poems or songs concerning working women (contemporary
or historical) and share findings with their

classmates. Have students observe women at wozk (at
home or outside the home) and write their own songs
or poems from these observations.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

History of "Bread and Roses" Song, Fowke and Glazer
Copy of "Bread and Roses," Oppenheim and Kohlsaat
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Activity: Introduction to Oral History Interviewing
Classmates

%Objective:

Procedure:

Students will become acquainted with oral history
techniques of interviewing, indexing and transcribing.
(Optional: use of tape recorder)

o Ask students to divide into pairs. They should pair
up with people they don't know well.

o Have the students make a list of questions they would
like to ask about their partner's family history
(e.g., how 10n9 has the student lived in her
community; what does the student know about her'
oldest living relative;,what is the student's oldes.:
memory).

o After making the lists, the students should practice
interviewing each other. If tape recorders are used,
there will be a general instructional session on
their use. Students should index and transcribe part
or all of their interviews.

lime Required: Two days

Resources: Tape recorders, if possible

WINC Activity Resources:

Oral History--Interviewing
Oral History--Indexing and Transcribing
Our Roots - Sample Interview Questions
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Acdvhy: Notable Women in My Family's History
Objective: Students will gain a personalized understanding of

woman's role in history by exploring their own "roots.'"

Procedure: o Ask students to prepare an oral history report on an
older female member of their own family (deceased or
living) and the contribution she made (however
seemingly insignificant by traditional historical
standards) to their family or to their community.

o Have students get their information by interviewing
relatives. (Or if they cannot locate a relative,
perhaps the relative of a friend or neighbor.)

lime Required: Students shouldte given three to five days to complete
assignment/research and one day to share results.

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Oral History--Interviewing
Oral History-Transcribing and Indexing
Our Roots--Sample Interview Questions
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Unit 1: Women and Work Histor'y

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure*

Career Choices of Women Before World War II
Students will determine the types of careers chosen by
women who began their careers prior to World War II.

o Have each student identify one female relative or
acquaintance who is over 60 years old. In a brief
interview, the student should learn: (1) the career
choice of the person being interviewed, (2) the

reason(s) that career was chosen, and (3) the degree
to which the person was satisfied 1with her career
choice.

o After the data is colledted, a list should be
compiled in class. This list will give a sample of
typical career choices for women during the
identified time period. Discuss the choices and
reasons for these choices.

lime Required: Two class periods

Rwmuramc Students' friends and relatives.
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Women and Technology
Students will have greater understanding of women's
relationships with technology, past and present.

o Have students generate a definition for "technology,"
then verify with dictionary.

o Divide the class into two groups and have each group
brainstorm a list of the tools which are considered
women's tools: group #1 - in the past; group #2 - in
the present.

o Have groups share their results with the rest of the
class and discuss any issues which arise as lists are
shared and compared.

o Have students read "Something Old, Something New,
Something Borrowed, Something Due" and share thoughts
in a followup discussion.

o Ask students to reflect in their journals about tools
which they cannot or do not use because they consider
them to be men's tools.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

"Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed,
Something Due; Women and Appropriate Technology," by
Judy Smith
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Unit I: Women and Work History

American Women Worth Remembering

Abzug, Bella. Congresswoman from New York, 1970s. Appointed

cochairman of the National Advisory Committee on Women by President

Jimmy Carter. Dismissed in 1979 on grounds that the committee's
public criticisms of the administration were counterproductive.

Adams, Abigail. 18th Century advocate for women's rights; wife of
President John Adams.

Addams, Jane. Founder of Hull House, Chicago slums; provided social
services to immigrant poor (1889).

.Alcott, Louisa May. Author of Little Women (1886).

Anderson, Marion. First black singer to perform as a member of the

Metropolitan Opera in New York City, 1955.

Anderson, Mary. First head of Department of Labor Women's Bureau (1920).

Antnony, Susan B. 19th Century suffragist; author of amendment for

universal suffrage.

Asn, Mary Ann Israel. Mortgaged her home to buy slaves and free them

(1850s).

Atkins, Mary. Went West to head Yk.ung Ladies Seminary in California
(1855).

Bache, Sarah. Organized Philadelphia women to raise $300,000 to support

Revolutionary Army (1780).

Bacon, Albion Fellows. Worked in slums of Evansville, Indiana to improve

housing conditions (early 1900s).

Bagley, Sarah. Led a strike in 1836 in Lowell, Massachusetts against low
pay/long hours; formed Lowell Female Labor Reform Association.

Baker, Sara Josephine. Director of Division of Child Hygiene in New York
(1908); worked in slums to reduce infant mortality.

Barnes, Jane. Went West in 1814; first white woman to land on Northwest
Coast (Oregon); community benefactor.
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Barrett, Janie Porter. Black social welfare leader in Virginia; founder
of Locust Street Social Settlement (1890), one of the first American
social agencies for blacks.

Barton, Clara. "Angel of_the Battlefield"; Civil War nurse who founded
American Red Cross.

Bass, Charlotte. Black journalist/publisher; founding member of
Progressive Party (1950s); ran for Congress and Vice Presidency.

Bates, Daisy Lee. Leader of Arkansas NAACP (1957); newspaper editor/
publisher; guided integration of Little Rock High School.

Becraft, Maria. Opened first boarding school for black girls in
Washington, D.C. at age of 15, 1805-1833.

Beecher, Cathrine. Oucstanding teacher-trainer (1830s).

Bellanca, Dorothy Jacobs. Latvian immigrant; active union organizer for
Amalgamated Clothing Workers (1920).

Benedict, Ruth. Internationally known anthropologist; author of Patterns
of Culture; mentor to Margaret Mead (1930s).

Bethune, Mary McLeod. Black founder of Bethune Cookman College, Daytona
Beach, Florida, school for black girls (1904).

dickerdyke, Mary. Famous Civil War nurse; worked on battlefield; later,
administrator of Illinois Hospital.

Bird, Rose. Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court (1970s).

Blackwell, Alice Stone. Daughter of Lucy Stone; worked for suffrage,
temperance, pc.,ace, black rights; journalist (19th Century).

Blackwell, Elizabeth. America's first woman doctor; organized Central
Relief Committee to train nurses for Union Gray (19th Century).

Blatch, Harriet Stanton. Suffragist; founded Equality League of Self-
Supporting Women (1907).

Bloomer, Amelia. Dress reformer (1860s); credited with popularizing
"bloomers" so women could have more freedom in dress.

Bourke-White, Margaret. Famous photographer of Depression Era (1930s).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Bow, Clara. The "IT" Girl; 1930s film star.

Bowser, Mary Elizabeth. Freed slave who hired herself out as a servant
to Confederate President Jefferson Davis; spy for Union Army.

Boyd, Belle. Confederate spy; served time in federal jail after

discovered.

Bradstreet, Anne. Colonial poet in Puritan New England; published poems

in 1678; also mother of eight children.

Brandt, Molly. Mohawk Indian leader; aided British in rew York during

Revolutionary War.

Brent, Margaret. Maryland settler and landowner (1638); wealthy and

influential but not allowed to vote.

Brooks, Gwendolyn. 20th Century poet. Won Pulitzer prize for poetry;

first black poet to win a Pulitzer.

Brown, Minnijean. One of the first blacks to try to integra.te Little

Rock High School (1957).

BUCK, Pearl. Author of The Good Earth (1930s); Nobel Prize Winner.

Burns, Lucy. Worked with Alice Paul on Woodrow Wilson's inauguration

parade of 5,000 women for suffrage.

Burton, Gabrielle. Feminist author (1970s) of I'm Running Away From

Home, But I'm Not Allowed to Cross the Street.

Caldwell, Sarah. (1920s) Opera producer, director, and conductor.
Acknowledged as one of the great operatic producers in the world and

often referred to as the "first lady of American opera."

Carroll, Anna Ella. Civil War strategist who suggested a plan that led

to decisive Union victory, but never credited.

Carson, Rachel. Author of Silent Spring (1950s); scientist, early
ecologist who warned against danger of pollutants.

Cary, Alice. First president of Sorosis (1868),'first American women's
club, orga,ized in protest of men's clubs.

Cassatt, Mary. Successful and well known painter, 1845-1926.

Cather, Willa. Early 1900s author of pioneer life; received Pulitzer
in 1922 for One of Ours.
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Catt, Carrie Chapman. Women Suffrage Party organizer (1910); worked

for suffrage on state level.

Champion, Deborah. Daughter of general in Revolutionary Army; delivered

ambush warning to General Washington.

Child, Lydia Maria,. Author and leader of anti-slavery movement

(1830s-50s).

Chisholm, Shirley. 20th Century politician and legislator. First black

woman elected to House of Representatives.

Cochrane, Elizabeth. "Nellie Bly"; one of most famous newspaper
reporters of late 1800s; traveled around the world in 72 days.

Coppin, Fannie Jackson. Black slave who became prominent educator

in Phiadelphia.

Corbin, Molly. First woman to fight for U.S. in Revolutionary War;

replaced wounded gunner, was injured seriously.

Corey, Martha. Executed for being a witch in Salem witchcraft hysteria

(1692).

Crandall, Prudence. Connecticut educator who tried to open school for

black girls in 1840s.

Cross, Laura. At age 11 won the 1973 National Soap Box Derby.

Cruly, Jane. Founder of Sorosis (1868) - first American women's club;

journalist who wrote one of first syndicated women's columns.

Cumming, Kate. Civil War nurse to Confederate soldiers in 1862 in spite

of grea" 3ocial pressure.

Darragh, Lydia. Quaker whose Philadelphian h me was used by British

soldiers (1777); she warned American officer of,an attack, preventing

American defeat.

Davis, Angela. Leading black communist of 1960s and 1970s.

DeBerdt Reed, Esther. Organizer of Philadelphian women (1780); raised

$300,000 to support American army.

Dennett, Mary Coffin. Organized women supporters for birth control

(1969).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

DeRivera, Alice. Student who won court case to allow her to attend
all male high school in New York (1969).

Dickinson, Anna. Talented orator during Civil War period; earned $23,000
a year in 1870s.

Dickinson, Emily. Poet whose work did Lot become fully appreciated until
after her death (1886).

Didrikson, Mildred "Babe". Winner of two gold medals and one silver
medal in track and field in 1932 01' mpics.

Dietrich, Marlene. Movie heroine (1930s).

Dix, Dorothea Lynde. Advocate for hospitals for mentally ill, rather
than prisons (1840s).

Dodge, Grace Hoadley. Advocate for vocational training in high school
(1890); founder of Columbia University Teachers College.

Duffy, Mary. Member of Overall Workers Union; among first working women
to join suffrage movement (1907).

Duncan, Isadora. Founder of modern dance in eaily 1920s; revolutionary
ideas about dance; died in bizarre accident. ,

Duniway, Abigail. Leading feministL in Pacific Northwest; started women's
newspaper (1871) in Oregon. I

[

Dunn, Belle. One of first women tito serve aboard a Navy ship in WW I.
/

Douglass, Sarah. Openee day schi 1 for black children in Philadelphia
at age 14 (1850s); also foun er of Philadelphia Anti-Slavery Society.

Earhart, Amelia. Famous. female aviator (1930s); first female to fly solo
across Atlantic (1932) .

Eaton, Harriet Cady. Signer Of Seneca Falls Women's Rights Convention
Declaration in 1848.

Eckford, Elizabeth. 'Firs,t black student to try to enroll at Little Rock

High School in 1957;/turned away by bayonets of National Guard.

Edelhart, Bonnie. Junior high student who bought suit against New York
high school principal and others for preventing her from taking shop
(1971).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Edmonds, Sarah Emma. Civil War soldier, alias "Franklin Thompson"; served
as soldier, mail carrier and spy.

Ellet, Elizabeth. Historian of women's role'in American history (the
first) ; in 1848 published The Women of the American Revolution.

Farley, Harriet. Editor of "The Lowell Offering", a magazine by
and about mill workers and about' mill life. Early 1800s.

Farnham, Marynia. Author, Modern Woman: The Lost Sex, advocated against
career women (1847).

Ferber, Edna. Author; novelist (1930s). Won Pulitzer Prize.

Ferguson, Miriam. "Ma" Ferguson; Governor of Texas (1925); followed
husband into the position.

Ferguson, Renee. Black journalist (1970) ; wrote for Washington Post on
black women's ideas about women's rights.

Firestone, Shulamith. Founder of Redstockings, militant women's rights
group (1970s).

Fitzgerald, Ella. (B. 1918) Jazz si.nger, known around the world as
"First Lady of Song." Voted top female singer by International Jazz
Critic's Poll (1968).

Flynn, Elizabeth Gurley. Early 20th Century union organizer. Helped to
found American Civil Liberties Union. Active in Industrial Workers
of World and Communist Party.

Foote, Eunice Newton. Signer of Seneca Falls Convention Declaration of
Women's Rights (1C48).

Porten, Charlotte. Daughter of prominent black family in North; went
South to educate freed blacks in post Civil War.

Franklin, Ann Smith. First woman printer in New England before American
Revolution.

Friedan, Betty. Author of Feminine Mystique (1963).

Frietchie, Barbara. At age 96 displayed Union flag as Confederate Army
marched through her town.

Fry, Elizabeth. Quaker minister a d prison reformer (1810).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Fuller, Margaret. Leading Boston scholar in 1845; first female reporter
on New York Tribune.

Gage, -Frances. Leader of Ohio Women's Convention; educator who went
South to teach freed blacks after Civil War.

Garbo, Greta. Movie heroine (1930s).

Gaynor, Janet. Movie heroine (1930s).

Gibson, Althea. Black tennis champion; first black to compete at Forest
Hills, New York and Wimbledon, England; won in 1957 and 1958.

Gilman, Charlotte Perkins. Published Women and Economics (1899); argued
that women should be financially independent.

Goddard, Mary. Postmaster of Baltimore, Maryland. (1775).

Goldman, Emma. "Red Emma"; factory worker who was- a leading anarchist
and dedicated to social change (1885).

Graham, Katherine. Chairman of the Board,of Directors, and Publisher,
Washington Post Company. Staunchly supported her editors and
reporters who pursued the Watergate story into the White House,
uncovering obstruction of justice that involved President Nixon.

Grant, Anne. Bducation Task Force Director of NOW; working for school
enforcement of Title IX (1970s).

Grasso, Ella. First female governor elected in her own right in
Connecticut (1976).

Greenhow, Rose. Confederate spy; served time in federal jail.

Gritting, Josephine. Pressured Congress to create Freedmen's Bureau
to help former slaves succeed (1865).

Grimke, Angelina and Grimke, Sarah. First women to speak publicly against
slavery in South (1838, Boston).

Guthrie, Janet-. First woman driver to race at Indianapolis 500 (1970s).

Gutridge, Molly. Poet during American Revolution.

Hale, Sarah JOseph. Editor of women's magazine, Godey's Lady's Book
(1840).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Harlow, Jean. Movie heroine (1930s); made platinum blonde hair the
beauty symbol of the decade.

Harper, Frances Ellen Watkins. Abolitionist worker on Underground Rail-
road, teacher, lecturer, poet, black author (1850s).

Hedgeman, Dr. Anna. Harlem advocate for black rights and women's
rights (1970).

Height, Dorothy. President of National Council of Negro Women (1963).

Hellman, Lillian. Playwright/author (1930s).

Hobby, Oveta Culp (Colonel). Appointed Director of Women's Army Corp
under Eisenhower, women who served in noncombatant duty (1942); later

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare.

Hopkins, Juliet. Headed Alabama Confederate Medical Services in Civil
War.

Hosmer, Harriet. Sculptor, l'ate 1800s.

Howe, Julia Ward. 19th Century suffragist who worked with Susan B.

Anthony; also abolitionist.

Hunt, Jane. Worked with Elizabeth C. Stanton organizing Seneca Falls
Convention (1948).

Hunton, Addie. Black Red Cross organizer in WW I of cultural, athletic,
religious activities for 200,000 black soldiers.

Hutchinson, Anne. Expelled from Puritan community for challenging male
leaders (early 1700s).

Huck, Winnifred. Succeeded her dead father to seat in House of
Representatives (1922).

Jones, Mary Harris. "Mother Jones"; labor organizer who lost family in
Yellow Fever Epidemic (early 1900s)1 fought for children's, men's,
and women's rights.

Kankus, Roberta A. Licensed as first woman commercial nuclear power
plant operator, 1976.

Keckley, Elizabeth. Former slave; founded an organization to aid freed
slaves coming North from Civil War (1862).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Keller, Helen. Born unable to hear; learned to communicate and became
renowned in her work to help people who couldn't hear or speak
(1880-1968).

Kelley, Florence. Head of National Consumer League (1899); worked to
abolish child labor-and for better working conditions for women.

Kemble, Fanny. British actress (1834); married a Southerner and
discovered he owned 700 slaves; became anti-slavery advocate.

Kennedy, Florynce. Black activist lawyer (1970s); working to abolish
sexism and racism.

King, Billie Jean. First woman athlete to earn more than $100,000 in
a year (1970s).

Kingston, Maxine Hong. Chinese American writer, best known for her

autobiographical book, The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood

Among:Ghosts.

Krupsak, Mary Ann. First woman elected as New York State's Lieutenant
Governor (1976).

Kuhn, Maggie. Founder of Gray Panthers, an organization which gained
national attention for the rights of the elderly. 1960s-'70s.

Lange, Dorothea. Famous photographer (1930s), especially of social
realities of the Depression.

Larcom, Lucy. Well-known New England mill girl (early 1800s); wrote
many articles and was politically active.

Lease, Mary. 19th Century agrarian reformer and feminist. Nominated for
county office in Kansas, even though she, as a woman, could not vote.

Lemlick, Clara. Leading organizer for Garment Workers Union (early
1900s); stirring speaker for fair wages and safe working conditions.

Lewis, Mrs. Lawrence. Imprisoned in Washington, D.C. for protesting
for suffrage in front of White House (1917).

Lindberg, Anne Morrow. Author of Gift From the Sea, questioning role of
American women (1950s); wife of Charles Lindberg.

Livermore, Mary. Leader of Chicago Sanitary Commission, aiding Union
soldiers with medical aid, food; journalist (only woman reporter
present at Lincoln's nomination); suffragist.
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Lockwood, Belva. First woman to plead before the Supreme Court of the
United States; Presidential candidate for Equal Rights Party

(1884 and 1888).

Lombard, Carole. Movie heroine (1930s).

LuCas, Eliza. South Carolina planter who made indigo a successful
crop (1700s); lost her rights when later married.

oe, Clare Booth. U.S. Ambassador to Italy (1953-1955); former congress-
woman and successful playwright.

Ludington, Sybil. Sixteen-year-old made 30-mile ride to call out militia
against British (1777).

Ludwig, Mary. "Molly Pitcher," American Revolutionary War heroine;
fought, cooked, nursed.

Lyon, Mary. Opened Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary in Massachusetts (1837);
had curriculum equal to that of men's colleges.

McClintock, Mary Ann. Organizer of Seneca Falls Convention on Women's
Rights (1848).

Mainardi, Pat. Author (1968) of The Politics of Housework.

Mason, Biddy. Famous black woman was pioneer, freed slave in Los Angeles;

became nurse in California and died famous and wealthy (1854).

Masters, Sybilla. Inventor whose inventions were credited to her husband

(1715).

Mead, Margaret. Famous anthropologist; known for her studies on sex

roles in society (1920s-1978).

Millay, Edna St. Vincent. Feminist poet (1920s); won Pulitzer in 1923

for Ballad of the Harp-Weaver, a collection of poems.

Miller, Elizabeth Smith. Dress reformer (1860s); designed bloomer for
easier mobility.

Miller, Frieda S. Chief of Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, after
wW II.

Miner, Myrtilla. White woman who started first school to train black
women as teachers before Civil War.
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Minor, Frances and Minor, Virginia. Women who brought case to U.S.
Supreme Court (1874) that, since women were citizens, they should be
allowed to vote.

Mitchell, Margaret. Author of Gone With the Wind, which won 1937 Pulitzer
Prize for literature.

Mitchell, Maria. Astronomer who discovered a comet and was first female
elected to American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1847).

Monroe, Marilyn. Movie queen (1950s), felt by many to be sexually
exploited; committed suicide at age 36.

Moody, Deborah. Headed first English settlement in area now Brooklyn,

New York (1600s).

Morris, Esther. First woman to serve as Justice of the Peace; called
"Mother of Woman Suffrage in Wyoming" (1869).

Mott,, Lucretia. Quaker minister; served 40 years as President of
Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society; leading abolitionist.

Murray, Judith Sargent. Author and feminist (1779); advocate for better
educational opportunities for women.

Nation, Carry. Eccentric, hatchet-wielding, saloon-smashing member of
Women's Christian Temperance Union (1870s).

Nichols, Mary Sargeant. Reformer of women's health practices (1830s);
first woman to lecture on anatomy, hygiene and physiology.

Norton, Eleanor Holmes. Black New York City Human Rights Commissioner;
worked to abolish racism and sexism (1970s). CLaired Carter
Administration Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (EEOC).

Nurse, Rebecca. Hung as a witch during Salem witchcraft hysteria (1692).

Olivarez, Garciella. Cofounded the Comision Feminil Mexicana Nacional;
helped to develop model service center for working women and child
care centers in California (1970s).

O'shaugnessy, Helen. One of the first women to serve aboard Navy ship
in WW I.

Owen, Ruth Bryan. Daughter of William Jennings Bryan; foreign minister
to Denmark (early 1900s).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Owens-Adair, Bethenia. First woman doctor in the West (1871); met
considerable prejudice.

Parker, Dorothy. Short story and film writer (1930s).

Paul, Alice. Suffragist, organizer of parade of 5,000 women on day before
Woodrow Wilson's inauguration; formed Women's Party.

Peck, Annie S. Explorer and scholar; climbed Matterhorn as well as.
20,000-foot peaks in South America (early 1900s) .

Pember, Phoebe. Confederate hospital administrator in Civil War.

Perkins, Frances. Appointed Secretary of Labor by F.D. Roosevelt
(1930s); first woman to achieve cabinet rank; worked for minimum wage
and abolition of child labor.

Pickford, Mary "America's Sweetheart"; movie star (1930s); feminine
image of innocence.

Pocahantas. (1595-1617) Colonial Indian woman, real name Matoaka;
promoted peaceful relations between settlers in Virginia and Indian
tribes; credited with saving the life of Captain John Smith.

Porter, Katherine Anne. Short-story writer (1930s); National Book Award.

Poher, Helen. Successful professional mimic who imitated both men and
women and made a fortune at the peak of her career.

Priest, Ivy Baker. Served as U.S. Treasurer under President Eisenhower.

Provoost, Mary. Colonial businesswoman in New York (1700s).

Pryor, Margaret. Signer of Seneca Falls Convention Declaration of
Women's Rights (1848).

Putnam, Anne. Young girl in Salem who claimed to be possessed; her
testimony led to hanging of "witches" (1692).

Putnam-Jacobi, Mary. Foremost female doctor in late 19th century
(1894); suffrage advocate.

Rankin, Jeannette. First female meecer of House of Representatives
(1916); a pacifist; twice lost her seat by voting against entry into
war.
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Restelle, Madame. Noted abortionist in New York (1840s).

Riker, Janette. Survived alone through winter in Dakota country after
her father an brother disappeared on way to Oregon (1849).

Robertson, Alice. Elected to House of Representatives (1920).

Robins, Magaret Dreier. Founder of National Women's Trade Union
(1903) to improve working conditions.

Roosevelt, Eleanor. Most active first lady in American history; wife
of Franklin D. Roosevelt; U.S. delegate to United Nations, 1945.

Rose, Ernestine. Polish woman who disputed her arranged marriage;
lobbied for women's property rights (1848).

Ross, Betsy. Legendary creator of first American flag; well-known but
story not confirmed.

Ross, Nellie Taylor. Governor of Wyoming; Treasurer of U.S. (early

1900s) .

Royall, Anne. Controversial, outspoken newspaper editor for 23 years
(late 1800s).

Ruffin, Josephine St. Pierre. Founder of National Association of Colored
Women (1895).

Sabin, Florence Rnena. M.D. from Johns Hopkins; first female professor
at Rockefeller Institute of Medicine (1925-1948).

Sacajawea. Guide on Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804-1806); Shoshone
Indian; interpreter, cook, nurse, etc.

Sampson, Deborah. Enlisted as Continental soldier during the Revolu-
tionary War under the name "Robert Shurtleff"; fought until wounded
and then discovered.

Sanchez, Bonnie Cruz. Student won court case forcing her school to allow
her to take metalworking shop course (1969).

Sanger, Margaret. Nurse and advocate of birth control; journalist;
founder of Planned Parenthood; jailed eight times for her work
(1920s).

Schneiderman, Rose. Well-known labor leader (1907).
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American Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Schofield, Martha. Teacher who went South to educate freed blacks
after Civil War.

;cott, Mrs. Joe. Founded first school for blacks in Alameda City,
California; freed slave who pioneered West after the Civil War.

Sescumb, Mary. Eighteen-year-old bride who managed entire North Carolina
plantation during Revolutionary War.

Shaw, Anna Howard. Pioneer, minister and M.D. (1885); worked in slums;
became President of National Woman Suffrage Association; later became
active in WW I.

Sheffield, Mary. Teacher of National Freedmans' Relief Association
(1864); died of disease in Memphis.

Shirley, Myra Belle. "Belle Starr"; well-educated daughter of
upper-class parents who became outlaw in Texas (1863-1889).

Sloan, Margaret. Founder of National Black Feminist Organization
(1973); an editor of Ms. Magazine.

Smith, Bessie. Black singer (1930s) , made over 160 recordings; known

as "Empress of Blues."

Smith, Margaret:Chase. Senator from Maine (1948).

Spalding, Eliza. One of first women to cross Rockies (1836); taught
religion and weaving to Nez Perces Indians in Oregon.

Stadd, Mary Ann. Teacher, editor, journalist, lawyer, black abolitionist
(1823).

Stanton, Elizabeth Cady. Convened Seneca Falls Convention on Women's

Rights (1848).

Steinem, Gloria. Editor of Ms. Magazine; a leader of feminist movement
(1970s).

Stein, Gertrude. 20th Century poet born in America who lived most of her

life in Paris, France.

Stewart, Frances Maria. First American woman public lecturer (black);
advocate for education for free blacks (early 1800s).

Stone, Lucy. Ardent campaigner for women's rights; one of first women to

graduate from college (1885).
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American Women worth Remembering (cont.)

Stowe, Harriet Beecher. Author of Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852).

Surratt, Mary. Hung for being an "accomplice to assassination of
Abraham Lincoln; inndcent (1865).

Swisshelm, Jane Grey. 19th Century editor, abolitionist and feminist.
dad to struggle for right to sit in U.S. Senate press gallery--first
woman to do so.

Taylor, Marion. First woman telegrapher in WW I; received secret
reports of ship movement in Atlantic.

Taylor, Susie King. Author; served in first black regiment in Civil War
as nurse, teacher, laundress.

Terrell, Mary Church. First president of National Association of
Colored Women (1895); sufiLagist and spokesperson for black women's
rights.

Thomas, Jane. Rode 66 miles to warn of British attack in American
Revolutionary War.

Tituba. Barbados slave whose tales of sorcery fomented Salem witch
trials (17th Century).

Towne, Laura. Teacher who went South to educate freed blacks after
Civil War.

Truth, Sojourner. Real name Isabella Baumfree; black spokeswoman for
abolition and women's rights (1850s).

Tubman, Harriet. Underground railroad's most famous conductor; was
legendary and called "Moses" by slaves; Civil War fighter.

Turell, Jane Coman. Poet in Colonial America.

Uchida, Yoshido. Japanese American writer known for her novels about
Japanese concentration camps during WW II. Journey to Topaz and
Journey Home.

Van Lew, Elizabeth. Civil War spy; helped Union soldiers escape from
prison and hid then.

Vulasquez, Loreta. Soldier, spy and railroad conductor; ran supply
blockades to South in Confederate Army.

Walker, Mary. Missionary in,Spokane, Washington (1830).

Walker, Dr. Mary. Civil War doctor and spy; served as a surgeon with the
Union Army, received the Medal of Honor, the highest military award
given by the U. S. Government.
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AMerican Women Worth Remembering (cont.)

Ward, Nancy. Cherokee leader; head of tribal women's council (1776);
secretly warned Tennessee settlers of planne'd pro-British attack.

Warren, Mercy Otis. Patriot and outstanding writer during Revolutionary
War.

Washburn, Florinda. Financed her own wagon to California gold mining
territory; set up millinery shop, became wealthy (1850).

Washington, Martha. George Washington's wife; worked hard for war effort
in Revolutionary War; first First Lady.

Weeks, Lorena. Landmark case upholding Title VII anti-discrimination law
vs. Southern Bell (1971).

Wells-Barnett, Ida. Leader of one-woman crusade against lynching of
black women and men by mobs; speaker and author (1862-1931).

West, Mae. Movie herione (1930s).

Wheatley, Phillis. Black poet; published book in 1773; Northern slave.

Whitman, Narcissa Prentiss. Missionary to Indians; killed in Whitman

Massacre in 1647.

Willard, Emma. Established Troy Female Seminary in New York; advocate of

equal education for women (1821).

Willard, Frances. National President of Women's Christian Temperance

Union (1880); also suffrage advocate.

Williams, Abigail. One of girls to testify at Salem witch trial
leading to hangings of "witches" (1692).

Williams, Fannie Barrier. Founder of women's club movement for

black women (1895).

Willis, Ellen. One of Eounders of Redstockings, radical feminist
group (early 1970s) .

Winslow, Rose. Suffragist arrested and jailed (1917) in Washington,
D.C. after parading in front of White House.

Wittenmeyer. Annit. Famous Civil War nurse organized hospital diet
kitchens for sick and wounded.

Woodhull, Victoria. 19th Century feminist; published weekly magazine
advocating suffrage and sexual freedom, among other things (1870s).

Wright, Martha. Suffragist initiator of Seneca Falls Convention on
Women's Rights (1848).
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Some Notable American Women

Shirley Chisholm Amelia Earhart

Anne Hutchinson Sarah Bagley

Dorothea Lange Alice Paul

Sacajawea Phillis Wheatley

Victoria Woodnull Rachel Carson

Harriet Tubman Prudence Crandall

Anna Howard Shaw Mary McLeod Bethune-

Elizabeth Cady Stanton Elizabeth Blackwell

Abigail Adams

Althea Gibson

Mother Jones

Maria Mitchell

Sojourner Truth

Lucretia Mott

Angelina and Sarah Grimke

Emma Goldman

Susan B. Anthony

Gwendolyn Brooks

Isadora Duncan

Harriet Farley

Ida Wells-Barnett

Margaret Sanger
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Which Notable American Vaman Did This?

1. Suggested to her husband, who was helping to write the United
States Constitution, that he consider women's rights too

2. Worked to tree many slaves, guiding them on the Underground
Railroad

3. One of this country's first advocates for women workers

4. Black tennis champion

5. Astronomer

6. Publishe magazine advocating suffrage, as well as sexual freedom

7. Shoshone Indian who guided Lewis and Clark Expedition

8. Expelled from Puritan community for "preaching" (discussing
religion), something only men were allowed to do

9. Spoke and wrote against lynching of blacks

10. Pioneer, minister, and physician

11. Quaker minister and leading abolitionist

12. First black woman elected to House of Representatives

13. Former slave owners who were first women to speak publicly
against slavery (and were criticized for it)

14. Founder of modern dance in early 1920s

15. Early ecologist (1950s) who warned against dangers of pollutants
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16. First black poet to* win a Pulitzer Prize

17. Former slave spokeswoMan for abolition and women's rights

18. Photographer during the Depression

19. First female to fly solo across the Atlantic
r,

20. Author of Women's Suffrage Amendment

21. Labor organizer in early 1900s

22. Suffragist and activist; wrote the Equal Rights Amendment

Advocate of birth control; founded Planned Parenthood

24. Factory worker who was a leading anarchist

25. Editor of a magazine by and about female workers in Loilel ,

Massachusetts

26. Tried to open school for black girls in Connecticut in 140s

27. First woman doctor in United State8

tr

28. Black educator who fouoled a school frir girls in Florida in the
early 1900s

29. Early women's rights worker who organized Seneca FallsConvention

30. Slave who published poetry book in 1700s
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Which Notable American Woman Did This?

1. Suggested to her husband, who was*helping to write the United
States Constitution, that he consider women's rights too

A Va .4d4 frn

2. Worked to free many slaves, guiding them on the
Railroad _fiaplet- rubntan,

Underground

3. One of this country's first advocates for women

rrak -5& y
4. Black tennis champion .,,,f-ttileA

5. Astronomer,

workers

6. Published .magazine advocating suffrage, as well as sexual freedom

1/ ((to ri'g yroolhall

71 Shoshone Indian who guided Lewis and Clark Expedition
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8. Expelled from Puritan cormriunity for "preaching" (discussing
religion), something only men were allowed to do
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9. Spoke and wrote against lynching

10. Pioneer, minister, and physician

11. Quaker .minister and leading abol

of blacks. Weta t oirr
A )'il 4, r mott

itionist

12. First black woman elected to House of Representatives
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13. Former slave owners who were first women to speak publicly
against slavery (and were criticized for it)
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14. Founder of modern dance in early 1920s NifAhrit twig/rt.

15. Early ecologist (1950s) who warned against dangers of pollutants
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16. First black poet to win a Pulitzer Prizeilwen/,b_itan, ..25rco&

17, Former slave spokeswoman for abolition and women's rights

fol6itipyr

18. Photographer during the Depression 7,../..)01-eA

19. First female to fly solo across the Atlantic _"-Ii/ittiPtt

20. Author of Women's Suffrage Amendment, rtiirarkt, e5, 4)4112Prty

21. Labor organizer in early 1900s

22. Suffragist and activist; wrote the Equal Rights Amendment
fizz, 7:1EtI

23. Advocate of birth control; founded Planned Parenthood
4v t 4"

24. Factory worker who was a leading anarchist I'tii4 (-=-7,:i.(111/1.07

25. Editor of a magazine by and about female workers in Lowell,
Massachusetts ._144f-riel-

26. Tried to open school for black girls in Connecticut in 1840s

_I/. ad (lia./141.14

27. First woman doctor in United States z Zizzeitt-,c /aekkn!
28. Black educator who founded a school for girls in Florida in the

early 1900s .Ha,ri-L/A/rc .2-et-hu4d-e

29. Early women's rights worker who organized Seneca Falls Convention

jliFtlytti., C4(111 frivtofrL

30. Slave who published poetry book in 1700s JI1j7/11/1 k1/At4tIN
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Family Work History

Generation Women: Jobs Held Men: Jobs Held

Great grandparents
(great-great-aunts,
great-great-uncles
great-grandparents)

Grandparents
(grandmothers,
grandfathers, great-
aunts, great-uncles)

parents
(mother, father,
aunts, uncles)

..

Your generation
(you, sisters,

brothers, cousins)

From Barbara Gates, Susan /Claw and Adria Steinberg, Changing Learning, Changing
Li.ve, (Feminist Press, 1979). 107
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RULES FOR FEMALE TEACHERS

Do not get married.

2. Do not leave town at any time Without
permission of the school board.

.3. Do not keep company with men.

4. Be home between the hours of 8 p. NI
-and 6 A.m.

5. Do not loiter downtown in ice cream stores.

6. Do not smoke.

7. Do not get into a carriage with any man
, except your father or brother.

8. Do not dress in bright colors.

9. 1)o not dye your hair.

I 0. I)o not wear any dress more than two
inches above the ankle.

Er,m.: / 9 I.; 31.1.-...,./r;rJell.. - /,,,..1-,iei.ulment ,,.,?.onia;
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History of "Bread and Roses" Song

In Lawrence, Massachusetts in 1912, 20,000 women textile workers walked
out of their jobs to protest what amounted to a cut in their weekly pay.

They were on strike for ten weeks. The immediate cause of their walkout
was a new labor law passed by the state government limiting the number of

hours women and children could work to 54 hours a week. The women had

been earning $8.76 each week for 56 houts of work. The textile companies
had to cut the workers' hours and would not,compensate the 31 cents a

week lost due to that cut in hours. As the women-marched in protest, a
young girl held up a sign which read, "We fight for bread, but we fight
for roses too." This prompted James Oppenheim to write the poem, "Bread

and Roses," to which Carolyn Kohlsaat later wrote music.

3ummarIzed from Edith Fowke and Joe Glazer, Songs of Work and Protest (New
York: Dover Publishing, Inc., 1973), p. 71. 111
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BREAD AND ROSES

Music by Carolyn Kohlsaat
Words by James Oppenheim

As we go marching, marching
in the beauty of the day,

A million darkened kitchens,
a thousand mill lofts gray,

Are touched with all the radiance
that a sudden sun discloses,

For the people hear us singing:
"Bread and roses: Bread and roses!"

As we go marching, marching,
we battle too for men,

For they are women's children,
and we mother them again.

Our lives shall not be sweated
from birth until life closes;

Hearts starve as well as bodies;
give us bread, but give us roses!

As we go marching, marching,
unnumbered women dead

Go crying through our singing their
ancient call for bread.

Small art and love and beauty their
drudging spirits knew.

Yes, it is bread we fight for - but we
fight for roses too:

As we go marching, marching,
we bring the greater days.

The rising of the women means
the rising of the race.

No more the drudge and idler -
ten that toil where one reposes,

But a sharing of life's glories:
Bread and roses! Bread and roses!

Our lives shall not be sweated from
birth until life closes;

Hearts starve as well as bodies;
Bread and roses! Bread and roses!
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Oral History Interviewing

Most history texts are overwhelmingly biased towards the accomplishments
of white males. As a result, few of us have an understanding of the
history of women's lives. Oral history, or the gathering of history by
interviewing people, is an excellent tool for recapturing the history of

people traditionally forgotten by textbook writers.

In interviewing a relative about women in your family's history, consider

that the best sources are the people who have had the experiences
themselves. If you (the student) have an elderly, living relative or
acquaintance you can go talk to, that person will provide the best

story. The next best source will be the oldest living person who
personally, from first-hand experience, remembers the woman you wish to

know about. The farther removed the source from the subject, the less

information you will be able to collect.

Follow this approach:

1. After deciding which female relative you want to learn about,
identify who will be the best source of information on that
person. Ideally it will be that relative herself. The person

you interview is called the narrator.

2. The next step is to figure out how you will elicit information
from the narrator. Think about questions you will ask, and list

them in a logical order (See WINC Resource List--Our Roots).
The best approach is to ask questions about the person's
life--questions which will "prime the pump" and get your source
person started with reminiscing about life "way back then."

3. Determine whether or not you will use a tape recorder. Years

from now you might be happy that you did. If you plan to use a
recorder, practice with the recorder prior to using it with your
narrator. If you don't use a recorder you will have to take
very careful notes.

4. Practice your interviewing skills by interviewing a fellow
student about her own childhood (see WINC Activity--Introduction
to Oral History: Interviewing Classmates). When interviewing,
keep these things in mind:

a. Give the narrator time to think, and don't be afraid of
pauses.
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b. Ask open-ended questions rather than questions which will
bring only "yes" or "no" or one word answers.

c. Don't feel you have to stick to your list of questions if
the narrator is talking about something interesting.

5. Conduct your interview and take notes or record it.

6. Transcribe your results, or parts of your interview.

Transcribing is putting into writing your notes or taped
interview. If you have a long taped interview which you can't
transcribe, be sure to index it. Indexing is labeling on a

piece of paper the parts of the interview throughout. You can

do this in time sequences (every three to five minutes) or as
the subjects change. (See examples of transcribing and

indexing.)

7. Snare the results with your class.

NOTE: Learning these interviewing skills will help you
throughout the WINC course as you talk to guest speakers and

women in your community who work in nontraditional jobs.
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Oral History--Indexing and Transcribing

Interview with R. Dickson
April 1, 1980

Example of Indexing Oral History Tape:

Tape #1 0-3 Depression in Texas cotton country
Side #1

3-7 Move to Arizona to work in copper mines

7-11 Her children and what they were doing during the
war. Mentions the attitude of Oregonians towards
the children of people recently arrive from the
South.

11-12 Daily life in Portland during the war

12-17 Coming to Portland; original plans and how they
changed. Includes discussion of differences
between her attitude and her husband's.

17-21 Trip to Portland

21-24 Housing: Vanport, apartment, house

24-25 Getting a war job in Portland. Includes
disagreement with husband about whether Rosa
should work in the shipyards.

25-30 Description of her job as a helper in the shipyard
(Albina)

Example of Oral History Transcription:

Especially was the South so hard hit because of cotton. The
prices of cotton just dropped from 40 cents a pound to 19 and
20 after World War I...We had big money, big prices and all
of this. And then when the war was over, we had the crash...

Q. Were you living on a cotton plantation?

A. Well, my father and mother were young married people who
came to Texas and settled in 1884. And they built their
farm from nothing. He had about 260 acres. You wouldn't
call that a plantation! Just a farm. And I was born and
raised there on that farm.

Q. So during the Depression, the farm was not doing so well?

A. No, I don't know if you remember during that time they
had to shoot so many cattle because of the drought... I
am trying to remember who was President then...Roosevelt.

Northwest Wcisen's History Project (Portland, Oregon, 1980).
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Our Roots--Sample Interview Questions

1. What can you remember from childhood about women and work?

2. What types of things did your mother do during an average day?

3. What can you recall about "work" your grandmother was involved in
(everyday or special project)?

4. When you were a child what kinds of thoughts did you have about what
your adult life would be like?

5. What kinds of games did you play as a child?
How did your play differ from the play of your brothers or of boys

your age?

6. What kinds of activities and work did your mother do outside the
home?

7. What were your father's feelings and attitudes about women working?

8. What was your life like when you were a teenager, before married,
after married, when your children were small?

9. Did you ever work outside the home? If so, what did you do?

10. Do you work now outside your home?

o If so, what is your work like? o If not, have you ever
considered it?

o What do you like about it? o Why?

o What do you dislike about it? o Why not?

11. If you could have any kind of jOb in the world, what would you like
to do?

12. If you were to go back into the job market sometime in the future,
what kind of work would you seeA? Why?

13. How do you think my working life might be different from yours?
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Something Old, Something New
Something Borrowed, Something Due:

Women and Appropriate Technology

***
We women had our children to care for, meat to cook and to dry, robes to dress,

skins to tan, clothes, lodges and moccasins to make. Besides these things we not only
pitched the lodges, but we took them down and packed the horses and the travois when
we moved camp; and we gathered the wood for our fires too.

We cut good, lean meat into strips and dried it a little; then roasted it until it
looked brown. After this was donc, we pounded thedry meat with stone hammers that
are found nearly everywhere. They were made by The-ones-who-lived-without-fire. Next
we soaked chokeberries in water, and then used this water to boil crushed bones.
When the / ie of boiled bones was cool we skimmed off the grease from the bone-
marrow, .Aed it with the pounded meat, poured this into .buffalo heart skins, and
let it get solid...

Paint...we made hold its color with the gum, the water-colored gum, that one sees on
chokecherry trees; and we used buffalo hoofs, too. We boiled them until they trem-
bled (jellied), mixed this with our paint, let it dry, and then cut it into squares. Water
of grease made the color come again from these squares, anytime after this was done.

Pretty Shield, Crow Indian, reported by Frank Linderman
in Red Mother, John Day, 1932

***

Women always have been technologists:
they developed thc survival technologies of
food gathering and preservation, shelter build-
ing, clothing production and healing. They
produced their goods "to be of use" in daily
life. The strands of these traditional " women 's
technologies" still twine through women's
involvement in technology today, in gardening,
weaving co-operatives, and the self-help health
movement. But today, appropriate tech-
nologists refuse to validate women's skills, just
as their ancestors centuries ago denigrated
woman's creation of functional pottery and
sewing utensils compared to man's production
of religious icons.

It is frequently suggested or implied
that the first tools were, in fact,, the
weapons of the hunters....However,
since we really don't know what the
early stone tools such as handaxes were
used for, it is equally probable that
they were not weapons at all, but rather
aids in gathering. 11/e know that gather-
ing was important long before much
animal protein was added to the diet,
and continued to be important. If how-
ever, instead of thinking in terms of
tools and weapons, we think in terms of
cultural inventions, a new aspect is

presented. I suggest that two of the
earliest and most important cultural in-
ventions were containers to hold the
products of gathering and some sort of
sling or net to carry babies.

Sally Slocum
Woman the Gatherer: Male Bus in

Anthropology, 1971

Reprinted from Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed, Something Due:
Women and Appropriate Technology (Vol. 1, No. 1, August 1978) with permission of
the Publisher, the National Center for Appropriate Technology, P.O. Box 3838,
Butte, Montane 59701.
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There are many women around me (in Mississippi) who would serve as models of
executiveness anywhere. They do double duty, a man's share in the field, and a woman's
part at home. They do any kind of field work, even ploughing,, and at home the
cooking, washing, milking and gardening: But these women have husbands; let me
tell you of some widows and unaided women:

Mrs. Hill, a widow, has rented, cultivated, and solely managed a farm of five acres
for five years. She makes her garden, raises poultry, and cultivates enough corn and
cotton to.live comfortably, and keep a surplus in the bank.

Mrs Jane Brown and Mrs. Halsey formed a partnership about ten years ago, leased
nine acres and a horse, and liste cultivated the land all that time, just the same as
men would have done. They have saved considerable inoney from year to year and arc
living independently. They have never had any expenses for labor, making and gathering
the crops themselves.

Mrs. Henry, by farming and peddling cakes has the last seven years laid up seven
hundred dollars. She is an invalid, and unable to work at all times. Since then she has
been engaged in planting sweet potatoes and raising poultry and hogs.

A letter from Miss Mcntgomety, the daughter of
an ex slave, to Frances Ellen Watkm, Harper, bla
feminist writer and lecturer, 1878. "Coloured Women of
America," Englishwomen's Review, January 13, 1878,

pp 10-15, as reprinted in Black Women in White America,
Gerda Lerner, Random House, New York, 1972

DAILY CHORES
All thc lamps were kerosene; we had to clean the chimneys (glass part), refill the

kerosene and replace the wick.
We brought water from the well in a yoke carrying buckets. Lighting the samovar for

tea meant stoking coals in a piece they called the chimney in the center of the samovar.
It took half an hour to an hour for the coals to get hot and then another half an hour
for the water to get hot enough to make tea.

WEEKLY CHORES
Baking bread: We used 30 to 40 pounds of flour in a big tub. First we had to sweep

the oven floor because we put the bread right on the oven floor; the oven was built into
the wan about three feet up, so we used long sticks with a sort of spatula on the end and
shovzd in the loaves. JOKE: A young wife, who is kneading bread in her husband's
house, meets her husband's mother for the first time. She is dripping and pouring with
sweat and she aks her mother-in-law how long she is going to have to knead the bread.
Her mother-in-law says, "Until that post gets wet."

Washing clothes: We would.heat water and pour it into a big wooden tub about four
feet in diameter and take wood ashes from the oven and wrap them in a cloth and put
it in the water to soften the water; we used bar soap (plain yellow soap). We would rub
the clothes together and wash them twice awl then take them to the river to rinse them,
and beat them with a stick to get more dirt out. In the winter time, when the river was
frozen over, we had to cut 1 hole in the ice; my hands used to get so numb that I used
to take a pitcher of hot water with me SO that I could dip my hands into the hot water to
get virne feeling back in them. To dry the clothes I had to hang them up in the attic
and they would take a week to dry between freezing and thawing until dry. To iron I
would put coals inside the Iron, so I would heat the coals first to put them in the iron.
We also had irons that we stuck in the oven to heat. We had a wood floor, but 'some
people had dirt floors, so they had to pat lime on it once a week with their hands to
seal the floor; they had to use their handsthere were no tools to keep the dirt from
mming up.

--Pnva Alper, 85
Los Angeles

Reprinted from Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed, Something_Due:
Women and Appropriato Technology (Vol. 1, No. 1, August 1978) with permission of

120 the Publisher, the National Center for Appropriate Technology, P.O. Box 3838,
Butte, Montana 59701.
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-
Women homesteaders cooked on a woodstove, washed clothes with a scrub board in

large black pots over fires in the yard, made clothing, bedding and quilts by hand, grew
vegetables and put them up for the winter, raised chickens, churned butter and used the
egg and butter money for store-bought necessities. They also worked in the fields when
necessary. There are instances of single women and widowed women with children
coming to Montana and proving up homesteads.

Montana Women's History Project

***

It isn't fair
the way the work of
the human race is pro-
portioned out and
distributed.

Look at the
drudgery of wash-
ing clothes and
cfeaning house.
Compare it in its
hardness and wearingness with the
oCcupations of most men! The only
way out of it is to use Pear line.

Use Pear line and take the drudgery4 away from housework.
Peadine makes woman's

work womanly and
healthful and fit
for her to do. All
the washing. all the
cleaning, and hundreds

of other things besides.

are made easy with
..1fio Pearline.

.11

MilibtryastPearhYie
Reprinted from Something Old, Something NewL_Something Borrowed, Something Due:
Women and Appropriate Technology (Vol. 1, No. 1, August 1978) with permission of
the Publisher, the National Center for Appropriate Technology, P.O. Box 3838,
Butte, Montana 59701.
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Additional Resources

PRINT

Frontiers-A Journal of Women Studies, Vc4y.II, No. 2 (special
issue on women's oral history). Boulder: Women's Studies,
University of Colorado, Summer 1977.

Generations: Women in the South. Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: Southern Exposure. Distributed by Feminist Press.

Kornbluh, J. L. and Mikusko, M. B, eds. Working Womenroots:
An Oral History Primer. Ann Arbor: Institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, University of Michigan. (Distributed by
Wayne State University, 108 Museums Annex, Ann Arbor, Michigan
43109, $2.50.)

Jensen, Joan. With These Hands. Old Westbury, New York:
Feminist Press, 1981.

Kessler-Harris, Alice. Women Have Always Worked: An
Historical Overview. Old Westbury, New York: Feminist Press,
1981.

Millstein, Beth and Bodin, Jean. We the American Women: A

Documentary History. Chicago: Scier.::e Research Associates,

155 North Wacker Drive, 1977.

Nichols, Susan Cary, Price, Alice M. and Rubin, Rachel. Rights

and Wrongs: Women's Struggle for Legal Equality. McGraw Hill,
1980. Distributed by Feminist Press.

Rosenfelt, Deborah Silverton. Strong Women: An Annotated
Bibliography for the High School Classroom. Old Westbury, New
York: The Feminist Press, 1976. ($2.50.)

Sanders, Beverly. Women in American History: A Series. New

York, AFT Publications, 1979. (Distributed by Education
Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts
02160.)
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Smith, Judy. Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed,

Something Due: Women and Appropriate Technology. Butte,

Montana: National Center for Appropriate Technology (P.O. Box
3838) , 1978.

Sterling, Dorothy. Black Foremothers. McGraw Hill, 1979.
Distributed by Feminist Press.

They Chose Greatness: Women Who Shaped America and the World.
Lansing, Michigan: Office for Sex Equity in Education,
Department of Education. (This resource is free of charge.)

Thompson Tetreault, Mary Kay. Women In America: Half of
History. Chicago, Illinois: Rand McNally and Company, 1978.

Wigginton, Eliot, ed. The Foxfire Books, Vols. I, II and III.
Ntiw York: Doubleday, 1972.

NONPRINT

The American Parade: We the Women, 16mm color, 30 minutes
(Grades 7-12) . BFA Educational Media, 1973.

Provides an introduction to the American women's movement by
using anecdotes and incidents from such leaders as Susan B.
Anthony, Sojourner Truth, Betty Friedan, and Shirley
Chisholm.

Deborah Sampson: A Woman in the Revolution, 16mm color, 15

minutes (Grades 7-11) . BFA Educational Media, 1976.

Documents the career of Deborah Sampson who fought in the
Revolutionary War under an assumed name, disguised as a man.

Susan B. Anthony, 16mm black and white, 19 minutes
(Grades 9-12) . Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 1951.

Story of her work and highlights of her activities.

With Babies and Banners, 16mm color, 45 minutes (Grades 9-12).
New Day Films, 1979.

Story of the Women's Emergency Brigade which was formed in
support of the General Motors strike in 1937. Actual
interviews of women involved. (Academy Award Nomination.)
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Women Get the Vote. 16mm black and white, 27 minutes
(grades 10-12). McGraw-Hill, 1962.

Traces historical progress of women's right to vote in the
United States.

Women's Rights in the United States-An Informal History, 16mm
color, 27 minutes (Grades 9-12) . Atlantis, 1973.

Documents the history of the women's rights movement in the
United States from the beginnings to the present day.

The Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter, 16mm color, 60
minutes (Grades 9 - Adult) . Transit Media, 1980.

Documents the experiences of five women who took jobs in
heavy industry during WW II.

The Diary of Anne Frank, 3 filmstrips with cassettes
(Grades 7-12). Films, Inc., 1959.

In 1942, to escape Nazi persecution of the Jews during the
occupation of Holland, 13-year-old Anne Frank went into
hiding with her parents and the Van Daan family.

American Woman: Two Hundred Years of Authentic Fashion.
(Grades 9-12). Butterick, 1974.

The two-part program, designed for wide audience appeal,
introduces the role of fashion in the history of the
American woman.

"And Ain't I A Woman?" six filmstrips with cassettes, color
(Grades 10-12). Schloat, 1975.

Through the writings and speeches of some 30 women, from
colonial times to the present, the program forcefully
depicts women's feelings about their position in society,
their view of themselves and their vision of the future.

Famous Women of America, six filmstrips with cassettes
(Grades 5-8) . Society for Visual Education, 1974.

Presents the lives of women who have made significant
contributions to American society.

The Genius of American Women, four filmstrips with cassettes
(Grades 10-12). Educational Dimensions, Inc., 1974.

Examines the story of women in America from the earliest
days to the present in government, politics, society, and
the arts and letters.
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Women: An American History, six filmstrips with cassettes
(Grades 7-12). Encyclopedia Brittanica Educational Corp., 1976.

Examines the changing role of American women from colonial
times to the present. Explores social, economic,
educational, and political changes that have affected
women's roles.

Women's Work in America, 1620-1920, four filmstrips with
cassettes (Grades 10-12). Schloat, 1974.

Presents an historical survey of some of the diverse roles
occupied by women since the beginning of our American
society.

Recovering Our Past: The Struggle of Women's Suffrage, 24
minutes. Feminist History Research Project.

Combines the recorded voices of women who participated in
that struggle with historical engravings and photographs
that depict the 72-year-long battle for the right to vote.
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Overview

During the 1970s the women's movement gained considerable momentum and
affirmative action efforts enabled a few women to begin to make '.nroads
iAto the segregated job market. As this happened, journalists focused
attention on these "trailblazers," publicizing their problems and
successes. At the same time, advertisers and the media began to pick up
the language and goals of the women's movement and use them to sell
products and promote programs. All of this publicity has created a myth
that women really have "time a long way" in achieving equal employment
opportunities. This myth is especially subscribed to by young women,
whose real-world experiences have not yet provided adequate messages to
the contrary.

The contrast between the myth and the reality is stark. Most women will
work approximately 25 years of their life and most women workers still
earn about 59 cents for every dollar that a man earns. Women work
primarily in low paying, dead-end traditional jobs like assembly line
operators, food service workers, secretaries and clerical help, teachers,
nurse3, and retail sales clerks. Whether they are married or single
heads a household, women work tecause of economic need, and the
percentage of women who are in management, successfully employed in the
trades or in other nontraditional jobs is minuscule. Women have not
really come very far and examination of the facts should encourage young
women to take career planning more seriously than they have in the past.

The unit on Women and Work--Today and Tomorrow introduces students to the
realities of women's involvement in the labor force; then, building on
that foundation, the unit explains the wide range of employment
opportunities that will be available to them in the 80s. Some attention
is given to examining the status and value of the woman's traditional
role as housewife and mother, and to studying true worklife experiences
of a selection of women. Finally, students are asked to make some
preliminary career choices and to forecast their own future on the basis
of their choice.

This unit is designed to cover a three-week period, but you will probably
find more activities than you can actually use in that time. The
activities are flexible so that you can select and balance according to
you:: own scheduling needs.

The primary skill focus of this unit is communitp-based research and data
collection. Practice of this skill (in Activities: "You've Come a Long
Way Baby???" and "Nontraditional Job Opportunities") will prepare
students for Unit III on Community-Based Job Exploration.
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Unit II: Women and Work lbday and 'Ibmorrow

Activity: Getting the Facts
objective:

Procedure:

'time Required:

Students will be introduced to some of the facts
regarding women's current involvement in the labor

force.

o Use the WINC "Getting the Facts" Quiz to increase
awareness of current facts regarding women's labor
force participation. The Quiz can be administered
orally or 3S a paper and pencil test. In either

case the emphasis should be on becoming aware and
answers should be provided and discussed as a way of

setting the stage for further work in this unit.

One class period or less

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

"Getting the Facts Quiz"
20 Facts on Women Workers
Department of Labor Charts
"Why Women Work"
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:

You've Come A Long Way, Baby???

Students will gain an understanding of attitudes toward
careers and career planning among their peers and they
will learn how well those attitudes match the
statistical reality.

o Have students develop a short (one page)
questionnaire that they can use to survey their

female friends. The kinds of information sought
should get at levels of awareness about women and
work facts--as reflected in career plans.

See "WINC Sample Questions--Peer Interviews" for
ideas, but encourage students to generate additional

questions.

o Have questionnaire typed and duplicated so that each
student can survey ten friends. Allow one week (or
less if possible) for students to gather the ten
completed surveys.

o Tally the results as a clafi activity or assign a
small group of students the responsibility of

tallying. When the total numbers of different
responses are gathered, figure percentages of
different responses. (Percentages are more useful

as data.)

o Students in the class can each filL out a
questionnaire so that their own class results can be
compared with the results of their general survey.

o Discussion should attempt to draw some general
oonclusions about how aware female high school
students are about their work futures and how well
they are preparing for real employment conditions.

One class period to develop survey instrument
One week to conduct survey
One class period to tally results and discuss their

im7lications

WINC Activity Resource:

"Sample Quastions--Peer Interviews"
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Unit II: 11,Ornen and Work Thday and limmrrow

Women and Work News Update
Students will gain an awareness of the current status of
women and work as seen by the news media.

o Ask students to keep a scrapbook for one week of all
the newspaper/magazine articles they find concerning
women and work.

o Students should be sure to note on the articles: the
date, the source (name of paper or magazine), and the
section of the publication where the article was
found (business news, wamen's section?).

o At the end of the week, students can compare notes on
their findings.

o Discussion of articles can include:

--Lasic issues raised

--Specific "message" implied

--Significance oE article in terms of real or

token gains

--Significance of location oE most of the articles

o This activity could be extended with new articles
placed on a bulletin board and changed regularly. A

file can also be kept of old articles for class

reference.

One week to complete assignment
One class session to discuss results

Local/regional/national newspapers and magazines
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Ac6vity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Occupation: Housewife
Students will begin to understand the economic value of
housework and reasons for its low status as employment.

o Have students brainstorm a list of all the discrete

jobs performed by the average housewife/mother.

o Using community resources, have students assign
hourly value of the same services, if purchased.
(This task can be divided among students.)

o Have students determine hours per week (or month) a
fulltime housewife would spend on each job and

project an annual equivalent salary.

o Followup discussion should cover the current status
of housework and what issues would arise if women
were awarded a salary for such work.

o An optional approach to this same issue would be to

have students read "The Value of HouseworkFor Love

or Money?" and then update the charts according to

inflation rates.

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Rsources: Community service providers listed in local telephone

directory

WINC Activity Resource:

"The Value of Housework--For Love or Money?,"
by Ann Crittenden Scott
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Activity: Women Working
(Nective: Students will increase their awareness of women's jobs.

Ptocedure: o Have students read the excerpts from Studs Terkel's
book, Working. They can use their journals to
discuss the answers to the following questions, or
discuss the questions in class. There may be other
questions and points for discussion also.

1. What do these excerpts tell you about how these
women relate to their jobs?

2. Which of these jobs are traditionally femal,e
jobs?

3. Which of these jobs seem important to you? Why?

4. Which of these jobs seem important to the rest
of society?

5. Which of these jobs pay well? Which ones pay no

wages?

6. Would you like to have any of these jobs? Why
or why not?

Follow through. Optional additional work:

Have students read more from Working to include men's
descriptions of their jobs. Discuss how women would
handle it differently (if they would); whether women
have romantic and unrealistic notions of men's work,

etc.

'lime Required: One class period or more

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Working excerpts, Studs Terkel

Journal3
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Activhy:

Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:

Nontraditional Job Opportunities
Students will learn about nontraditional job
opportunities available in the areas of technology,
skilled trades, professions, business, management and
marketing.

o Divide class into four task forces, each with
responsibility to research and report back to class
on nontraditional job opportunities available in one
of the following areas:

--Technical and paraprofessional

- -Professional

- -Skilled crafts and trades

- -Business management and marketing

o Task force research should include:

- -Expanded listing of job possibilities

--Examination of reasons for women's under-
representation in field

--Projected job market--increases, etc.

--Benefits and drawbacks for working in such
fields

--Ways women (could prepare for such jobs

o Research presentations could include charts,
overheads, handouts of relevant articles and possibly
guest speakers (as a supplement to group's
information).

One week for research
One class session for each presentation

Library, especially Guide to Periodical Literature
Bureau of Labor
State employment office
Major employers in local area
Career Information System
Local Employment and Training Office Knvuo
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Activity: Future Forecasting
(Nective: Students will visualize a future with truly equal

employment opportunities.

Procedure: o In class discussion, ask students to generate a list
of all the aspects of home, family, and work life
that would be affected if by the year 2000 we were to
achieve equality of employment opportunities.

o Have teams of two each select one aspect and expand
their visiion of how things would be different.

o Results should then be shared with the entire group,
followed by discussion of some of the things young
women could do to work toward those ends.

o Have students follow up this activity by reading and
discussing the articles listed below.

TimeRequired: One class period

HRSOUrICC14 Imagination, and information already covered in this
course

WINC Activity Resources:

"New Challenges for Women Workers,"
Carolyn J. Jacobson

"Tech Labor Shortage Offers Job Bonanza for Women,"
Amy Orrick

"The Best Jobs for Women In the 80s," Woman's Day
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:

Making Career Choices

Unit II: Women and Work ibday and Tomorrow

Students will gain a realistic and specific
understanding of the requirements and potential of their
career choices.

o Using the list of nontraditional jobs generated by
the class in the introduction to the WINC course and
other lists of jobs which you provide, have each
student choose fram each of the four nontraditional
job areas:

1. One job she knows nothing about

2. Two jobs she is interested in or thinks she
might became interested in

Out of this list, have the students choose five to
ten jobs and do research on them. (See NOTE). Each
student should write a brief description of the
careers she has chosen, salaries, job availability,
special training required, daily tasks, etc. Each
brief should be at least one page and should be
concluded with a statement:

"On the basis of this information I would/would not
like to pursue this career opportunity further
because..."

"If I want to pursue this career, the most important
things I could do to prepare would be..."

NOTE: Possible resources for research are: I Can Be
Anything by Joyce Slayton Mitchell; Occupational
Outlook Handbook; and Dictionary of Occupational
Titles.

Four class periods (to be spread out over unit), or give
as hcmework assignment

Resources mentioned in above NOTE
Career resource center

WINC Activity Resource:

Sane Nontraditional Job Opportunities
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Charting Your Future
Students will mentally test out their career choices by
projecting their lives on the basis of such choices.

o Using the WINC Life Projection Wheel, ask students to
forecast the years of their lives, showing the time
required for education/training, indicating career
promotions and considering the issues of marriage,
family and retirement.

o To stimulate their thinking on this subject, the
class could be divided into small groups of three or
four. Then each person in the group could think out
loud about how her life and career situations project
into the future. Members of the group can help each
other by asking questions.

o Projections could be posted and shared. They oould
also be considered as a group in terms of how closely
they match the forecasts of statisticians (i.e., What
percent of the group is working? What are their
predicted wages compared to women's wages today and
accounting for inflation?)

IlnieRequired: One class period or more

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Life Projection Wheel
Statistics on women's work-life expectancy
("20 Facts" and "Why Women Work")
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Unit II: Women and Work Thday and Thinorrow

WINC "Getting The Facts"Ouiz

1. Out of every ten women in this country, how many can expect to
have to work during their lifetime?

2. What four career choices are typically selected by fourth grade
girls?

3. What is the main reason most women cite for working?

4. What is the average monthly income of a registered nurse?

5. What is the average monthly income of a secretary?

6. What is the average monthly income of a carpenter?

7. What is the average monthly income of a beginning engineer?

8. What is the average monthly income provided by the'government to
a single parent with two children (and no other source of income)?

9. How many years can the average waman expect to work in her
lifetime?

10. What percentage of secretarial jobs are held by women?

11. What percentage of skilled trade apprenticeships are held by
women?

12. what percentage of doctors in this oountry are women?

13. For a woman to make more than the median income of a man with
eight years of elementary school, how much education must she
have?

14. During the 1980s, jobs in the humanities are predicted to
decrease by what percentage?

15. During the 1980s, jobs in technical fields are predicted to
increase by what percentage?

16. During the 1980s, jobs in engineering are predicted to increase
by what percentage?

17. What percentage of full-time female workers earn $15,000 a year
or more?

18. What university fields of study do not require good background in
high school math and science?

19. What percentage of
workforce?

20. Approximately what
their last days in

women with children under age 18 are in the

percentage of women in this oountry will live
poverty?
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WINC "Getting The Facts"QuizAnswers

1. 9

2. teacher, nurse, secretary, mother

3. economic necessity

4. $820

5. $650

6. $176\0

7. $1500

8. $321 (in Oregon)

9. 25-30

10. 99 percent

11. five percent

12. ten percent

13. five years of college

14. eight percent

15. 18 percent

16. 26 percent

17. five percent oampared to 26 percent of men

18. In today's technical/computerized society, almost all fields
require some math and science.

19. 47 percent

20. over 50 percent
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WINC "Getting The Facts" QuizSources

Women Workers Today. U,S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards
Administration, Women's Bureau, 1976.

The Earnings Gap Between Men and Women. U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment Standards Aministration, Women's Bureau, 1976.

20 Facts on Women Workers. U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau,
August 1978.

Jongeward, Dorothy and Scott, Dru. Women As Wxnners. Reading,
Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1977.

Stechert, Kathryn B., "The Best Jobs For Women in the '80's," Woman's
fax, January 15, 1980.

Oregon State Employment Service

Oregon Nurses Association

NBC's Today Show --Employment Trend Forecasts, December 1979.

EQUALSStartling Statements. Berkeley, California: Lawrence Hall
of Science, University of California, October 1979.
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Unit II: Women mot Work flhiv and ihntorrow

Facts on
Women Workers

A majority of women work because of economic need. Nearly two-thirds of all
women in the labor force in 1979 were single, widowed, divorced, or separated,
or had husbands whose earnings were less than $10,000 (in 1978).

2. About 43 million women were in the labor force in 1979; they constituted more
than two-fifths of all workers.

3. Sixty percent of all women 18 to 64the usual working ageswere workers in
1979, compared with 88 percent of men. Fifty-one percent of all women 16 and
over were workers. Labor force participation was highest among women 20 to
24.

4. The median age of women workers is 34 years.

5. Fifty-three percent of all black women were in the labor force in 1979 (5.0
million); they accounted for nearly half of all black workers.

6. Forty-seven percent of Spanish-origin women were in the labor force in March
1979 (2.0 million); they accounted for 39 percent of all Spanish-origin workers.

7. Women accounted for nearly three-fifths of the increase in the civilian labor
force in the last decade--about 13 million women compared with more than 9
million men.

8. More than one-fourth of all women workers held part-time jobs in 1979.

9. In 1977 the average woman could expect to spend 27.6 years of her life in the
work force, compared with 38.3 yeats for men.

10. The more education a woman has the greater the likelihood she will seek paid
employment. Among women with 4 or more years of college, about 2 out of 3
were in the labor force in 1979.

11. The average woman worker is as well educated as the average man worker; both
have completed a median of 12.6 years of schooling.

12. The number of working mothers has increased more than tenfold since the
period immediately preceding World War H, while the number of working women
more than tripled. Fifty-five pecent of all mothers with children under 18 years
06.6 million) were in the labor force in 1979; 45 percent of mothers with
preschool children were working.

U. S. Department of Labor, Office of the Secretary, Women's Bureau, Washington,
D.C.
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13. The 6.0 million working mothers 1/ with preschool children in 1979 had 7.2
million children under age 6, compared with 5.1 million working mothers with 6.1
million children under 6 years of age in 1974,

14. The unemployment rate was lowest for adult white men (20 and over) and
highest for young black women (16 to 19) in 1979:

Adults Percent Teenagers Percent

White men 3.6 White men 13.9
White women 5.0 White women 13.9
Hispanic men 5. 7 Hispanic men 17.4
Hispanic women 8.9 Hispanic women 21.3
Black men 9.1 Black men 34.0
Black women 10. 8 Black women 39.2

15. Women workers are concentrated in low paying dead end jobs. As a result, the
average woman worker earns only about three-fifths of what a man does, even
when both work full time year round. The median wage or salary income of
year-round full-time workers in 1978 was lowest for minority-race 21 women--
$8,996. For white women it was $9,578; minority men, $12,885; andwhite men,
$16,194.

The median earnings of full-time year-round women farm workers were $2,360;
private household workers, $2,830; sales workers, $7,644; and clerical workers,
$9,158.

16. Fully employed women high school graduates (with no college) had less income
on the average than fully employed men who had not completed elementary
school--$9,769 and $10,474, respectively, in 1978. Women with ,4. years of
college also had less income than men with only.an 8th geade education7-$12,347
and $12,965, respectively.

17. Among all families, about 1 out of 7 was maintained by a woman in 1979
compared with about 1 out of 10 in 1969; 40 percent of black families were
maintained by women. Of all women workers, about 1 out of 6 maintained a
family; about 1 out of 4 black women workers maintained family.

1/ Includes never married mothers.

2/ "Minority races" refers to all races other than white. Blacks constitute
about 90 percent of persons other than white in the United States. Spanish-origin
persons are generally included in the white population; about 93 percent of the
Spanish-origin population is white.
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18. Among all poor families, half were maintained by women in 1979; about 3 out of4 poor black families were maintained by women. In 1969 about one-third (35percent) of all poor families were maintained by women and 51 percent of poorminority 3/ families were maintained by women.

19. It is frequently the wife's earnings which raise a family out of poverty. Inhusband-wife families in 1979, 14.8 percent were poor when the wife did notwork; 3.8 percent when she was in the labor force. Of all wives who worked in1979, the median contribution was more than one-fourth of the total familyincome. Among those who worked year round full time, it was nearly two-fifths. Among 'black families, the median contribution of working wives wasone-third of the total family income.

20. Women were 80 percent of all clerical workers in 1979 but only 6 percent of allcraft workers (women were about 3 percent of all apprentices as of December1978); 62 percent of service workers but only 43 percent of professional andtechnical workers; and 63 percent of retail sales workers but only 25 percent of"nonfarm managers and administratrators.

3/ Data on black families are not available for 1969.
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Fully Employed Women Continue To Earn Less Than Fully
Employed Men of Either White or Minority* Races

1966

1976

Men I
28

$4,152
Women I

yen

Women

$7,164 j White 1:77
Minority

AIM

$14,071 ir

Women Are Underrepresented as Managers
and Skilled Craft Workers
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Most Women Work.Because of Economic Need
(Women in the Labor Force, by Marital Status, March 1977)

Never
Married

Widowed,
Divorced,

or Separated Married (Husband Present)

Under
$7,000

$7,000- $10,000-
$9,999 $14,999

Husband's 1976 Income

$15,000
and over .

U. S. Department of Labor, Office of the Secretary, Wcaien's Bureau, Washington,166 D.C.
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WHY WOMEN WORK

While the Nation was still recovering from an economic recession in 1977,
women continued to join the work force in increasing numbers. An average of some
40 million women were in the labor force (working or looking for work) during the
year. Of this number, almost 36.7 million were employed either part- or full-time.
During the decade 1967 to 1977, some 16 million additional jobs were created in
new or expanded industries. These new jobs have provided employment
opportunities for nearly 10 million women and more than 6 million men.

Women work for the same reasons men do--most importantly, to provide for
the welfare of themselves, their families, or others. Over 40 percent of the women
in the labor force in 1977 were never married, widowed, divorced, or separated.
Most of the 9.5 million women workers who were never married were working to
support themselves, and some had to support others as well. Nearly all of the 7.5
million women workers who were widowed, divorced, or separated from their
husbands--particularly the women with children--werel working for compelling
economic reasons. In addition, the 4.6 million married women workers whose
husbands had incomes below $7,000 in 1976 almost certainly worked because of
economic need. Finally, about 3.6 million women would be added if we take into
account those women whose husbands had incomes between $7,000 and $10,000.11
In all, nearly two-thirds of the women in the labor force in 1977 very likely worked
to support themselves and their families, or to supplement the low incomes of their
husbands. Of course, all working women contribute to the well-being of themselves
and their families.

Among the 5.1 million women of minority races 2/ who were in the labor force
in March 1977, slightly more than half (54 percent) were never married, widowed,
divorced, or separated from their husbands. About 1 out of 7 (15 percent) was a
wife whose husband's 1976 income was below $7,000. In fact, only about 1 out of 3
minority women in the labor force had a husband whose income was $7,000 or more.
About four-fifths of the minority women workers were never married, widowed,
divorced, or separated, or had husbands earning $10,000 or less.

1/ The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimate for a low standard of living for an
urban family of four was $10,020 in autumn 1976. This estimate is for a family
consisting of an employed husband aged 38, a wife not employed outside the home,
an 8-year-old girl, and a 13-year-old boy.

2/ The term minority races refers to all races other than white. Blacks
constitute about 90 percent of persons other than white in the United States.
Spanish-origin persons are generally included in the white population--about 93
percent of the Spanish-origin population is white.

U. S. Department of Labor, Office of the Secretary, Women's Bureau, Washington,
D.C. 167
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The marital status of women workers in March 1977 was as follows:

Marital status

Total

Never married
Married (husband present)
Husband's 1976 income:

Under $7,000
$7,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $12,999
$13,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 and ovei

Other marital status
Married (husband absent)
Widowed
Divorced

All women

Women of
minority
races

Number

Percent
distri-
bution Number

Percent
distri-
bution

39,374,000 100.0 5 080 000 100.0

9,470,000 24.1 1,283,000 25.3
22,377.000 56.8 2.332.000 45.,1

4,599,000 11.7 739,000 14.5
3,601,000 9.1 525,000 10.3
4,068,000 10.3 434,000 8.5
2,375,000 6.0 191,000 3.8
4,261,000 10.8 282,000 5.6
3,473,000 8.8 159,000 3.1
7,526.000 19.1 1 466 000 28.9
1,747,000 4.4 609,000 12.0
2,251,000 5.7 340,000 6.7
3,561,000 9.0 526,000 10.4

Women heads of familles.--Of the 56.7 million families in March 1977, women
headed 7.7 million of them. About 4.3 million, or 56 percent, of the women family
heads were in the labor force, and more than three-fifths of these workers were the
only earners in their families. More than 1 out of 10 women in the labor force was
head of a family. Among the 2.2 million minority women heading families in March
1977, 52 percent were in the labor force. More than 1 out of 5 minority women
workers headed a family.

One-third of 'the families headed by women had incoenes below the poverty
level in 1976.3/ This was true for more than half of all minority families headed by
women. For those families headed by women who worked during 1976, however,
about 1 out of 5 (1 out of 3 minority families) had an income below the poverty
level. Among families headed by women who worked year-round in full-time jobs, 8
percent (17 percent of minority families) were poor.

3/ The low-income or poverty level is based on the Bureau of the Census
definition of poverty, adjusted annually in accordance with changes in the
Department of Labor's Consumer Price Index. Classified as poor in 1976 were
those nonfarm households where total money income was less than $2,884 for an
unrelated individual; $3,711 for a couple; and $5,815 for a family of four. (The
poverty level for farm families is set at 85 percent of the corresponding level for
nonfarm families.)
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Mothers with husbands present.--Of the 22.4 million married women (husbandpresent) who were in the labor force in M arch 1977, 12.1 million had children under18 years of age. A majority--about 6.1 million--of these mothers were undoubtedly
working to supplement the low incomes of their husbands. Included were nearly 2.0
million mothers whose husbands had 1976 incomes below $7,000; 1.8 million whose
husbands had incomes between $7,000 and $10,000, and 2.3 million whoSe husbands
had incomes between $10,000 and $13,000.

Among the 1.5 million minority women who were working wives and mothers
in M arch 1977, about 1.1 million had husbands whose 1976 incomes were *below$13,000. Of these mothers, 419,000 had husbands with incomes below $7,000,
359,000 had husbands with incomes from $7,000 to $10,000, and 285,000 had hus-bands with incomes between $10,000 and $13,000.

Wives whose husbands are unemployed or unable to work.--In the 46.7 millionhusband-wife families, there were 1.7 million husbands (some 183,000 minority
husbands) who ,were unemployed in March 1977, although they were in the labor
force and actiVely looking for work; and 8.4 million husbands (nearly 756,000 minor-ity husbands) who were not in the labor force. Some 857,000 wives of unemployed
husbands and 1.8 million -wives whose husbands were not in the labor force wereworking or seeking work. Many of these women were the sole support of theirfamilies.

Women whose husbands are employed in low-wage occupations.--In March1977 there were 522,000 married working women whose husbands were farm
workers; another 817,000 had husbands who were nonfarm laborers; and 1.2 millionhad husbands employed in service occupations. The median wage or salary incomeof men in these occupations was low in 1970--$6,270 for farm laborers and super-visors; $2,010 for farmers and farm managers; $10,080 for nonfarm laborers; and$10,131 for service workers (except private household).

Many wives were employed in the same low-wage occupations. There were193,000 wives employed as nonfarm laborers, with a Median wage or salary incomeof $7,615 in 1976 and_3.4 million employed as service workers (except privatehousehold), with a median wage or salary which was much less than that of men, at$5,969.

Working wives' contributions to family income.--The money contribution ofworking wives is of crucial importance where it raises family income above thelow-income level. Only 6 percent of all husband-wife families had incomes below$7,000 in 1976 when the wife was a worker; 19 percent, when she was not. Asimilar impact of wives' earnings is shown among families with incomes below0,000; when the Wife was in the labor force, about 18 percent of all husband-wifefaIfles had incomes below $10,000, but when she was not, twice as many familieshad incomes below this amount.

Among all wives who worked during 1977, the median contribution was morethan one-fourth of the total family income- among those who worked year roundfull time, it was nearly two-fifths. About 2.9 million wives, or 12 percent of allwives who worked, contributed half or more of 4ie-f rcv," income.

Source: Figures are from, the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of theCensus, and U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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WINC Sample QuestionsPeer Interviews

1. Age

2. Year in school 9 10 11 12

3. What do you plan to do right after you graduate frcm high school?

a. go to a community college

b. go to a four-year college

c. other training program

d. get a job
\

e. get married

4. What are your top three career choices?

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

5. Realistically, what dO\ you think your chances are of reaching
your career goal?

Strong Chance

50-50 Chance

Little Chance

6. What are you doing now to prepare for your\career choice?
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7. How much math are you planning to complete in high school?

8. How much science are you planning to complete in high school?

9. Approximately how many years of your life do you think you will
work?

0 - 5 years 11 - 15 years

6 - 10 years 16 - 20 years

10. Do you plan to marry? Yes No

11. If, yes, at what age do you plan to marry?

18 - 20

12 - 25

12. Do you plan to have children? Yes

13. If yes, how many children do you plan to have?

21 - 25 years

26 + years

26- 30

31.+

No

14. When you are raising your children, what will your work plans be?
(specify options)
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THE VALUE OF

HOUSEWORK
FOR LOVE OR MONEY?

This may sound like a want ad
from the Dark Age Daily Mail,
but, in fact, it is a fairly ac-
curote description of the job
currently held by about 30
million American women;
,women usually classified as
"nonworking," "married, not
in the labor force," or simply
"housewife." All together,
these women outnumber the
country's blue-collar workers.
According to economists at
the Chase Manhattan Bank,
housewives are doing gratis
work worth at least $257.53 a
week on the current labor
market, and they are perform-
ing a dozen or so taAs, any
one of which, outside the
home, would be on indepen-
dent profession with its own
salary. (See chart.)

Chase's calculations don't
even include some of the most
important tasks performed by
women who work at home.
Aside from their doily "jobs,"
they act as teachers for their
children and as hostesses and
frequently secretaries for their
husbonds. And tying all those
roles together, balancing time
and allocating energies, is a
managerial skill that, accord-
ing to one economist, isequiv-
(slant to the functions per-
formed by an independent
entrepreneur of a small fairly
complex business.

In fact, il the ob weren't
considered "woman's work,"

there is little doubt that its
challenges, its variety, and its
flexibility would appeal to
many men. For many indi-
viduals, these rewards more
than outweigh the long hours
sometimes 13 to 14 hours
per dayand the hard, often
routine work. But what mon
would want a position that
guarontees no independent
income, no Social Security,
not even a living woge?And
worse, which has, in this male-

dominated culture, in spite of
all propaganda to ihe con-
trary, almost no status at GIP

For the truth is, although
the housewife may take justi-

liable pride in the home she
works so hard to maintain,
housework is not viewed as
dignified or respected em-
ployment. The housewife is
the subject of endless jokes
and social put-downs; she is
patronized, condescended to,
and considered unemployed.
All too often, the woman who
hos chosen to be a housewife
ond stays home with her
children is looked upon as
lazy, untalented, or someone
who "doesn't really work."

II you doubt the validity of
such definitions, look at the
current edition of Funk & Wog-

nails. A"housewile," the dic-

tionary proclaims, is one
"who does not work for a
living." How many menand
women themselvesfall into
that mental trap? "My wile
doesn't work," the business-
mon tells his friends. "Are
you working, or are you a
housewife?' the traffic cop
asks the woman he stops for
speeding. "I'm not working.
I'm just a housewife," murmur
countless women in reply to
an occupational question.
One woman become so ac-
customed to denigrating her
doily loil that, when asked
"What do you do?," she
found herself answering, "My
husband's on engineer."

It may be that, lurking be-
neath all these insults, is the
primeval image of the Wom-
an Recliningthe lazy, blowsy
and drowsy female of fan-
tasy, amusing herself with her
chocolates and her cats until
the master returns at day's
end. Or maybe it is just the
depressingly tenacious prej-
udice, described by sociolo-
gist Helen Lopata, that "wom-
en and the lower classes can-
not be trusted to use leisur
well." But whatever its source,

the widespread denial of the
housewife's contributions to
the household and the econ-
omy is especially ironic,
since, historicolly, all major
economiC transactions hays
taken place within the home.

Ms. Poundation for Rducatice and Communication, Inc.
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The very word economy is
derived from the Greek word
oikonomia, which means
"management af a household
or a family." Construction,
agriculture, insurance, educa -

lion, manUfacturing, services,
entertainmentall were orig
inally carried on within the
tribe or extended family, ond
largely by women. Even to-
day, although the greater part
of production has moved out-
side the home, the wife is still
largely responsible for the
most important of its tradition-
al tasks: raising the children,
feeding the family, and main-
taining the living quarters.

Yet not a bit of this activity
is registered as part of the no-
tion's output af goods and
services. The labor of the man
who sells soap is included in
the Gross National Product,
but not that of the waman
who uses it. When a taxi dri-
ver takes a traveler to the
airport, it's a gain in the no-
tional accounts, when his wife
drives him, it's no sale.

Some econcmists maintain
that housewives' service's are
excluded from the GNP be-
cause it is impossible to im-
pute a value to them; but a
number of other nonmarket
items are figured into the ac-
counts--the value of agricul-
tural commadities produced
and consumed by q family,
for instance, or the value
of owner-occupied dwellings.
Although it might not be easy
to set a price for unpaid

housework, it would surely be
within the capability of inter-
ested economists. And it might
help correct the impression
that those 30 million Amer-
icans ore living off the fat of
the land.

According to Gardner Ack-
ley, Chairman of the Presi-
dent's Council of Economi
Advisers under PresidentJohn
son, the "failure to recogniz
the value of these productiv
services is a source of seriou

By Ann Crittenden Scott
bias in the national product."
Under the existing method
of accounting, for example,
every time a woman leaves
home to take a job, the move
iS counted as an addition to
the GNP, instead of simply a
shift in the type of work being
done. Since more women
have been entering the job
market in recent years, this
makes the GNP look as

though it is growing faster
than it really is. Conversely,
by leaving housework out of
the GNP, economists have
vastly underestimated the to-
tal amount of productive work
being done. By one calcu-
lation, housewives services

probably amount to _about
one-fourth of the current level
of GNP, or $250 bilhonand
that's not even counting all
the unpaid volunteer work
that women perform for hos-
pitals, charities, political can-
didates, and other worthy
causes.

Almost 20 years ago a
sociologist nomed Theodore
Caplow suggested some of
the reasons why housework
was given such short shrift in
our society. He pointed out
thot in controst to the rest of
our highly speciolized, ra
tionalized economy, it is in-

formal, unstructured, and dif-
fuse. In a society which
places a premium on creden-.
tials, it demands no formal
training and imposes no stan-
dards of performance. With
democratic impartiality, it ad-
mits morons and geniuses, 15-

year-olds and 80-year-olds
alike. In a country which con-
siders personal service de-
meaning, especially because
minorities have historically
filled such jobs, many of the
duties of the housewife are
the same as the tedious, re-
petitive tosks performed by

domestic servants. And while
janitors and garbage men
may not be respected, they
still stand higher an the lad-
der of prestige than maids,
and they certainly get paid a
great deal more, which brings
us to another crucial part of
the problem.

One of the main reasons
the housewife's bearing and
caring for children, her cook-
ing, cleaning, chauffeuring,
and shopping are scoffed at,
ignored, or taken for granted,
is because it is work being
done by a woman. Men who
cook are chefs, women are
just cooks. Men who handle fi-
nances are accountants; wom-
en are simply bookkeepers.
Men who plan and order sup-
plies are purchasing agents;
women who do the same are
only consumers iNot so long
ago when men were secre-
tones and bank tellers, the
jobs were the training grounds
for executive positions. When
performed by women, those
tasks are likely to be dead-
end jobs.

An explicit downgrading of
the work done by women is
found in the Dictionary of
Occupational Tales, a Labor
Department publication that
defines some 22,000 occupa-
tions and serves as a stan-
dard reference for govern-
ment and industry. Each oc-
cupation is rated on a skill
scale from a high of I to a
low of 887. Listed at the 878
level are homemakers, foster
mathers, child-care attend-
ants, home health aides, nur-
sery school' teachers, and
practical nurses. A marine
mammal handler, on the other
hand, has a ranking of 328,
a hotel clerk 368, and a bar-
ber 371. Obviously, "wom-
an's work" doesn't measure
up. Ultimately, the only way to

achieve any real equality be-
tween the sexes is to abolish
sex roles altogether; to put
an end to woman's work and
man's work, and to develop
the concept and value of hu-
man work.

One way to achieve this
might come from making mar-
riage a true partnership, le-
gally and financially, as well
as personally. Both partners,
for example, should have
equal rights to all income and
property acquired during
marriage, as well as to its

management and control. If

one partner warks outside the
home, then half of his or her
salary should by law belong
to the other party, and the
partners could decide be-
tween themselves how the
household expenses should
be handled.

"Marriage is a partner-
ship," says one Louisiana

friend of mine with two small
children, a writer husband,
and a singing career behind
her. The money isn't his

money, it's to keep the'estab-
lishment going, Ideally, you
should be able to split oll the
expenses down the middle,
divide what s left over, and
each get your share."

Another proposal giving
credence to the idea of equal-
ity between the sexes would
have the low ossure the wife
a solary for the housework
she performs. This salary

would reflect the value of her
individual services, what she
could be eorning in the labor
market, or the official minimum

wage. She could receive a
percentage of her husband's
salary to be paid by him or
paid directly by his employer
in the same way as the mili-
tary sends allotment checks
to the wives of servicemen
who are stationed overseas.
If she is paid by her husband,
her salary would not be sub-
ject to tax, since it was al-
ready taxed once when the

174 M. Foundation for E ucation and Communication, /nc. Reprinted with
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For Love or Money?By Ann Crittenden Scott
husband received it. Since

the husband would in fact be
the "employer," he would be
expected to pay the basic
household expenses of food,
clothing, and shelter, allowing
his wife to spend her salary as

she chose, on her own per-
sonal needs, on her family,
savings, or investment. If she
worked outside the home and
did all the housework, too,
she would get paid for both
jobs. If a husband and wife
eoch did half of the house-
work, they would receive no
household salary, or they
could split a salory. A hus-
bond wha refused to pay his
wile for housework could be
token to domestic court for o
determination of her proper
salary.

"It's not just the money,"
argues one Connecticut
housewife who supports this
idea. "It's what it would mean
psychologically. It would put
a value on your work ond
make it clear that you've
earned part of the family
salorythat he's not just giv-
ing it to you. Becouse he
couldn't do the job he does
if you weren't backing him up
at home, cooking, cleaning
up, washing, running errands,
shopping, entertaining, and
all that."

Another hardworking wife
speculated that it might be an
end to all those comments
like, "1 gave you My check,
now what did yau do with
it?" or "Where does all my
money go?" or "Sure, I own
you; I poy all the bills, don't
17' In addition, she said,"The
wife would hove a little more
independence and leverage.
She might not feel that she
has to plead or ploy up to
her husband or use devices or
play games just ta get a new
dishwasher. I think it would
improve most morrioges."

Admittedly, few housewives

today have to resort" to the
sort of wheedling tactics em-
ployed by ladies o few de-
cades ago. But many women
do still hove to csk, over ond
aver again, for money to run
their households, and mony
others often hesitate to spend
"family money" on themselves

or feel*ilty when they do,
even though their husbands
may have no such qualms
about their own personal
purchases Even the woman
who enjoys on equal or dom-
inant voice in domestic firion-

soete of the things you have
to "," says one Dallas sub-
urbotate. "You only do it for
love.",Others resent the no-
tion of 'trying to place o crass,
monetary value on that labor
of love. "How could you
place o value on some of the
functions of mothering, of be-
ing there when people need
you, of making sure that

\ everything in the household
'happens smoothly and an
tirne")" asks New York econ-
oMist Alfred Eichner. "It
wOuldn't be a realistic exer-

\

cial matters often resents the
knowledge that she is, in tact,
totally dependent on her hus-
band's wallet, and occasion-
ally overspends just to punish
him for keeping her in this de-
pendent state. A regular per-
sonal income might help
alleviate that sense of infer-
iority by reminding both par-
ties that the wife has mode
o measurable contribution to
the family's fortunes. And thot
she, like her husband, hos
earned a solory that is hers
and hers olone, not to be
asked for or accounted for,
but payment for a vitally, im-
portant job.

Still, the idea of o salary for
housewives arouses strong

oppositionand sometimes
amang housewives them-
selves. Many feel that they
receive payment enough in
the love and affection from
their families. "No amount of
money could make you do

cise. Whot makei a house-
hold o home is people sacri-
ficing themselves. No money
could buy a comparable
commitment, just as money
can't buy o good soldier."

That moy be, but because
o service is invaluable seems
o poor reason to turn it into
serleitude, and it's o little late
to be romanticizing o house-
wife's martyrdom on the oiler
of love. Elizabeth- Joneway,
in her book, Man's World,
Woman's Ploce, hos some as-
tute things to say obout the
dangers of being paid in
emotional capitol alone. As
she sees it, women wha wark
at home hove no objective
means of judging their own
value or skills. They must be-
come "managers of emo-
tions," in Kenneth Keniston's
phrase, who keep their suc-
cesses on o private and per-
sonal level, and live vicari-
ously on the praise and sut-

cess of others. The situation
con all too often turn normal
family encounters into oppor-
tunities for emotional manipu-
lation end blackmail.

A more practicol argument
against salaries for house-
work is simply this: in most
families, after all the basic
bills ere paid, there is no
money left over for a salary
for anybody. A household
wage might therefore benefit
only the more affluent wives.
And many feminists worry
thot the idea would only re-
inforce the association of
housework with "womon's
work," cind make the eventuol
goal of abolishing sex roles
more difficult thon ever to
achieve. "The husband would
just be employing his wife as
a servont,".comploins one ac-
tivist, "ond who wants that?"

Some advocates overcome
this objection by suggesting
that the salary need not be
actually paid unless the mar-
rioge is dissolved. At that
time the wife's "back wages"
could be awarded to her as
o sort of "severonce pay."
Others hove suggested that
the portion of the family in-
come allotted to the wife as
salary be used to buy an an-
nuity or pension, payoble if
the mOrrioge went aground--
a sort of forced savings
against the possibility of di-
vorce. And in that event, in-
stead of receiving alimony,
with all its connotations of
charity, the wife would receive
accrued income, or repa-
rations, for the labor she had
put into the job of marriage.
The New York Chapter of
NOW is extending that idea
by pushing for fomily insur-
ance. In cases of divorce,
such an insurance policy
would guarantee the home-
working wife an income, de-
termined by number of chit-
dren and length of marriage,
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Today, housewives still
don't enjoy basic rights and
safeguords thot workert in

foctories ond offices hove
long taken for gronted. "The
rights to support of women
ond children are much more
limited than is generally
known," stated o recent re-
port by the labor Department.
"A married womon living with
her husband con, in practice,
only get what he chooses to
give her." In oll but eight
stores, for exomple, o hus-
band's eornings ore his separ-

ate personal property ond his
wife hos no legal claim on

vealed that 86 percent of the
populat,on was in favor of
housewives reLeiving their
awn pension. Under the pro-
posed low, all hauseworkers
would register for Social Se-
curity as individuals, so that
they could take their own
pensions into marriage, and
out of it again if divorce oc-
curred. Whatever their work
pattern, they could collect a
full pension. During marriage,
if the hauseworker had no
other income, the other
spouse would contribute to
the plan far both. In justifying
the proposed change, the

she has neither employer nor
salary, she gets no benefits
from the system except Medi-
core. Everything, is dependent
on her husbond's pension. If
she is widowed and at least
62, she receives only 821/2
percent of the benefits he had
earned If she is divorced, she
receives nothing unless she
wos married ot least 20 years
and can show that he is con-
tributing or wos ordered to
contribute to her support. And
if she has worked outside the
home for a time, os most
women do, she must choose,
upon retirement, either her

way, things ore changing. At
least 50 percent of American
women 18 years and over
land almost 40 percent of
women with children under
181 are in the lobor force,
and who-knows-haw-many
men are in the kitchen. The
growth of child-care centers
and businesses supplying
household services olsa sug-
gests o new fote for house-
work in the future. But these
trends are not change enough,

Nothing will be enough un-
til the working womon-
wherever she works-is free
to eorn o living in ony woy

HOURS SATE VALUE
PER PER PER

JOB WEEK HOUR WEEK

HOURS HATE VALUE
PER PER PER

JOB WEEK HOUR WEEK

Nursemaid 44.5 $2.00 $89.00 Laundress 5.9 $2.50 $14.75

Dietitian 1.2 4.50 5.40 Seamstress .1.3 3.25 4.22

Food buyer 3.3 3.50 11.55 Practical nurse .6 3.75 2.25

Cook 13.1 3.25 42.58 Maintenance 1111111 1.7 3.00 5.10

Dishwasher 6.7 2.00 12.40 Gardener 2.3 3.00 6.90
Housekeeper 17.5 325 56.88 Chauffeur 2.0 3.25 6.50

*Considerably more than what 83.8 percent of
all American workers were able to earn in 1970

TOT AL $257.53
or$13,391.56 a year'

them, ar on any property oc-
cumuloted in his nome. Nor
does she hove ony right to
compensotion for the lobor
she may hove put into the
morriage. He con moke ond
spend his own money, build
up his own estote, without her
porticipotion or knowledge of
whot is hoppening.

Another woy for o house-
wife to collect her well-
eorned solary might be to
ploce housework in the co-
tegory of jobs covered by the
Sociol Security system. A sim-
ilor proposol wos recently
mode by the West Germon
government, offer a poll re-

West German government
declared that "to be a house
wife is a full job .. as much
o career as any other. . .

Economists ugree that the
work done at home contrib-
utes to the family income, for
if it were done professionally,
unmonageable casts would
be odded to the hausehold's
budget."

The inequities of the current
Sociol Security system in the
United States are a ;esult of
the foct that'housewives are
considered "nonworking"
women. Because the system is
bosed on contributions from
employer and employee, ond

own benefit or half of her
husband's, whichever is lor
ger. She can't receive both,
even though both have been
earned. That means the gov-
ernment benefits from their
morricige by retoining more
cash than it would have done
had this man ond womon re-
moined single.

There has been some ogi-
tation in Congress to correct
these inequities in the Sociol
Security system, but virtuolly
no initiotives hove been token
to gront women full pensions,
or ony kind of salaries for
housework.

But, in an unorganized

that she chooses "Occupa-
tion. Hauseworker" is o via-
ble and respectable choice
far onyone, male or female,
provided it is treoted as such,
socially ond economically. If
it were, the houseworker
could at last be recognized
os o professional member of
the American labor force,
paid for her or his labor, time,
ond skills.

Ann Crittenden Scott,
former history professor ot
the Douglos College of Rut-
gers University, is currently
on Associote Editor o f
"Newsweek- Mogozine.
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WORKING (excerpt)

AUNT K ATHERINE HAYNES

Aunt Katherine Haynes is seventy-Seven. She lives by herself in a cottage, on
the rocks, at the foot of the mountains. It is surrounded by caterpillar tractors
and bulldozers. On the wall, among olden photographs, is the legend: God Bless
Our Home. It is a spare place, singularly neat: a f olded umbrella in one corner,
a homemade broom in another; an ancient brass bedstead is the one conspicuous
piece of furniture.

"Housework and farmin' is all I done, never worked at nothin' else. Eighteen
hours out of every twenty-four. Out-of-doors and then in the house at night., I
have worked out in the fodder field and carry it in some time af ter dark. We'd
stack it by moonlight. Never got much rest on what little time I was in bed.
(Laughs)

"You usually didn't get much rest on Sunday, had to cook for ten children on
Sunday. I've raised ten and I had eleven. Three meals a day I cooked on Sunday.
I got so I couldn't cook like I used to. I used to be out here just runnin' and
cookin' those meals in a few minutes and fillin' the table full. But my mind just
jumps f rom here to there and I can't do that no more. Just hard work, that's all I
ever knowed.

"I can run circles around every girl I've got in the house today. NI awful
thankful for it, but I won't hold up much longer. I'm a gittin' down. Used to be I
could stand and split wood all day long, but now I go out there and split a little
while and it hurts the back of my legs to stoop over. But I. done awful well I
think.

"There was fif teen in the family and we were raised in a log house. There wasn't
a window in the house. If we seen how to do anything in the winter, we done it
by firelight. There wasn't even a kerosene lamp. We had to keep the door open
regardless of how cold it was. If you needed to work at somethin' we either done
it by the light of the fire in the grate or opened the door.; We always kept a good
fire."

From Workin : Peo .le Talk About What The Do All Da and How The Feel
About ' Ii 7111711.11rribMnier

epr nt permission of Pantheon Books, A Division of Random House,
L' 17TrTS 11 3.77
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WORKING (excerpt)

SHARON ATKINS

A receptionis: at a large business establishment in the Midwest. She is twenty-
f our. Her husband is a student. "I was out of college, an English Lit. major. Ilooked around for copywriting jobs. The people they wanted had majored in
journalism. Okay, the first myth that blew up in my face is that a college
education will get you a job."

"I changed my opinion of receptionists because now I'm one. It wasn't the dumb
broad at the f ront desk who took telephone messages. She had to be something
else because I thought I was something else. I was fine until there was a press
party. We were having a fairly intelligent conversation. Then they asked me
what I did. When I told them, they turned around to find other people with nametags. I wasn't worth bothering with. I wasn't being rejected because of what I
had said or the way I talked, but simply because of my function. Af ter that, Itried to make up other names f or what I did---communications control,
servomechanism. (Laughs)

"I don't think they'd ever hire a male receptionist. They'd have to pay him more,
for one thing. You can't. pay someone who does what I do very much. It isn't
economically feasible. (Laughs.) You're there just to filter people and f ilter
telephone calls. You're there-just to handle the equipment. You're treated like a
piece of equipment, like the telephone.

"You come in at nine, you open the door, you look at the piece of machinery, you
plug in the headpiece. That's how my day begins. You tremble when you hear the
first ring. Af ter that, it's sort of downhill--unless there's somebody on the phone
who is either kind or nasty. The rest of the people are just non, they don't exist.
They're just voices. You answer calls, you connect them to others, and that's it.

"You try to fill up your time with trying to think about other things: what you're
going to do on the weekend or about your family. You have to use your
imagination. If you don't have a very good one and you bore easily, you're in
trouble. Just to fill in time, I write real bad poetry or letters to myself and to
other people and never mail them. The letters are fantasies, sort of rambling,
how If eel, how depressed I am.

"The machine dictates. This crummy little machine with buttons on it--you've
got to be there to answer it. You can walk away from it and pretend you don't
hear it, but it pulls you. You know you're not doing anything, not doing a hell of
a lot f or anyone. Your job doesn't mean anything. Because you're just a little
machine. A monkey could do what I do. It's really unfair to ask someone to do
that.

"Until recently I'd cry in the morning. I didn't want to get up. I'd dread Fridays
because Monday was always looming over me. Another f ive days ahead of me.
There never seemed to be any end to it. Why am I doing this? Yet I dread
looking for other jobs. I don't like filling out forms and taking typing tests. I
remember on applications I'd put , down, "I'd like to deal with the public."
(Laughs.) Well, 1 don't want to deal with the public any more.

continued...
From Workings People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel
About What They Do, by Studs Terkel. Copyright c 1972, 1974 by Studs Terkel.
Reprinted by permission of Pantheon Books, A Division of Random House, Inc.
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"I don't know what I'd like to do. That's what hurts the most. That's why I can't
quit the job. I really don't know what talents I may have. And I don't know
where to go to find out. I've been fostered so long by school and didn't have time
to think about it.

"My father's in watch repair. That's always interested me, working with my
hands, and independent. I don't think I'd mind going back and learning something,
taking a piece of furniture and refinishing it. The type of thing where you know
what you're doing and you can create and you can fix something to make it
f unction. At the switchboard you don't do much of anything."

CJI
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Unit II: Women and Work 'Way and lemorrow

FRANCES SWENSON

A bungalow in a lower middle-class neighborhood in the city. A widow, she lives
with her grown son. "How would I describe myself ? A happy-go-lucky middle-
aged woman." (Laughs.)

She is a switchboard operator at a large motel f requented by conventioneers.
She has had this job f or three years, though she has been a telephone operator for
at least f if teen.

"There are always five girls at the board. They can only take lunch one at a
time. I'm f if ty. The little one next to me is twenty. The one next to her is
twenty. The other bne's about forty. And the other one's about thirty-f ive. Oh,
I love 'ern and they love me. They think I'm a great old lady." (Laughs.)

"You have to have a nice smiling voice. You can't be angry or come in like
you've been out the night bef ore. (Laughs.) You always have to be pleasant--no
matter how bad you f eel.

"I had one gentlemah the other day and he wanted an outside call. I asked his
name and room number, which we have to charge to his room. And he says,
"What's it to you?" "I'm sorry, sir, this is our policy." And he gei.-c a little
hostile. But you just take it with a grain of salt and you just keep on working.
Inside you and in your head you get mad. But you still have to be nice when the
next call comes in. I'm not the type to get angry on the phone.

"First thing I do is get my headset on, and I sit down at the board to relieve the
girl that's been working all night. This is a board that's twenty-four hours. It's
the type of chair ilia, a stenographer would sit on. Believe me, af ter eight
hours, it's not a comf ortable chair. (Laughs.) We are constantly kept busy.
There isn't an idle moment. There's not much time to converse. I have worked
in diff erent offices and you can even take the chance to pick up a crochet hook,
to keep your fingers busy. Not here.

"I worked 125 hours last two weeks. We asked the boss why we didn't get time
and a half overtime. He says, "Well, the girls at the f ront desk are getting it, I
don't see why you don't. You'll get it starting the first of the month." We were
informed today we were going to get it. The one that told okayed it, but
there are two higher in the hotel than he.

"At one time, they tried to bring the union in, but two girls voted it down and
then they decided to quit. But it has to be. Because I lost my weekend. 1 wasinvited to a cookout and I didn't go. They needed ma, so T. f igured okay, I'll go,they need me. But I lost out on a little fun.

"It's the tension you're under while you're sitting a:lere working. At one time
Illinois Bell had a rest home. Years ago, when the switchboard operazors became
tense, overwrought, they sent them there. They had nervous breakdowns. Theydon't have it now because I think things have gotten easier.

continued.i.
From Workin People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel
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"I'm tired at the end of the day. Say you pick up a thousand calls a day, and
these cords are on heavy weights, and they get pretty heavy at the end of eight
hours. You go to pick'em up and they'll slide right out of your hand, and you drop
it. I worked with an operator who said she had more strength in her hand than a
man because of using her hand all day.

."This board where I'm at now, you have to reach. The jacks are Up pretty high.
It's nOt easy on the arms. Sometimes the cords are as close together as your
fingers and you've got to reach in-between if they want that number in-between,
so you break your fingernails.

"When you get up like in my age and go to work, it's a grind. We can't take even
one break because you're constantly needed.

"If you got to go, you've got to come right back. 'Cause you don't get a
fif teen-minute break. This last week, when we were so busy, I said it would be
nice if we had a place to stretch out. Sometimes you get so wound up you don't
want to eat. I didn't want to eat f or a couple of days, 'not because I wasn't
hungry, but I didn't want to eat downstairs and there was nowhere else to go to
get f ood. I went and sat in a different department just to get away f rom the
switchboard. Because it's the yackety-yak and constant conversation, and it's
really noisy.

"You're never without your headset. Your cords are retractable and you're
talking as you get a drink of water. It's a pitcher we have about f if teen feet
away. We're still plugged in and we're saying, "Can I helii you, sir?"

"When you see a girl kinda slow, down and relax, it puts the burden on the other
girls. The main thing is to get the cord out of your hand aqd get rid of the call.
If a customer wants to know how much the meals are, you don't sit and tell them,
you give the call to the restaurant. Some of these people I work with will sit and
they will explain everything. You've got to get rid of the call. The telephone
company trains you to pick up more than one call at a time.

"A lot of men don't realize what a switchboard is and how complicated they are.
We had one of the young men--an assistant manager trainee--he worked just the
lunch hodr, and he had it. You got to memorize all the departments. You can't
keep looking at your sheets, you gotta remember these things.

"I think switchboard operators are the most underpaid, 'cause we are the hub of
everything. When you call somebody, you want immediate service. Of course, I
chose the job. If' you choose the job, it's your responsibility. Just because I feel
Pm not paid enough doesn't mean Pm not gonna give 'ern good work.

"The kids today don't work like the older women. They take a job as it comes. If
they want to work, they work. If they don't, they f ool around. We have a couple
that sit on the phone half of the day, take time out. That puts the burden on the
rest of the girls. The older women are more loyal, they're more conscientious,
they don't take time off..

coninued...
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"I had to have plumbing done in the backyard here. I asked a girl to switch shif ts
with me so I wouldn't keep them hanging that they couldn't get a girl to come in.
I said if you can work my trick, I'll work yours. Where the other girls, they'd say,
'I'm staying home tomorrow.'

"Anybody that has done switchboard likes switchboard. It's not lonesome. You're
talking to people. You ask another switchboard operator, they like it.

"But I f eel they need us badly. They need us to be polite and they need us to be
nice. You cannot have a business and have a bad switchboard operator. We are
the hub of that hotel.

"And we don't get respect. We don't get it from the bosses or the guests.
Although they are nice to us. But if they knew how hard we worked. Today
communications is the big thing. So much business is over the phone. I really
think we demand a little more respect.

"We sit there and we joke, 'Wouldn't it be great if we could just take this handful
af plugs and just yank 'ern?' (Laughs.) We think of it, we think of it. Like I said,
you get so tense ... If we ,could just pull'ern. (Laughs.) Disconnect them and see
what happens. You accidentally disconnect somebody, which happens quite
of ten. You don't do it on purpose, although there are times when you feel you'd
like to do it."
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WORKING (excerpt)

PAULIN E K AEL

She is a f ilm critic of The New Yorker.

"I consider myself one of the lucky ones because I really enjoy what I do. I love
my occupation. But I've spent most of my life working at jobs I hated. I've
worked at boring off ice jobs. I never felt they were demeaning, but they
exhausted my energy and spirit. I do think most people work at jobs that
mechanize them and depersonalize them.

"The occasional satisfaction in work is never shown on the screen, say, of the
actor or the writer. The people doing drudge jobs enjoy these others because
they think they make a lot of money. What they should envy them for is that
they take pleasure in their work. Society plays that down. I think enormous
harm has been done by the television commercials telling ghetto children they
should go to school because their earning capacity would be higher. They never
suggest that if, you're, educated you may go into fields where your work is
satisfying, where you may be useful, where you can really do something that can
help other people.

"When I worked at drudge jobs to support the family I used to have headaches all
the time, feeling rotten at the end of the day. I don't think I've taken an aspirin
or a pill in the last twenty years. The one thing that disturbs me on television is
the housewife, who's always in need of a headache remedy f rom tension and
strain. This is an incredible image of the American woman. Something terrible
must be going on inside her if she's in that shape. Of course, she's become a
compulsive manic about scrubbing and polishing and cleaning--in that
commercial.

"Housewives in the movies and on television are mindless. Now it takes a,lot of
intelligence to handle children and it's a fascinating process watching kids grow
up. Being involved with kids may be much more creative than what their
husbands do at drudge jobs."

From Working: People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel
About What They Do, by Studs Terkel. Copyright c 1972, 1974 by Studs Terkel. 185Reprinted by permission of Pantheon Books, A Division of Random House, Inc.
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WORKING (excerpt)
THERESE CARTER

"How would I describe myself ? It'll ,sound terrible--just a housewif e. (Laughs.)
It's true., What is a housewife? You don't have to have any special talents. I
don't have any.

"First thing I do in the morning is come in the kitchen and have a cigarette.
Then I'll put coff ee on and whatever else we're gonna have for breakfast: bacon
and eggs, sausage, waffles, toast, whatever. Then I'll make one lunch for young
Bobi-,.-when school's on, I'll pack moreand I get them off to work. I'll usually
throw a load of clothes in the washer while I'm waiting for the next batch to get
up out of bed, and carry on f rom there. It's nothing really.

"Later I'll clean house and sew, do something. I sew a lot of dresses for Cathy
and myself.. I brought this sewing machine up here years ago. It belongs here.
This is my room and I love it, the kitchen.

"I start my dinner real early because I like to fuss. I'll bake, cook ... There's
always little interruptions, kids running in and out, lake me here, take me there.
Af ter supper, I really let down. I'm not a worker af ter *supper. I conk out. I sit
and relax and read, take 'a bath, have my ice cream, and go to bed. (Laughs.) It's
not really a f ull day. You think it is? You make me sound important. Keep
talking. (Laughs.)

"I don't think it's important because for so many years it wasn't considered. I'm
doing what I'm doing and I fill my day and I'm very contented. Yet I see women
all around that do a lot more than I do. Women that have to work. I f eel they're
worthy of much more of a title than housewife.

"If anybody else would say this, I'd talk back to 'ern, but I myself feel like it's not
much. Anybody can do it. I was gone for four days and Cathy took over and
managed perfectly well without me. (Laughs.) I f elt great, I really did. I knew
she was capable.

"I'll never say I'm really a good mother until I see the way they all turn out. So
f ar they've done fine. I had somebody tell me in the hospital I must have done a
good job of raising them. I just went along f rom day to day and they turned out
all right.

"Oh---I even painted the house last year. How much does a painter get paid for
painting a house? (Laughs.) What? I'm a skilled craf tsman myself ? I never
thought about that. Artist? No. (Laughs.) I suppose if you do bake a good cake,
you can be called an artist. But I never heard anybody say that. I bake bread
too. Oh gosh, I've been a housewif e for a long time. (Laughs.)

"I never thought about what we'd be worth. I've read these things in the paper:
If you were a tailor or a cook, you'd get so enuch an hour. I think that's a lot of
baloney. I think if you're gonna be a mother or housewif e, you should do these
things because you want to, not because you have to.

"You look around at all these career women and they're really doing things.
What am I doing? Cooking and cleaning. (Laugh.) It's necessary, but it's not
really great.

From Workinv People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel
About *hat 'They Do, by Studs Terkel. Copyright c 1972, 1974 by Studs Terkel.
Reprinted by permission of Pantheon Books,-A Division of Random House, Inc.
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"It's known they lead a different life than a housewife. Pm not talking about
Go Ida Meir or anybody like that. Just even some women in the neighborhood
that have to work and come home and take care of the family. I really think
they deserve an awful lot of credit.

"A housewif e is a housewif e, that's all. Low on the totem pole. I can read the
paper and find that out. Someone who is a model or a movie star, these are the
great ones I hear about. A movie star will raise this wonderful family and yet
she has a career. I imagine most women would feel less worthy. Not just me.

"Somebody who goes out and works for a living is more 'important than somebody
who doesn't. What they do is very important in the business world. What I do is
only important to five people. I don't like putting a housewif e dowr. but
everybody has done it f or so long. It's sort of the thing to do. Deep down, I feel
what Pm doing is important. But you just hate to say it, because what are you.
Just a housewife? (Laughs.)

"I love being a housewife. Maybe that's why I feel so guilty. I shouldn't be happy
doing what I'm doing. (Laughs.) Maybe you're not supposed to be having fun. I
never looked on it as a duty.

"I think a lot. (Laughs.) Oh sure, I daydream. Everybody does. Some of 'em are
big and some of 'ern are silly. Sometimes you dream you're still a kid and you're
riding your bike. Sometimes you daydream you're really someone special and
people are asking you f or your advice, that you're in a really big deal. (Laughs.)

"I don't look at housework as a drudgery. People will complain: 'Why do I have
to scrub floors?' To me, that isn't the same thing as a man standing there--it's
his livelihood--putting two screws together day after day af ter day. It would
drive anybody nuts. It would drive me wild. That poor man doesn't even get to
see the finished product. ,I'll sit here and I'll cook a pie and I'll get to see
everybody eat it. This is my offering. I think it's the greatest satisfaction in the
world to know you've pleased somebody. Everybody has to feel needed. I know
I'm needed. I'm doing it for them and they're doing it for me. And that's the way
it is."
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WORKING (excerpt)

JEANNE DOUGLAS

She is a professional tennis player. She is twenty-two. She travels nine months a
year as a member of the Virginia Slims Professional \Vomen's Circuit. "It'sWomen's Lib, you've come a long way baby. Yeah. There's been quite a
discussion about a cigarette company sponsoring a sporting event. What can you
say? Some of the girls smoke, some don't. It's just a way-of promoting tennis.
We're not promoting smoking."

When the women organized their own circuit, they were blacklisted by the
United States Lawn Tennis Association. "The officials of USLTA are very well-
to-do businessmen, who've never paid their way to Wimbledon. I always paid myway. It's like the tournament is run for them, not the players." The schism
occurred because "women's prize money was less than half of the men's. For
Forest Hills men were getting six thousand dollars and the women would get
sixteen hundred. Billy Jean* is Women's Lib. She hit the roof ." It was touch and
go until Philip Morris caMe alone. "They own Virginia Slims. They couldn'tadvertise on TV any more, so they put money into Virginia Slims tennis circuit."

The circuit: Long Beach to Washington D.C., to Miami to Richmond. "People in
town come out. Married couples. The blue collar will come maybe once a week.
The upper class comes every night. Tennis is spreading. But I'm getting tired ofliving out of a suitcase and having my clothes wrinkled. That I hate. I loveplaying tennis.

"I started playing when I was eleven years old. My whole family plays. We're a
huge tennis family. My uncle was like ten in the United States. My mom took itup af ter she was married. She got ranked twenty-f if th in southern California,which is one of the best places to play tennis. She works in a pro shop at ourtennis club. She pushed me and I really resented it at first. But she made me
play to the point where I was good enough to like it."

"It's pure luck that I was born when I was born. Now there's professional tennis.
There wasn't before. It's a business now. Just like a dentis-t.'You go at it
training-wise, excercises, running.

"I want to be good, and this is the only way. But when there is money, the
competition is so tough. There are like sixty-f ive women in the .world, beating
their heads against the wall every week, just playing against each other just
week after week after week. It's really a hard life and getting a little shaky.
Quite a few girls have gone home. The tops are getting the glamour--Billy Jean
says, 'We're the ones who bring the crowds.'

"My mom wanted it f or me because she never could play tennis. She's been to allthe teas and just felt she accomplished nothing with her lif e. I go to thesehouses and stay with these housewives and it blows my mind that all they do isplan dinner and take care of the kid. They don't do anything, these ladies. I dowant to get married and have a family, but I do want to do something.

"There's zero social life. r get romantically involved about twice a year andwreck my tennis to death."

*Billy Jean King

From Workin People Talk About What They Do All Day and How They Feel
About What They Do, by Studs Terkel. Copyright c 1972, 1974 by Studs Terkel.
Reprinted by permission of Pantheon Books, A Division of Random House, Inc.
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PROFESSIONAL

SOME NONTRADITIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN

APPRENTICESHIPS

Engineering
Law
Medicine
Science
Mathematics
Geology
Environmental Sciences
Architecture
Landscape Design
Forestry
Geography

Anthropology
Foreign Service
Journalism
Psychology
Educational Research/Administration
Accounting
Protective Services (Fire/Police)

MARKETING

Commission Sales
Graphics
Advertising
Freight Forwarding
Shipping (Domestic/International)
Transportation (Airlines/Trucking)

TECHNICAL

Electronics
Radio/T.V.
Drafting
Chemical Technician
Telephone Repair
Office Equipment Repair
Small Appliance Repair
Medical Technician
Tool & Die Maker

SKILLED CRAFTS /TRADES

Surveying
Welding

Construction
Plumbing
Electrical
Auto Mechanics
Diesel Machines
Masonry
Carpet Layer

Drywall Finisher
Lather
Carpenter
Electrician
Metal Fabricator
Millwright
Plumber/Pipefitter
Bricklayer
Cement Mason
Glazier
Plasterer
Iron Worker
Painter
Heavy Equipment Operator
Tilesetter
Baker
Meatcutter
Printer
Boiler Maker
Carpet Layer
Barber

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Auto Mechanic
Diesel Mechanic
T.V. and Radio Repair
Auto Body Repair
Electronics
Machinist
Replacement Parts Management
Welding

Drafting Technician
Surveying
Mechanical Engineering Technician
Forestry Technician
Chemical Technician

OTHER JOBS

Sales - Commission
Auto
Insurance
Furniture
Appliances

Laboratory Technician
Dental Lab Technician

Driving
Local
Long- Haul
City Bus
Taxi Cab
Ambulance
Commercial Driver
Furniture Mover
Heavy Equipment

Greenskeeper
Fire Fighter
Fire Watcher
Tree Planter
Park Aide

Meter Reader
Telephone Repairer
Utility/Telephone Installer

Sewage Treatment Operator
Water Treatment Operator
Chemical Plant Operator

Auto/Diesel Mechanic
Gas Station Attendant
Tire Changer
Parts Runner

Shipping and Receiving Clerk
Mail Deliverer
Engineering

Office Equipment Repair
Appliance Repair
Road Department Laborer
Laborer, Construction
Production/Mill Work<.r

Flag Person
Security Guard
Warehouse Worker
Lumber Yard Attendant

Roofer
Cabinet Maker
Upholsterer
Store Detective
Custodian

-Led
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ADVANTAGES OF NONTRADITIONAL JOBS

The following is a list of possible advantages of nontraditional jobs.
Not all factors which motivate you to accept jobs will lead you to accept
nontraditional jobs, but they may help you to consider those options.
This is only a limited listing but as you can see, the advantages of
nontraditional jobs are many:

Salaryl Nontraditional jobs afford the opportunity for better
pay. First, with more jobs to choose from there is a
better chance to get a better paying job. Further-
more, jobs traditionally held by men do pay better.

Advancement Nontraditional jobs are often unionized, and
Opportunities: usually have an established career ladder or pattern

for advancement. In construction work, for example, a
worker can move from apprentice to journeyman/woman,
shop steward, fOreman/woman, etc.

Benefits: Because nontraditional jobs are often unionized,
greater fringe benefits and other items of security
are usually provided.

The Work Itself, Feeling good about what ydu do is particularly
Satisfaction: individual, but the greater the range of experience

your job offers and the more options it makes
available, the greater your chance of self-
satisfaction. Remember that you may have to allow
yourself time to get used to an unfamiliar work
setting or the physical demands.

Education/ Nontraditional jobs are generally more specialized
Training: and may require more on-the-job training to develop

skills. Apprenticeship training, for instance,
usually provides wages equal to half of journey wages,
thus enabling trainees bo earn while they learn.

Work Hours: Many nontraditional jobs have potential overtime pay.
Nontraditional jobs often have a greater variety of
schedules or shifts to choose from, and pay for
evening and night shifts is often higher. Developing
journeywoman status in a trade may mean you can set
your own hours.

1 tj
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New Challenges for Women Workers
by Catiolyn J. Jacobson

Tim 1970s wen a decade of growth and oppor-
tunity for women in the workforce. But along with the
unprecedented gains for women workers came un-
precedented challenges like achieving equal pay for
work of comparable value, guaranteeing job safety
and health, overcoming sexual harassment on the job
and balancing home obligations with work.

For the 1980s, the realities faced by women work-
ers and their unions start with a story of phenomenal
growth in their numbers. For the previous decade,
almost 1 million new women workers joined the work-
force each year, capped by a record-setting influx of
1.9 million in 1978.

the first six months of 1979, women workers
passed a milestone, with a majority of all women 16
years of age and over now in the labor forcea total
of 43 million, or 51 percent. Estimates for the end of
the 1980s say as many as 57 million women will be in
the labor force.

This unprecedented influx of women into the labor
force also marked a change in employment patterns.
Women explored new occupations, including mana-
gerial and administrative positions.

Ye womn, continuo to earn only 59 percent of
what men earn. This spread has not improved since
enactment of a 1963 law that guaranteed women
"equal pay for equal work." One of the principal
reasons is occupational segregation. Almost 80 percent
of women in the workforce remain in low-paying,
low-skilled jobs with little hope of advancement.
Women are still concentrated in just 20 of the 420
occupational classifications listed in the Labor De-
partment's Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT).
The Conference Board, a business research organiza-
tion, reports that three-fourths of all working women
are employed in services, finance, real estate, retail
trade and light factory workwhat sociologists call
the "girls ghetto." For these women, the. 1970s
brought little diange from the inequities in the work-
force of previous years.

For the decade of the 1980s, at least one myth is
gone: that women are working for "pin money." In
fact, the number of families headed by women in-
creased from 10.9 percent in March 1970 to 14.6

percent in March 1979. The number of single women
in the labor force also climbed in the past 10 years.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
in 1975, 68 percent of the female labor force was
single, widowed, divorced or separated, or married to

husbands who earned less than $10,000 per year (the
amount needed for a family of four to maintain a low
standard of living in 1975). Today, 62.7 percent of
all never-married women hold jobs.

In addition, women workers have been subject to
higher levels of unemployment than men. Women's
unemployment in 1975 averaged 9.3 percent as com-
pared to 7.9 percent for men. In 1976, the gap wid-
ened as the economy improved, with unemployment
for women at 8.6 percent and unemployment for men
at 7.0 percent. These figures, of course, mask the
massive problem of underemployment of women.

Minority women have an even higher labor force
participation rate than white women and also a
greater proportion have dependents.

The median earnings of minority women are the
lowest of all workers, while their incidence and dura-
tion of poverty and unemployment is the highest of
all workers. Minority women who head households
have the most difficult time, with 50 percent of the
households they head operating on incomes at or
below the federal poverty level.

As a result of the expanding job opportunities in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, many young couple,'
postponed having children. The birth rate per 1,000
population dropped from 19.4 in 1965 to 14.7 in
1976, the lowest ever recorded.

The 1970s also marked the highest divorce rate
ever. The proportion of women workers who were
married decreased from 59 percent to 55 percent
during the,decade.

The age group that experienced the greatest in-
crease in labor force participation was between 25
and 34. Many women in this age group got married
or had children while remaining at their joba de-
parture from the habits of previous generations. Con-
sequently, their labor force participation rate in-
creased 17 percent between 1970 and 1978, reaching
62 percent in 1978. Today, in half of all U.S. mar-
riages, both the husband and wife work.

In their exploration of new occupations in the
1970s, women overcame many employment barriers
hiring into jobs as truck drivers, miners, plumbers,
welders, telephone installers and line "repairmen."

In 1977, women comprised one-fifth of 1 percent of
the nation's electricians and heavy eq 1ipment operat-
ors. In 1974, women numbered 1,0 of the nation's
200,000 mine workers; there are now ,,000. More and
more women have climbed the promononal ladder to
achieve status and pay closer to equal that of male
workers.

1
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More apprenticeship programs were also opened
to women. In 1972, women were first accepted as
apprentice painters and carpenters and by the end of
the decade, their apprenticeships in such trades as
electricians, welders, plumbers and other skilled trades
had grown until they made up 2 percent of all workers
in these trades.

That 2 percent in skilled trades compares with 41
percent of the labor force. in 1977 women workers
represented 98 percent of all secretaries, 94 percent
of all typists, 64 percent of all service workers, 78
percent of all clerical workers, 95 percent of all
household workers, less than 10 percent of skilled
workers, and less than 5 percent of all managers. Fur-
ther, women are 3.7 times more likely than men to
be within the $5,000 to $6,999 earnings range, and
much less likely than men to be earning $10,000 to
$15,000 and over.

Female clerical workers are low paid compared to
male clerical workers and to workers in occupations
which are predominantly male. In 1976, the annual
earning of a female clerical worker was $7,562 com-
pared with $12,136 for a male.

One explanation for the low wage level of women
workers is that they do not join unions in the same
numbers as men. This is especially true in clerical
work, where only 11.5 percent are unionized com-
pared to 34.1 percent of women in blue-collar jobs.

The 6.7 million women who are now in unions and
employee associations have salaries more than one-
third higher and better benefits than those not orga-
nized, and they have the protection of contract griev-
ance procedures. Just as the union contract narrows the
black-white wage gap, so does it help narrow male-
female inequities. Today a woman still earns $3 for
every $5 a man earns. However, union women are in
a more favorable position than their non-union' count-
erparts. According to 1977 BLS statistics, unorganized
working women earned an average of $159 a week,
almost 30 perccnt less than the $206 for women in
unions. For almost all industries on which BLS reporti,
union women surpass non-union women in earnings.
In the services sector, including professional services,
the differential is as high as 38 percent. But these
advantages have not reached 33 to 34 million Amer-
ican women workers who are not organized.

Today, one out of every five union members is a
woman and women's union membership increased by
34 percent between 1956 and 1976. Women ac-
counted for more than half the total growth in union
membership between 1966 and 1976. More women
are joining unions, and are joining a wider variety of
unions. In 1956, 27 percent of unions reported all-
male membership; only 11 percent did so in 1976.

The Family with
Two Working Parents

With the march of women into the workforce in
record numbers comes the parental burden of obtain-
ing adequate child careparticularly because a great-
er number of young mothers and single parents are
entering the workforce.

Most of the increase of women in the labor force
in the 1970s occurred among women under 35 years
of age, many of whom were married and had pre-
school children. Unlike women of the p evious decade
who left the labor force temporarily o pertnanently,
these women have a strong labor for attachment.

The Department of Labor reports t at about half
(49.8 percent) of all children under 1 years of age
had mothers in the workforce. in fact, of the nearly 41
million women in the labor force, 16. million had
children under 18 years of age. Almost two-thirds of
all 'working mothers, or 10.3 million, had children 6
to 17 years of age. Further, 6 million 'had children
under age six. This accounted for nearly two-fifths of
all working mothers.

The number of families headed by wo en has also
increased dramaticallyto more than million. in
these families, regardkss of the age of the hildren, the
mother is more likely to be in the labor f rce. About
two-fifths of the 8 million women-hea d families
have incomes below the poverty level. Th participa-
tion rates of never married, widowed, s arated or
divorced mothers who had young ,childre under six
years of age was substantially higher (5 percent)
than those with husbands present (42 pe cent). in
addition, of the nearly 29.7 million child n under
age 18 with working mothers, approxim tely one
out of five was living in a single-parent hom

For many working parentsin both si gle and
two-parent familieschild care is often una affable,
"make shift" or too expensive. in 1975, it Was esti-
mated that a fourth of all children of working parents

196 Carolyn J. Jacobson, "rem Challenges for Memel Workers°, AFL-CIO American
Federationist (April l9$0), PP. l-e.
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who were receiving care could he grouped under the
eategon, "arrangements unknown.- Among this group
were almost 2 million children, aged 7 to 13, who
cared for themselves after school.

Yet, throughout the 1970s there was virtually no
progress in federal child care and a lowering of the
quality of care provided in the few remaining pro-
grams.

Several unions have made preliminary studies of
their members' child care needs and arrangements.
In one survey, by the Electrical, Radio & Machine
Workers (IUE), 80 percent of the respondents said
they took time off without pay when their children
were ill and 62 percent said the same in a Postal
Worker survey. In addition, 54 percent of the postal
employees felt that their children were receiving only
satisfactory care, while only 19 percent felt the ser-
vices were superior. In the latter cases, the child was
either with a close relative or in a day care center,

The Clothing & Textile Workers, pioneers of union-
sponsored and operated child care centers, now has
about 75 plants, with centers financed by an em-
ployer's contribution of I percent of the gross payroll.
The special child'health fund was established and is
administered jointly by union and management.

Alternate Work
Schedules

Another solution to child care problems for families
with working parents is the relatively new concept of
alternative work patterns.

Flexi-time, for example, is a system which gives
employees some choice in their daily working hours.
During each day, there is a core time in which
employees arc required to be at work. They are then
free to choose their remaining working hours from
the -flexi-time" periods. Often, the employee can
work more or less than eight hours a day so long as
a given amount of "contracted hours" are worked In
a designated time frame.

While, in theory, tlexi-time should increase workers'
satisfaction and consequently increase production,
early indications arc it may have only a limited
potential and is mainly a concept fcr white-collar
workers. Even there, the system bears some re-
semblance to a ; "time clock" environment, which
would greatly infringe on the office workers' freedom.

Job-sharing is another alternative work pattern in
which two people share one full-time job. At a New
York Life !iisurance Co. office, for example. 240
people are employed to fill 130-clerical jobs. Each
employee works a schedule of one week on, one week
off, alternating with a counterpart and a split of both
wages and benefits. "Other variations have employees
on a daily, monthly, or semester basis. Job-sharing
enables more parents to combine occupational de-
mands with family needs. Inherent in the job-sharing

scheme, however, is reduced earnings. According to
Barbara Olmstread of the New Ways to Work Orga-
nization in San Francisco, "Unless there's another
source of income in the family. then it is difficult."

One alternative work pattern has been around for
centuries: part-time work. This type of work would
allow a man or woman to be at home, thus allowing
mon_ time to care for the children. However, there
are many drawbacksperhaps the main one being
that part-time jobs have often been pegged as
"women's work." Further, in the United States, many
part-time workers receive no _fringe benefits. medical
care or insurance and little to no pension contri-
butions.

Other work alternatives include compressed and
shortened work weeks, staggered hours, rotating shifts,
work pauses, paid sabbatical and extended parental
leaves of absence. These ideas are coming under closer
scrutiny as the workforce becomes increasingly more
complex and diversified.

Equal Pay
for Comparable Work

Equal pay for work of comparable value is one of
the foremost issues for women workers. It means that
jobs should be evaluated in terms of skills and respon-
sibilities required. and that jobs of "equal value" or
"comparable worth" would be paid equally, even if the
jobs are quite different in nature.

Work comparability, a relatively new idea, has been
confused with the totally separate concept of equal
pdy for equal work. Work comparability attempts to
compare the value of large classifications of workers.

How, for instance, does a job on the dock loading
trucks compare with, the job of forklift operator inside
the warehouse? Or how does either compare with the
jogs of stock clerks sorting orders or preparing tags in
the shipping department? Women may want to win
some of the forklift jobs or jobs driving the trucks
and get equal pay when they do-----but they are also
trying to win a judgment of the "comparable" value
of the shipping 'office, where women may be "tradi-
tional," in relation to the "men's" jobs.

The only major study on comparability, done by
Norman D. WiIlk and Associates for Gov. Dan Evans
of Washington, illustrates the difference in pay between
equivalent state positions tilled predominantly-70 per-
cent or moreby one sex or the other. Disparate jobs
were compared via an evaluation of the knowledge
and skills required. mental demands. accountability
and working conditions. When the jobs were rated on
a point system and compared. it showed'that the state
had two pay systems. At the lowest level jobs. the dif-
ference between men's and women's pay was $150 per
month, while at the highest levels, the differences were
about $400 per month. With each wage increase, the
comparable work gap widens, and the state personnel
chief estimated it would cost $74 million to offer all

Carolyn J. Jacobson, *New Challenges for Women Wos4ers°, APL-C10 American
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state employees equal pay for jobs of equal value.
David Thomstff; director of the Compensation In-

stitute in California, said in a newspaper interview that
organizations can use two types of job evaluations:

One that looks at external factors and determines.-------
pay by what the job is paid in the marketplace. This
method tends to reinforce traditional inequities.

The point-factor approach, which looks at char-
acteristics found in a position like skill, responsibility
and effort, and compares it with other jobs in the or-
ganization.

l'he University of Washington, for example, assigns
93 points to food-service workers, the majority of
which are female, and pays a starting salary of $646
to $827 per month. Traffic guides, most of whom are
male and whose job is to issue passes to cars from the
gatehouse at the edge of the campus, are assigned a
lower figure, 89 points, but receive a starting salary
of $806 to $1,032. Obviously, the pay scales pre-date
the survey and its assignment, of point value.

Other states, including Michigan, Connecticut, Min-
nesota and Nebraska, have commissioned studies of
state employees to determine wage differentials be-
tween men and women in comparable jobs. In Denver
last year, eight nurses brought suit against the state for
pay inequities. Judge Fred Winner ruled against the
nurses because the case was "pregnant with the pos-
sibility of disrupting the entire economic system of the
United States of America." He added, "I'm not going
to restructure the entire economy of the United States."

Thus far, with the exception of one federal employ-
ee case, few equal pay cases have been successful in
the courtroom. In one Iowa case, the charge was
that women in the all-female clerical department at a
university received less pay than men in the nearly all-
male physical plant department. Even though these
jobs were assessed as having equal value by an inde-
pendent job evaluator, the court held it was not a 'dis-
crimination case under Title VII of :the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. Courts have limited the scope of Title VU
further because of Congressional language in the Ben-
nett Amendment, which states that: "It shall not be an
unlawful employment practice ,mder this title .for any
employer to differentiate on the basis of sex in deter-
mining the amount of wages or compensation paid or
to be paid to employee% of such employer if such dif-
ferentiation is authorized by the provisions of section
6(d) of the Fair Labor Standards Act. of 1938. . ..."

The result is that Title VII can be used only if there
is unequal pay for equal workand is not being in-
terpreted as applying to work of comparable value:

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
( FE:0C), is'supporting a study by the National Acad-
emyf Sciences to assess the "feasibility and desira-
bility" of developing methods that would be capable
01 Atermining the "relative monetary worth of jobs."

A major test for the comparable worth issue is the
ME suit against .Westinghouse, pending in a U.S.

Court of Appeals. IUE alleges that the pay of women's
jobs at Westinghouse's Trenton. N.J., plant discrimi-
nates against women in violation of Title VII.

.-In one case, a federal court ruled that the Govern-
ment. Printing Office was guilty of discriminating
against 300 women employees on the basis of sex. The
court found that male colleagues were receiving $4
more, per hour for similar work. Judge Charles R.
Richey ruled that the GPO's pay differentiation "op-
erates to perpetuate the effects of past discrimination
and is not justified for business purposes."

EEOC will hold public hearings on job segregation
and wage discrimination.in the Spring of 1980-to iden-
tify the extent of the problem of depressed wages of
jobs held largely by minorities and women, and to
establish if the wage rates are in fact the result of dis-
crimination.

While equal pay for work of comparable value is a
relatively new issue, it has gained attention since the
1979 AFL-CIO convention endorsed the concept.

Special Questions
in Job Health, Safety

In some industries, job safety is an issue of concern
to women because of large numbers of women em-
ployed. Examples are the problems of solvents, acids,
metal fumes and epoxies in electronics; noise and
cotton dust in textile; and wrapper's asthma in meat-
packing. Women make up 75 percent of the workforce
in electronics, 48 percent in textile and 98 percent in
meat wrapping. For clerical work, which is 98 percent
female, the concerns are stress, poor lighting, noise
and inadequate ventilation.

In other industries, the number of women is too
small to give statistically valid results, so women are
excluded from analysiscreating the hazard of ignor-
ing women's problems.

The new problem in women's health and safety is
protective discrimination. Fearing damage to the un-
born child:employers deny certain jobs to women,
thus closing off an employment opportunity without
adequate knowledge of the substances posing a poten-
tial risk.

Federal equal employment officials estimate at least
100,000 jobs involving contacts with potential tera-
toyers (a substance that may interfere with the devel-
opment of a fetus after conception) are now closed to
women, either because of corporate policies or through
channeling of women away from these positions.

Some unions, including the Oil, Chemical & Atomic
Workers, Auto Workers and the Rubber Workers,
contend that industries are using exclusionary pro-
cedures to avoid the expense or bother of cleaning up
their operations. This is true both for substances harm-
ful to the human reproductive system and for those
which endanger the lives of workers. The exclusionary
procedure circumvents the new Pregnancy Discrimi-
nation Act, which went into effect April 29, 1979, as
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an amendment to Title VII.
It requires employers to give pregnant employees

the same benefits they give all other workers with
temporary disabilities and holds that discrimination on
the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical
conditions constitutes unlawful sex discrimination.
Therefore, a Woman is protected from being fired or
refused a job bccausc she is pregnant or had an abor-
tion. Further, a pregnant woman who takes a leave of
absence is entitled to return to her job with seniority
credits. The same principle applies to such fringe
benefits as sick leave, disability benefits and health
insurance. Any insurance program approved by the
employer must cover expenses due to pregnancy-
related conditions.

Banning women front johs which present known
hazards to the reproductive system provides yet an-
other vehicle discriminationbut worse, has resulted"
in some cases of forced sterilization.

An example occurred at the Amcrican Cyanamid
Co. paint plant in Willow Wand, W.Va., where com-
pany policy required five women to be sterilized in
order to keep their jobs in the plan's lead section, be-
cause lead is one of the substances known to be a
teratoyer.

In a citation issued Oct. 9, 1979, OSHA alleged that
American Cyanamid's sterilization policy was a willful
violation of the general duty clause of the Occupation-
al Safety and Health Act of 1970. The OSHA clause
requires employers to provide a work environment
free from recognized hazards likely to cause death
or serious physical harm.

So the exclusion of women specifically from a
certain job can be a violation both of OSHA and of
Title VII. The operative OSHA section protects the
employees' reproductive health by requiring that
standards be set so "that no employee will suffer
material impairment of health or functional capacity."

Banning women from jobs known to be hazardous
to their reproductive systems is no answer to the need
to provide safe workplaces. In many cases where lead,
for example, has been found to be dangerous to both
men and women, men have stayed on the job.

Given the possible implications of barring women
from certain jobs, the EEOC resolved in 1978 that
"exclusionary employment actions taken hastily or
without regard for rigorous adherence to acceptable
scientific processes may be viewed as unlawful dis-
crimination."

As a result of the dramatic increase in the number
of women in the workforce, women are becoming
afflicted in increasing numbers by social and physical
problems that were formerly largely the domain of
men.

I Inil II: WOMNI and Work lholay and 'Inn ll rrotv

Sexual Harassment:
Form of Job Pressure

The issue of sexual harassment gains increased
awareness as women's numbers increase in the work-
placeespecially women's entry into non-traditional
jobs in predominantly male occupations.

Catherine A. McKinnon, author of "Sexual Harass-
ment of Working Women," says that most forms of
sexual harassment fall into two categories. One type
consists primarily of "unwanted and unsolicited verbal
comments, gestures, invitations, propositions and
other actions that treat women as sex objects rather
than workers."

The second form demands sexual favors "which,
when refused, results in firing, demotion, denials of
raises, promotions, or opportunities for training, or
other effects on a person's employment."

While such harassment can be present in all work
situations, the women who are hardest hit by sexual
harassment on the job are waitresses, clerical workers
and factory workers and those in non-traditional jobs.
Men who feel threatened by the presence of women
in a formerly, all-male worksite sometimes resort to
sexual harassment to undermine the women's ac-
complishmenrs and effectiVeness or induce them to
quit. Since women are still concentrated in lower-level
jobs, many women are in pressure situations when it
comes to fending off unwanted advances by male
co-workers who are in positions of authority.

The Department of Labor has revised equal em-
ployment opportunity regulations to require that
federal contractors "ensure and maintain a working
environment free of sexual harassment, intimidation
and coercion at all sites.. .."

The EEOC has taken the posaion that such harass-
ment constitutes sex discrimination under Title VII.
In fact, EEOC has insisted that "sexual discrimination,
like racial discrimination, generates a 'psychologically
harmful' atmosphere" and that "Title VII guarantees
female employees as well as black employees a work-
ing environment free of (discriminatory) intimida-
tion."

In hearings before a House subcommittee, Louise
Smothers of the Government Employees (AFGE)
listed ways federal employees can attack the problem
of sexual harassment:

"First, the employees could initiate an equal em-
ISloyment charge . . . leading to a formal complaint,
with the ultimate resort to federal court.

"Second, one of the strongest weapons available to
women is their right to organize into unions and to
bargain collectively for contractual provisions that
establish strict prohibitions against sexual harassment
on the job.

"Third, a (federal) employee could request an
investigation by the Board with statutory authority
to initiate a complaint against the harasser . . ."

Carolyn 3. Jacobson, °New Challenges for Women Workers°, AYL-CIO American
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In the private sector, women have successfully
brought supervisors to court for job-related sexual
harassment. Mary K. Heelan, a former Johns-Manville
Corp. project coordinator in Denver, sued the com-
pany after her supervisor fired her for refusing to sub-
mit to his sexual demands. In a decision handed down
in April 1978, Denver District Court Judge Sherman
G. Finsilver ruled that the company was guilty of
sexual discrimination under Title VII.

Few companies have official policies on sexual
harassment and many refuse to deal with it. One
typical employer statement was by an official of Mich-
igan Bell, who said, "It can be very sensitive for an
employer to intrude into relationships between male
and female employees." A Denver liquor distributor
dismissed the topic with, "We don't have a policy be-
cause we don't have sexual harassment."

Contract language in negotiations is one method
unions are studying in dealing effectively with the
problem.

Ultimately, the courts will have to decide whether
sexual harassment is exclusively a private matter or
within the bounds of the legal system.

Social Security:
Correcting Inequities

The 40-year old Social Security system is in need
of revision to protect women's rights. Originally de-
signed to protect the prevalent family structure of
women as full-time homemakers and men as sole
"breadwinners," the changing roles of .both men and
women have spawned problems.

The major changes that have occurred in both the
economic role of women and the institution of mar-
riage since social security was enacted are not re-
flected in the way benefits are awarded. Women born
in 1970, on the average, will spend about 23 years
working for pay, nearly twice the working period of
women born in 1940. Despite the numbers of women
insured under social security on the basis of their own
earnings, many receive no more benefits than if they
never worked outside their homes. And as divorce
rates have shot up. many women have been deprived
of social security protection as dependent spouses.

The treatment of married women as dependents
under social security should' be reconsidered as

women are increasingly. recogniied as equal partners
in marriage. The issue is whether dependency is any
lone,er an appropriate device at all. AFL-CIO Social
Security Director Bert Seidman projects that the solu-
tion will come "from some system for the sharing of
earnings of husbands and wives for the purpose of
social security benefit determination."

Working women are less likely than men to be
covered by pension plans. Even those who are covered
and achieve vesting receive substantially smaller aver-
age payments than men for several reasons: since the

pension is related to caroiligs. women's pensions
are less because they earn about s9 percent of what
men earn: most women have Uork ed lcss than 30
years or have lost credit through a break in service:
some plans are integrated with social security so that
benefits are reduced by the amount of social security
retirement benefits paid to the employees. Generally.
divorced wives have inadequate protection under pri-
vate pension plans.

Women in
Their Unions

For women workers, perhaps more than other work-
ers, the most effective means to achieve equality is
participation in collective bargaining and unions.

Many of the challenges women face in the work-
place are the same ones which in 1974 prompted for-
mation of the Coalition of Labor Union Women
(CLUW). One of its four pronounced goals is to
aid in organizing the unorganizedwhich CLUW
feels is a sine qua non of its other ambitions.

In five of the nine industries in which women con-
stitute more than 40 percent of the total employment,
union membership includes less than 25 percent of the
workersin textile, finance, service, state and local
government. And in none of the industries with more
than 40 percent women was the share organized as
high as 75 percent.

In January 1980, CLUW joined the Industrial Un-
ion Department in co-sponsorir a conference on or-
ganizing women which con.,ntrated on helping
women overcome fear of employer reprisals for union
activity and wipe out negative images of unions among
women. This was part of a CLUW organizing pro-
gram, whkh will include establishing permanent or-
ganizing committees in each of 22 CLUW chapters.

Thiris one of many activities to address the needs of
women workers.

The AFL-CIO Food & Beverage Trades Depart-
ment has developed a slide show about women work-
ers to assist in determining organizing targets. The
Department for Professiodal Employees has recently
created a clearinghouse to address the employment
needs of women in ther affiliated unions. A number of
unions have women's activities or human rights de-
partments and committees, which run programs and
conferences on the issues. The George Meany Center
for Labor Studies annually offers a week-long institute
on women workers and the University-College Labor
Education Association, in conjunction with the AFL-
CIO, holds regional schools for women unionists.

In its booklet "Effective Contract Language for
Women,' CLUW says the contract of the 1980s should
be one that spells out the rights of female workers to
help women break out of the poorly paid "women's
jobs." secure comparable pay for work of equal value
and go beyond provisions of the law in pregnancy
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cove rage.

In order to help union women move into leadership
positkms, CLUW has developed, a project to document
and publicize information on women"s union leader-
ship roles and present a resource and training manual
describing specific action programs to aid :union
women in increasing their leadership opportunities.

An important step toward an expanded role for
women in union leadership was taken in February
1980 when the AFL-CIO Executive Council voted
to expand representation of women and minorities by
waiving the tradition that council members be general
officers of affiliated unions.

Although the 1970s opened up unparalleled oppor-
tunities for women and with them unprecedented
problems, unions are clearly the most important
weapon women have in their fight to achieve better
.wages and working conditions and provisions of par-
ticular concern to them. In addition, it is organized
labor, working iW1YI its allies, that continues to push
for legislation alit benefits all workers.

As individuals, working collectively through the
labor movement, women can and will achieve equality.

CAROLY N I. JACOBSON is maneging editor of BCCIT News.
Oselication of the Miry, Confectionery et Tobacco Workers. She
hes written extensively on women torXters, including previous
Itederaikroist articles. Sbe was assisted' ob 'Ibis erticle by Edye
Mean Ind 'fill Floe&
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7.10/

"TECH" LABOR SHORTAGE
OFFERS JOB BONANZA
FOR WOMEN

bout six months ago, on a balmy California day, Joan Manning was
watering plants when she sighted a small plane trailing a banner

above the horizon."Hughes Needs Engineers," read the streamer.
The recently divorced mother of two young children, Manning.
37, was delighted with the airborne help-wanted ad. Her last

job had been with Lockheed as an electronics engineer, a position that hod
ended when a government contract was not renewed. Hughes's shortage
of technical workers provided her with a much-rieeded opportunity.

Manning, along with thousands of other women, is finding that the current
lack of skilled and professional workers in many technical industries is
providing an unexpected, lucrative source of nontraditional jobs.
NEW TREND EMERGES

The number of job openings for skilled and professional labor comes as
somewhat of a surprise as unemployment figures continue to run high.

"Now that we've designed and built it, we'll haw to figure out what it's for.

It 1(IS1RA1E0 BY MAI t ORY CALI AN

Reprinted with Permission from Working Woman. HAL Publications, Inc., 1979.
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With labor shortages in the
computer, machine-tooling.
aerospace and other fields,
women, for the first time,
are being recruited for the
most nontraditional of non-
traditional jobs.

by Amy Orrick
Los Angeles
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Technical knowledge will
pay off, said a labor spokes-
woman: "Women need to
dig deeper and find out
aboiat less familiar areas of
the job market."

Is the next decade, techni-
cal jobs will be the second
biggest segment of job
growth after health occupa-
tionsand they may offer
important alternatives for
women college graduates in
the 1980. whose degrees
will be less in demand.

Unskilled women and teenagers form a sizable
majority of those looking for work. But nationwide
employment agencies point out that even minimal
skills are now marketable.

Ellen Wernick, education and women's activities
specialist with the Human Resources Develop-
ment Institute of the AFL-CIO, pointed out that,
despite shortages of skilled wOrkers, "skilled
bluecollar labor is not where it's at. Women need
to begin to look into the nontraditional areas of
nontraditional labor. Already, areas such as corr
struction work have become clichés for women.
Women need to find out about less familiar
aspects of the job market."

Computer, machine-tooling. aerospace and
many other industries are hiking pay, offering
bonuses and looking far and wide to find-trained
workers. In a lead story on the shortage of skilled
labor. The lAkIl Street Journal printed a warning
from some economists that further expansion of
the economy amid a scarcity of trained workers
could severely aggravate inflation: Any overall
expansion is inflationary because the labor and
capital inputs aren't available,7' said Michael
Wachter, a University of Pennsylvania economist.

Labor scarcities exist in enough job markets "to
suggest an economywide shortage," Kenneth
Goldstein, associate economist at the Conference
Board. a New York business-and-research organi-
zation. told The Journal.
ON-JOB TRAINING STRESSED
With competition for skilled labor so stiff, many
companies are -increasing their training and edu-
cation programsa major bonus for women who
lack training or who want to move ahead in highly
specialized industries.

Wernick warned against vocational and profes
sional schools: "Unfortunately. they often invest in'
outof-date or inappropriate training. They often
buy expensive training machines that are no
longer being used by industry, or they train people
for jobs that have few openings. There is really
very little cooperation between the labor market
and most vocational training facilities."

Now, under the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA). first instituted in 1973
and reauthorized last year, industry sponsors are
providing job-market information. "We're trying to
work out a nationwide job bank so we can learn
more about which jobs are available and what sort
of training they require." Wernick said.
GOOD NEWS: THE QUIT RATE'S UP
The prime indication of the number of openings
now available is what the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics calls the "quit rate." the rate at which employ-
ees are leaving their jobs for what are presumed
to be better jobs. In 1978. the rate was up 11
percent over the 1977 rbte, with a sizable pro-
portion in skilled labor.

What are the best new job prospects for
women? Arnold Packer, assistant secretary of
labor for policy evaluation and research, who
deals in longrange economic forecasts, said.
"Certain fieldsmainly computers, the medical
field and engineering, particularly chemical engi-
neeringshow excellent signs for women in the
future The machine-tooling industry also looks
promising

.Iobs in the techhical area will provide important
alternatives for college graduates in the 1980s.

Women Are Underreprsented as Tech
Workers-Yet This Is the One Area in Which
Women Earn As Much As 66% of What Mon Earn

_
Women es Perent 40 NNW MANS

I 41%

22% )
1 31%

62% !.,-ro

I 79%

I97% 0/,.c.fs
SOOP,F BuRt Ao OF I AIWA STATISTICS

when college degrees will be less in demand.
Elizabeth Waldman, senior economist specializing
in data on working women for the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, said, "Technical jobs will be the
second biggest segment of job growth after health
occupations in the next decade. We'll need lots of
engineering and science technicians. We'll need
TV and radio technicians because of the growth in
the home-entertainment business. In fact, the
home-entertainment boom looks as if it will pro-
vide lots of jobs, all the way from broadcasters to
repair people for home electronic equipment."
WHO NEEDS WOMEN?
BOEING. GENERAL DYNAMICS....
A nationwide sampling of technical industries
indicated that the recruiting. hiring and training of
women on any large scale is only just beginning.
."Our industry currently employs a total.of about
90.000 people." saict Leslie Johnson, training
coordinator for the national headquarters of the
National Tool Builders Association. "These peo .
ple are employed by the 350 member companies
of our associationcompanies that could hire
perhaps another 10.000 or so workers. There is
definitely a critical shortage Of skilled people.
Most of our companies are currently recruiting
and hiring women."

"Our primary concern right now is finding
structural engineers." said Harold Carr. public-
relations manager for Boeing Commercial Air-
plane Co-.. Seattle. "We also need skilled machin-
ists and die- and toolmakers. I think it would be
great .if more women got into machine work. It's a
highly skilled field and there is always a shortage
of people. And the future looks goOd.-

"Recently, we have been conducting an aggres
sive recruiting campaign for all kinds of people in
engineering." said a spokesman for the Convair
.Division of General Dynamics Corporation, San
Diego. "Jobs are available for the whole gamut of
engineeringmechanical and design engineers
for example Jobs are there for women through.
out a broad base of the engineering discipline."

"Engineering, computer. sciences..software de-
velopment-- all have good opportunities for
women." said John Kane, an officer of Hewlett7
Packard. Palo Alto. California "Lots of schools
are starting to offer what they call 'computer
science' degrees that cover a whole range of jobs.
These degrees are partl, ularly useful In helpIng
women get jobs.- W
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A guide to the jobs that offer the best pay and
widest opportunities for women in the next tenyears

By KATHRYN B. STECHERT The best jobs
for women in the 1980s are, quite simply, men's
jobs. And the good news for women seeking to
enter the job market or change careers is that
most jobs fall into that category. Of the 441 jobs
in the Census Occupation Classification Sys-
tem, only about sixty have a significant number
of women; all others are traditional male fields.

"Nontraditional jobs are where the money
and the o;,portunities for advancement are.
And employers arc feeling legal pressures to
hire more women?' says Jane Fleming, director
of Wider Opportunities for Women, a nonprofit
women's employment service and advocacy or-
ganization in Washington, D.C.

Ma.

Another reason some nontraditional jobs arc
so appealing to women, says Carol Eliason, di-
rector of the Center for Women's Opportunities
of the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, is that they offer greater oppor-
tunity for self-fulfillment. Traditional female
occupationsparticularly unskilled and semi-
skilled jobs, like file clerk, factory assembler,
typist, hospital aidtend to have a high bore-
dom factor. "A woman who goes into a technical
field?' Ms. Eliason says, "is likely to find greater
satisfaction than in one of the repetitive jobs
women typically hold?'

The most attractive feature of nontraditional
jobs, however, is higher

OCCOPRIMN
INENNIGS
PER YEAR EINNADON OR MAROC

S OF
WOVEN

IN JOBS
IN 1978

FORECAR
. ,

CONMCT FOR NONE

INFORIAMION*
.

kcountant/
Auditor

51.500

-

$11,500420.000
per year

Best Opportunities for college graduates. partial.
larly those who have xerked part hme for an ac-
counting firm while in school. State licensing
required for some lobs.

30.1. : Employment expected to increase as business be.
comes more complex and managers rely more on
accounting information to make business -

decisions

National Paociatice of
koala* 919 Third
he., New York, N.Y.
10022

Automobile
mechanic

32.000 $7 76 average hourly pay Many learn through years al informal onthe-job

training: auto-repair courses in secondary, trade
or vocational school helpful. Apprenticeship pro-
grams also available in some places

0.6 Job opportunities will be plentiful in this large,
growing field. Auto-repair business not very sensi
tive to changes in economic conditions.

Adomotiva Service In
dotty Amidst* 444
Michigan ke.. Chicago,
M. 60611

Bank officer
or manager.

28.000
.

$15000440000
(more in large banks)

Pa MBA (Master al Biziness Administration), with
an undergraduate major in social science, is ideal.
Many banks however, offer management training
programs to those with bachelor's devees

30.4 Rise in employment expected as banking services
continue to expand and as increasing dependence
on computers requires more officers to provide
management and control.

Nelismil keociation of
Igaidi Flamm; III E
Wacker Drive. Chicago. M.

60601
Carpenter 67,000 ill average houdy ply Those with the altround training provided in ap-

prenticeship programs will be in greatest demand
and have most opsertunity for advancement

1 Plentiful job opportunities except during eco.
nomic slowdowns Some companies actively seek
ing women to ward off charges of discrimination,

Your states dept. el labor
can put you in touch with
the nearest office of the
U.S. Bureau al Appren.

ticeship and Training.
Canute
Programmer

9.700 $10.400-119.000
per year

Prospects are best for college graduates with de-
gree in computer science or related field. Yibrk
experience less important than training geared to
employer's specific needs.

26.7 Opportunities will grow with the expanding use Of

computers throughout the business world, and es
pecially in accounting and business-management
firms.

Dmiliffs of Computer
Programmus and kw
lots, 294 Main St.. East
Greenwich, R.V02818

ComPuter
Systems

klaffst

7,600 $13,000420.800
per year

Best preparation is a science or business degree.

Mus computer training and work experience,
most kkely as a computer programmer

21.1 Outlook for graduates of computertelated cure-
cuts is excellent Demand for analysts should be
strong as computer capabilities increase and
computers are used for more varied problems.

&swim haulier, of
litwastim Prow.,
WM* 1815N. Lynn
St., Suite 800, Arlington,
Va. 22209

Dentist 4,800 539,500 per year average
in private praotice.

though earnings can go
much higher

Written and practical exams and degree from
dental school (usually 4 years) required for kens
ing. Bachelor's degree helpful, but not required
for admission to dental schbot

1.7 Outlook very good since demand expected to ex
ceed number of new dentists in field.

.

Foetus Oental Pweci-
aglow Cowl rm Dotal
Education, 211 E. Chicago
ke., Chicago,111. 60611

Draffer 16.500 $8,400415.300
Pr year

Best prospects are for those with an associate (2-
year) degree in drafting, but well qualified high
school graduates may find opportunities

._

11.1 Employment expected to grow rapidly as more
drafters needed to support increasing number of
scientists and engineers, and es products and pro.
cesses become more complex. -

Wheat InslItule he De-
*and Meat 3119
Price Road, Badleatille,
01111..74003

Electrician
(construction)

13,700 $10.33 average hourly

(my
A 4-year apprenticeship program is the best
preparation.

0.8 Employment will grow but fluctuete with ups and
dowin in constnictisn. Construction electricians,
however, transfer readily to other typeset work
(e.g., factory maintenance). .

Irgeriftimel Irstberftwsd
of Electrical Mom
1125 15 St. NVE %sling-
ton, D.C. 20005

Reprinted by Permission of Woman's Day Magazine. CBS Publications, Inc., 1980.
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OCCUPARON

-
Emergency

Medical
Technician

(ambulance
attendant)

Engineer

Industrial
Machinery
Repairer

(maintenance
mechanic)

Lawyer

Manufacture s
sales represon

tative

Machinisl

Pharmacist

Plumber and
hpefitter

Police Officer

Truck

*we (local
MN)

%Older

Send a stamped.

pay. By the end of this decade 57 percent of
women are expected to be working; and then,
as now, the majority will be supporting or help-
ing to support families. Yet-nearly 70 percent of
working women are clustered in traditional
women's jobsoften low-paying clerical, service
and factory work. "The large wage gap
women's salaries average only 60 percent of

men'swon't close until significant integration
in jobs occurs," says Ralph Smith, an economist
with the National Commission for Employment
Policy. "Until women break into nontradi-
tional fields in large numbers, the dream of
equal employment opportunity won't be met:'

"Think nontraditional" is sound advice, but
it's not always easy to

omens
PER YEAR

MSU OREDUCA11014 RAINING

1,0
WOMEN
IN MS
IN 1978

FORECAST

-
CONTACT FOR MORE

INFORMATION*

37,000 $9,000 per year average
starting salary

An 81bour instruction program in emergency
medical skills (designed by the U.S. Departinent
of Transportation) is required. Advanced training
is also offered in many states.

not
available

Increased public awareness of need for emer-
gency medical services, with the encouragement
of the federal government, creating demand.

Emergency Medical Set-
vices Division dile
Haab DepL or the Gover
nor's Office tor Highway
Safety in your state

56,500 $14.800-$21000
per year average starting
salaries Eiperienced en-
gimes earn much more

Bachelor degree in engineering the minimum re.
quirement for beginning sibs, rapid advances in
technology require continuing education

-4.8 Good opportunities for engineers of all special.
hes-electrical, civil, chemical, mechanical.

Society ol Watson Engi-
news, 345 E. 47 St.. New
York. N.Y. 10017

30,000

23,400

17.600

20.000

8.900

.

30.000

. 32.500

73.000

33.800

$6.17 average hourly pay

. .

Many learn through years of on-thelob expen
ence beginning as helpers: others through 4.year

apprenticeship programs, which combine class
100M study with on.thelob training. High school
courses in math, mechanical drawing, blueprint
reading recommended.

not

available
As more machinery is used in manufacturing.

mining, oil exploration and other industries, and

as machinery becomes more complex, need for
skilled repairers will grow.

.

international Room of

Electrical, Radio and Ma-
dine Workers, 1126 16
St. NW, Washington. Dt
20036

$15,000-$18,000
per year average

beginning salaries
Experienced lawyers
can earn much more

Bachelor's and laWdegrees usually required, ad
mission to a state bar (usually by written.exam)
necessary Best opportunities for those with good
records from prestigious law schools Others may
find good opportunities in fields where legal train- .
ing is an asset:but not a req

.
uirement ,.

9 4
.

Although openings are expected to increase, com

petition will be keenbecause law school gradu.
ales are increasing as well. Considered good field

for women. nonetheless, since women are under
represented and legal background is valuable to
many careers

American lar Association,
1155 E 60 St., Chicago .

III. 60637

-
.._-

$6.000424.000
average
beginning salaries.
With eommizions
can be much higher- - ----- -- -
$6.76 average hourly pay

.,

.

514.600 $26.200
.

$10 40 average hourly
pay

__. _. . . ._

$11.300- $17.000:
higher in large cities

. . _

$7 22 average hourly pay

$10-312 average
hourly pay

. - .

College 'degree increasingly desirable.but levelof
education dependent on product and Market
(eg.. drug sales usually require some pharma
ceubcal training). Trainee programs available with
some companies.

145
,

Competition among manufacturers and general
groWth in manufacturing will increase demand for
sales representatives Increasingly good field for
women, excellent entry route to management
positions

_ _.

Sales and Marietta' Es.
ecutires Intemational,
Career Education Mei-

Mon, 380 Lexington hie :
NewYork. N Y. 10017-- - - -

Participation in an apprenbceship prograM after
high school or vocational school is best way to
learn Some companies have training programs

.

.

3.1

.

Increased demand for machined goods (e g .

household appliances, industrial products) will
create greater demand for machinists.

International Amociation
of Machinists Ind Aero.
spice Workers, 1300 Con
necticut Ave. NW.

Washington. D.C. 20036

A license (necessary in all slates) requires gradu
ation from an accredited pharmacy college (at
least 5 years beyond high school). passing a board
exam and. usually. a specified amount of experr -
ence under supennfron of registered pharmacist

Apprenticeship is best way to learn the trade
Most programs consist ol 5 years of on the.lob
training in addition to at least 216 hours of class
room instruction annually

16 9

0 1

.

59

6 6

6

Employment outlook especially good in hospitals.
nursing homes and other health facilities.

American ilsociatMn of
Colleges of Pharmacy,
4630 Montgomery Ave .
Suite 201, Bethesda. Md
20014

Increase in construction and more homes and
businesses with air conditioning, solar heating and

appliances will keep demand high. Less sensitive
to fluctuations in construet ion activity than other
building trades.

National Peraciation Of
Plumbing. Heating and
Cooing Contractors. 1016
20 St. NW, Washington.

D.C. 20036__ _____ _ _

Some college training in law enforcement helpful.
especially in cities. but not required

Commercial driving permit (chauffeur's license)
required Additional written and driving tests
often required Some companies have training
programs, but many drivers learn on the fob

WO employers prefer some high school or voca
bonat school training in welding Many opportuni
ties for advancement to inspector, supervisor.
welding engineer or technician, especially for
those with college training

Demand will increase as law enforcement be.
comes a higher priority in most communities

Opportunities especially good for women and mi
nonties as departments seek more balance.

National Asmciation ol
Women Police, 1100 NE
125 St.. Miami. Fla 33161

.

Rise in overall business actenty will increase

freight distribution and create more demand for
drivers Those with good driving records and some

experience as a driver's helper or dock worker
have best chances. _

American Trucking Amod.
dim, Inc. Public Bela
bons Dept . 1616 P SI

NW. Washington D C

20036

As welding becomes more widely used in con
struchon and manufacturing, opportunities will in
crease. About two thirds of welders help

manufacture durable goods. so opportunities de-
dine during economic slowdowns.

The American Welding So-

tidy, 2501 NW 7th St .
Miami. Fla. 33125
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Unit II: Minim) and Work l'oday and Tomorrow

THE BEST JOBS FOR WOMEN
IN THE '80s

follow. Most of the traditional women's jobs are
highly visihle --retail clerks, secretaries, recep-
tionists, teachers, librarians, nurses. It's easy
for an outsider to see what they do, but diffi-
cult to imagine, for example, how a tool-and-
die maker, a lithographer, a chemical engineer
or An electrocardiograph technician spends
the day. Many women find it hard to piLture
themselves in such jobs. "Women have always
shown interest and aptitude for certain techni-
cal jobs," says Jane Fleming, "but they haven't
translated that to work opportunities. Women
must begin to look at themselves differently"

Even more important, women who want to
enter nontraditional occupations often face
strong opposition. Despite the increased num-
ber of women in the work force, sar Nancy
Barrett, deputy assistant secretary for, eco-
nomic policy and research at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Lahor, "there has been virtually no
change in the status of working women; they
have rui greater pay or prestigenone of the
things that go with success. Women are getting
jobs, but t hey are traditional women's jobs."

The causes of job-,segregation are deep-
rooted and complex. Women who seek non-
traditional work have many barriers to cross,
but the rewards can be great. According to
Ralph Smith, part of the problem is simply
discrimination. "Some employers," he says,
"have stereotyped views about what women
can and can't do. And women arc much less
likely to have had the kind of education, par-
ticularly math courses, that they need for non-
trad it ional jobs?'

The experts also advise women to "think
technical." The need for specialized, techni-
cally skilkd and trained employees is increas-
ing. "The greatest potential," says Carol
Eliason, "is in the growth technologies, like
drafting, engineering, computer sciences and
environmental science. The woman who gets
technical training in a growth field will be able

to move ahead and rule out tethnologii al
changes that will elitnitiate many of the un-
skilled and low-skilled jobs women now hold "

The chart on pages 64, 67, prepared in coop-
eration with Arlene Winfield at the Women's
Bureau of the Department of I.abor, is de-
signed to alert women to opportunities in non-
traditional jobs. All occupations listed are in
areas expected to grow in the next decade; all
offer potential for advancement and pay well.
Thes also fall into two general categories that
career experts mention again and again: pro-
fes.sional/technical and skilled trades.

The professions, such as medicine, law, engi-
neering, architecture, will continue to be good
fields and wide open for women. Only about
16 percem of working women are now classi-
fied as professional/ technical, and the vast ma-
jority of those are nurses, teachers and
librarians. In all other professinnal categories
women art- greatly underrepresented. "Man-
agerial positions, those that require an MBA
(Master of Business Administration) will also
offer excellent opportunities for women in the
neat decade," says Ralph Smith. Women with
law, accounting and finance backgrounds will
be in particular demand.

Women are also vastly underrepresented in
the skilled trades, an area that does not require
a college education but does offer high pay and
good advancement. Some, such as the con-
struction trades, are more vulnerable to layoffs
than other fields, especially during economic
slowdowns. But according to Mr. Smith, men
have long considered the high pay worth the
risk of unemployment. "It's time," he adds "for
women to get equal access to those jobs. When
you see the statisticsless than I pertem ,of
electricians are women, for exampleit's hard
to believe we've exhausted the supply of
women who want to enter those positions."

The construction trades, however, are re-
puted to be the toughest to break into. "They
hive a closed, controlled system," says Jane
Fleming, "and it's difficult for anyone, but es-
pecially women, to break in." Other skilled

trades arc tiot so resistant to women, and
nearly all are expected to offer good opporin.
nines to those with certified training. Most art-
regulated by unions, which require comple-
tion of formal Iwo- to five-year apprenticeship
programs. For information on such programs
wrue for A froman't Guide to Apprenticedups; it:s
free from the Women's Bureau, U.S. De-
partment of Labor, Room 53313, 200 Consti-
tution Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20210.

Wider Opportunities for Women is one of
many nonprofit organizations trying to help
wo en break into male occupations. The
gro p operates several employment programs

. tlst not only help women get the training they
iicfrd, but Assist employers in hiring women.
T o good sources of information about other
c weer sirvices for women are the Naturnal Di-
mtary of Women's Employment Programs, from

ider Opportunities for .Women, 1649 K St.
; NW, Washington, D.C. 20006, and Richard N
Bolles's best-selling job hunter's guide, What
Cuba It Your Parachute.% which lists books, and
career counselors of special interest to women
The Occupational Outlook Handbook, from the De-
partment of Labor, is another useful tool; it
contains job descriptions and other pertinent
information on three hundred occupations.
And due out this month from the Department
of Labor is Careem for Women in the Eighties, pre-
pared by Arlene Winfield at the Women's Bu-
reau. These books can be found in most public
libraries and placement offices.

Of course, salary, expected openings, educa-
tional requirements and so on are not the onls
considerations a Woman must face when mak-
ing a career decision. Her particular interests,
talents and values'are equally important.

"The best job:" says Richard Bolles, who
heads the nonprofit National Career Devel-
opment Project in California, "is one that
matches a person's values and skills." Even the
most crowded fields are open to those with de-
termination, talent and job-hunting know-
how. The important thing is to discover what
you want and go after it.

Reprinted by Permission of Woman's Day Magazine. CBS Publications, Inc., 1980.
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WINC LIFE PROJECTION WHEEL

My tentative career choice:

If I Pursue this career, I can project my life as follows:

40

Directions: Each wedge in the wheel represents fifive years of living. To
project your life, make your own wedges using heavy lines to
indicate milestones such as graduation from high school,
completion of training, marriage, birth of a child, and
retirement. -Then color in the wedges, using different
colors to indicate different kinds of activities such as
working, attending school, and raising a family. Where
activities will overlap, indicate this by overlapping colors.
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Unit II: Women and Work ---113day and Thmorrow

Additional Resources

PRINT:

"Challenges of the '80s". U. S. News and World Report, 32 page
Special Section, October 15, 1979. Reprints available from
Subscriber Service, U. S. Ner and World Report, 2300 Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037, 250 each (minimum order 4).

Energy and Jobs for Minorities and Women; Highlights of a
National Conference, Denver, Colorado, May 1980. The National
Urban Coalition, 1201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 400,
Washington, D.C. (202) 331-2400.

I'm Madly in Love with Electricity, and Other Comments About
Their Work by Women in Science and Engineering. Berkeley,
California: Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, 1977. ($1.)

Lederer, Muriel E.P. Blue-Coilar Jobs for Women. New York:
E. P. Dutton, 1979.

Medsger, Betty. Women at Work - Photographic Documentary. New
York: Skeed and Wood, Inc., 1975. ($7.95)

Terkel, Studs. Working. Pantheon Books, Random House, Inc.,
1972.

Wetherby, Terry. Conversations: Working Women Talk About
Doing a Man's Job. Millbrae, California: Les Femmes
Publishing, 1977.

Women In Science and Technology; Careers for Today and
Tomorrow, American College Testing Program, (P.O. Box 168, Iowa
City, /owa 52240)i 1976. ($1.50)

Women's Lives/Women's Work. A series of books co-published by
The Feminist Press and McGraw Hill, 1979.
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NONPRINT:

Antonia: A Portrait of the Woman, 16 mm color, 58 minutes,
2 reels (Grades 9-12). Phoenix Films, Inc, 1974.

Unfolds a deeply moving and affectionate documentary of
Antonia Brim, an internationally know orchestra leader.

Jobs & Gender, filmstrip with record (Grades 7-12). Guidance
Associates, 1971.

Includes historical perspective. Deals with personal
experience of woman carpenter, male nurse, woman reporter,
male kindergarten teacher. '

Mrs. Cop, 16 mm color, 17 miritites (Grades 9-12). MTI
Teleprograms, Inc., 1973. I

Introduces Mary Ellen Abrecht who is a police sergeant on
the Washington, D.C. force.'

Never Give Up--Imogen Cunningham, 16 mm oolor, 20 minutes
(Grades 10-12). Phoenix Films, 1975.

Features a visit with a 92-year-old woman portrait
photographer, Imogen Cunningham.

Nontraditional Careers for Women, Color, 2 filmstrips with
cassette. Pathescope Educational Films, 1974.

Introduction to women moving into nontraditional careers.

Women at Work: Change, Choice and Challenge, 16 mm 19 minutes
(Grades 10-12). Encyclopedia Britanica Educational Corp., 1977.

Presents on-the-job profiles of women in a variety of
careers, including traditionally male-dominated ones.
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Women in Management: Threat or Opportunity, 16 mm 30 minutes.
CRM/McGraw Hill, 1975.

Features Weyerhaeuser Timber Company's efforts to bring
women into management roles.

Women at Work: Choice and Challenge, color filmstrip/
cassette (Grades 9-12). Guidance Associates, 1976.

Discussion of all issues surrounding the debate about
whether,or not women should work outside the home.

Challenging Careers: New Opportunities for Women, color, four
parts, 16 minutes each (Grades 9-12). Guidance Associates,
1981.

Designed to present new career opportunities for women in
the 1980s. In four parts: science, politics, engineering,
and business.

The Willmar 8, 16 mm oolor, 55 mirutes (Grades 9 - Adult).
California Newsreel/Media at Work, 1980. Rental $75.

Contemporary story of eight women bankworkers in Minnesota
who strike for equal pay when they are asked to train a
young male trainee hired at twice their starting salary.

Why Nct a Woman? 16 mm color, 26 minutes (Grades 9 - Adult).
National Audio Visual Center. Rental $25.

Explores attitudes of employers, male coworkers, teaChers,
and others toward women entering nontraditional
occupations. Demonstrates wide range of jobs and training
opportunities available for women of all ages.

,Never Underestimate the Power of a Woman, 16 mm color,
15 minutes (Grades 9 - Adult). University of Wisconsin, Bureau
of Audio Visual Instruction.

Dispels damaging myths about women's work capacities and
performance in a wide range of nontraditional settings.

Twelve Like You, 16 mm color, 25 minutes (Grades 9 - Adult).
Cally Curtis Co.

Twelve women working in both professional and technical
nontraditional jobs share their experiences and problems.

Women's Work: Engineering, 16 mm or videotape, color,
,26 minutes (Grades 9 - Adult). Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Center for Advanced Engineering Study.

Women engineers and engineering students talk about
engineering and how they feel about their job.

14 I
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Unit III: Community-Based Job Explorations
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Unit III: Community-Based Job Exploration

Overview

In working on career planning with young women, especially those
interested in nontraditional careers, we have found that the most
rewarding experiences are those which put them in personal contact with
adult women who hold nontraditional jobs. This can be accomplished by
bringlng community speakers into the classtoom and it can be done via
group field trips, but it is most effectively done when young women can
go out into the community and spend several days (or even a morning or
afternoon) in exploring a job on a one-to-one personal basis with an.
employer/instructor.*

We have borrowed the notion of community-based job explorations from the
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) model developed by MEL; for
purposes of WINC we have adapted materials and place'd great emphasis on
matching young women with adult women in the community who are employed
in nontraditional jobs and are willing to serve as employer/instructors.
We do recognize that it is sometimes difficult for teachers to locate
enough nontraditionally eMployed women to meet the needs of all students
and so we encourage you to seek assistance from work experience
coordinators, career and job placement counselors, Work-Education
Councils, and local community-based organizations whose work is related
to women's employment.

In further recognition of the difficulty inherent in establishing an
adequate resource bank, we have structured several activities in this
unit to enable students themselves to work on identifying and developing
community resources. These activities have the added bonus of helping
students enhance their own ability to locate employer resources in'a
community. In fact, the primary skill focuS of this unit is learning to
identify and use resources in the community to find out about jobs and
careers.

This unit is intended to span four weeks, including time for planning,
preparation, implementation and assessment. Ideally, sttients will have
an opportunity to complete at least three explorations duling the course;
these three should introduce students tb a range of jobs, particularly
those considered nontraditional for women.

"EMployer/instructor" is defined as an adult at an employer or community
site who, as a result of site recruitment, has agreed to work with
individual students on learning activities related to that site.
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Unit lit: Community-Untied Job Exploration

>

Same teachers have chosen to introduce the unit during a week early in
the course and then allow the actual explorations to take place over the
rest of the semester in tandem with other units. This approach may be
more feasible logistically than trying to concentrate the process into
the suggested four weeks, so we offer it as an option.

Whichever approach you select, remember that job explorations can be the
highlight of the course. Their impact is tremendous because they help
students bridge the gap between the school and classroom and the reality
of the world of work. Employer/instructors who participate in these
explorations are almost always happy to become involved and are very
enthusiastic about the process and the students.
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Unit HI: Community-Based Joh Exploration

Activity: Mapping Community Resources from Memory
Objective: Students will learn to identify employer resources in

their own community.

Procedure: o Divide the class into teams of two or three. Have ,

each team identify a four block area in a local
business district which they would like to research.

o Have each team draw a map of their chosen area and
fill in the businesses to the extent that they can
recall what is there.

o Then have each team list all the potential jobs which
they think might be found in the businesses they've
identified.

lime Required: One class period

Resources: Butcher paper
Marking pens
Local street map
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Unit ill: Community-Based Job Exploration

Actbrity: Mapping Community Resources from Walking Ibur
Objective: Students will learn to identify employer resources in

their own community.

Procedure: o Teams formed in Mapping Activity go into the
community on a walking tour of their chosen area and
complete maps they developed in the classroom; they
should fill in businesses they did not previously
include.

o When they return, lists of potential jobs in the area
are then expanded to include newly identified
businesses.

lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: Class-developed lists of community resources and
potential jobs.
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Acdvity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Classifying Community Resources
Students will classify identified community resources
into categories reflecting types of jobs available.

o Have students agree upon symbols which can be placed
by the name of an employer or business to indicate
major types of jobs available (managerial, technical,
professions, skilled craft, clerical, service, sales)
and then code each one for whether it is traditional
or nontraditional for women. NOTE: Students can
agree upon their own categories for this purpose.

o Using the Community Resources Maps and Potential Job
Lists from previous two activities, teams should code
their employer sites and post their maps to be used
by the entire class.

IllueMWKItdred: One or two class periods

Resources: Community Resource Maps (student-developed)
Potential Job Lists (student-developed)
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Geffing Around Thwn
Students will become familiar with local transportation
options for getting to and from community sites.

o Review the maps the students developed and have them
brainstorm transportation options available in the
local area.

o List information needed in order to effectively use
options such as mass transit.

o Have one or two students volunteer to set up a class
visitation by a mass transit representative so that
the class can learn about use of local systems.

o Followup should consist of each student demonstrating
competence in use of mass transportation by using it
to get to and from an identified community site.

o Another option would be to organize a mass transit
treasure hunt, sending stUdents out in groups of two
or three with assignments to retrieve pieces of
evidence from a number of identified community sites.

Two or three class periods (if treasure hunt approach is
used, activity may require out of school time)

Community Itesource Maps
Local mass transit representative
Local mass transit systeni

NOTE: This activity is especially important for younger
students, students who live in or near large
metropolitan areas and recent immigrants.
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Activity: Selecting A Job Exploration Site
Clbjecdve: Students will assess their own career interests and

select a community site for job exploration.

Procedure: o Have students complete one or two standardized career
interest assessment measures (Job 0, Self-Directed
Search, etc.) and identify a list of three to five
jobs which might interest them. NOTE: If selections
are very traditional or limited in number or type,
you should gently assist the students in expanding
their list and broadening their interests.

o Jobs identified should then be researched and
verified using CIS, DOT or 00Q. (See Resources
below.)

o Using the wrwc Decision-Making Model, have students
list their choices on the spokes, identify a list of
criteria for preferred jobs, apply these criteria to
each of the jobs and thus systematically determine
which jobs would be most suited to their own
interests and values. (For instructions, see wrwc
Decision-Making Model Activity, Unit VI.)

o Jobs thus identified should then be matched up with
employer resource lists developed earlier in this
unit.

o When potential sites have been identified the
instructor should make initial contact with the
employers to explain the objective of the exploration
process and be ascertain whsther or not they would be
willing to host a student.

lintoDIRequh.eti: Two to three class periods

Resources: Career/interest assessment instruments of choice
Career Information System (CIS)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
Occupational Outlook Quarterly (cm
Class-developed maps and lfst of community resources

WINC Activity Resource:

Decision-Making Model
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Introduction to Community-Based Job Explorations
and WINC Job Explorahean-Vaide

, Students will understand the exploration process and
learn how to use the WINC "Job Exploration Guide." c,

o Introduce to students the concept of community-based
job explorations and provide a general overview of
what will be expected of them during this unit (i.e.,
how many explOrations of what duration).

o Elicit fiom students their expectations for such an
experience and record on chalkboard or butcher paper.

o Show EBCE Filmstrip #2 (optional) and follow up with
further discussion of the exploration process,
allowing students to share their thoughts and
concerns.

o Introduce
Guide" as
structure
Lead them
that they
section.

students to the WINC "Job Exploration
the tool which they will be using to
and document their exploration experience.
through the Guide one step at a ttme so
will understand the function of each

linteRequired: One or two class periods

Resources: EBCE Filmstrip #2 (optional)*

WINC Activity Resource:

"Job Exploration Guide"

*Available on loan, at no charge, from tbe Education and
Work Program, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204. Phone
(503) 248-6800.
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Acflvby: Preparing for Job_Expioralions
Clbjecflve: Students will understand their accountability and

responsibility in regard to explorations and will
complete preliminary steps necessary for going on a
community job exploration.

Procedure: o Discuss with students the concept of "accountability"
as it pertains to holding a job (i.e., what do
employers expect from employees?). Record results on
chalkboard or butcher paper so that class has a
self-determined and mutually understood definition of
the accountability concept.

o Explain how this concept of accountability will
relate to their responsibilities as they go out on
community explorations.

o Have each student select an employer site from
identified community resources and complete the
BEFOPn steps outlined on WiNC "Steps to Follow for
Job Exploration."

ihneRewdred: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

"Job Exploration Guide"
"Steps to Follow for Job Exploration"
"Job Exploration Roles"

Class-developed maps and list of community resources
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Actin/4y: CompletingandLlocumenting-Exploralions-
Cd4ecdve: Students will spend three to 15 hoUrs with an

employer/instructor at a community job site and will
document their learnings.

Procedure: o Following the WINC Activity Resource "Steps to Follow
for Job Exploration," students will arrange for and
complete an exploration with an employer/
instructor at a community site which they have helped
select.

o Portions of the WINC "Job Exploration Guide" should
be completed prior to visiting the sites; other
portions of the Guide (as identified) are designed to
be completed during or after the experience.

'lime Required: Three to 15 hours for each.exploration, depending on
what is possible in your school or program and the
employer/instructor's time. NOTE: Students will gain
more insight and information about a career during a
15-hour exploration, whenever it is possible.

Resources: Employer/instructor at community site

WTNC Activity Resources:

Employer/Instructor Checklist for Job Exploration
"Steps to Follow for Job Exploration"
"Job Exploration Guide"

-
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Unit In: Communityl-Based Job Exploration

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Reviewing and Assessing Exploradons
Students will assess their adn exploration experience
and apply knowledge gained to their career decision-
making process.

o In an individual or small group session, student and
teacher should review the exploration experience and
the completed "Job Exploration Guide," discussing
knowledge gained and applying it to the student's
career decision-making process. Special attention
should be paid to the reasons why the job appealed or
did not appeal and any generalizations which might be
drawn from such feelings.

o If appropriate, students should then select their
next exploration site and again complete the
preparatory steps.

o As an option, students can informally share their
exploration experiences in class discussion.

15-20 minutes for each assessment
One class period.for group sharing

WINC Activity Resource:

"Job Exploration Guide" as completed by students.
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i3EFORE

fl Select a nontraditional community job s...ite to explore.

O Inform your instructor of your choice so initial contact can be made.

Li Make an appointment with the employer/instructor.

Ll Arrange transportation.

[1 Get blank copy of WINC "Job Exploration Guide" and complete items marked BEFORE.

O Plans for any extras you might want to take with you (camera, tape recorder, pen and paper, etc.)11

Unit III: Commiinity-Based Job L:koinrai ion

STEPS TO FOLLOW FOR WINC JOB EXPLORATION

DURING

Li Take the 'TA Exploration Guide" with you, go to the site nd meet employer/instructor.

O Arrange your exploration schedule with employer/instructor.

[1.] Interview employer/instructor and record interview in writing or on tape.

El Gather other information requested in the "Job Exploration Guide!'

EJ If possible try to do some of the 'job skills required at the site.

O Take pictures, make sketches and/or gather any company brochures available at the site.

AFTER

O Complete any unfinished portions of the "Job Exploration Guide."

o Write a summary of how you feel about the exploration on Comment Page.

O Have employer/instructor review Guide and sign if satisfactory.

o Write a thank-you letter to your employer/instructor--keep a copy of it in your completed
"Job Exploration Guide."

O Turn in "Job Exploration Guide" to school; if it is unsatisfactory or incomplete, continue
to work on it until it is satisfactory to both you and your teacher.

O. Participate in a review and assessment session with your teacher.

Ei Repeat process for additional sites you choose to explore.
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WINC JOB EXPLORATION LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Completing an exploration will help you organize your experience at a job site so that you
will grow in the following ways.

1 Gain a more realistic sense of the typical
work day in jobs of interest to you.

2 Increase your general knowledge about
particular jobs by identifying the personal
characteristcs and training required.

3 Improve your skills in choosing a career;
by comparing your personal characteristics
and values with the job's characteristics.

Improve your critical thinking skills by
making observations and drawing
conclusions about your job site experiences.

5 Gain a better understanding of the relation-
ship between learning and'earning a living.

6) Learn to interact with many different adults
in a variety of environments.

7 Learn.to find your way around the community
more easily.

8 Acquire practical experience in writing,
speaking, listening and mathematics as
these Skills relate to specific jobs.
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WINC "JOB EXPLORATION ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES"

STUDENT

Take career interest
tests and evaluate
results with staff.

Choose site for first
exploration and research
characteristics.

Make appointment to
visit site. .

Go to site, meet employer
instructor (E/), begin
exploration activities
and WINC Job Exploration
Guide.

Keep appointments at site.
Complete WINC Job
Exploration Guide.

Obtain EI verification
of completed guide.
Write thank-you letter.

Notify staff of conclusion
of exploration; turn in
signed guide.

Meet with staff to
evaluate exploration,
look again at career

assessments and choose
new site.

SCHOOL STAFF

Recruit and orient
employer instructor (EI).

Administer career interest
tests and counsel with
student regarding results.

Help student with site
selection and research.

Support student scheduling.

Instruct student on purpose
and use of WINC Job
Exploration Guide.

Maintain contact with EIs.
Help student obtain

,

resources needed. Monitor
student attendance and
performance.

Evaluate completed guide
with student. When
satisfactory, record
completion. Counsel with
student on career under-
standing based on
exploration experience.
Help student select new
site.

EMPLOYER/INSTRUCTOR(ED

Agree to receive students
on explorations; identify
site information and tools
available to students.
Designate times (days and
hours) students,can be at
the site for exploration.

Schedule time for
students to visit.

Meet student and show
around site.

Respond to-student questions,
help obtain resources at site.
Verify student's attendance.
Monitor student's performance
and communicate to staff.
Offer career counseling when
appropriate.

Evaluate performance and
sign WINC Job Exploration

.

Guide when completed
satisfactorily.
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EMPLOYERANSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST FOR WINC JOB EXPLORATION

LI Meet with student to fill in the Student and Employer/Instructor
Contract.

0 Inform the student of the overall mission of your company, its
products and services, its policies and standards.

Make certain the student understands the standards you require.

Participate in an interview so the student can ask you about
your job and/company/agency.

0 Introduce the student bo your personnel.

DAssist the student in a search for materials related to the job.

0Assign and evaluate job-related math and communication tasks.

0 Allow the student to become actively involved whenever possible.

Epold a final conference for:

a. Exchange of feedback
b. ReView of the student's wmc "Job Exploration Guide"
c. Your entry on the Guide's Comment Page

OSign the completed Exploration Guide. Your sigrature is our
Qssurance that the student has gained an accurate overview of
your job/company.

E:1 Please contact the school staff if you have any questions or
problems.
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Unit III: Community-Based Job Exploration

WINC DECISION-MAKING

c;

CONSIDERATIONS

Idea frau:. Milton S. Burgiass, and Mary Grace Duffy, Thresholds Teacher's
Manual (Cambridge, Massachusatts: Correctional Solutions Foundation, Inc.,
1974).

r
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choose a career

gain self-confidence

evaluate yourself

and the job

get.to knoW
your community

meet new people

learn about
nontraditional jobs



learn al)( no all kituk 01 jolr,

choose a nontraditional job
to explore

your ideas aElout the jobrecord

choose a job site

arrange transportation

meet and talk with the resource person

.
.

learn about the
job site

4.

(0)) learn about the job requirements

try to perform
job skills

complete exploration guide

think about
what you learned about the
nontraditional job and compare
witn earlier expectations

1ri 431k.
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O

Choosing A Job To Explore

What type of nontraditional job are you about to explore?

Why did you choose this job to explore?

How is this job nontraditional for women?

Describe what you expect based on information from career tests you have taken or knowledge

you already possess:

Choosing the JO Sit

Job Site

Resource Person

Address

Phone

Dates and times of your appointments at the Job Site:

Date: Date: Date:

Time: Time:

How do-you plan to get to the site?

5



The resource person is someone who
performs the job you are exploring.
Question the resource person about the
company, the job site and the job. Fill in
the answers as you go along.

hea,vinv.,

What does the company do? (may be more than one category)

0 provides a service _

Of:a

0

manufactures a product

sells a product

other

Explain

How many people work here?

What are some of the other nontraditional jobs in the company?

describe the job.

Job Title

What do you do during a normal workday?

low did you get started in this joW

How many women hold this kind of job?

How long have you been with this company?

What kinds of special training/schooling/experience did you have to prepare for this job?

How difficult is it for women to get this kind of job?

What days do you work?

What hours do you work?

What is the salary range for this job?

What kind of benefits do you get in addition to salary?



What kinds of clothes can you wear to work?

What kinds of tools, machinery and eqiiipment do you use on this job?

What do you like about this job?

What do you dislike about this job?

What kinds of problems might women encounter on this job?

Whom do you talk to when you have a problem on the job?

Where could your experience at this job lead you? What are the opportunities for advancement?

What are the opportunities for moving to other jobs in the company?

What are the opportunities for women in this kind of business?
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What are the educational requirements for this job?

O High school diploma
0 No high school diploma

O GED
O Vocational training program

O Community College
O 4-year college

What kinds of experience are needed for this job?

O Previous experience working Vocational training
on job

O Work experience training 0 Apprenticeship program

Is most of the work done indoors or outdoors?

O Community college

O None

Do employees work in one large area or are there separate work areas?

Is the site quiet or noisy?

Descraw what you like about this job site

Describe what you dislike about this job site _.. _______





One way to see if you would like a
nontraditional job is to compare the.job
with things you enjoy doing, can do, or
would like to learn. On this page, look
at the skills and tasks required by this
job arid compare them with what you
can do and what you like to do.

Skills you need
to do this job.
Give an example
from the job site.

Working with
Things

Precision Work

Operating Equipment

I fondling Materials

information-
Organi/ing and Using Information

Copying, Sorting and Putting
rhings Together

Working with Numbers or Words

Working wfth

Discussing and 'Bargaining

Supervising

Selling

Teac hing

Can you do
this?
Yes, No,
Don't Know

Do you like
to do this?
Yes, No,
Don't Know

If you can't do this,
would you like to
learn to do it?
Yes, No, Don't Know

15 7 6
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List the skills you think you would have to learn in order to do t his
job, and suggest ways you thinkthey could be learned (for
example, on the job, college courses, company training programs,
etc.).

1 .

2

3.

4

5

Skills Ways You Could Learn Them

1 7
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These are examples of physical requirements and
abilities that might be necessary for certain
nontraditional jobs. Check off the ones needed for
this job and then check whether you have them or
not.

Physical Requirements

Li Special Height
n Special Weight
Li Good Vision without Glasses
El

Physical Aitaies
§Ji;.4

O Driving Ability
O Climbing Ability
LJ Tolerate Strange Smells
0 Work in High Places
Li Work in Cramped Places
11 Work Outdoors
El Lift Heavy Objects

i'A 4::1
:0:14101&".*.:

O Good Vision with Glasses
O Special.Voice Qualities

0

O Work in Dusty Areas
0 Work in Cold Areas
O Work in Hot Areas
O Stooping Long Periods
O Standing Long Periods
O Sitting Long Periods
O Distinguish Colors
El
0

Q
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I 1

Personal

Before you explore the job, check the values that
are important to you. After you explore the job,
check the values that 'are important to the job. Then
check those values where both your answers
match.

Working by myself

.Clean work area

keing comfortably dressed

Having money all the time

Woiking around other people

Social
Being a leader

BON; loyal to others

Havinwas equal a chance
as anyone else

Work
Knowing that my job is secure

Good pay

Good benefits (health insurance,
vacation, retirement)

Beirig able to move on the job

Having an "important" job

Is this
important
to you?

21 1.79

Is this
important
to the job?

AttieV.
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Are most -of the people performing this job of the same sex?

If your answer was "Yes," are most of the employees men
or women?

Most jobs can be performed well by both women 4441 men, even though in the past they may have
been held by mostly men or mostly women. Somernies problems occur when a person begins working
at a job which is nontraditional for their sex. Some possible problems include unfriendly co-workers,
unequal division of job responsibility, sexual harassment, unfair "testing" of your abilities, unfair wage
and promotion practices, etc.

It you think you might have problems doing this job because it is nontraditional for women, make a listof all the problems you think you might find.,Next to each problem write down things that you could
do to solve the problem, and other people who could help.

Problems Things That I Can Do Others Who Could Help Me

list community resources that can help you if an employer discriminates against you on .the basis of
race, sex or handicap:

Organization Address Phone



L.
Oh ibis page you will try to perform three communication tasks
and three math tasks required by this job.

your resource person to write down six skills that you would
have to be able to perform on this job.

fry to perform all of the skills. Complete all that you can. The
purpose of this exercise is to help you discover some of the real
requirements of this job. The resource person will check the box
that shows how well you did the task.

Skills

Communication Skills

2

3

Mathematics SkiHs

1

2.

3

Good OK Poor

o o -oo o oo o o

o o oo o oo o o

When you complete this exercise, ask your resource person to sign here.

Resource Person Date



N

Student: Write one or two statements about this nontraditional community exploration
summing up your reaction to it, particularly how it matches up with your career expectations.

Signature Date

Community Resource Person: Describe briefly your reactions to this exploration and your
evaluation of the student's performance.

has mrnpleted this Exploration Record to my satisfaction.

Resource Person
. Date

School Staff: Write your evaluation of this exploration and how it has affected the student's
self-awareness and career planning.

Signature Date

P,
27



To the student: Based On the exploration you just
mmpleted, check one of the statements below that best
describes how you feel.

0 I do not want to explore this kind of job further.

I want to explore this kind of job further, but on
another site.

I do not want to explore this kind of job right now, but
want another look in the future.
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Unit III: community-Based Job Exploration

Additional Resources

PRINT:

Community Resource Person's Guide for Experience-Based
Learning. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Marketing
Office, 300 S.W. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.

Guide (24 pages) for volunteer resource people to help them
work effectively with students during explorations and more
indepth learning projects in tbe.community.

Experience-Based Learning: How to Make the Community Your
Classroom. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Marketing
Office, 300 S.W. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.

Book (260 pages) on community-based experiential learning
strategies that are adaptable to a variety of educational
settings. Includes more than 25 sample student learning
projects and an extensive bibliography.

mrtm Job Exploration Guide. Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, Marketing Office, 300 S. W. Sixth Avenue, Portland,
Oregon 97204.

Student workbook (12 pages) for use in structuring and
documenting a community-based exploration of a
nontraditional job. Includes employer interview format,
questions about job site, working environment, job
requirements, personal values, and assessment format.

NONPRINT:

EBCE Filmstrip 412: Learning Strategies. Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Education and Work Program, 300 S.W.
Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.

Available on loan at no cost to interested schools and
districts, this 17-minute film strip describes the
curriculum and learning strategies of the EBCE program. It
is organized around the actual experiences of one student in
the program.
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Overview

If people are asked to clasp their hands together and then reverse the
clasp (placing left thumb on top or vice versa) they can begin to feel
the type of awkwardness that we all encounter as we try to move to an
understanding of women and men that is no longer governed by sex role
stereotyping. Research tells us that in our culture boys and girls
receivP dramatically different messages from birth into adulthood about
acceptable behavior and the roles they are expected to play in life. The
messages come from parents, siblings, other relatives, teachers, friends,
television, movies, radio, books, toy manufacturers, clothing
manufacturers, music, advertisements and hundreds of other obvious and
not so obvious sources. With such constant bombardment it is hardly
surprising that efforts to undo the "programming" meet with resistance
and feelings of awkwardness.

The importance of taking time to explore the issues related to sex role
stereotyping cannot be overemphasized. Young women need all the
information and awareness they can get in order to counteract the
tendency to place minimum value on serious career planning; they often
toss career plans out the window as soon as they "fall in love." Knowing
the sources of stereotyped messages, the "norms" they try to promote, and
the serious limitations they place on women and men will enable students
to be more objective and more careful about the extent to which they
allow their lives to be governed by traditional views.

In this two-week unit, students will:

o Look at the stereotyped expectations that American society
traditionally places on men and women

o Examine the sources of stereotyped images of females and males

o Discuss the damaging effects of sex role stereotyping

o Begin to focus on the benefits to be derived for both men and
women by eliminating these stereotypes

lbs 265
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-Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Acdvity: The Perfect Image
Clbjecdve: Students will get in touch with theil own stereotyped

expectations of themselves and their stereotyped
interaction withthe opposite sex.

Procedure: o Ask students to close their eyes and visualize the
kind of woman they would like to be.

o Ask them to offer adjectives that describe the woman
.they envision...what she looks like,...how she
acts,...what sne is woaring, etc.

o Record these adjectives on the board.

o Ask them to continue picturing this woman in their
minds...and give them the following situations for
her to deal with:

- -She is at a party and sees a man she would very much
like to meet...what does she do?

- -She wants to go to a party at a friend's house but
her date wants to go to a movie instead...how does
she deal with this?

o Ask them to give you words that describe her
behavior. Record these words on the board.

o Share "As Mental Health Practitioners See It,"
Broverman's study al> healthy male/adult/female
traits, and ask them to compare their ideal woman
with these descriptors to see which category they
most resemble.

o Then ask how their ideal woman's traits enable her to
deal with the following work situation:

- -She has a good job and has already been doing it
very well for two years. Her boss is appreciative, .
but a new position is opening up (which she
considers herself well-qualified for and which
would mean a good promotion for her) and he is
considering hiring a new person without offering
the job to her.

.1 :1 0
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

o Repeat this process wit,1 images of ideal
men...reverse the sexes in the exalaples and finally
compare the results of these processes. Ask students
to examine carefully their own stereotypical
expectations of themselves...their own stereotypical
responses bo situations with friends and in school.
Ask them to consider how their behavior will
translate successfully into the world of work.

itmeilkupAred: One class period

Resources: MUNC Activity Resource:

"As Mental, Health Practitioners See It," Broverman
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UniNV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Advertisers' Image of Women at Work
Students will understand the difference between reality
and the stereotyped portrayal of working women 'created
by advertising.

o Have each student collect five advertisements which
portray women in work settings, noting each of their
magazine sources.

o Divide the class into small groups and ask eac group
to develop--based on their collected ads--thre
statements which describe advertisers' images o
women and work.

o Small groups may then share their results with thi
entire class; statements should be rioted on
chalkboard and followup discussion should result in
matching statements which describe the reality of
women and work. Examples

Advertising Image

working women ares.

usually highly paid
executives

lime Required: Two days

Resources: Magazines
Chalkboard

t2

Reality

most working women
are employed in
low-paying deadend
jobs
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Unit IV: Sex Hole Stereotyping

Activity:

(MAective:

Procedure:

"Dick and Jane As Victims"
Students will learn about the inequitable representation
of men and women in children's literature.

o Ask students to go to their local library and
randomly select five pieces of fiction from tho
children's section.

o All students should bring their books to school on
the same day.

o In class have students inventory the characters in
their books for numbers of men and women and for
careers/activities associated with each sex.

o Compare and tally the results so that you create your
own version of the lists found on the "Dick and Jane"
handouts.

o Discuss the implications of these results:

...What ideas and attitudes do these books teach us
about women?

...What ideas and attitudes do these books teach us
about men?

...How can we personally overcome the impact of these
inequities?

This exercise could lead very nicely into an
assignment to read a book (fictional or biographical,
children's or young adults or adults) about women who
are not in stereotyped roles.

lime Required: One class period

Resouroarg WINC Activity Resource:

Male and Female Occupations from Dick and Jane Readers

Children's section of library

Activity developed on basis of Dick & Jane as Victims, researched and published

1 93by Women on Words and /magas.
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I foil III: Community-Based Job Exploration

Thy Department Survey
Objective: Students will begin to understand the extent and impact

of stereotyping in marketing of children's toys.

Procedure: o Ask students to go to toy departments in local stores
(divide available stores between class members) and
have them make lists of the types of toys available
in the boys' section and in the girls' section. They
should also make a list of toys which seem to be
displayed for both boys and girls.

o When students bring their results back to class, have
them share findings and discuss the types of skills
children learn from playing with the available toys
and what implications this might have for adult
career orientation.

o This kind of inventory process could be conducted
with toys of younger brothers and sisters or children
in the neighborhood.

o Students mould also interview young children about
their attitudes toward toys that are nontraditional
for their sex.

Time Required: Two or three days

Resources: Toy stores and toy departments in large stores
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Activity: lelevision Monitoring for Sex Role Stereotyping
Objective: Students will increase their awareness of sexism in

television programming and advertising.

Procedure: o Using WINC Television Monitoring Charts, have
students view and keep logs on television programs
and advertisements for at least two hours (including
at least six advertisements and parts of four
programs). If possible, have students agree to
divide up responsibility for viewing different types
of programming (prime time, after school, later day
cartoons, etc...)

o Pollowup discussion can cover students' findings and
their general impressions about the overall messages
being given to men and to women about desirable
physical and personality traits.

o If students are particularly p2eased or offended with
a certain program or advertisemont, they should be
encouraged to write the producer and state their
opinions.

'lime Required: Two hours viewing time
One class period or more

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Televison Monitoring Charts (programs and advertising)

Television programs
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Unit IV: Sex Bole Stereotyping

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Becoming Aware of Stereotyped
Expectations/Assumptions and Their
Damaging Effects

Students will begin to become aware of sex role
expectations/assumptions made by people around them and
their potentially damaging effects.

o Have students keep a log for one week of all the
sex-stereotyped assumptions, expectations, or
descriptions they encounter in listening to the
conversations of adults and other youth. This can be
done at home, at school, at work, or wherever they
happen to be.

o At the end of the week schedule a class feedback
session for students to discuss findings.

o Follow up by sharing and discussing with students the
information oovered by Resources: "Damaging Effects
of Sex-Stereotyping on Boys and Men/Girls and Women."

One week for log
One or two days discussion

WINC Activity Resources:

"Damaging Effects of Sex-Stereotyping on Boys and Men"
"Damaging Effects of Sex-Stereotyping on Girls and
Women"
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

AedvRy:

Objective:

Procedure:

Responding to Stereotyped Expectations
Students will begin to discuss their awn feelings
concerning male and female role expectations.

o Have students each submit a question they would like
the class to discuss regarding issues of sex role
stereotyping (at school, at home, at work, in
personal relationships).

o Set aside one or two days for class discussion of
questions raised, or set aside a 15-minute discussion
period every day for a week or two to deal with
submitted questions.

o Another option would be to organize class into ,

mini-panels to respond to sets of related questions.

lime Required: One or more class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Suggested Questions for Discussion of Sex Role

Stereotyping
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Unit IV: Sex Hole Stereotyping

Activity: "Woman Which Includes Man, Of Course"
Objecfive: Students will consider how "maleness" has been and

continues to be the norm for American society.

Procedure: o Have students close their eyes, listen and let their
imagination picture the world as you read aloud to
them the Resource entitled, "Woman, Which Includes
Man, Of Course."

o Follow the reading with a five-ten minute period for
impromptu written response in WINC Journals and then
discussion of student's thoughts and feelings as they
listened to the selection.

o Additional thought on the same issues can be found in
the Resource, "If Maleness Were the Criterion,"
Dorothy Sayers; and "Why We Oppose Votes for Men,"
Alice Duer Miller.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

"Woman, Which Includes Man, Of Course," Theodora Wells
"If Maleness Were the Criterion," Dorothy Sayers
"Why We Oppose Votes for Men," Alice Duer Miller

,9
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Activity: The Language That Makes Women Visible
(Nective: Students will begin to learn to describe situations and

events in nonsexist language.

Procedure: o Have each student bring to class a sentence, title,
cartoon, etc., from a book, newspaper or magazine
which uses sexist language to describe a situation,
event, issue, etc.

lime Required:

Resources:

o As each person shares her finding, have the class
suggest ways it could be rewritten in nonsexist
language.

One class period

WINO Activity Resources:

"Words that Make Women Disappear," Alma Graham
Quotable Quotes
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IV: Sex Role Slereolyping

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Dealing with Stereotyped Reactions to
Nontraditional Career Choices
Students will think about ways they might combat
stereotyped expectations of their own career choices
from other people.

o Have students role play dealing with negative
attitudes they might encounter at home, with friends,
and at school with teachers and counselors if they
were to announce to them their intentions to become:

--an ironworker
--a firefighter
--a physician
--an astronaut
--a garbage collector
--nontraditional career of their choice

Discuss the role playing afterwards.

NOTE: Role playing is a simple process whereby students
act as if they were the parents, teachers, etc.,
responding to another student's statements. It is
helpful for the student with the "problem" to act out
both parts, in order to better understand the
respondent's feelings.

'lime Required: One or more class periods

Resources: Student's imagination and experience
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Unit IV: Sex Hole Stereotyping

As Mental Health Practitioners See It

Broverman (1970) found that mental health practitioners (psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers) adhere to a double standard by which they
judge the mental health of men and women.

Clinicians equate standards for a "healthy mature adult man" to those for
a "healthy mature adult" with sex unspecified. But "healthy mature adult
women" differed from both men and adults by being:

More submissive
More emotional
More easily influenced
Less objective
Less independent
Less adventuresome
Less competitiv9
L ss agressive
L ss excitable
Mckre vain
Mo e easily allowing her feelings to be hurt
Di liking math and science

The injunctions that boys he r while growing up are something like the
following:

Be strong
Be sp.ent
Be decisive
Be in control of both things and people
Be tentional\

Learn to make demands
in

AchieVe
Demon trate power
Be te; hnical and mechanical
In the'face of failure the boy is

enco raged to fight, deny, defend,
igno e...but NOT to negotiate or
comp omise

and mo.t importantly...
be unemotional
do nci\t show feelings'

,

Broverman, Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson & Rosenkrantz. Sex Role

Stereotypes: A Current Appraisa1. Journal of Social Issues, 28 (2):

59-78, 1972. \

I

I

Oroverman, Vogel, Sroverman, Clarkson & Roeenkrantz, "Sex Role Stereotypes: A
Current Appraisal, Journal of Social Issues, 28 (2: 59-78, 1972.

;)012
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Unit IV: Sex Boll: Stereotyping

MALE AND FEMALE OCCUPATIONS FROM DICK AND JANE READERS

airpliffIl builder
animal trainer
architect
art ist
astsmaut
astronomer
athlete
author

bilk sitter
baker
halloonri
band conductor
hanker
barber
baseball player

irck sm it h
bot artist
building contractor
businessman
bus driver

carpent er
(arum; keeper
clerk
clockmaker
clown
coa( h
computer operator
cow;truct ion worker
cook
I'owbov
c raft -an an

Occupations of Adult Males

decorator
detective
deliveryinan
dentist
doctor
doorman

electrician
engineer
expert on art
explorer

fairgroundsman
farmer
figure skater
film maker
fireman
fisherman
foreman
forest ranger

gardener
gas station attendant
glassblower
guard

handyman
humorist
hunter

ice cream man
inn kek.
inventor

janitor
judge
juggler

king
knight

landlord
lifeguard
lighthouse keeper
lumberman

magician
mailman
mathematician
mayor
ma% in nightclub
merchant
milkman
miller
miner
mineralogist
monk
mover
museum manager

naturalist
newspaper owner
news reporter

organ grinder
outlaw

painter
parent
peddler
pet store owner
photographer
pilot
pirate
plumber
policeman
pony herder
popcorn vender
priest
principal
professor
prospector

radio repo,ter
railroad inspector
restaurant owner
roadmaster
rocket firer

sailor
salesman
scientist
scoutmaster
sea captain
sheepherder
sheriff
ship builder
shoemaker
silversmith
ski teacher

/-
soldier
space station worker
stagecoach driver
statesman
steamshovel operator
stonecutter
storeowner
submarine operator

tailor
taxidermist
teacher
telephoneman
telephone lineman
t.v. actor
t.v. man
t.v. newsman
t.v. writer
ticxet seller
train conductor
train engineer
trapper
trashman
trolley driver
truck driver

veterinarian

watchman
whaler
woodcutter.
W.W. II hero

zookeeper

Occupations of Adult Females

acrobat
author
baby sitter
baker
cafeteria worker
cashier
cleaning woman

.cook
doctor

dressmaker
fat lady (in circus)
governess
housekeeper
ice skater
librarian
painter
parent
queen

recreational director
school crossing guard
school nurse
secretary
shopkeeper
teacher
telephone operator
witch
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

TELEVISION MONITORING FOR SEXROLE STEREOTYPING--PROGRAMS

Name of Programs
Speaking
# of

Males

Roles
# of

Females

Occupations
for Males

Occupations
for Females

Agressors Victims Program
Producers

#M #F #M #F #M #F

Totals
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Unil IV: Sex Hole SI ereotyping

TELEVISION MONITORING FOR SEXROLE STEREOTYPING--ADVERTISEMENTS

Product Advertisement
Speaking

# of
Males

Roles
# of
Females

Occupations
of Males

Occupations
of Fe Males

Target
Audience

Message

.:,

Totals
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging Effects of Sex Stereotyping
On Girls and Women

(adapted by Feminists
Northwest from Sexism in
School and Society, by Nancy
Frazier and Myra Sadker,
Harper & Row, 1973, pp. 71-73.)

A. LOSS OF ACADEMIC POTENTIAL

1. Intellectually, girls start off ahead of boys. They begin
speaking, reading and counting sooner; in the early grades they
are even better in math. However, during the high school years a
different pattern emerges and girls' performance on ability tests
begins to decline. Indeed, male students exhibit significantly
more IQ gain from adolescence to adulthoold than do their female
counterparts. (Eleanor Maccoby, "Sex Differences in Intellectual
Functioning," in Eleanor Maccoby (ed.), The Development of Sex
Differences, Stanford, California: Stanford University Press,
1966).

2. Although women make much betteT high school grades than do men,
they are less likely to believe that they have the ability to do
college work. (Patricia Cross, "College Women: A Research
Description," Journal of National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors, 32, No. 1 (Autumn 1968), pp. 12-21.)

3. Of the brigntest nigh school graduates who do not go to college,
75-90 percent are women. (Facts About Women in Education,
prepared by the Women's Equity Action League. Can be obtained
from WEAL, 1253 4th St. S.W., Washington, D.C.)

4. In 1900, women earned six percent of all doctoral degrees; in
1920, 15 percent; and by 1968, only 13 percent. In short, the
percentage of doctorates earned by women has actually decreased
since the 1920s. (Edith Painter, "Women: The Last of the
Discriminated," Journal of National Association of Women Deans
and Counselors, 34, no. 2 (Winter 1971), pp. 59-62.)

This material has been prepared by the Washington State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, for Project Awareness. Further publication of the material without
express written permission by this Agency is forbidden.
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging Effects--Boys and Men (cont.)

B. LOSS OF SELF-ESTEEM

1. As boys and girls progress through school, their opinions of boys
grow increasingly more positive and their opinions of girls

increasingly more negative. Both sexes are learning that boys

are worth more. (S. Smith, "Age and Sex Differences.in
Children's Opinions Concerning Sex Differences," Journal of
Genetic Psychology, 54, no. 1 (Marcil 1939), pp. 17-25.)

2. Fewer high school women than men rated themselves above average
on leadership, popularity in general, popularity with the
opposite sex, and intellectual as well as social
self-confidence. (Cross, op.cit.)

3. On the Bernreuter personality inventory, norms show that women
are more neurotic and less self-sufficient, more introverted and
less dominant than men. (R.G. Bernreuter, "The Theory and
Construction of the Personality Inventory," Journal of Social
Psychology, 4, no. 4 (November 1932), pp. 387-405.)

4. College women believe that men desire a woman who is extremely
passive and who places wifely and familial duties above her own
personal and professional development. (Anne Steinman, Joseph
Levi, and David Fox, "Self Concept of College Women Compared with
Their Concept of Ideal Women and Men's Ideal Woman," Journal of
Counseling Psychology, 11, no. 4 (Winter 1964), pp. 27-33.)

5. College women respond negatively to women who have achieved high
academic or vocational success, and at times display an actual
desire to Avoid success. (Matina Horner, "Woman's Will to Fail,"
Psycnology Today, no. 6 (November 1969), pp. 36-38.)

6 Fifty-five percent of a group of women at Stanford and 40 percent
at Berkeley agreed with the following sentence: "There is a time

when I wished I had been born a member of the opposite sex."
Only one in seven male students would endorse such a statement.
(Joseph Katz, No Time for Youth, San Francisco: Josey Bass,

1968.)

7. Both male and female college students feel the characteristics
associated with masculinity are more valuable and more socially
desirable than those associated with femininity. (John McKee and
Alex Sheriffs, "The Differential Education of Males and Females,"
Journal of Personality, 35, no. 3, (Sept. 1957), pp. 356-371.)
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping.

Some Damaging Effects--Boys and Men (cont.)

C. LOSS OF OCCUPATIONAL POTENTIAL*

1. By the time they are in the fourth grade, girls' visions of
occupations open to them are limited to four: teacher, nurse,
secretary, or mother. Boys of the same age do not view their
occupational potential through such restricting glasses. (Robert
O'Hara, "The Roots of Careers," Elementary School Journal, 62,
no. 5 (Feb. 1962) , pp. 277-280).

2. By the ninth grade 25 percent of boys and only three percent of
girls are considering careers in science or engineering. (Daryl

Bem and Sandra Bem, "We're All Nonconscious Sexists," in Daryl
Bem, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Human Affairs, Monterey,
California: Brooks/Cole. Copyright 1970 by Wadsworth Pub. Co.)

3 Decline in career commitment has been found in girls d'f high
school age. Tnis decline was related to their feelings'that male
classmates disapproved of a woman's using her intelligence.
(Peggy Hawley, "What Women Think Men Think,".Journal of
Counseling Psychology, 18, no. 3 (Autumn 1971, pp. 193-4.)

4. In a survey conducted in 1966 throughout the state of Washington
66.7 percent of boys and 59 percent of girls stated that they
wished to have a career in professional occupations. However, 57
percent of the boys and only 31.9 percent of the girls stated
that_they actually expected to be working in such an occupation.
(Walter Slocum and Roy Boles, "Attractiveness of Occupations to
High School Students," Personnel and Guidance Journal, 46, no. 8,
(April 1968), pp. 754-761.)

5. College women become increasingly interested in being housewives
from their freshman to their senior year in college. This is at
the expense of academic and vocational goals. (Linda Bruemmer,
"The Condition of Women in Society Today: A Review--Part 1,"
Journal of National Association of Women Deans and Counselors,
33, no. 1 (autumn 1969), pp. 18-22.)

The attitude and competencies with which a young woman enters the
labor.market will become of increasing importance. It has been
estimated that nine out of ten females will be working on a full-time
'basis at some point in their lives. The Department of Labor
estimates that the total number of women in the labor force will
increase by 23 percent in the 1980s, whereas the total number of men
will increase by only nine percent. (U. S. News and World Report,
"Challenges of the '80s," October 15, 1979.)
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Unit IV: Sex link Stcreotypin

Some Damaging 4fects--Boys and Men (cont.)

6. In 1978,.the median annual full-time income for a white man was
$1.6494; for a minority man, $121885; for a white woman, $9,578;
and fOr a minority woman, $8,996. (U.S. Department of Labor
statistics.)

These key studies were drawn together in a list, meant to be
representative rather than inclusive, to gain some ense of the
growth that has been stunted and of the promise that has been denied.
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging Effects of Sex Stereotyping

On Boys and hien

Compiled by Feminists Northwest

A. LOSS OF PERSONALITY AND WORK OPTIONS

1. Tne damage of stereotyping is even more irreparable for the boy
that, for the girl. When boys learn stereotyped male behavior
there is a 20 percent better cnance that it will stay with them
for life than when girls learn stereotyped behavior. (P.H.

Mussen, "Some Antecedents and Consequents of Masculine Sex-Typing
in Adolescent Boys," Psychological Monographs, vol. 75, no. 2
(1961); and P.H. Mussen, "Long-term ConsequenLs of Masculinity on
Interests in Adolescence," Journal of Consulting Psychology, vol.
26 (1962) , pp. 435-440.)

2. Demands that boys conform to social notions of what is manly come
much earlier and are reinforced with much more vigor than similar
attitudes with respect to girls. Several research studies, using
preschool children as their subjects, indicate that boys are
aware of what is expected of them because they are boys and
restrict their interests and activities to what is suitably
"masculine" in kindergarten, while girls amble gradually in the
direction of "feminine" patterns for five more years. (Ruth

Hartley, "Sex-7Role Pressures and the Socialization of the Male
Child," in Judith Stacey et al. (eds.), And Jill Came Tumbling
After: Sexism in American Education, New York: Dell, 1974,
pp. 18c 198.)

3. Most boys build expectations that are higher than their
achievements. ...Boys who score high on sex-appropriate behavior
(possessing masculine outlooK and behavior) also score highest in
anxiety... Striving to maintain a masculine role is for the boy
stressful enough to be associated with manifest anxiety. (Susan

W. Gray, "Masculinity-Femininity in Relation to Anxiety and
Social Acceptance," Child Development, vol. 28, no. 2 (June
1957), pp. 203-214.)

4. Because of the relative absence of fathers from boys'
experience...the elementary aged boy looks to his peers to fill
in the gaps in his information about his role as a male. Since
his peers have no better sources of information than 'he has, all
they can do is to pool the impressions and anxieties they derive
from the media and their early training. Thus we find over-
emphasis on physical strength and athletic skills with almost

This material has been prepared by the Washington State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, for project Awareness. Further publication of the material without
express written permission by this Agency is forbidden.
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging EffectsBoys and Men (cont.)

complete omission of tender feelings or acceptance of
responsibility toward those that are weaker. (adapted from Ruth

Hartley, op. cit.)
--

5. Six volumes of studies document that violence in American society
is taught, learned and acted Upon. Boys are actually encouraged
to be aggressive by parents\while girls are not. Almost all TV

models encourage aggression in'men.,Childhood aggression
predictably results in continued undisguised aggression when boys
become men. (Warren Farrell, The Liberatd Man, New York:.
Bantam Books, 1974, p. 43; and Robert Liebert, "Television and
Social Learning: Some Relationships between Viewing Violence and
Benaving Aggressively" (Overview) in Television and Social

Behavior: A Report To the Surgeon General from the Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social
Behavior, vols. 1-5, Washington, D.C.: National Institute of
Mental Health, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.)

6. Basically the male stereotype discourages males from speaking
openly with one another about their fears, anxieties, and
weaknesses. It fosters intellectualizing, bravado, and
competitiveness among males, all of which are directly
antithetical to more intimate personal exhanges. (Janet

Saltzman CnafetZ, Masculine/Feminine or Human?, Itasca,
Illinois: F.E. Peacock Publisher, Inc., 1974, p. 165.)

7. Most boys recognize they cannot prove themselves on all
levels...But they must still choose between two basic images of

what a man is and can be--images which are apparent from both
children's books and numerous other sources. One image is the

"physical striving man" and the other, the "job striving" man.
(Warren Farrell, op. cit., pp. 37-38.)

8 There are some further costs of the masculine role. It is well

known that males have a life expectancy that is shorter by
several years than that of females, and there is a much higher
mortality rate for males between the specific ages of 18 and 65

than for females. Some of the reasons for this are probably
related to sex role phenomena. First, males suffer more
accidental deaths in sports, on dangerous vehicles like
motorcycles, and through violence. Part of the definition of
masculinity is personal bravery and adventuresomeness.

--

Over and above accidental deaths are deaths from diseases that
probably reflect, in part, the masculine emphasis on competition,
success, and productivity. The pressure on males to "succeed" in
a highly competitive world of work creates tremendous stress; in
the final analysis, few males can ever sit back and say "I've
arrived; I am a success; now I can relax."
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging Effects--Boys and Men (cont.)

Among the large numbers of males doing less competitive but more
repetitious labor, the pressure to persist day in, day out, year
after year, in highly alienating work results from the sex role
requirement that they provide for their families the best they
possibly can in material terms. Heart attacks, strokes, high
blood pressure, and other circulatory illnesses probably result
in part from such pressures. They undoubtedly also contribute to
the much higher rates of alcohol and drug abuse among males,
which in turn hasten death, and they are reflected in the higher
male suicide rate. The proscription on expressing emotions
entailed in the masculine role definition probably exacerbates
the stresses inherent in the obligation to support a family--
financially and emotionally--and to succeed in an often highly
competitive "rat race." (Janet Saltzman Chafetz,
op. cit., pp. 64-65.)

9. In my survey of male employees I frequently found that when I
asked the employee if he would ever consider taking a year off to
care for children, he would consistently reply something like:
"Personally I would like to do it, but I could really endanger
myself here at work--imagine telling my boss I'm going to be a
mother for a year!" If I agreed that might be impractical and
asked, "Would you actively support a child-care center here in
your company?" a not atypical reaction was, "If I keep pushing
for things like that, I'll end up Vice President in Charge of
Girls (laughter)." Over and over the employees seem scared, even
to the point of sweating, to be a part of anything out of the
ordinary, particularly if it associated them with something
"weaker," like women, or showed what our society considers
"weakness" like self-examination. (Warren Farrell,
op. cit., p. 48.)

B. LOSS OF ACADEMIC POTENTIAL

1. At age six when a boy enters first grade, he may be twelve months
behind his female counterpart in development age, and by nine
this discrepancy has increased to eighteen months. Thus he is
working side by side with a female who may not only be bigger
than he, but who seems better prepared to handle school more
coMpetently and more comfortably. (Frances Bentzen, "Sex Ratios
in Learning and Behavior Disorders," National Elementary School
Principal, 46, no. 2 (Nov. 1966), pp.13-17; as quoted in Nancy
Frazier and Myra Sadker, Sexism in School and Society, New York:
Harper & Row, 1973, p. 87.),

2. Among boys and girls of comparable IQ, girls are more likely to
receive higher grades than boys. Also, boys who do equally well
as girls on achievement tests get lower grades in school. In
fact, throughout elementary school, two-thirds of all grade
repeaters are boys. (Gary Peltier, "Sex Differences in the
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Unit IV: Sex Role Stereotyping

Some Damaging Effects--Boys and Men (cont.)

School: Problem and Proposed Solution," Phi Delta Kappan, 50,
no. 3 (Nov 1968), pp. 182-85; as quoted in Frazier,

Ibid., p. 92.)

3. Boys receive eight Eo ten times as many prohibitory control
messages (warnings like: "That's enough talking Bill. Put that

comic away Joe") as their female classmates. Moreover, when
teachers criticize boys, they are more likely to use harsh or
angry tones than when talking with girls about an equivalent
misdemeanor. (Phil Jackson and Henriette Lahaderne,
"Inequalities of Teacher-Pupil Contracts," in Melvin Si).berman
(ed.) , The Exper,ience of Schooling, New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1971, pp. 123-134; as quoted in Frazier, Ibid., p. 89.)

4. Studies of educational underachievement in the gifted have
revealed that underachievement occurs twice as frequently among
boys as among"girls. (Ruth Hartley, op.cit. p. 185.)

5. Boys are the maladjusted, the low achievers, the truants, the
delinquents, the inattentive, the rebellious. National
delinquency rates are five times higher among boys than girls; in
New York city, 63 percent of all drop-outs are boys. (Patricia

Cayo Sexton, "Schools are Emasculating Our Boys," in Judith
Stacey, op.cit., pp. 138-141.)

6. Some researchers have found three times more boys than girls have
trouble with reading. (Frazier, op. cit., p. 92.)

7. The "physical striver" considers it masculine not to care about
what his teachers think. "How much you can get away with," is
far more masculine than an enthusiastic "Look how much I

learned!" The reading difficulty itself is perpetuated by the
fear of studying, and the insecurity by the fear of appearing
like a girl. (Warren Farrell, op. cit., pp. 34, 38.)

8. The poorly educated physically striving male makes absolute
statements often bordering on the authoritarian. In this.way he

feels no one dare challenge him. The more educated student
striver learns to articulate and hedge his statements so
carefully as to never be vulnerable. Both are concerned with
proving themselves right, rather than discovering what's right.
(Warren Farrell, op.cit., pp. 39-40.)

C. LOSS OF NURTURANT AND SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL QUALITIES

1. ...our sex role stereotypes have left virtually the entire realm
of emotional expression and human caring to femininity. It is

difficult to imagine a genuine loving relationship involving the
stoical, unemotional, instrumentally oriented, dominating,
aggressive, and competitive nature of the masculine stereotype.
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Some Damaging Effects--Girls and Women (cont.)

Moreover, both males and females view a husband's primary
function as that of provider; there is no socially defined and
sanctioned expectation that he confide, comfort, or share, and
without these there is scarcely "love." (Chafetz, op.cit.,
p. 166.)

2. Almost nothing in the prefatherhood learning of most males is
oriented in any way to training them for parenting. They are

actively discouraged as children from play activities involving
baby surrogates and, except in rare instances of large families
with few or no oldez sisters, they are not usually required to
help much in the daily care of younger siblings. (Chafetz,
op.cit., p. 178.)

3. By and large, most fathers, especially white middle class,
probably relate very little to their children during infancy and
early childhood, perceiving them as more or less of a nuisc..ce.
Fathers do not actively partake of the petty daily problems and
needs of their offspring and they remain tangential to the
intimate lives of their children, involved only in the "special"
moments of excitement or disaster. In most cases fathers refuse
even to engage in physical contact with their sons past infancy,
preferring the handshake to the kiss. (Chafetz, op.cit., p. 180.)

4. In addition to the relative absence of fathers from boys'
experience, we have evidence that the relations between boys and
their fathers tend to be less good than those between girls and
tneir mothers or fathers. (Hartley, op.cit., p. 188.)

5. Given the relative absence of male figures during his waking
hours, the male toddler is hard pressed to find out what he is
supposed to do. When the father is present he usually surpasses
the mother in punishing the boy for being too "feminine," perhaps
because of his own sex role insecurities. The boy finds out that,

"boys don't cry," "boys don't cling," and so on, but often on the
basis of negative sanctions from parents and peers. (Chafetz,
op.cit., pp 73-74; and David Lynn, Parental and Sex Role
Idertification: A Theoretical Formulation, Berkeley,
California: McCutchan Publishing, 1969, pp. 57-64.)

6. In the long rgn, however, it is in men's relationships with each
other that the proscription against having "feminine" feelings is
most costly, because it precludes having a deep intimate
involvement with someone who might share similar problems. In

our society, where sex and affection are closely intertwined, if
one gets too close to other men there is a fear that this
affection will be seen as sexual, and homosexuality is the
antithesis of masculinity. Furthermore, it would be difficult
indeed to be supportive toward those persons with whom one is
competing. This ban on emotionality does not necessarily apply
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Some Damaging Effects--Girls and Women (cont.)

to other cultures where men are allowed more latitude in
expressiveness; in many European cultures men are allowed to
embrace each other without compromising their masculinity.
()eborah David and Robert Brannon (eds.) The Forty-Nine Percent
Majority: The Male Sex Role, Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley, 1976, p. 50.)
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Suggested Questio

Sex Role S

s for Discussion of
ereotyping

1. Do you think it is all right for liaoys/girls to cry?

2. Do you think that participating ip sports is more important for boys

than for girls?

3. Who do you think should have the final word when family disputes
occuri

4. Would you want to be friends with a boy who showea "feminine"

qualities?

5. Do you think that a woman could handle being principal of your
school? (Maybe you have a woman principal--do people criticize
her because she is a woman?)

6. Would you think it is all right for your father (or husband) to
stay home as a househusband if that's what he wants to do?

7. Haw would you feel if you saw a female business executive dictating
a letter to a male secretary?

8. How would you feel if you saw a seven-year-old boy play with a doll?

9. How would you feel if you were a nine-year-old girl, and you played
softball better than anyone in your class?

10. Haw would you feel about being married nd making a larger salary

than your husband? How do you think he might feel?

2 1 6
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WOMANWHICH INCLUDES MAN, OF COURSE
An Experience in Awareness

Adapted from Theodora Wells

There is much concern today about the future of man, which means of
course, both men and women--generic Man. For a woman to take exception

to this use of the term "man" is often,seen as defensive hairsplitting by
an "emotional female."

The following role-reversal is an invitation to awareness in which
you are asked to feel into, and stay with, your feelings about the-use of

generic Woman.

1. Consider reversing the generic term Man. Think of the future of
Woman, which, of course, includes both women and men. Feel into
that, sensing its meaning to you...as woman...as man.

2. Think of it always being that way, every day of your life. Feel the

everpresence of woman and feel the non-presence of man. Absorb what

it tells you about the importance and value of being woman---of being

man.

3. Remember that your early ancestral relatives were Cro-Magnon Woman,
Java Woman, Neanderthal Woman, Peking Woman---which includes man of
course. Recall that early Woman invented fire and discovered the use
of stone tools near the beginning of the Ice Age. Remember that what
separates Woman from other species is that she can think.

4. Recall that everything you have ever read all your life uses only
female pronouns---she, her---meaning both girls and boys, both women
and men. Recall that most of the voices on radio and most of the
faces on TV are women's---when important events are covered----on
commercials---and on late night talk shows. Recall that you have no
male senators representing you in Washington.

5. Feel into the fact that women are the leaders, the power-centers, the
prime movers. Man, whose natural role is husband and father,
fulfills himself through nurturing children and making the home a
refuge for woman. This is only natural to balance the biological
role of woman who devotes her entire body to the race during
pregnancy. Pregnancy---the most revered power known to Woman---(and
man, of course).
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6. Then feel further into the obvious biological explanation for woman
as the ideal. By design, the female reproductive center is compact
and internal, protected by her body. The male is so exposed that he
must be protected from outside attack to assure the perpetuation of
the race. 'Thus by nature, males are more passive than females.

7. If the male denies these feelings, he is unconsciously rejecting his
masculinity. Therapy is thus indicated to help him adjust to his own
nature. Of course, therapy is administered by a woman, who has the
education and wisdom to facilitate openness leading to the male's
self growth and actualization.

8. To help him feel into his defensive emotionality, he is invited to
get in touch with the "child" in him. He remembers his sister could
run, climb, and ride horseback unencumbered. Obviously, since she is
free to move, she is encouraged to develop her body and mind in
preparation for her active responsibilities of adult womanhood. Male
vulnerability needs female protection, so he is taught the less
active, caring virtures of homemaking.

9. He is encouraged to keep his body lean and dream of getting married,
"I now pronounce you Woman and Husband." He waits for the time of

fulfillment: when "his woman" gives him a girl-chila to carry on he.:
family name. He knows that if it is a boy-child he has failed
somehow---but they can try again.

10. In getting to your feelings on being a woman---on being a man---stay
with the sensing you are now experiencing. As the words begin to
surface, say what you feet ins:ide you.
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UNIT IV
Sex Role Stereotyping

IF MALENESS WERE THE CRITERION

From UNPOPULAR OPINIONS, Dorothy Sayers.

Probably no man has ever troubled to imagine how strange his life would
appear to himself if it were unrelentingly assessed in terms of his
maleness: if everything he wore, said, or did had to be justified by
reference to female approval; if he were compelled to regard himself, day
in, day out, not as a member of society, but merely as a virile member of
society. If the center of his dress-consciousness were the codpiece, his
education directed to making him a spirited lover and meek paterfamilias;
his interests held to be natural only in so far as they were sexual. If

from school and lecture room, press and pulpit, he heard the persistent
outpouring of shrill and scolding voice, bidding him remember his
biological function.

If he were veXed by continual advice how to add a rough male touch to his
typing, how to be learned without losing his masculine appeal, how to
combine chemical research with seduction, how to play bridge without
incurring the suspicion of ilvotence., If, instead of allowing with a
smile tnat "women prefer cavemen," he'felt the unrelenting pressure of a
whole structure forcing him to order all his goings in conformity with
that pronouncement.

He would hear (and would he like hearing?) the female counterpart of Dr.
Peck informing him, "I am no supporter of the Horseback Hall doctrine of
'gun-tail, plough-tail and stud' as the only spheres for masculine
action; but we do need a more definite conception of the nature and scope
of man's life." In any book on sociology he would find, after the main
portiondealing with human needs, and rights, a supplementary chapter
devoted to "The Position of the Male in the Perfect State." His
newspaper could assist him with a "Men's Corner," telling kim how, by the
expenditure of a good deal of money and a couple hours a day, he could
attract the girls and retain his wife's affection; and when he had
succeeded in capturing a mate, his name would be taken from him and
society would present him with a special title to proclaim his
achievement. People would write books called History of the Male, or

.males of the Bible, or The Psychology-o-fthe- Male,. and he would be-
regaled daily with headlines, such as "Gentlenan-Doctor's Discovery,"
"Male Secretary Wins Calcutta Sweep," "Men Artists at the Academy.."

If he gave an interview to a reporter, or performed any unusual exploit,
he would find it recorded in such terms as these: "Professor Bract,
although a distinguished botanist, is not in any way an unmanly man. He

has, in fact, a wife And seven children. Tall and burly,-the hands vith
which he handles his delicate specimens are as gnarled and powerful as

Aspri nt.*d f roe TRZ CENTER MAGAZINE (Vol. V, No. 3. , May/June 1972) . 313
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those of a Canadian lumberjack, and when I swilled beer with him in his
laboratory, he bawled his conclusions at me in a strong, gruff voice that
implemented the promise of his swaggering moustache." Or, "There is
nothing in the least feminine about the home surroundings of Mr. Focus,
the famous children's photographer. His 'den' is panelled in Teak and
decorated with rude sculptures from Easter Island; over his austere iron
bedstead hangs a fine reproduction of the Rape of the Sabines"; Or: "I

asked M. Sapristi, the renowned chef, whether kitchen-cult was not a
rather unusual occupation for a man. 'Not a bit of it!' he replied
bluffly. 'It is the genius that counts, not the sex. As they say in la
belle Ecosse, a man's a.man for a' thae---and-his gusty, manly guffaw
blew three small patty Pans from the dresser."

He would be edified by solemn discussions about "Should Men Serve in
Drapery Establishments?" and acrimonious ones about "Tea-Drinking Men";
by cross-shots of public affairs "from the masculine angle," and by
irritable correspondence:about men who expose their anatomy on beaches
(so masculine of them), conceal it in dressing goWns (too feminine of
them), think about nothing but women, pretend an unnatural indifference
to women, exploit their sex to get jobs, lower the tone of the office by
their sexless appearance, and generally fail to please a. public opinion
which demands the incompatible. And at dinner parties, he would hear the
wheedling, unctuous, Iiredatory female voice demand: "And why should you
trouble your handsome little head about politics?"

If, after a few centuries of this kind of treatment, the male was a
little self-conscious, a little on the defensive; and a little bewildered
about what was required of him, I should not blame him. If he traded a
little upon his sex, I could forgive him. If he presented the world with
a major sOcial problem, I should scarcely be surprised. It would be more
surprising if he retained any rag of sanity and self-respect.
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THE WORDS THAT MAKE WOMEN DISAPPEAR

by Alma Graham

Mailman, fireman, salesman, the mah in the street--isn't it about
time mankind included women too?

Imagine for a moment that it's spring or summer and you are out
shopping in a cool dress that happens to fit. Suddenly lewd remarks,
accompanied by whistles and "Hey, what a broad!" come from men in a truck
or from a male passer-by.

Later that evening, after your husband's boss has arrived for dinner,
you emerge from the kitchen to greet him and hear: "Ah, and this must be
the little woman!"

These incidents are not far-fetched; unfortunately there is a whole
vocabulary of words society substitutes for "woman"--words that humiliate
and dehumanize women. We've been called "chicks" approvingly and "hens"
with scorn; "shrews" one minute and "tomatoes" the next. We've been
described as "buxom blondes," "fiery redheads" and "pert brunettes."
We've also been compared to men as though they were the standard, as in
the so-called compliment "You think just like a man." We've been
condemned as "fishwives"--or labeled just plain "cute"--when we're
angry. And we've been rendered invisible in supposedly inclusive words
like chairman, congressman and spokesman.

Who's to blame for ridiculing and typecasting women? Prime
candidates in my mind are the sexist language we've been accustomed to
and those of us who continue to speak it.

What is sexist language? It's language that excludes women or gives
unequal treatment to women and men. It's language that tells a woman she

is two things: She is a man and she is not a man. If a woman is swept
off a ship into the water, the cry is "Man overboard!" If she is killed
by a hit-and-run driver, the charge is "Manslaughter." But if she
encounters visible or invisible signs,that say "Man Wanted" or "Men Only"
(under Federal guidelines, visible signs give her the legal right to
complain), she knows that_the exclusion does not apply to plants or
animals or inanimate objects but to female human beings.

Reprinted from March 1977 REDBOOK, The Magazine for Young Women. Copyright 1977
by the Redbook Publishing Company. 222
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The Words That Make Women Disappear (Cont.)

While watching a film in nursery school on primitive people, a
three-year-old'girl was told that "man invented tools" and "man
discovered fire." Later she asked her mother, "Mommy, weren't there any
women in those days?"

A very good question, and one that prompted her mother to do some
thinking about just how unfair, to women the English language is. After

all, if all human beings are consistently referred to as "men," then a
woman is automatically denied equal status.

And in employment practices, although the Civil Rights Act of 1964
prohibits discrimination based on sex, only in recent years has an effort
been made to eliminate sexist labels from job titles. Most newspapers
now have changed their job listings from the segregated "Help
Wanted--Male" and "Help Wanted--Female" to a single, nonsegregated list,
but even today such designations as "draftsman" and "repairman" creep
into the want ads.

Yet gender-free job titles can make a difference. When the Los
Angeles City Council approved a plan to abolish the titles of "policeman"
and "policewoman," replacing them with the classification police officer,
women on the force became eligible for promotions to ranks for which they

had been ineligible in the past.

As the little girl in nursery school noticed, "man" is one of the
most overworked nouns in the English language. It is used to mean a

person, worker, member, agent, candidate, representative, voter, even
astronaut. Consider the congressman. He is a man of the people. To
prove that he's the best man for the job, he takes his case to the man in
the street. 'He is a champion of the working man. He speaks up for the

little man. He remembers the forgotten man. And he believes in the
principle, "Cone man, one vote."

If we agree to stop overworking the word "man," what other words are
we going to use in its place? The cardinal rule is simple: Be

inclusive. When referring to the human species, we can say People, human
beings or men and women. For "mankind" we can sustitute humankind,
humanity or the human race. "Primitive man" can be changed to primitive

people; "prehistoric men" can become prehistoric human beings; "man's
conquest of space" can be the human conquest of space.

Where job titles are concerned, the major rule is: Be specific.

Name the occupation by the work performed, not by the gender of the
worker. "Mailmen," "firemen" and "cameramen" are mail carriers, fire

fighters and camera operators. A "workman" is a workek, a "newsman" is a
reporter, a "foreman" is a supervisor and a "watchman" is a guard.

Whether a male or a female does the job shouldn't affect its title.
Instead of saying "steward" and "stewardess," we should userthe inclusive
term flight attendant; and instead of saying "maid" or "janitor," we can
specify whether we want a house or office cleaner or a building
superintendent or custodian.

318 Reprinted from March 1977 REDBOOK, The Magazine for Young Women. Copyright 1977
by the Redbook Publishing Company.
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The Words That Make Women Disappear, (Cont.)

But the pronoun is the real problem. How do we avoid referring to
the unknoWn singular subject as "he"? Our language needs a common
pronoun, but none of the various ones suggested has yet shown sign of
gaining acceptance. The likeliest candidate is already in the language,
at least on the level of informal speech. This is the quasi-singular
"they," as in "Everybody will wear what they want to wear." Often you
can reword a sentence to avoid singular pronouns altogether. Thus,

instead of saying, "If the student practices this exercise, he can learn
it," you can say, *If students practice this exercise, they can learn it."

Finally, once we have included both females and males in our
language, we should remember to treat them equally. Instead of saying:
"Henry Harris is an up-and-coming lawyer and his wife Ann is a striking
brunette," we might say either: "The Harrises are an attractive couple.
Henry is a handsome blond and Ann is a striking brunette," or "The
Harrises are highly respected in their fields. . Ann is an accomplished
musician and Henry is an up-and-coming lawyer."

Equal treatment also should be accorded momen of achievement.
Consider a headline that appeared in The New York Times a few years ago:
"Writer's Wife Becomes. Mayor for Beverly Hills." This "wife"--Phyllis
Seaton--had been the first woman ever elected to the Beverly Hills City
Council and the first:female _s_tage manager on Broadway, but even when she
became mayor she remained a "writer's wife."

In 1976 the Times updated its "Manual of Style and Usage," cautioning
writers that "in refegring to women, we should avoid words or phrases
that seem to imply th#t the Times speaks with a purely masculine voice."
But despite this rescilve, a front- age story that same year, reporting on
a study of retiremen,f income, citec statistics on a "married retiree and
his wife"--without any indication t at some married retirees might have
husbands!

Wives. Ladies. Girls. A man' property. Someone fragile and
polite. An innocent. Not only has a woman been defined as something
less than a lady and something morelthan a girl; she has been called
fickle and foolish, silly and superficial and, above all, weak. In our
language the qualities of the adult.i--strength, courage, will, wisdom and
self-reliance--have been given exclusively to the male. Thu3 it is no
wonder that until recently the wor41 "woman" was avoided as though it were
something bad to be and that "girl" is like calling a Black man a
"boy"--it makes the adult unimportant and immature.

Now increasing numbers of women are showing a new pride in their
adulthood. They do not like to be called "honey" or "dear" by male
grocers or bank tellers who hardly know them. They do not like to be
called an "old maid" if they're single or a "housewife" if they're not.
They are not "girls," "gals," "wives," "ladies" or "the fair sex." They
are women--and are beginning to be happy about the fact.

Reprinted from March 1977 REDBOOK, The Magagne for Young Women. Copyright 1977
by the Redbook Publishing Company.
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QUOTABLE QUOTES

"Mans work latts till set of sun;, Woman's work is never done." --Unknown

"A wise woman is twice a fool." --Erasmus

"A min in general is better pleased when he has a good dinner than when
his wife talks reek." --Samuel Johnson

"The woman's fundamental status is that of her husband's wife, the mother
of his children" --Talcott Parsons

"If a woman growS weary and at last dies from childbearing, it matter
not. Let her only die from bearing, she is there to do it."
--Martin Luther

"To be beautiful is enough! If a woman can do that well, who shall
demand more from hdr? You don't want a rose to sing." --Thackeray

"Man for the field and woman for the hearth:
Man for the sword and Cor the needle she:
Man with the head and woman with the heart:
Man to command and woman to obey;
All else is confusion."

--Alfred, Lord Tennyson

"Nature intended women to be oux slaves...they are our property; we are
not theirs. They belong to us, just as a tree that bears fruit belongs
to the gardener. What a mad idea to demand equality for womenl...Women
are nothing but machines for producing children." --Napoleon Bonaparte

"Women should receive a higher education, not in order to become doctors,
lawyers, or professors, but to rear their offspring to be valuable human
beings." --Alexis Carrel
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Additional Resources

PRINT:

Bergstrom, Fredell & Champagne, Joseph E. Equal Vocational
Education (EVE). Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
University of Houston, 1976.

Bostick, Nan, et al. How to Dee' with Sex-role Stereotyping:
at a School Board Meeting, in a Workshop, in the Classroom.
Choice for Tomorrow, 1976.

Channeling Children: Sex Stereotyping on Prime Time TV, An
Analysis by Women on Words & Images, P.O. Box 2163, Dept. N.,
Princeton, New Jersey, 08540 ($2.50.)

Christensen, Twila M., Romero, Patricia and Schmeling, Nan.
The Whole Person Book: Towards Self Discovery and Life
Options. Lincoln, Nebraska: Counselors Expanding Career
Options Project, Nebraska Commission on the Status of Women,
1977.

Cohen, Monroe D., Editor. Growing Free: Ways to Help Children
Overcome Sex-Role Stereotypes. Association for Childhood

Education International, 1976.

Dick and Jane as Victims: Sex Stereotyping in Children's

Readers. Women on Words & Images, 1972 ($3.)

Doyle, Nancy. Woman's Changing Place: A Look at Sexism.
Public Affairs Committee, 1977.

Filene, Peter Gabriel. Him/Her Self: Sex Roles in Modern

America. Harcourt, 1975.

Gates, Barbara, Klaw, Sus,n and Reich, Adria. Changing
Learning, Changing Lives: A High School Women's Studies
Curriculum From the Group School. Old Westbury, New York: The
Feminist Press, 1977.

Hansen, L. Sunny. Born Free: Reducing Career Related Sex-Role
Stereotyping in Educational Institutions. University of
Minnesota, August 1977.

Janeway, Elizabeth. Man's World, Woman's Place. New York:
De11,1971.
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Sargent, Alice. Beyond Sex Roles. San Francisco, California:
West Publishing Company 1977.

Stacey, Judith. And Jill Came Tumbling After: Sexism in

American Education. Dell Publishing Company, 1974.

Swerdloff, Peter. Man 'and Woman. Time-Life Books, 1975.

\()APRINT:

Anything They Want to Be, 16mm color, 7 minutes (Grades 5-12).
University of California, 1974.

Deals with sex role stereotyping in intellectual and career
related experiences.

Beauty In The Bricks, 16mm color, 29 minutes
(Grades 7-Adult) . New Day Films, 1980.

Goes beyond cultural stereotypes and reveals with
sensitivity and candor the black teenage girl growing up in
urban America.

Being a Woman: Breaking Out of the Doll's House, 16mm color
(Grades 10-12) . Learning Corporation of America, 1975.

When this spirited heroine closed behind her the door to her.
home, leaving husband and children, she opened windows on
issues of feminine identity that today remain complex and
compelling.

Dick & Jane As Victims, slide show package, 25 minutes, based
on bOok by Women on Words & Images, documenting extensive
sex-stereotyping in children's reader.

Eve of Change, 6 filmstrips with cassettes. (Grades 10-12).
Westinghouse Learning Corporation, 1973.

Explores the attitudes toward women which are formed in
early childhood--sexist exploitation, job disparity, social
subservience, financial discrimination, etc.

The Fable of He and She, 16 mm color, 10 minutes. Learning
Corporation of America.

Animated clay figures act out a story demonstrating sex role
stereotyping.
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Killing us Softly: Advertising's Image of Women. Cambridge
Documentary Films.

Examines influences and social impact of advertising,
particularly focusing on stereotyped roles of women and men
and sexual innuendos used to promote products. Note: This
is an excellent awareness film for staff as well as good for
most 9-12 graders.

Mal( and Female Roles, 6 filmstrips with cassettes,
(Grades 10-12) . Coronet Instructional Films, 1976.

Explores sex roles in their historic, contemporary and
futuristic perspectives.

Man and Woman: Myths and Stereotypes, Parts I & II, color,
filmstrip cassette (Grades 9-12). Center for Humanities, 1975.

Uses excellent combination of classical art and other media
together with modern music to explain stereotypes which have
restricted both men and women.

Masculine or Feminine: Your Role in Society, 16mm color,
19 minutes. Coronet, 1971.

Provides an in-depth study of today's changing attitudes as
related to the man's role in the home and the woman's role
in business.

Masculinity and Femininity, filmstrip with records'
(Grades 9-12). Guidance Association, 1969.

The New American Woman, 1 filmstrip b&w, 1 record, 33 1/3 rpm
with guide worksheet (Grades 9-12) . New York Times Films.

Discusses the new Equal Rights Amendment, new court
decisions and the Women's Liberation Movement, which are
helping to change the self image of women and their role in
family, work and politics.

Re-examining Sex Roles: Evolution or Revolution, color
filmstrip with cassettes (Grades 10-12). Sunburst, 1975.

Includes (1) The New Feminism, (2) The Individual and Sexual
Identity, (3) Family Roles Challenged, (4) Economic World,
(5) Images, Messages, and Media, and (6) Institutions in
Transition.
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Rookie of the Year, 16mm color, 47 minutes (Grades 5-7).
Films, Inc. 1975.

Recounts th(_, st:ory oL 12-year-old Sharon Lu's attempt to
play baseball in an all-boys little league.

Sexism in Media and Language, 2 filmstrips, 1 cassette, 2
spririt masters, 35 student worksheets, teaching guide.

(Grades 10-12). The Learning Seed Co., 1976.

Examines the male and female image in advertising,
television, newspapers and film.

The Sooner the Better, 16mm color, 27 minutes (Grades 11-12).
Third Eye Films, 1977.

Provides information to help pre-school teachers understand
sex role stereotyping and the importance of nonsexist
education.

The Time Has Come, 16mm color, 22 minutes (Grades 11-12).
Third Eye Films, 1977.

Demonstrates the ease and accessibility of nonsexist
approach to child rearing. Discusses difficulties
experienced by a young family attempting to reverse their
roles--establishes understanding that stereotypes are
products of our culture.

We Are Women, 16 mm color, 29 minutes (Grades 7-12).
Motivational media 1975.

Makes a strong case for individual rights for women and an
equally strong case for what this would mean for men.

Womans Place, 16 mm color, 52 minutes (Grades 9-12) . Xerox.

Excellent coverage of a very wide range of issues
contributing to sex role stereotyping from childhood through
adulthood. Narrated by Bess Meyerson.
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Overview

Many adults and most young people have very limited knowledge of the
enormous variety of jobs which the world of work has to offer. . In part,
this ignorance can be attribUted to the high visibility Of a handful of
"glamorous jobs" and the relative invisibility of most of the rest of-the
jobs which are not so glamorous by media standards, but which do offer
many rewards and opportunities. There is also relatively little
understanding of the Many paths which young people can choose in order to
prepare fat a successful career. EduCation has generally focused on
preparing students for higher education'as though college, itself, were a
career. At the same time, other options such as vocational training have
been regarded as appropriate primarily for students without the
intellectual or financial means to goto college.

The overall purpose of this unit is to dispel some of these traditionally
held attitudes about the relative worth of different paths into career
futures. Within that br6ad purpose it is our intention that participants
learn about a substantial number of potential job opportunities as well
as six distinctly different bUt equally viable ways to prepare for and
obtain jobs.

As with the previous unit on'Community-Based Job Exploration, this unit
recommends learning via community resources wherever possible.
Interviewing skills acquired earlier are once again put to use. Also, by
preparing preSentations for the class students will reinforce their
ability to speak to'others with confidence and ease.

This unit is designed to cover a two-week period, again with enough
activities to exceed that amount of time. One option, if time is a
problem, is to use the first activity as an introduction and then set up
an all-day or half-day workshop around the last activity, omitting those
activities in between.

233 333
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:

Six Paths to the Future
Students will learn about six different ways to prepare
for a good career.

o Have each student identify a career that she might
like to pursue. Record all of these careers on the
board or on newsprint.

o Divide the class into six small groups, giving each
group one of the following "Access Routes" as a
category:

a. Nontraditional Careers via Apprenticeship Training
b. Nontraditional Careers via Community College
c. Nontraditional Careers via College Preparation
d. Nontraditional Careers via Traditional Career

Ladders
e. Women as Entrepreneurs (Small Business Owners)
f. Nontraditional Careers via Industry Sponsored

Training

o Explain each category to the entire class so that
students are clear in their understanding of the
kinds of jobs that might fall within each category.
(NOTE: Don't give them too much information at this
point since part of this activity rests on discovery.)

o Have each group go through the list on the board and
determine which of the listed jobs could be reached
by using the access route assigned to their group.

o Record the results of each group's efforts as the
group spokesperson shares the findings. This can be
done by.coding each category and noting the code
letter after each career...or by having the group
record its results on newsprint and post for sharing.

Followup discussion should poinE out that many of the
careers listed have more than one access route.
Also, any lack of clarity about categories can be
resolved.

o Followup assignment: Have students identify at least
two access routes which oould lead them to each of
their three chosen career areas. From this exercise,
have them develop questions which they could ask
speakers who come to share information about access
routes.

One class period for the activity
Several days for doing the followup assignment

Student identified career choices
Chalkboard and/or butcher paper
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Mute Required:

Nontraditional Careers Via College Preparation
Students will learn about nontraditional careers
accessible through preparation at a four-year college or
university.

o Using the WINC Resource, Nontraditional Career Fields
for College Women, have each student select a career
of personal interest.

o Men using college catalogues from local or regional
colleges and universities, have students compute the
approximate cost of the college training needed to
prepare for the career of their choice.

o The cost of college should then be compared with
starting salaries and lifetime earning potential in
the chosen field (accounting for inflation). NOTE:

This activity offers a fine math challenge for
students.

o Students' resulting figures should be shared and
discussed with special attention focused on those
fields which really do offer entry level salaries and
lifetime eainings adequate enough to balance the

expense of college.

o An extension of this activity could be to have
students "reality test" their choice by listing the
major coursework that would be required in their
chosen field.

o In a discussion elicit from students a listing of the
pros and cons of electing this route, including
nontangible factors (time investment, life
enrichment, potential job satisfaction, etc.).

One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Nontraditional Career Fields for College Women

College catalogues
Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
Career Information System (CIS)

339
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Nontraditional Careers Via Community College
Students will learn about nontraditional careers
accessible through,preparation at a two-year community

college or junior college.

o Using the woc Resource, Nontraditional Career
Courses at Community College, have each student
select a career of personal interest.

o Then using community/junior college catalogues from
local or regional two-year colleges, have students
compute the approximate time and cost of the training
needed to prepate for the career they have chosen.

o The cost of this training should then be compared
with starting salaries and lifetime earning potential
ia their chosen field (accounting for inflation).

o Students should share and discuss the resulting
figures, focusing special attention on how time and
expenses of this route compare with resulting
salaries and lifetime earning potential.

o In a discussion elicit from students a listing of the
pros and cons of pursuing a career via community

college. This discussion should also cover the
intangible pros and cons.

Thne Required: One to two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Nontraditional Career Courses at Community College

Community college catalogues
Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
Career Information System (CIS)
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Unit V: Access lo Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Nontraditional Careers Via
Apprenticeship Training
Students will learn about nontraditional careers
accessible through apprenticeship training programs.

o Using the WINC Resource, Nontraditional Careers in
Appren0.ceable Trades, have each student select a
trade of personal interest.

o Then msing information available from State or
Regional Bureaus of Apprenticeship and Training, have
students compute the approxiMate time and cost of
training needed to prepare'for the career they have
chosen.

o The cost of this training should then be compared
with starting wages and lifetime earning potential in
their chosen trade (accounting for inflation).

o Students' resulting figures should be shared and
discussed with special attention focused on
comparative time and costs of different training vs.
entry level wages and lifetime earning potential.

o In a discussion, elicit from students a listing of
tangible and intangible pros and cons of going into
an apprenticeable trade. (Also see "Women In
Construction" article.)

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Nontraditional Careers in Apprenticeable Trades
"Women In Construction: The Federal Government has
Catch-22 for those seeking hard hats"

State Bureau of Labor
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
Apprenticeship Information Center/

" "
J 3
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Nontraditional Careers Via Traditional Job-Based
Career Ladders
Students will learn about nontraditional careers which
are accessible by beginning in traditional entry level
jobs and moving up a career ladder into a nontraditional
job.

o Divide the class into small groups of three to four
students. Have each group select an industry which
is locally represented by several companies; examples
are banking, import, export, timber, travel,
electronics, apparel manufacturing, etc.

o Then ask students to think about entry level jobs
available in that industry--particularly those entry
level jobs usually held by women.

o each group should select one or two traditional entry
positions (clerical, line operator, etc.) from their
industry and complete the WINC Resource "Career
Ladders" forms, using information available from
companies representing their chosen industry...and
from their own perceptions of what could be possible.

o For each step up the career ladder, groups should
then identify knowledge/skills/training which would
be necessary to make the move up.

linieRequired: One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource;

Career Ladder Chart

Information from local industry personnel representatives

NOTE: The presumptions in this activity are that: (1) a

person moving up d career ladder relevant to a
particular industry could move around to different
companies, and (2) training and skills needed to move up
would probably not be industry-sponsored beyond whatever
knowledge could be gained on the job.
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Women As Entrepreneurs (Small Business Owners)
Students will understand some of the rewards and
challenges involved in owning and running a business.

Option A:

Arrange a panel presentation featuring local women (and
men if appropriate) who own and operate their own small
businesses. Ask them to talk about how they got started
and to speak to issues like rewards, challenges,
pitfalls, and what a person needs to know in order to
start a business.

Option B:

Have students team up and arrange to interview different
small business owners in the community. (Try to find as

many women entrepreneurs as possible.) A list of
interview questions should be developed prior to stpdent
interviews, and it should include issues identifie,1 in
Option A of this activity. Results can then be shared
with the class.

Two class periods or more

Resources: Local directories of women-owned businesses (if
available)

Local directories of small businesses (usually available
from the Chamber of Commerce)

347
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Nontraditional Careers Via Industry-Sponsored
Training
Students will learn about nontraditional career
opportunities available within companies through
internal training programs.

o According to resources available locally, divide the
class into two to five small groups and assign each
group the responsibility of conducting research and
preparing a presentation on a major local business or
industry which sponsors its own internal training
program.

o Group research can include arranging a tour of the
industry being studied, interviewing people who
supervise the training programs and employees who
participate, collecting printed materials, and taking
photos or slides.

o Presentations can include guest speakers, but they
should primarily consist of information produced and
shared by the group.

'lime Required: Three to four class periods plus additional time outside
of class for research

Resources: Local businesses and industries

2,1 1
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Activky:

Objective:

Procedure:

lime Required:

Resources:

Six Paths to the Future (Workshop Option)
Students will have the opportunity to meet with
community resource people who represent each of the six
categories or access routes.

o To whatever extent is possible, involve students in
planning for bringing speakers into class. Student
interest in certain careers may help to determine the
speaker with whom they would want to talk. For
instance, if a number of students are interested in
electronics, it would make very good sense to bring
in a representative from a large local electronic
firm to discuss industry-sponsored training
opportunities within their company.

o One way to involve students, would be to divide the
class into six groups and bave each group look at the
list of potential speakers related to one access
route and recommend a firit, second and third choice
based on the class career list. If appropriate,
students might extend the invitation to speakers by
drafting a letter or by using the telephone. (In
this case students should be prepared to answer
questions the resource person might have about the
workshop and what is expected.)

o Set up a schedule that.allows at least a one-day
interval between each speaker for class followup
discussion.

Two weeks

Local community

Colleges, universities, community colleges, business and
industry
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Unit V: Arcess to Careers

Nontraditional Career Fields for College Women

FIELD

Accounting

Agri-business

Architecture

Arts--Visual
(Painting, Drawing, Sculpture,
Printmaking)

Banking (Management)

Biology

Cartography

Chemistry

Chiropractics

Computer Sales/Computer
Systems Engineering

Conducting

Dentistry

Directing

Economics

Engineering

Environmental Affairs

OOLLEGE DEGREE COMMONLY PURSUED

Business Administration or
Accounting

Business Administration, Biology,
Agriculture

Architecture

Fine Arts

Business Administration or
four-year liberal arts degree

Biology

Earth Science (Generally requires
further study)

Chemistry

Biology, Chemistry (Premedical
course, requires further study)

Business Administration, Math,
Computer Science

Music

Biology, Chemistry (Predental
course, requires further study)

Theatre

Economics

Civil, Electrical, Mechanical,
Chemical Engineering

Biology, Environmental Affairs,
Engineering

11 A A
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I 'nil V: AreCtis II) Carvers

Finance Economics, Business
Administration, Math or four-year
liberal arts degree

Forestry Biology, Forestry

Geology Geology

Government and Politics Political Science, History,
International Affairs

Industrial Management

Insurance

Law

Lighting Technician

Marketing

Business Administration,
Industrial Engineering, or a
four-year liberal arts degree

Business Administration or a
four-year liberal arts degree

Four-year liberal arts degree--
requires further study

Theatre

Business Administration,
Communications or a four-year
libetal arts degree

Mathematics Mathematics

Meteorology Physics, Geology

Optometry Optometry, or Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, or Math, with further
training

Osteopathy

Pharmacology

Physician

Physicist

Psychiatry

Biology, Chemistry (Premedical
oourse, requires further study)

Pharmacy or Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Math (requires further
training)

Chemistry, Biology (Premedical

course)

Physics (Requires further study)

Biology, Chemistry (Premedical
oourse, requires further study)
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'nit V: Access to Careers

Public Administration

Radio Station Management

Restaurant Management

Retail Management

School Princiiaal,

Superintendent

Statistician

Television Production

Urban Planning

Veterinary'Medicine

Business Administration, Political
Science, Sociology

Communications

Business Administration or
four-year liberal arts degree

Business Administration or
four-year liberal arts degree

Education (Elementary or
secondary certification necessary,
requires further training)

Mathematics

Communications

Public Administration,
Architecture, 1,andscape
Architecture, Civil Engineering

Biology, Chemistry (Preveterinary
course, more training necessary)

Developed by Lewis and Clark College, Career Planning and Placement

Center, Portland, Oregon. ;
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Unit V: Access to Careers

PORTLAND
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE 12000 S. W 49th Avenue Portland. Oregon 97219 (503) 244-6111

NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

General Classification Areas of Employment Salary Ranges

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS& maintains 1. Farm Mechanics
2. Implement mechanics and/or

dealers
3. Irrigation Mechanics

Ehtry level: $4/hr.
repairs and overhauls farm
machinery, pumps, tillers, etc.

APPRENTICESHIP SEE SEPARATE PAGES

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING 1. Remodeling Contractors
2. Sheetmetal Business
3. Commercial Cafeterias
4. Structural and Civil Eng.

Ehtry: $700/mo.
- interprets engineering data &

directions, develops sketches
and plans to guide constuction
and building activity.

AUTO BODY RPIRAIR- straightens Auto Repair Shops Journey level:
$12-18,000/yr.frames, removes dents, welds torn

metal, replaces parts.

AUTO MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY 1. Service stations
2. Private garages
3. Specialty service shops
4. Tune-up shops

Entry:

$8-16,000/yr.- repairs and maintains all
mechanical functions of autos.

AVIATION MECHANICS - does 1. General Aviation
2. Commercial "
3. HeliCopter "

Airlines: $10/hr.

Small Aircraft:
$5/hr.

emergency repairs, general
maintenance and major overhaul
work.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECH. 1. Sales
2. Purchasing
3. Shipping and Delivering
4. Design
5. Ekpeditor
6. Entimator
7. Inspector
8. Factory Representative

Entry: $650-800/mo.
-develops technical qualifica-
necessary in bldg. trade.

BUSINESS MERCHANDISING- the Retail Businesses:
1. Sale
2. -1BUying

3. Advertising
4. Displaying
5. Financial operations

Entry: Whr.
coursework develops skills for
person to supervrSe selling,
receiving and checking merchan-
dise; keep inventory records;
prepare displays; assist in
orderinm material's.

247
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V: Access lo) Careers

NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
64

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION AREAS OF EXPLOYMENT SALARY RANGES

COMPUTER SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY Retail businesses and industries
utilizing microprocessors.

$190-240/wk.

- write programs for micro-
processors. Conduct.tests on
programs and equipment.

COMPUTER OPERATOR - operates

$185/wkcomputer system; monitors pro-
gram and records equipment
utilization procedures.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER - designs

$240/wk.and tests program logic and
converts detailed logical
description into instructions.

DIESEL SERVICE MECHANIC- repairs
Journey level:

$9-25,000/yr.

and maintains diesel engines on
trucks, buses, construction and
other heavy equipment.

ENGINEERING (RELATED)

Private Industry
Organizations involved in
mechanical or civil tech.

Variable

A.) TECHNOLOGY - finds useful
applications for the development
of experimental and theoretical
scientists.

--7.0 CIVIL - assist the engineer
$10-15,000/yr.in performing many of the tasks

in the planning and construction
of highways, bridges, dams, etc.

C.' MECHANICAL - assist the

$10-15,000/yr.

engineer in designs and
development work by machine,
equipment and parts sketch and
layout work. Test experimental
machines, etc.
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Unit V: Access to Careers

NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION AREAS OF EMPLOYMENT SALARY RANGES

INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING - interprets INDUSTRY:
Electrical
Piping
Structural
Sheetmetal

19-14,000/yr.
engineering data and direction.
Develops sketches and plans in
-order to guide production of
machines. Produces detailed
drawings.

INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION INDUSTRY:
May work as:
1. Illustrators

2. Draftsperson

3. Graphic Prod. Spec.

19-14,000/yr

- interprets engineer's drawings
specifications or pictures to
create a pictorial representation
of an object, design or idea.

GRAPHICS REPRODUCTION- jobs in 1. Commercial Printei.s
2. Newspapers
3. Advertising Agencies

Ehtry: 13.50/hr

Exp.: $12,000
copy preparation, camera opera-
tion, stripping, platemaking,
and in maintaining and operating
offset presses and letterpresses.

LANDSCAPE TECHNOLOGY - may work Wholesale growers
Landscape contractors/gardeners
Golf courses
City and County Parks
Private Residences

Entry: 115/hr.as designers, installers,
managers, etc.

MACHINE TECHNOLOGY - operate

113-.18,000/yr.
various types of metal removing
equipment. Blueprint reading,
metallurgy and mathematics are
important in the field.

MARINE ENGINE TECHNOLOGY- may

Marine Industry 115,000/yr.

-

work as welders, diesel engine
mechanics, electricians,
equipment operators, dredgers,
fire & water tenders, equipment
repairers.

213
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NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

General Classification Areas of Employment Salary Ranges

OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY skille vary:
* Optical Technician
* Master Optician

Contact Lens Technician
Quality Inspector

* Vision Screener
Contact Lena Dispenser
Lab Manager

1. Dispensing firms

2. Manufacturing

3, Sales

4. Management

Depends on area of
:specialisation:

$4,41r $16,000/yr.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE- duties range
from crime prevention programs to
investigative and patrol duties.

1. Municipal, county and
state police

2. Corrections system

$900-1200/mo

FIRE SCIENCE - areas:
-T7- Mi-Firotection
2. Fire prevention
3, Fire Management
4, Fire Instructor

All Municipalitiee 11000-1,200/month

RADIOLOGY (X -RAY) - produces X-Ray
TaFti-OT tWW-Eliman body

Hospitals, clinics, private
medical offices

Entry: $1000/mo

RADIO/TV BROADCASTING Types: advertising, sales,
writing, reporting,
editing, announcing,
copywriting, PR

Variable

SMALL ENGINE REPAIR- perform
general maintenance and repairs
of motorcyclee and other recrea-
tional equipment, farm and home
power implements and marine
outboard motors.-

Repair shops
Entry $3.50-4/hr.

Journey:up to $104./hr

4
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NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

General Classification Areaa of Employment Salary Ranges

VETERINARY SCIENCE TECHNOLOGf
77173.1=eairiE7Tractial
application of care and handling
of animals; clinical laboratory
procedures; animal diseases;
feeding, nutrition and pharma-
cology; medical and aurgical
procedures.

1. Animal hospitals and clinics
2. Vet medical centers
3. Lab animal research
4. Educational Institutions
5. Meat and food inspection
6. Military service
7, Commercial firms

Entry:WO-700/mo

WELDING- units of metal are
IMO-by welders using a number
of welding processes.

$12-20,000/year

2 5 1
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NONTRADITIONAL CAREER COURSES AT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

APPRENTICESHIP
Portland Community College provides reiated classes of instruc-
tion in accordance with the Oregon Apprenticeship Training Law.
Theie classes cover instruction in related technical areas of the
trades and are intended to supplement the skills learned on the.
job Informaton on how to become an apprentice may be obtained
from the Oregon Apprentice Information Center, 1437 S. W.
Fourth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97201.
An associate degree program for journeymen and apprentices
who wish to expand their knowledge and skills is also available.
Al Portland Community College more than 1200 men and women
attend classes in the daytime, evenings, and on weekends as
part of their on-the-gob training program. Portland Community
College provides approximately five percent of an apprentice's
training through supportive in-class work while 95 percent of the
remaining training is received on the job.
Each trade with an apprenticeship program has a Joint Appren-
ticeship and Training Committee which outlines the procedures
an individual must follow to beCome a journeyman (usually two to
five years of supervised, on-the.job experience in various aspects
of the trade plus class work at Portland Community College).
The training committees outline the type of supportive courses
needed to prepare qualified journeyman and work with Portland
Community College to set up related training. Portland Commun-
ity College employs instructors and provides classroom and

laboratory facilities.
The following is a list of apprentice trades conducting related
training classes with the Portland Community College Apprentice
and Trade Extension department.

ACF Cook Manufacturing Plant Electrician
Automotive Meatcutter
Boilermaker Molder & Coremaker
Bridge & Ironworker Outside Electrician

(Struct ural) Pai nter
Bridge & Ironworker Patternmaker

(Shopman) Pi pef itter
Diesel Mechanic Plasterer
Drywall Finisher Plumber
Floor Coverer Sheet Metal Worker
Heavy Tractor & Equipment Stationary Engineer
Inside WIreman Steamfitter
Lather
Machinist

TRADE EXTENSION (Journeyman Training)
The programa for journeyman provide training in both skills and
knowledge needed to deal with changes in materials and tech-
niques of the trades. The classes are open to journeymen, f ore-
men and supervisors.
Special training programs may be set up by contacting the chair .
man of the department of Apprenticeship and Trade Extension
Programs, Portland Community College.

Associate of Applied Science
in Industrial Technology for
Journeyman and AppreMices
An associate degree program designed for journeymen and
apprentices working in crafts and trades certified by the Oregon
Bureau of Labor is now available at Portland Community
College. The program was developed to provide educational op-
portunities f or the journeyman or apprentice who wishes to
broaden the learning experiences provided by apprenticeship
training.

To receive the Associate of Applied Science degree in Industrial
Technology, students must complete a total of 18 credit hours
of general education and an additional 27 credit hours of related
training Classes in their occupational field:They may tailor the
degree program to meet their specific needs. General education
requirements are listed in the front of each PCC catalog booklet.

SPECIAL CONTRACTS
The college contracts with various agencies for special educa .
t ional programs. Programs tailored to meet unique learning needs
are conducted (Or state and county government agencies, busi .

ness and industry. The people served by these programs are an
important segment of the new shidents who want and need ac
cess to educational courses and programs not found in- the tradi-
tional offering.
Some examples of programs funded during 1978-79 include
Wasco County Area Education District, Lower Columbia Com-
munity College Rainier School District, Portland Schools Clus-
ter Programs, Job Development and Occupational English as a
Second Language for Southeast Asians, Wacker Siltronics, and
Community Based Corrections Outreach for Ex-Offenders.
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Nontraditional Careers in Apprenticeable Trades

Asbestos Worker
Automotive, Body and Fender
Automotive, Mechanic
Automotive, Repair
Baker.

Barber
Blacksmith
Boilermaker
Bookbinder
Brick Layer
Butcher-meatcutter
Cabinet Maker
Candy Maker
Carpenter
Cement Mason
Cook
Dairy Products Maker
Drafter
Drywall Applicator
Electrician, Manufacturing Plant
Electrician, Inside
Electrician, Outside
Electrical Worker
Electroplater
Electrotyper
Engraver
Farm Equipment Mechanic
Floorcoverer
Foundryman
Glass, Auto
Glassworker
Glazier
GRAPHICS:

Letter Pressman
Lithographer
Offset Pressman
Bookbinder #1
Bookbinder #2
Sheetfed Offset
Camera & Platemaker

Heavy Duty Truck Mechanic (Diesel)

Ironworker
Jeweler
Landscaper
Lather
Lithographer
Limited Energy Electrician
Machinist
Marine Carpenter
Meatcutter
Meatwrapper
Millwright,Construction
Model Maker
Musical Instrument Mechanic
Operating Engineer
Optical Technician
Operating Engineer
Painter
Painter and Decorator
Painter and Sandblaster
Patternmaker
Photographer
Pipefitter
Plasterer
Plate Printer
Plumber
Radio and TV Repair
River Pilot
Roofer
Rotogravure Engraver
Sheetmetal Worker
Stationary Engineer
Steamfitter
Stereotyper
Stone Mounter
Taper
Telephone Worker
Tilesetter
Textile Technician Mechanic
Tool-and-Die Maker
Upholsterer

Developed by Lewis and Clark College, Career Planning and Placement Center,

Portland, Oregon.
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tliiit V: Access to Careers

Women in Construction

B
y the spring of 1981, 289,000
women must have entered the

construction industry nationally in
order to comply with federal re-
quirements, the increase coming in
periodic steps which, if successful,
will put the female construction
workforce at 3 percent, 5.1 percent,
and 6.5 percent. At the same time,
women seeking entry into the con-
struction field must compete on an
equal basis with men in an arena in
which they've been raised unequal
since birth. Construction appren-
ticeship programs favor applicants
with the male's traditional back-
Egound in high school shop courses,
mechanical tinkering, and related
experience, and it has been no easy
search to find women who can
compete with men for apprentice-
ship spots by these rules.

"How do you turn around a
century-old problem in a year?"
asks Beth Eldridge. As Executive
Director of Access Enterprises,
Eldridge is faced daily with the chal-
lenge of bringing females and males
alike into non-traditional employ-
ment. Her secretary, for example, is
male; and Access Enterprises has a
current contract with the State
Highway Department and the As-
sociated General Contractors of
America to bring more women into
Oregon's highway construction
industry.

Eldridge's difficulty in accom-
plishing the latter is that apprentice-
ship programs usually require con-
struction experience and a high
school background in things

mechanical. Given the realities of
cultural history, the requirement
has become a kind of Catch-22.

"How do you turn
around a century-old
problem in a year?"

Success. Still, there have been
some success stories. In May, al-
most a dozen Oregon women grad-
uated from a Teamsters-sponsored
apprenticeship program in heavy-
dtity equipment operating. In June
and July, two Operating Engineers
pre-apprenticeship programs will
begin near Corvallis, and another
dozen women are expected to be
among the students. These small
gains are not insignificant given the
odds facing women Who choose
construction as a career.

These odds include more than
requirements for entering appren-
ticeship programs. The federal gov-
ernment, for example, is cutting
child care funds at the same time it
is putting quotas on women in
industry. Women are being encour-
aged to leave the home while losing,
if they have children, some of the
financial support that makes leav-
ing home possibleanother Catch-
22 situation.

Another discouragement to many
women wishing to enter the con-
struction industry relates to a cul-
turally induced "head-set" that
makes them less mobile than men.
"A woman in construction," says
Eldridge, "must be prepared to get
a 6 p.m. phone call requiring her to
drive 400 miles to a job site by

morning, to begn work on a job
without knowing how long it will
last. Many women are not used to
this kind of a li ing style. It can
become a kind of culture shock for
them."

Along these same lines, contrac-
tors want to be sure a woman can
handle the uncertainties of con-
struction work before they invest in
her in an apprenticeship program;
they want the confidence that a
woman will stay on the job for at
least five years.

Resistance. There is still some
resistance among a minority of con-
tractors to welcoming women on
the job; these are the employers
who will put a woman behind a
typewriter who was hired to run a
forklift. While discrimination suits
are one way to meet blatant resis-
tance to women entering the field,
Eldridge is quick to point out that,
"this is not the most productive way
to go. Oregon," she adds, "is a rela-
tively cooperative state in wanting
to comply with federal regulations
by opening up the construction field
to women," especially compared to
the East Coast.

All the same, our educational
and counseling traditions have not
been noted for encouraging women
to tinker with machines and seek
mechanically oriented employment,
and even women with a strong
background in farming have had to
fight to have this accepted by
apprenticeship programs as relevant
experience. It is in this sense that the
rules are still rigged against them. ag

Reprinted from Business Success News, July 1979, pp. 15-16, with Permission of
BUSINESS SUCCESS NEWS, INC., Portland, Oregon.
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Unit V: Access o Careers

WINC CAREER LADDER

Most people who begin working at a job hope someday to move up to better

paying, more responsible positions. Almost every beginning job can lead

a good worker to more than one better job. Write the entry level job

title in the box at the bottom of the ladder. Then write other jobs to

which you oould advance in sequence in the boxes moving up the ladder.

SALARY
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Unit V: Access to Careers

Additional Resources

PRINT

Career Options Series for Undergraduate Women. New York:

Catalyst, 1975-1977.

A series of 12 booklets covering career planning and ten
career fields. Write to: 14 East 60th, New York, New York

10022. ($2.95 ea. or $40/set)

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). U.S. Government
Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents.

Establishing Your Own Business: ,A Handbook for Women.
Resources for Women, Inc., 104 Walnut Avenue, Suite 212, Santa
Cruz, California 95060 ($5.) (1980)

Getting Skilled: A Guide to Private Trade and Technical

Schools. National Association of Trade and Technical Schools,

2021 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006. (1980)

Lederer, Muriel. Blue Collar Jobs for Women; A Complete Guide
to Getting Skilled and Getting a Hi§h Paying Job in the Trades.

New York: E.P. Dutton, 1979.

Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. I Can Be Anything: Careers and

Colleges for Young Women. New York: College Entrance
Examination Board, 1978.

Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. The Work Book, A Guide to Skilled
Jobs. Bantam Books, 1978.

Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011) U.S. Government Printing
Office, Superintendent of Documents. Revised every two years.

On Their Own: Women Entrepreneurs. Resources for Women, Inc.,
104 Walnut Avenue, Suite 212, Santa Cruz, California 95060
($5.) (1980)

Shanahan, William. College: Yes or No. Arco Publishing Inc.,
215 Park Avenue, South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Tepper and Tepper, The New Entrepreneurs: Women Working from

Home. New York: Universe Books, 1980.

t'":"
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What To Do With The Rest of Your Life, The Catalyst Career
Guide for Women in the '80's. New York: Catalyst, Simon &
Schuster,1980.

NONPRINT

Career Information System. As a service to schools and social
agencies, this program (developed in Oregon and available in
some other states) delivers computerized information on current
job materials, suggested reading matter, cassettes of
occupational interviews, as well as sources for training. If

the CIS is not available at your school, check with your local
Educational Service District, CETA program or State'Employment
office.
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Unit VI:Career Success Styles

Overview

Social conditioning tends not to prepare women adequately with skills and
attributes that will help them succeed in a world of work which has been
largely defined by men. This unit is structured around activities which
will introduce participants to some basic concepts and tools for
developing abilities in self-assessment, assertiveness, goal setting,
decision making, time management, and maintenance of health and physical
fitness.

The activities in this unit are designed to engage students in thinking
about these skills and in putting them into action in their own lives and

career planning processes. Many of the activities introduce strategies
or tools which can be used throughout a person's life, both personally

and professionally. The concept of continuing to use these strategies
should be stressed by the instructor during this unit and wherever
appropriate throughout the-rest of the course.

The Career Success Styles unit is designed to cover a two-week period,
and most of the activities are designed to take one class period or

less. For those activities requiring additional time, some of the stepS
can and should be completed outside the classroom.

The additional resources suggested at the end of the unit provide
excellent background material for both students and instructors.





Unit VI: Career Success Styles

Activity:

Objeciive:

Procedure:

"Things I Am Proud of ..
Students will learn about themselves by investigating
their positive attributes.

o Put each of the following questions on a piece of
paper. Place all papers in a container and have each
student draw one. Students snould be given three
minutes "quiet time" to think about their responses
before sharing their answers. Students can also ask
their classmates how they would respond to the
question.

What is something you are proud of that you can do on
your own?

What is a new skill that you have learned recently?

What difficult task have you completed recently?

What is a family tradition that you are very proud of?

Describe something you've made with your own hands.

Describe a time when you made a good bargain.

What is a dangerous thing that you tried and at which
you succeeded?

What is something that you have done to add to the
beauty of this world?

How have you used your brain lately in a way that you
are particularly proud of?

What problem have you dealt with successfully lately?

How have you reached out to someone recently?

What physical feat have you accomplished lately?

What way have you shown responsibility and
dependability lately?

o Have a class discussion on how things that we are
proud of can suggest areas of career interest.

'Moe Required: One class period

Resourdes: Container
Pieces of paper
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Unit VI: Career Success Styles

Activity: Self-Evaluation Form
Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Students will have an understanding of characteristics
important for job success and in what ways they possess
those characteristics, both in their own eyes and in the
eyes of an adult of their choice.

o Have students rate themselves using the Self-
Evaluation Form. Then have students choose an adult
(employer, parent, teacher) to rate them also.
NOTE: Each student should have two copies of the
form for this activity.

o Students then can compare the adult ratings with
their own and evaluate what they want.to work on.

Two to three days

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Self-Evaluation Form
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Defining Assertiveness
Students will learn the difference between assertive,
passive, and aggressive behavior.

o Write all three terms on the board, leaving space
beneath each one for a definition:

Assertive Passive Aggressive

o Ask students to help generate working definitions of
each type of behavior. Begin with "aggressive" and
work with it first because it is probably the most
easily defined. Ask first for some examples of the
type of behavior and then ask students to identify
the common elements in the given examples.

Aggressive: "an argument which leads to a physical
fight...," "a parent forcefully demanding a certain
kind of behavior from a child...," "blaming another
person for your problems..."

Common Elements: anger, hostility, trying to get
what you want at someone else's expense.

o Next define "passive" in the same way. Finally
define "assertive" and discuss with the class the
advantages of being able to be assertive, both in
personal life experiences and in career related life
experiences.

o Have all students record the definitions in their
journals so that they have the information for future
use.

lime Required: One class perioa

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

CHART: Aggressive, Passive, and Assertive Behavior
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Assertiveness Inventory
Students will assess their own levels of comfort in
various situations to determine their ability to be
assertive.

o Distribute one copy of the WINC Resource,
Assertiveness Inventory, to each student. Explain

that all of us feel different levels of
comfort/discomfort when encountering different
situations. The inventory attempts to help students
figure out how they usually feel in a series of
typical situations and how they are likely to respond.

o Ask students to go back over the list of situations
and circle the ones they would like to handle more
assertively.

Time Required: 30 minutes

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Assertiveness Inventory
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Activity: Assertiveness in Action
Objective:

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Students will have the opportunity to practice being
assertive in situations which are both hypothetical and
real.

o Have each student think of an example of a recent
situation in which she wishes she could have been
more assertive.

o Have them fill out the WINC Resource, Learning New
Behaviors, down to the point where it says "Prepare a
Script." Before asking students to proceed with this
section, discuss as a class some examples of
assertive reactions to hypothetical situations. Have
students help develop sample scripts and write them
on the board.

o Finally have students individually finish writing
their new script. Then ask them to find a partner
and role-play their scripts with each other.

o As followup, ask students to practice thinking of and
acting on assertive responses to new situations that
arise in their lives. As they do this they should
record the experience or the thoughts in their
journal.

NOTE: Assertiveness is vastly underestimated in terms
of its importance to people's lives. It is a skill
wnich needs practicing on a lifelong basis. It is
especially crucial to young women who want to pursue
nontraditional careers. Without an ability to be
assertive in a competitive and not always friendly work
world...they will have difficulty finding success.

One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Rehearsal for Learning New Behaviors
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Activity: Why Have A Goal?
0114ecflve: Students will understand the importance of having goals.

Procedure: 0 Put the following quote on the board: "If you don't
know where you are going, you probably won't get
there." Discuss it briefly with the class and elicit
from them ways it applies to career planning.

o Using WINC Resource "Does the Glass Slipper Fit?" ask
students to complete the Cinderella and Today's Woman
checklists and then rate themselves.

o The tone of this exercise is humorous. Ask students
to discuss the main message contained in the activity
and reasons why this message is critically important,
particularly in terms of the high number of young
women who discard or postpone their career plans for
marriage and parenting only to face later severe
economic consequences.

lime Required: 3 0 minutes

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

"Does the Glass Slipper Fit?" Checklists:
"Cinderella" and "Today's Woman"

Activity from Fredell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE (Equal
Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources, University of
Houston, 1976) .

I)
t)
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Acdvity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Case Studies: Goal Setting
Students will set goals for people in real life
situations.

o Divide the class into three groups and give each
group one of the case studies to read and discuss.
,Allow 20 minutes for the discussion and instruct them
to develop two sets of goals in response to the case
study:

1. Goals that would have helped strengthen her
future...had she set them in high school

2. Goals she could set now to plan for a better

. future

o After the groups have completed their task, bring
them back together to share their case studies and

their results, and consider the information provided
in "What Is My Future Work-Life Expectancy?"

lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:.

Glass Slipper (Continued):
"Case Studies--Was This Woman Prepared for Her
Future?"

"What Is My Future Work-Life Expectancy?"

Activity from Fredell Bergstrom aryl Joeeph E. Champagne, Project EVE (Equal

Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources, University of

Houston, 1976).

2f3j
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

"In My Life I Want ..."

Students will begin to generate information from which
they will be able to set goals.

o Use the "$50,000 to Spend" form and have students
generate as long a list as possible of the things
they would buy if they suddenly inherited $50,000.
"Things" can include education and other nonmaterial
items that still cost money. After the lists are
completed, have them share their list either as a
class or in small groups and ask the rest of the
group to respond to each list with an "it,sounds like
one of the important things in your life
is ." statement.

o Over a period of several days, have students keep
running lists of things they.want in life. This can

be done in the jourreas
Or

Have students spend 15 minutes writing a "run-on"
essay/poem on the statement "In My Life I Want..."
Use the same strategy suggested in the activity
"Women--A Poem" from Introduction to Course.

o Follow up this listing process by grouping all the
items into logical categories.

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

"$50,000 to Spend"
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Activity: Prioritizing Your Goals
Objective: Students will understand the importance of establishing

priorities among their goals and will learn a strategy
for prioritizing.

Procedure: o Acquaint students with the meaning of the word
"prioritize" and discuss the reasons for establishing

priorities. If possible, discussion should elicit
from students the reasons they think it would be
useful to set priorities.

O Have students identify approximately ten goals from
the analysis of "In My Life I Want..." in the
previous activity.

o Utilizing the Prioritizing Grid, have students list
their goals in any order and then teach them how the
Grid works.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Prioritizing Grid and Instructions
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Activity: 24-Hour Decision-Making Grid
Objective: Students will begin ..?alize who influences their

decisions and how they feel about their decision making.

Procedure: o Share Decision-Making Grid with color code and ask
students to list their activities, experiences and
decisions each hour'for a 24-hour period. Then,

following the color code, they should color in who
influenced each decision and how the student felt
about it.

o In the followup, ask students to reflect upon who is
influencing most of their decisions, how they feel in
general about their decisions, and what values and

interests were revealed. This can be done in
journals.

o Discuss with class how this information can help the
student in making future decisions and how such
information can be applied to choosing an occupation.

lime Required: Two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Decision-Making Grid

Colored markers or pencils
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Acdvity:

Objective:

Procedure:

WINC Decision-Making Model
Students will learn how to make decisions in a careful
and thorough way that takes into consideration all of
the factors involved and pertinent goals effected.

o Have students phrase an important #1 goal in the form
of a question: "How Can I Accomplish...?"

o Using the WINC Decision-Making Model, each student
should enter her Goal question in the center of the

grid.

o On the lines radiating from the center, students list
all possible choices of action they can think of that
might lead to their goal. One per line.

Then in the space under Considerations, they list all
of the factors that will influence their decision.

Examples: Must be relatively inexpensive. Cannot

take more than five years. Need to stay in town.
etc...,

Rank order.these considerations from most important
to least important.

Finally begin with the #1 consideration and go around
the "spokes," putting in a "#1" under the line oE
each choice that meets that consideration. Do the

same for all considerations. The'choices that meet
the most considerations are the best routes to choose.

The outcome of this activity is that each student
should have a set of tirst, second, and third choices
of action that they could pursue to accoplish their
must important goal.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Acty Resource:

Decision-Making Model
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Activity:

(Nective:

Procedure:

-60

Planning Partnerships
Students will pair up and establish contracts with their
partners for stel.-by-step pursuit of their stated goals.

o Taking their own #1 goal (related to career planning)
each student will list steps they feel necessary for
reaching that goal. .

o Using whatever pairing method you feel comfortable
with, have students group into teams of two. Each

partner will share goals and lists of steps with the
other and exchange any helpful suggestion or
additional steps they can think of.

o Then each set of partners will contract formally
between themselves to complete a specified number of
steps within a one- or two-week time frame. Partners
will agree to meet at the end of the period of time
and share their own progress.

o Partners should understand that their role is to

serve as "kick-in-the-pants" partners...not accepting
and passive listeners. This should be an active
partnership. Each regular meeting shouldsend with a
new agreement to continue and complete the next step
or two on the list.

o Partners can agree to some kind of reward system (if
they like the idea) for "on time" "on target"
completion of goals.

o If the idaa appeals, they could also chart their
progress on a color graph, so they can visually see
where they nave been and where they still have to go.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: Student-developed contracts

) n
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Acdvity: Recording Use of lime
Objective: Students will analyze their time and determine how well

they are spending it in terms of accomplishing their
established goals.

Procedure:

'lime Required:

Resources:.

o Using the Time Record and Analysis Sheet, have
students keep track of their own use of time for
three days during the school week.

o At the end of that time, have them review their
records and make a note in the right hand columns (1,
2 & 3) according to the following:

1. I was doing something that will help me
accomplish my goals.

2. I was doing something that was necessary
for my well-being, but not goal related.

3. I was wasting my time.

o Have students analyze their days and figure out what
blocks of time they could reasonably change from
wasted time to working on goal-related tasks. NOTE:
Time spent for recreation is necessary for mental
health and should not necessarily be counted as
wasted.

PortiOns of two class periods

WINC Activity Resource:

Time Record and Analysis Sheet

)
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:.

Managing Personal Use of lime
Students will learn some techniques for managing time
and apply them to their own lives.

o On a daily or weekly basis have students begin to
keep "To Be Done" lists. They can use the daily
organization form if itAp useful or make up their
own that is tailored to4ieet their own needs; for
instance:

/TASK ./DUE DATE /COMPLETED

o As they get into a habit of doing this regularly,
have them work on consolidating tasks that are
related.

o Also have them decide what times of the day are best
for doing certain types of tasks. 1is is really an
individual matter and will vary widely from student
to student...but all students shoud learn to be aware
of their peak times.

(i.e., if you are at your best in the morning and
kind\ of sluggish right after lunch or in the late
afternoon, the best time to do difficult tasks or go
on job interviews would be in the morning.)

o Have'student consult "Tips For Managing Your Time" to
identify strategies they can use for improving their
own use of time.

Five minutes a day

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Daily Organizer Chart
"Tips for Managing Your Time"

To Be Done Lists (student-developed)
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Acfivfty: A Personal Approach to Staying Healthy
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will devefop a personal plan for staying
healthy, including consideration of body fitness,
balanced diet, and periodic medical checkups.

o Engage the class in a discussion of "fitness" and
"health" and what these concepts should mean for

women. As a group, come to some agreement on a
definition of fitness and health. Try to make the
distinction between a practical approach and what
"Madison Avenue" sells us as definitions of these
concepts.

o Have students focus on realistic personal goals they
would like to achieve; have them complete the WINC
Health and Fitness Plan.

o If time permits, invi.te a female doctor, nurse
practitioner or women's health care specialist to
come in and talk with students on the need for women
to become knowledgeable about their own bodies so
that they can be effective advocates for their own
health care needs.

lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Health and Fitness Plan

NOTE: The World Health Organization defines "health" as
follows: "Health is a state of complete physical,
mental, and social well-being, not merely the absence of
disease and infirmity."
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SELFEVALUATION FORM

How do you rate yourself on each of these very important traits? All of them are, in varying degrees., important for
ticcess on any job.

TRAIT RATING

1. Dependability

2. SelfConfidence

3. Friendliness

4. Cheerfulness

5. Patience

6. Ability to keep working under real difficulties

7. Sense of Humor

8. ilonesty

9. Ability to make decisions quickly

10. Responsibility

11. Loyalty to those for whom you work

12. Ability to sense others' feelings

13. Sincerity

14. Ambition to succeed on the job

15. Courage to do the right thing, even if you are alone

16. WillinRness to work hard

17. Ability to cooperate with other pe)ple

18. Ability to become enthusiastic about your job

19. Willingness to consider others' viewpoints

20 Ind iative--being a selfstarter

21. Courtesy

22. Ability tG lead others

23. Ability to work without supervision

24. Promptness

25. Orderliness

VERY ABOVE BELOW
HIGH AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE WEAK

a 0 0 o a
o o Ja a 0
o 0 a 0 0
a o 0 a 0
o o a o a
o 0 0 o a
o o a a n
o 0 a o a
o a a o 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 GI 0 0
0 0 LI El 0
CI 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

Developed by Self- Concept and Career Development, Portland Public Schools
,r ---/I 3 415



Characteristics
of the behavior

Your feelings

The other
person's
feelings
toward you

The other
person's
feelings about
her/himself

I nil VI: Career Success Styles

CHART: Aggressive, Passive and Assertive Behavior

Aggressive

Emotionally nonest,
direct, self-
enhancing at the
expense of another.
Expressive.
Chooses for others.

Righteous, superior,
derogative at the
time, and possibly
guilty later.

Angry, resentful.

Hurt, embarrassed.

Passive

Emotionally dishonest,
indirect, self-denying
Allows others to choose
for her. Does not
achieve desired goal.

Hurt, anxious, possibly
angry later.

Irritated, pity, lack
of respect.

Guilty or superior.

Assertive

Emotionally honest,
direct, self-
enhancing,
expressive.
Chooses for self.
May achieve goal.

Confident, self-
respecting.

Generally respectful.

Valued, respected.

Adapted from: Laura G. Mains, Womanpower (Cranston, Rhode Island: Carroll
Press, 1977), p. 91.

Original Idea from: Robert E. Alberti and Michael Emmons, Your Perfect Right: A
Guide to Assertive Behavior (San Luis Obispo, Californii, 1970), p. 417
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Assertiveness Inventory: Instructions

Step One: Ask students to indicate their own Degree of Discomfort
in the spaces provided on the left-hand side of the Inventory,
using the following scale:

Discomfort Scale

1 = no discomfort,

2 = a little discomfort

3 = a fair amount of discomfort

4 = much discomfort

5 = extreme discomfort

Step Two: Ask students to go over the list of situations a second time
and after each item (in the right hand column) indicate how
likely they are to display the behavior listed, using the
following scale:

Response Probability Scale

1 = always do it

2 = usually do it

3 = do it about half the time

4 = rarely do it

5 = never do it

step Three: Ask students to give themselves an assertiveness rating by
totaling the points on their right-hand column. A score of
20-40 would be Good; a score of 41-60 would be Fair; a score
of 61-100 would indicate a Needs Work rating.

Finally, ask students to go back over the list of situations
and circle the ones they would like to handle more asser-
tively.

AdaP-ted from:- Lau-r-a-G. Mai-nS, WootanpOWe; (C;anston, Rhode Island: Carroll0
Press, 1977), p. 92.

Originally modified from: Elaine D. Gam and C.A. Richey, "An Assertion
Inventory for Use in Assessment and Research" in Behavior Therapy, Vol. 6, 1975.
pp. 550-56.
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Degree of
Discomfort

ASSERTIVENESS INVENTORY

Situation

1. Retusing a request to borrow something you
value (homework, clothing, money, etc.)

2. Complimenting a friend

3. Asking a favor

4. Resisting sales pressure

5. Apologizing when you've made a mistake

6. Turning down a date

7. Telling a person who is very close to you
that something she/he says or does bothers
you

8. Asking for a date with a person

9. Admitting you don't understand what is being
discussed and asking for further explanation

10. Disagreeing with the opinion of a friend

11. Applying for a job

12. Reslsting pressure to drink or smoke when
you are not interested

13. Talking with person about his/her criticism
of your behavior/work/etc.

14. Asking for the return of borrowed items

15. Requesting expected service in a store/
restaurant/school when it is not forthcoming

16. Returning bad merchandise to a store

17. Resisting sexual overtures when you are not
interested

18. Telling someone good news about yourself

19. Receiving compliments

20. Admitting that you are afraid and asking for
acceptance

Response
Probability
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Rehearsal for Learning New Behaviors

Describe a recent situation in which you wish you had been more assertive:

What did you do in this situation:

Explain how you could do it differently next time:

Prepare a "script" for use next time and practice it with a partner.

SCRIPT: Describe the situation (nonjudgmentally):

Express your feelings: "I feel

Explain what you want done: "I want

If you can't get agreement, state your bottom line
(consquences you will pursue): "If not, then

) r

3
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StAtx.*

DOES THE GLASS SLIPPER FIT?

Once upon a time there was a fair young maiden. Her name was

Cinderella. Cinderella lived with her stepsisters and stepmother.
Cinderella was responsible for all the cooking, cleaning and other chores

around their home. Although it was a very modest home, Cinderella had
very little time for herself. She always did as she was told, never

questioning her'stepsisters or stepmother. When she was miraculously
discovered by the Prince and went with him to live in the castle, we feel

fairly certain that she did not take up an outside career of castle

building or working in the sword repair shop in town. She stayed home

and ran the castle and raised their children. The Prince, of course,

never abandoned her except for occasional trips to Crusader conventions.

They never got divorced because that wasn't allowed. If things got too

bad, Cinderella occasionally went to live in the convent. Usually,

however, the Prince and Cinderella lived happily ever after--which wasn't

really so hard to do because most people of he time tended to be dead by

the age of 35.

Today, things are quite a bit different. The number of available Prince

Charmings has decreased tremendously since "once upon a time." As a

result, females of all ages are working outside of the home. They are

working for the same reason men work--for money to support themselves and

their families.

To find out if you are better prepared for Cinderellahood than for modern

womanhood, checx off all the things in each list that apply to you.

Material developed by Fredell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
University of Houston, 1976). 1)1 ^.1
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;1Iass Slipper (cont.)

catritAi

Cinderella Check ( ) off each item that applies to you.

1. Can cook

2. Wait for Prince Charming to open the door for you

3. Talk to your fairy godmother

4. Can dance

5. Have no career plans

6. Think woman's place is in the home

7. Don't worry about the future

8. Cannot manage money

9. Can raise children

10. Talk to mice

11. Can wash clothes

12. Have no job skills

13. Read love stories and movie magazines

14. Can give a party

15. Know how to care for a baby

16. Don't like school

17. Can sew

18. Rush home to watch the soap operas

19. Can clean

20. Turn down the radio when the news comes on

Total checks ( )

Material developed by Predell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal. Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
University of Houston, 1976).
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Glass Slipper (cont.)

(*Ai& gtcy

Today's Woman Check ( ) off each item that applies to you.

1. Read news magazines

2. Discuss career plans with your parents

3. Have investigated all high school job training courses
including plumbing and welding

4. Plan to work for 25 years

5. Are aware of Title IX

6. Know how much money it tahes to feed a family of four for
a week

7. Can list 20 different jobs open to women*

8. Stand up for yourself

9. Rush home to watch the evening news

10. Demand equal pay for equal work

11. Know how to manage money

12. Aren't afraid to be the only girl in any class

13. Will graduate from high school

14. Open your own car door

15. Know how to file a suit under EEOC

16. Know about apprenticeship programs

17. Can fix a flat tire

18. Talk to your counselor about future job plans

19. Plan to learn a skill before marriage so that you can
always get a job

20. Think you can do any job a man can do

Total checks ( )

*IL you checked No. 7, prove it!

64:6010.x.ly

Materiel/ developed by Fredell Bergstrco and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Himmnritekources,
University of Houston, 1976).

t)
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Glass Slipper (cont.)

6.2ORING: Total up the number of checked items in each column.

CINDERELLA TOTAL GREATER THAN TODAY'S WOMAN TOTAL: The Glass Slipper
"fits" and you're in serious trouble. You are not prepared for the
real world that awaits you. You refuse to admit that you will have
to work...9 out of 10 high school girls will work in the future. You

need to start giving serious thoughts to job training available to
iou in high school and careers that open up to you after the

tr,iining. You should realize that unless you start training now, you
will not be a very employable person. Wake up!

-ay

.:INDERELLA TOTAL EQUALS TODAY'S WOMAN TOTAL: You've given your

tutare some thought but not enough. While you are probably very
apable of managing a home, you do not think you will have to work

unce you're married. How wrong you are! You most likely will work
ifJr about 20 years of your life. You are not quite aware of what it

Kes to get a good paying job. You have probably explored the
LrabitAonal female job training courses but none of the others. Be

tb explorr . them all so your decision is based on fact, not

ti,ution. You are capable of making up your own mind. Just be sure
you nave all tne information.

P)DAY 1" WOMAN TiTAL GREATEk TdAN CINDERELLA TOTAL: Let's hear it for
.,1! You arf_,. ready to take on the world. You can manage a home anJ
.1 jbb. Yz,u know about all kinds of high school job training: home
1:.nomic and secretarial training', as well as plumbing and auto
,,-bnanics. You realize you will be working and you have made a
reer decision and.. have included this in your four-year plan. You

Kn(w what it costs to live, and you know what kind of job will enable
you to earn the necessary salary. You aren't afraid to enroll in a
I:ourse where you are the only girl. You are realistic and really

L Nave your act together.

I. .

moterial developed by Fredell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
4 ,I8 (Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,

Onivergity of Houston, 1976). 9
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Gla!;s Slipper (cont.)

-

#1 Anne

Alt)(a wati

CASE STUDIES: Was This Woman Prepared for Her Future?

Jack and,I were married soon after we graduated from high school.
Because of our marriage plans, Jack took vocational training in high ;
schoo1 so that he could get a good job when he graduated. He did, too4
He went to work at the shipyard as a beginning welder earning nearly $7\

dn hour with a guaranteed raise in six months. Jack always said that it
was the man's job to support the family, and he didn't want me to work.

That was fine with me. I loved the cooking and sewing classes I took in

high school. I also took the Home and Family Living course., It was
really exciting planning for my own family and home.

Because of Jack's good job, we started our family early. We have three
children, the youngest is two. We have a nice house and have been very

happy. Then last spring Jack was laid off. We were panicked. Jack was

doing so well, we never thought about his losing his job. Jack looked
for work, but lots of plants on the ship channel were laying off workers,
and he couldn't find a job. He did get Unemployment Insurance, but that
wasn't ve:y much. I offered to go find a job, but Jack got furious. He
said it was his responsibility to care for his family. We had a lot of

fights, but when we couldn't make our car payment, Jack finally,gave in.
I was really nervous about looking for my first job, but 1 was lucky.
The Dairy Queen in our neighborhood needed someone. I only make $3.3q an
hour, and I have to work at night. Jack looks for work during the day
and keeps the kids while I work. He is really unhappy, but I can't find
a better job and we can't afford to put the kids in a day care center.
Jack's been out of work now for six months. We've used up all our
savings, and I'm afraid we'll have to sell the house if he doesn't find a

7

good job soon.

Material developed by Fredell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
University of Houston, 1976). -3
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Glass Slipper (cont.)

AcAllteAlk,

#2 Mary

CASE STUDIES: Was This Woman Prepared for Her Future?

Hank and I met at a football game in our senior year. We were both in
the vocational program--Hank was learning plumbing and I was in auto
mechanics. A lot of my friends thought I was crazy for taking auto
mechanics, but my mother had to raise me and my brothers after my father
was killed in an accident. She worked as a waitress and always told me
that I should learn a skill so I could get a good-paying job if I needed
to work. Hank thought I was crazy, too, until his car stalled one day
after school and I fixed it. We got married the summer after graduation,
and both found good jobs. Hank found a job with a plumbing contractor,
and I went to work at the auto repair shop in our neighborhood. I

started at $4 an hour, and Hank started at $5. We decided to live on
Hank's paycheck and put mine in a savings account for the future.
Because it costs so much to live, we weren't able to save all my
earnings, but after two years we had enough for a down payment on a house
and some furniture. Once in our house, we decided to start our family.
I quit my job and am now a full-time mother to Johnnie and Susie. I love
the kids, but sometimes I miss working. When Susie starts nursery
school, I'm planning to work part-time again. I know I won't have any
trouble finding a jcb. The place I used to work is looking for mechanics
now. They'll train me in any areas I've forgotten, or I can go to our
community college at night to brush up. Hank really likes his job. He's
making nearly $10 an hour now, but things are expensive and it will be
nice to have my paycheck again. We used up most of our savings when the
babies were born, and haven't been able to save much since. I'll feel a
lot better when we have some savings in the bank again in case of an
emergency.

Material developed by Fredell Bergstran and Joseph S. Champagne, Proj t EVE
430 (Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,

University of Houston, 1976).
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Glass Slipper (cont.)

#3 Judy

406d6A&

CASE STUDIES: Was This Woman Prepared for Her Future?

I always wanted to go to college, but my parents couldn't afford to send
me. I took typing in high scnool and applied for a scholarship. I

figured I could get a job on campus and with the scholarship be able to
make it. I applied at the state university because I knew that would be
less expensive than a private school. I couldn't get a scholarship,

though. My grades were good, but there were a lot of people applying,
and I didn't make it. I did qualify for a loan of $1,500 a year, just
enough to pay for my tuition and books. I got a job in the student
records office. I made $2.50 an hour, but I was only allowed to work 20
hours a week because I was a student. I finished my degree in English in
four years. With my degree, I expected to get a good job. However, it

seems that my typing speed was of more interest to my employers than my
degree. I finally landed a pretty good job with an insurance company
paying $600 a month. I always thought that was a lot of money, but I

only bring home $450 after taxes. My rent is $150 ana car $100. That

just leaves me enough to cover food, clothes, gas, insurance, etc. I

still have a $6,000 loan to pay back. What a waste: I spent four years
and $6,000 for a college education, and there are high school graduates
in the same job I have.

I wish I'd done what my friend Suzi did. While I was taking typing, she
was learning radio and television repair. When she graduated, she went
to work for the telephone company earning 1'5 an hour. She went to
college at night, and the phone company paid part of her tuition. She's

getting her degree in electronics and when she finishes, she'll really be
abla to get a good job. I never even thought about what I wanted to do
like Suzi did.

material developed by Fredell Bergstran and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
Univorsity of Houston, 1976) 2 k.)U
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Glass Slipper (cont.)

4tait.lts

"WHAT IS MY FUTURE 'WORK-LIFE EXPECTANCY'?"

You can expect the following life pattern as you move from school through
middle age to tne later years of life:

Unless you go to college, the majority of you will go to work at age 17
or 18 after leaving school. Within three or four years, a large number

of you will marry. Some of you will stop working in order to get a new
home organized, but most of you will continue to work to make it possible
for your husband to get through school or to permit purchase of such

things as a car or a home. Then when your first baby arrives, most of
you will give up your jobs and remain out of the work force until your
youngest child is old enough to go to school. But many of you will

continue to work with preschool children, usually because of economic
need.

When your youngest child no longer needs constant care, most of you will
choose to return to paid employment. This will probably happen when you
are in your early 30s, after you have been out of the work force for
about eight or ten years. Once back, the tendency will be for you to
remain at work, perhaps not continuously, but certainly for most of your
life until age 65.

For those of you who remain single, the length of your working life will
be about the same as that of a man. Since most single women must support

tnemselves, and often parents or other relatives as well, they must
continue to hold a job.

Summary: Your "work-life expectancy" will be:

- -If single, about 40 years
-It married with no children, about 30 years
-If married with children, about 15 to 25 years
(depending on the number of children)

Aro you prepared for your "work-life" of 20 years or more?

VPIPAV

Material developed by Predell Bergstrom and JOseph E. Champagne, Pro ect EVE
(Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human,peaources,
University of Houston, 1976). 4
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i50,000 to Spend!
411

Material developed by Fredell Bergstrom and Joseph E. Champagne, Project EVE
(Equal Vocational Education) (Houston, Texas: Center for Human Resources,
University of Houston, 1976). t) 02
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Step One:

WING Prioritizing Grid: Instructions

Compare Goal #1 to Goals #2 and #3, etc..., across the
line adjacent to #1. As students compare one goal to
another, they should circle the one they feel is more
important.

C ) 1 1 1 ()

3 010 6

After they have completed Goal #1 they should move down to

Goal #2 and compare it to each of the subsequent goals,
one at a time, as before, circling the most important of
the two. Continue the process until all goals have been
compared down the page.

Step Two: Beginning with Goal #1, count the number of times you have
circled #1 and enter the results in the Totals column.

Step Three:

Then move to Goal #2 and count the number of times you
have circled #2, first vertically and then horizontally.
Enter the results in the Totals column. Continue counting
and totaling vertically and horizontally until all goals
are totaled.

Rank Order the goals in the far right column, designating
the one with the most circles as priority #1 and next
highest as priority #2 etc...

Based on John Crystal and Richard N. Bolles, Where Do I Go Prom Here With My
Life?, Apendix E (Berkeley, California: Ten Speed Press). 437
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PRIORITIZING GRID

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

TOTALS RANK
ORDER

it

_

2

2

3

2

4

2

5

2

6

2

7

2

8

2

9

2

10

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

if .1 4 4 4 4 4 4

5 6.-- 7 8 9 10

# 5 5 5 5 5 5

6 7 8 9 10

# 6 6 6 6 6

7 8 9 10

It 7 7 7 7

8 9 10

4 8 8 8

9 10

# 9 9
-10

# 10

4 38 2 9,1
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24 HOUR DECISION-MAKING GRID

1 a.m.

3

OUTSIDE RING
State activities
-and decisions made

1 p.m.

SECOND RING
(CONCERNS)
RedDisliked
BlueOkay
GreenLiked very much

12

11

10

THIRD RING
(WHOLE DECISION)
YellowTotally my own
OrangeMine because someone

expected of me
Whitesomeone else

Activity from: "Individualized Learning Systems, Career Guidance Techniques for
Classroom Teachers," Valuing (Salem: Oregon State Department of Education,
1976), p. 22.

,)
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WINC DECISION-MAKING

rnr

CONSIDERATIONS

CD

0

a
0

CD

Idea trca: Milton E. Burg lams and Mary Grace Duffy, Thresholds Teacher's Manual
(Cambridge, Massachusettl: Corrctional Solutions Foundation, Inc., 1974).
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DECISION-MAKING

0
rnr

CONSIDERATIONS

vhtelstliv

itii#4, peoPle 7

rhafletyirl ED,

0
N6igi_v-rx_tkrity

wOrki_W411:_tlitt_hi5 I 0
pdhletY16 3 5

0
CD

Idea from: Milton E. Burg lass, and Mary Grace Duffy, Thresholds Teacher's
Manual (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Correctional Solutions Pounlation, Inc.,
1974) . 9 >Ai

,y
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IM RECORD AND ANALYSIS SHEET

Unit VI: Careor. Success Slyles.

Date:

T Ir,e What I Did 1 -) 3 Time What I Did 1 2 .

7 00 230
7 15 2-45

7 to 3.00

7 15 3:15

8 00 3:30

.1 45

8 10 00

'I 1- 4 15
a 00 4 30
, I 1 , 4-45

o o 5.00

0 )5
. 5:15

1000 S.30

1 5.45

11, .0 I 0 00.
fi 15

I I On 1 0 30

11 1^ I 0.45

11 .0) 7.00

It is 7 15

12 00 7 30

12 1-, 7 -15

1.1 '0 8 00
1.! 1

1 oo

8 I s

8 30

I I -; HHis

I to o 00

I i ,

1 no

0 15

11 (0

2 I S '1:,15

Enter ,,n the appropriate line what you are doing every fifteen minutes t:qring the day. (Yes, this will take t
'WI after you have made the analysis, it will save you many future productive hours.)

At he end of the day, and with all the hindsight you can muster, check each activity in Column 1, 2, or 3,
a. follow!:

1 -I wir. doing !..omethinp that IN ill help me accomplish 1115' goals.
-I ww. domr, !-.oinethinv, that wa!; necessary for my well-being, but not goal-related,

mistInv, iny time.

From: Helen Reynolds and Mary E. Tramel, Executive Time Management (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1979), p. 16.

i)(1'23
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DAILY ORGANIZER Date:

TO PHONE: TO DO:

Person Regarding

When Person and Place Time

Task

TO FOLLOW UP:

Priority A--Urgent, top priority
Priority 13Important; do as soon as possible
Priority C--Could put off
Priority D--Can delegate

Prom: Helen Reynolds and Mary E. Tramel, Executive Time Management (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979) , p. 14. 447
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Tips for Managing Your Time

Dr. Arnold Heuchert and Pat Justice

1. Planning - "For every moment spent planning, you save three to four
in execution."

Investing time to save time is not the easiest concept to learn.
Planning, in general, will save time for you as you progress in the
accomplishment of a task. The time used in planning is more than
offset by the avoidance of errors and frustration in the operational
aspects of the task.

Essentially the planning process involves: (1) analyzing the
present situation (where am I now); (2) developing relevant
assumptions (what conditions are likely to exist within the time
span of the plan); (3) establishing objectives (what I want to
achieve); (4) developing alternatives (what different ways might
attain these objectives); (5) making and implementing the decision;
and (6) establishing review and control procedures.

1

1
2. Set goals - List the accomplishments you want to achieve. These may

1

I

be either short-range (in a day, week or a month) or long-range (in
I a month or six months).
1

3. Set Priorities - Label each task either A, B or C, depending on its
importance and urgency. Do the high priority work first (the
"A"s) . Delegate low priority work or, if done by you, it should be
done with a minimum of time and effort.

4. Set Deadlines - Learn to set deadlines. If a deadline has not been
set for a certain task, then you should set it yourself. Most
people work better when they know that something is to be finished
at a given time. This little tichnique also helps to curb
procrastination.

5. Discretionary Time - Discretionary time is the time you reserve for
yourself to plan, do research, read or just think. Peter Drucker
believes that this kind of time is probably the most productive time
a manager can have.
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6. Consolidate Trips At the ueginning of each day try to determine

where you have to be that day and see if you can put trips together

so that you can accomplish them all in one swing.

7. Avoid Small Driblets - Become conscious of time and don't let it

slip away in small pieces.

8. Organi'zing Work Area

A.

B.

C.

Desk Orderliness Keep only those things on your desk
that are required for the immediate job. This avoids

shuffling and mind wandering.

Do One Job At A Time - Do only one job at a time. Work on

it until it is finished or you arrive at a point where you
can stop and start again without excessive start-up time.

A Work Place Try to find a place where you get work

accomplished. This helps to establish a "mind set" for

work and avoids delays in getting started.

9. input - Output Information

A.

B.

Little Black Book - Try carrying a little notebook with
you as you move through the day. It is an excellent
device for jotting down ideas that you want to remember.

Start A File - Each of us runs across articles that we

want to read and don't have time for that day. A
photocopy of such articles will save them for us and allow
us to pass the magazine on to another person. This also

saves on note taking.

10. Learn to say no.

Management of Your Time

THERE IS ONE THING WHICH WE ALL RECEIVE
DAILY IN EXACTLY THE SAME AMOUNT
TIME.IT IS A UNIQUE RESOURCE. IT CANNOT
BE ACCUMULATED LIKE MONEY OR STOCKPILED
LIKE RAW MATERIALS. IT CANNOT BE YURNED
ON OR OFF LIKE A MACHINE. IT IS

IRRETRIEVABLE. WE ARE ALL FORCED T)
SPEND IT, WHETHER WE CHOOSE TO OR NOT,
AT A FIXED RATE OF 60 SECONDS EVERY
MINUTE. THUS, THE PROBLEM LIES WITHIN
OURSELVES. IT IS NOT HOW MUCH WE HAVE
BUT RATHER WHAT WE DO WITH THE TIME WE
HAVE--HOW WELL WE UTILIZE OUR TIME.

450
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#44.4.444.4-4.44.4.4.44* WINC Health and Fitness Plan #4***********4444

Thing,s I like about my health and my bedy:

Things I would like to change about my health and my body:

Personal Goals Action Plan

I'ler!;icid Fitness

a.

b. b.

c. c,
d. d.

e.

Balanced Daq

a. a

b. b.

.
d.

a. e.

(eneral Health

1)

c. C.

d.

e.

Periodic Medical Checkups I Should Have

Frequency Month of Next Appointment

a. Dental
b. Ob---Oyn and Pap Smear

Coinplale Physical
d. lireost Examinal ion
a. Other

3 0,2 451
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Additional Resources

PRINT:

Albert and Emmons. Your Perfect Right: A Guide To Assertive
Behavior. San Luis Obispo, California: Impact, 1970.

Crystal, John C. and Bolles, Richard N. Where Do I Go From Here
With My Life?. Berkeley, California: Ten Speed Press, 1974.

Gates, Klaw, and Steinberg. Changing Learning, Changing Lives.
Old Westbury, New York: The Feminist Press, 1979.

Harrigan, Betty Lou. Games Mother Never Taught You: Corporate
Gamesmanship for Women. New York: Warner Books, 1977.

Manis, Laura G. Womanpower. A manual for workshops in personal
effectiveness. Cranston, Rhode Island: Carroll Press, 1977.

McCarthy, Ginny. Assertion Skills for Young Women. Tucson,
Arizona: The National Female Advocacy Project of New Directions
for Young Women, 1981.

Orbach, Susie. Fat is a Feminist Issue: The Anti-Diet Guide to
Permanent Weight Loss. New YOrk: Paddington Press, Ltd., 1978.

Reynolds, Helen and Framel, Mary E. Executive Time Management.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979.

Scholz, Nelle Tumlin, Prince, Judith Sosebee and Miller, Gordon
Porter. How to Decide: A Workbook for Women. New York: Ayon,
1975.

The Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies,
Ourselves: A Book By and For Women. New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1974.

NONPRINT:

Gentle Art of Saying No. Color, 3 parts, total of 40 minutes
(Grades 9-12). Guidance Associates.

Part 1 - Establishes necessity for assertiveness training.
Part 2 - Deals with assertiveness with a member of the opposite

sex, peer groups, and adult authority.
Part 3 - Elaborates techniques for assertiveness.
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

Overview

Job hunting is never easy and most people, women and men alike, tend to
view the process as ominous and generally discouraging. The job search
tends to be especially formidable to young people, who have had very
little experience in the world of work. Recognizing these difficulties

nas resulted in an abundance of new materials published over the past
decade and many good strategies have been recommended by those with
expertise in the area. In this unit we have adapted a series of
activities which reflect some of the most successful of these
strategies. Job hunting for nontraditional jobs presents young women
with specific challenges and we have designed some special activities to
address these issues.

We must recognize that no amount of experience can make job hunting easy,
but learning and practicing some specific skills can at least prepare
young people for making the process go more smoothly and successfully.

As you work with students on these activities help them to keep in mind
that the basic keys to successful hunting for any job include:

o Knowing as much as possible about the process of job hunting

o Knowing your own skills and interests and how they match up with
your job goals

o Having a well-developed "game plan" and sticking to it

o Getting as much previous practice as possibleespecially with
interviewing

o Remaining confident about yourself and your abilities

This unit is intended to last one week, but it does include several
activities which will necessitate out-of-class involvement extending into
subsequent weeks. Once again, we suggest that you feel free to make
modifications in accordance with the time and resources available in your
situation.
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

How lb Look for A Job
Students will be able to identify potential job search
resources relevant to a selected career choice.

o Pose the following question: "Once you know what
kind of a job/career you are interested in
seeking--where or to whom can you go to find a job?"
Elicit from the class a general list of potential
resources for job seekers. This list should at least
include specific resources under categories listed in
the WINC Resource, "List of Potential Job Resources,"
as well as others wnich are locally pertinent.

o In generating this list, ask students to draw from
information gathered on job explorations and in
research for early activities.

o Discuss with the class the advantages and
disadvantages of using the various resources
identified. Note resources expecially useful to
nontraditional job seekers. Results of this
discussion could be noted on the chalkboard.

o Have each student complete the WINC "Job Resources
Chart" for a career which they have selected. This
should result in at least a dozen initial contacts a
person could make if she were seeking the targeted
job and career.

o If time permits, students could follow up by
verifying the usefulness of resources they've
identified: "If you were seeking a job as a
carpenter, how useful would the newspaper be?"

'lbOe Required: One class period and time outside class

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

List of Potential Job Resources
Job Resources Chart

Local newspapers, phone books, employment service,
women's resource centers, school career placement
offices, etc.
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s,

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Filling Out Job Applications
Students will learn how to fill out job application
forms successfully.

o In their exploration experiences, have students
collect samples of job application forms from the
various industries and businesses visited.

o Post all of the sample application forms and ask
students to study them, noting which parts would be
easy for them to fill out and which parts would be
difficult. Discuss the process of filling out
applications and point nut suggestions made in the
Guide to Completing Applications for Employment.

o Distribute single copies of one typical form to all
students and have them fill the forms out as if they
were really in a personnel office applying for a job.

o Team students in twos and have them critique each
other's job applications.

o Repeat the process of filling out applications
several times within the next two weeks until
students get fairiy adept at completing them without
error.

'lime Required: ane class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Guide to Completing Applications for Employment

Sample application forms from local employers
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Activity: Establishing Credibility for Nontraditional Jobs

Objective:

Procedure:

Students will assess their own background for strengths
related to nontraditional jobs and determine areas where

more experience would be needed.

o Have students idertify a nontraditional career of
their choice (mairly for purposes of this activity).

o Using the WINC Nontraditional Job Credibility Chart,
have students complete the self-assessment process
and forecast their experience needs.

o Students can share their findings in a followup
discussion.

Time Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

WINC,Nontraditional Job Credibility Chart

jtate GUide to Apprenticeship Training Standards
(available from your State Bureau of Labor)
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Activity:

Objecdve:

Procedure:

Preparing for the Job Interview
Students will nave experience with "mock" job interviews
both as interviewer and as interviewee.

o Discuss with class the significance of the job
interview and generate a list of things that are
important for a successful interview. Make special
note of considerations relevant to applying for
nontraditional jobs.

o Divide class into small groups of four or five
(inteviewer, interviewee, two or three listeners).
Rotate roles. Each group member'shall identify a
career of-her choice on a 3x5 card and then members
will exchange cards, assuming responsibilty for
serving as interviewer for the person whose card they
receive.

o If time permits, allow students to prepare for the
interview they will conduct by briefly researching
the targeted job in the DOT or another resource and
reviewing resources cited below.

o Instruct the group to allow 15 to 20 minutes for each'
interview and five to ten minutes for individual
critiques by the entire group.

o For individual followup students can write in their
journals about the "mock" interview experience and
make note of points they need to improve on for
future real interviews.

'lime Required: Two to three class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Questions Frequently Asked During Job Interviews
Interview Checklist
"What You Should Say About Yourself In a Job
Interview"
"Negative Factors Evaluated During the Employment
Interview"

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
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Activky: As Personnel Officers See It
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will find out what personnel representatives
look for when interviewing applicants. Students will
also learn how to fill out job applications successfully.

o Invite personnel representatives from local
businesses or industries to visit your class to
discuss what they look for when they interview
applicants for jobs. Ask them to bring samples of
their job application forms for each student to fill
out and to talk specifically about that process.

If time permits, the personnel officers may be able
to critique some applications filled out by your
students.

o Another meaningful experience is to take small group
field trips to personnel offices of local companies,
especially those interested in recruiting women into
nontraditional jobs (phone companies, utilities,
large manufacturing plants, etc.).

lime Required: One class period

Resources: Local companies with personnel officers
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

As Joint Apprenticeship Training Councils
(JATCs) See It

Students will find out what JATC's look for when
screening applicants for apprenticeship openings.

o Invite representatives of one or two Joint
Apprenticeship Training Councils (especially those
with some commitment to hiring women) to visit your
class and discuss the apprenticeship review process
and what panelists look for when they interview
potential candidates. Ask them to specifically
address the issue of women candidates and what
factors can contribute to their acceptance in
apprenticeship positions.

NOTE: This information can also be contributed by
staff of a local organization involved in recruit.aent
and placement of women in the trades.

lime Required: One class period

Resources: Local JATC's or women in nontraditional career placement
programs.
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Activfty: Community Research and Networking
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will learn techniques for researching job
availability within a community and simultaneously

establishing a network of contacts to support their job
hunting effort.

o Students will do general research on a particular
field or industry they have chosen, taking notes so
that they will have a good collection of background
data. Then they should develop a pertinent list of
questions they could ask a contact person in a
business about that particular company's role in the
community, their uniquenesses, problems, competition,
etc.

o Students will prioritize.their list of job resources
according to those most likely to be of interest to
them. The top three resources should be reserved for
later research when students are experienced with the
process. The next three should be contacted by
telephone to determine the name of their president,
director,or manager.

o Students make at least two aPpointments with people
on their sec.indary,list and conduct interviews with
those people, again taking notes. Interviews should
be conducted within the context of doing community
research about this particular industry "because of

its career interest to the interviewer." At the
close of an interview the student should ask the
contact person to recommend one or two other business
people she could talk to about the same questions.
(This is NETWORKING, i.e., developing and maintaining
a group of contact people who can be helpful
resources.) This procedure will pave the way for
later contacts when the student is actually seeking a
job.

NOTE: All interviews should be followed up with
thank-you notes.

'lime Required: One or two class periods for preparation.
Actual research can be spread out over several weeks.

Resources:. WINC Activity Resource:

Potential Job Resources Chart
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Activity: Writing Resumes
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will learn a process for organizing their job
goals, interests, skills, and experience into an
effective format for presentation to employers.

o Using information previously generated, have students
identify their immediate job goals (real or
hypothetical) and then list all goal related personal
data they can think of under the following headings:

EDUCATION EXPERIENCE SKILLS & ABILITIES

o Have them also develop a list of OTHER EXPERIENCE
they have which is not directly goal related, but
might be of interest to an employer.

o To organize their resumes, next ask students to
analyze their personal data to determine which
category of items indicates their greatest strengths
relative to their identified job goals.

o Have students select a resume format from those
included in the WINC Activity Resources section of
this unit. They should choose the one that will best
highlight strengths and skills they have which would
contribute to a job. If appropriate, students can
modify a chosen format to do a better job of
presenting their strengths.

NOTE: Teachers should stress the need for resumes to
be flexible and targeted toward a particular job or
kind of job. Students need to understand that
knowing the _process is of more long-term importance
than having developed a first product.

o Have studeiits develop a resume; when it is completed
to theti satisfaction they can work in teams to
critique one anothers' as if they were prospective
employers.

o The instructor should review all resumes and
students' comments, adding suggestions before
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returning it for rewrite. Final results can be

reviewed by local employers.

NOTE: If possible, final copies should be typed
without error.

lime Required: One to two class periods and outside assignment

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

Sample Resumes
List-of Words That Describe Skills
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Unit VII: Job tiontiog for Nontraditional Jobs

Ate.

WINC LIST OF POTENTIAL JOB RESOURCES

Employers \
Friends

Relatives

Newspaper Ads

State Employme.at Service

School Career/Placement Office

Job Placement Agencies

Women's Nontraditional Job Placement Organizations

Other Community-Based Organizations

Telephone Directory

Teachers

Trade Journals

Union Hiring Halls

Local Library

Chamber of Commerce

Women's Resource Centers

.410- -111.
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WINC POTENTIAL JOB RESOURCES CHART

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business
,

Contact Person
-

Title

Potential Joh(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person

_

Title

Potential jlob(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person

..

Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

..--
Company Nam Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential iob(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Source of Information Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

....
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Company Name Address Phone
I

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

ICompany Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

Company Name \Address

\

Phone

r
Type of Business Contact Person

_

Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Contact Person Title

Potential Job(s) Source of Information

Company Name Address Phone

Type of Business Source of Information Title

Potential Job(*)

_

Source of Information
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional J0b8

GUIDE TO COMPLETING APPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT

1. Be Prepared and Avoid Sloppiness:

Before you go to an employer site have a prepared list of all
information you think you will have to provide, including phone
numbers and addresses of former employees and references. If

possible, ask to return the application by mail and type in requested
information. If this is not possible, it is customary to use a pen.
Blue or black ink is in good taste. Have a fine enough point to be
able to squeeze long entries into small spaces.

2. The Most Important Thing is to Follow Directions:

Read the application very carefully. Before writing anything, be
sure to read through the entire form. Take special care to watch for
guides:

1 "last name first" I"last employer first"

"for office use only"

"do not write below this line"

3. Typical information required on application blanks

Personal:

Education:

References:

Employment:

Your name in full. Place of birth.

Names of schools attended. Locations of schools
attended. Course of study. Grade point average.
Awards and extracurricular activities. Attendance.

Name in full, address, telephone number, occupation,
length of acquaintance. (Remember to ask for
permission to use someone's name as a reference.)

Complete record of work history. Company or personal
names, addresses, telephone numbers, dates, work done,
wages, reason for leaving.

Now: It is illegal for prospective employers to ask personal
questions that are irrelevant to the job. These include
questions about sex, race, age, marital status, religion,
number of children, national origin, physical handicaps.

Many employers do request such information, however. It is
legal to ask the applicant if she/he has any handicaps that
would prohibit that person from performing the job. It is
also legal to ask the applicant if she/he is over 18 and
under 70 years of age.
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WINC Nontraditional Job Credibility Chart

Targeted Nontraditional Job

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE WITH TOOLS AND MACHINERY

Skills Needed: I have these I'd like to
skills have these

skills

1. YES NO YES NO

2. YES NO YES NO

3. YES NO YES NO

4. YES NO YES NO

KNOWLEDGE OF'SPECIFIC TRADE OR INDUSTRY

Knowledge Needed: I have this
knowledge

I'd like to
have this
knowledge

1. YES NO YES NO

2. YES NO YES NO

3. YES NO YES NO

4. YES NO YES NO

PHYSICAL STRENGTHS AND ABILITIES

Skills Needed: I have them

1.

2.

3.

4.

I'd like to
learn them

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

Where I could
learn them

Where I could
learn this

Where I could learn
them
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RELATED ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCES:

Useful Related
Experience: I have it

1.

2.

3.

4.

I'd like to
have it

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

KNOWLEDGE OF RELATED SAFETY ISSUES

Knowledge Needed: I know about
it

Where I could get it

I'd like to Where I could learn

learn about it about it

Safety Hazards:

1. YES NO YES NO

2. YES NO YES NO

Health Hazards:

3. YES NO YES NO

4. YES NO YES NO

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO SEX DISCRIMINATION

Potential Problem: I know what to I'd like to
do learn what

to do

1.

2.

3.

4.

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO

Where I could learn
about it
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Questions Frequently Asked During Job Interviews

1. Why did you decide to seek a position with this business?

2. What do you know about our company?

3. What are your ideas on salary? What do you expect to be earning in

five years?

4. What qualifications do you have that make you feel you will be

successtul?

5. What school courses did you like best? Least? Why?

6. In what kind of work environment are you most comfortable?

7. Are you willing to travel?

8. Why do you think you would like this particular type of job?

9. What jobs have you enjoyed the most? The least? Why?

10. Do you like regular hours?

11. What do you consider to be your greatest strengths and weaknesses?

12. How do you spend your spare time? What are your hobbies?

13. In what school activities have you participated?

14. What are your long-range and short-range goals and objectives?

15. What are the most important rewards you expect in your career?

16. How would you describe yourself?

17. Why should I hire you?

18. In what ways do you think you can make a contribution to our
business?

19. Do you think that your grades are a good indication of your academic
achievements?
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WINC INTERVIEW CHECKLIST

"Yes" is the correct answer to all these questions!

1. Did I arrive early in order to fill out the application?

2. Did I wait to be invited to sit?

3. Did I sit up straight and look alert?

4. Did I come alone to the interview?

5. Did I fill out the application forms completely, accurately, and
neatly?

6. Did I speak completely with distinct sentences?

7. Did I not criticize former employers or others?

8. Was I well-groomed and dressed appropriately?

9. Did I look the interviewer in the eye?

10. Do I understand the exact duties of the job, the hours of work, and
the salary to be paid?

11. Did I thank the receptionist for her/his courtesy?

12. Did I refrain from smoking or chewing gum?

13. Was I pleasant and courteous?

14. Was I able to answer each of the interviewer's questions?

15. Did I write a followup letter to thank the interviewer for the
interview?
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r WHAT Yoti-SHOULD
AYABOUT yOURSELF

If you've always believed that
getting a good job depends
on Whom you know or how
much you know, this story may

Change your mind It begins with
Mary Duncan, of Sar Diego, Cali-
fornia. A few years ago she was
just another college graduate
looking for a job. She needed
money, so she took the first posi-
tion that came her ,wayworking
with children in an after-school
recreation program. After 18
months she realized that her
undergraduate majorpolitical
sciencehad been a mistake. She
belonged in the field of recreation.

But moving up the career ladder
was going to be a problem To get
a better job she would have to
compete with more-expenenced
and better-qualified candidates
who had degrees in physical edu-
cation or recreation When news
of a supervisory job at a soon-to-
open recreation center in El Cerri-
to. California, reached her ears,
Duncan decided to Eipply for it

But first she did some research,
Visiting the construction site

where the center was to be locat-
ed Duncan persuaded the fore-
man to sketch the new building's
floor plan for her. Working ft om his
sketch, she drew the plans to
scale, studied dimensions and
decided what kinds of activities
would be suitable for each room.

During the job interview the in-
evitable question came up -How
would you make this new center a
success'?" Duncan took out her
drawing and explained her plans

"Although I was the youngest
and most inexperienced appli-
cant, I was the best prepared,"

by Sheila Sobel.: Moramarco

There are key questions
Job interviewers

everywhere will use
to learn mare about you.

Here are seven of the
toughest. Answer them

correctly and the job
is yours

says Duncan, now chairperson of
the recreation department at San
Diego State University and author
of The Underground Guide to Job
Interviewing -That answer got me
the job."

Can an interview really do that?
That's just what the Bureau rij
National Affairs. Inc (BNA).
Washington -based private re-
search firm that serves both gov-
ernment and big business, decid
ed to find out They asked 1%
personnel executives to evaluate
the importance of the job inter-
view (All the executives were in-
volved in filling nonmanagement
positions ) BNA learned that the
interview is the single most impor
tant factor in landing a job In fact .
most applicants are rejected be-
cause they don t promote them-
selves well during the interview
The worst offenders are women
According to an American Man-
agement Association study. Deve/-
oping Women Managers, lack of
confidence is one of eight major
deficienctes of women that keep
them from management jobs

Whether you are looking for that
first job or returning to work after
an absence of several years. get

ting the position you want will
depend on how articulate, self-as-
sured and positive you appear.
That will involve a realistic ap-
praisal of what happens during a
job interview What will an em-
ployer want to know? What kinds
of answers will place ydur abilities
in the best possible light? The
Endicott Report, an annual study
of employment trends affecting
recent college graduates, can
help you know what to expect

One function of that report,
which is pubhshed by the Place-
ment Center at Northwestern Uni-
versity, in Evanston. Illinois, is to
poll approximately 200 national
corporations from time to time,
asking what questions are put to
job applicants The result is a list
of roughly 70 questiors Surpris-
ingly the same questions are
asked of applicants who are just
entering the job market and those
seolung managemont nosItions

And what are those. questions?
Though the wording differs from
company to company, the ques-
tions seem to focus on four basic
areas-- your personality, leisure
activities, personal interests and
educational and employment his-
tories If you are already employed
and advancing in your career,
your plans and financial goals
also are likely to be explored.

Although personal information
about age, living arrangements
and marital status are not in theory
within the legal scope of the
interview, experts such as Betty
Lehan Harragan, New York man-
agement consultant and author of
(rnes Mother Never Taught You,
warn that (Continued )

Reprinted with permission of Sheila Sobell Moramaroo, as it appeared in Redbook
Magazine, 'August 1979.
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JOB INTERVIEW

%korner' had better be prepared with
some answers.

I read The Erult,ou Renor/ Ind spoke
with executives ol BNA, with manage-
ment consultants, authors, emplov,trs,
employment-agency representatives and
recent job applicants. Here are some
questions that-could make the dificrence
in getting the job you want. These arc
especially nnportant because each masks
another-a hidden question. II vim real-
ize what the employer realist wants to
know, Your chances of getting on the
pay oll are much greater.

"How would you describe yourself?"
(Trans/mum: -Arc you flexible and able
to co-operate with coworkers?" /

"Because more people are tired for
their difficulty in getting along with
others on the lob than I or lack ol skills,
this is likely to be of top concein to the
employer," notes Victor Lindquist, direc-
tor-of a job-finding sers ice for graduates
of Northwestern University.

Questions such as "How would voi.1
desiribe toLr'sell :1" are purposely lead-
ing and vague, and a no% ice maY gise
more information than she should.
"Guar d against thik: type of question
carelully," Betty Harragan warns.
"Don't wise a hiorn ol your entire
personal Ide. Talk onlv about the Pier r
ous lobs vou've held that are reln.r ant
to the nem. opeolop

Cork colialo olf the descf inli00 01 the
heine offered Imaginc, tor instance,

H gleat deal of pubhe
pea king and last-minute deadlines.
Whir It of sinho espei ',lices or attributes
%torrid k Orr the best person to pci-
I nm Ihosc ics? Were tou on the &-
haunt. pi college! Arc you so sell-
orrsscssill \Yell organi/ed that vou

rat-oh ant ommodnrie fast.ounbte
!),111Ut-, illid dCodlino," Making the right

11111)I, "mini 5 a matter of deciding which
of your good points to emphasi/e.

"Tell me about your hobbies." ( Tr oh..-

fill II », "I km much of your personal
time \kill be used to henelit the coni-
panv?")

Suppose vou'ie applying for a position
that entails writing or designing public-
relations material. When an employer
asks about Your hobbies, don't let the
hanee to describe Your amateur photo-

graphic skills slide by, Ey en though you
aren't a professional, it may bc that the
company would considei it a good in-
vestment to finance some extra photog-
raphs' classes for You. Should You
become good 4:hough, Vou may combine
both Photographs and writing on Your
iob and earn a raise.

Sonret Imes what mi do in your spare
time can alter you- image and give You
an edge over other iob candidates. For
es:111101e, Mar,. Duncan, a petite lour
feet eleven inches, had an advantage in
getting her position as recreation direr:
tor in a high-crime area because of her
hohby -judo.

Your yolunteer urn k and mombership
in community oigoni/alions Lan he an
unexpected bonan/a. No husiness esec-
mire is blind to the aloe of good con-
tacts made by a member of the firm,
and of the good publicity that can rest It
Irom them.

Employers want to hire well-adjusted,
sociable people who can get along com-
fortably with others. Neither the work-
aholic nor the TV addict is attractise.
In fact, it may surprise you, hut the
workaholic olten does not land the job.

Among other duties, Cathy Nichols-
Manning, of McKinsey and Company, in
Los Angelo, recruits personnel f rom the
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration. She says: "We are al-
waYs looking for people who are willing
to work hard, and vet ue arc apt to
steer clear of the workaholic. We want
to know that when air employee is under
weal pressure, she knows how to un-
win(l and how to keep her perspectisc."

"Which of your Jobs did you like best?"
(Trans/mum. "ls this the right kind of
uork and the right environment for
your)

An interviewei hopes to get a lot of
mileage out of this question. I'm evam
plc, he will want to know whether the
work itself and the ens nonment he is
ollering are to Your taste.

Pei haps a certain ambiance-sat a

brand-new building with classy I ormtui i.
and many executive and rhent nontan ts
are important to you. To indicate that
will take you out ot the running 1 he's
offering a job with a small him in un-
impressive surroundings. As oby Unis as
this may seem, many applicants don't
realile an employer is looking for etc-
yant, f avorable comparisons that suggest
Potential satislaction with the net% lob

Such know-how helped Janice Sou t
Howard, a Young inlet to0 dc,ognel
out of college, to land a iob with One ol
the best corporations Iii he! field. When
she was intersiewed hv Jain Malkin, an
award-winning interior designer son%
ruing in health-care lacilities. Houaid
was able to relate het college hack-
ground to the firm's specialts
Plained that I had combined nom sc, it

interior design, public health and archi-
tecture wirly six months of held expet:
ence, working on a renor a' 1 of the
Managua Psychiatric Hosp m Nica-
ragua. And the tact that I had lead
most ot Malkin's articles on health 1.111

design didn't hurt eitlyer."
Di'vt:ussing iob preleiences non he

tricky when the inter% lessei is rising the
question as an opportmutt to hod out
%thy voo left Sow las( loft Alttas,
swer honesIlt , but don't vise nil mina
tion that coukl be misinterrnctcd Iir
addition, "noel. say toil hill .1 pci sow/
fly conlliel," Bells Ilal taean adt iscs

Instead, look al I Inc °Om 10,0o, Oho
influenced sow. det.i.loo mn 1,,ok tor iii
r,ilne', job Wds the CVMP,Int ci ',Litt
in gin jug moin0000s Ii ijo, rh,

case, try putting it in iyotalue fight
You might explain that it %mold hair
taken lorever to note ahead
there were so niany whet LAll 'it 111
ple in your depactment

Remember to make win points in .

positive but diplomatin matin,1 riu,

1

4
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

usm.ers will help lie interviewer understand what motivates
s,uis it salary, ringe benefits, seasonal work that allows
ti ne off that you want? A chance to do something creative?

'What are your future plans?' (Translation: "How long do
%ou expect to bc! wnh our company?")

This question is directed to the woman on her way up or
to the new trainee in a management program. "Because of
the Federal Government's emphasis on fair employment prac-
tices involving the hiring of women and minorities, companies
have to justify it when they haven't moved people upward,"
says Roz Hopkins-James, of San Francisco's Crocker Bank.
"For this reason many companies aren't interested in the per-
son who has very narrow career expectations. When you think
about it, you can see why. Once that personLfor example, a

nk tellerreaches the top of the salary scale for her Posi-
tion, there is nothing more the boss can offer if she isn't
interested in learning new skills and taking on additional re-
sponsibilities. When she has nothing other than a cost-of-
lk ing increase to anticipate," says Hopkins-James, "she coukl
become a problem employee."

So what kind of future plans should you outline? There's
nothing wrong with setting goals, including financial goals,
but opinions are split about whether it's wise to sketch out
too rigid and comprehensive a plan for moving ahead. "Who
can predict where she'll be live years from today?" says
Harragan. "If you sketch a too-lixed and too-detailed strategy,
you coul(l sound pretty inflexible. Instead," .says Hmragan,
"trv asking the interviewer about the employees who held the
iob previously. Where are they todasr Perhaps you'll dis
cover some new options. Or You may realize that thk k a
dead-end position you don't really want.

"Describe one of your weaknesses." (Trapishtliwz: "Can you
.accept constructive criticism?")

It's helpful to know that generally employers are more con-
cerned with how well you assess your work habits than with
a particular shortcoming, unless it has a direct bearing on
the job that is being offered. If you can be obiectke about
your shortcomings, you probably can deal with co»structive

criticism. Try to counter the description ot a personal prob-
lem with the so/ution you have arrived at. Suppose you used
to have trouble getting off the phone when you were busy.
What techniques did you develop to get yourself on the hook?

Whatever answer you give, it is important to demonstrate
that you are capable of a realistic appraisal of your failings
and that Yon have a sincere desire to overcome them.

"Can you travel or wor,k overtime?" (Translation: "Will your
family responsibilities interfere with the iob?") .

Field this question by pointing to your iob PCr.ormance or,
if you haven't a job, to your volunteer work. !lave you worked
overtime or travekd in connection -with clnit- present lob or
previous positions? What about the odd csenings or weekends
spent on a community 7,pning Project, counseling at a crisis
center or planning a fund-raising es erit?

If you do have family responsibilities, you might point out
that you cao make emergency arrangements when necessary,
"This type of response lets the employer know you ;WC flexible,
but sets some limits on your availability," says I tarry I. Wil-
liams, management consultant and former instructor of busi-
ness and industrial management at Santa Monica College in
California.

"How old are,you?" (Tran.slation: Are you reliable?")
This is a tough one for the young high.school or college

graduate. Speak to the real issueour reliability. "Tell the
employer that 'while you may be young, %ou've worked votir
wav theough school, or N on 'ye I-vet.. on Your own, or you have
done some tr'aveling by yourseff," counsek Kathy Aaronson, of
Careers for Women, a firm that has branches in Los Angeles
and New York. "Use whatever experiences Nou've had that
indicate rdiability and independence."

To reiterate the best advice, which comes front Aaronson:
"The biggest problem for women is that they're too humble.
If you don't have all the requirements for the job you want,
be ready with three good reasons why tlw boss should at kast
try you on the iob. When he asks, 'II I offer you this position,
do you think you can do the work?' sav, 'Yes, Um sure I can.' "
Raise your head and be confident! I,N1)

Sheila Solwil Moraniareo is a free-lance writer who contrib-
utes regularly to natUmal maga:incs. In'es S(M Meg!),
Cal: lot nit:.

Reprinted with permission of Sheila Sobell Moramaroo, as it appeared in Redbook

Magazin., August 1979.
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

Negative Factors Evaluated During the Employment Interview
Which Frequently Lead to Rejection of the Applicant

1. Poor personal appearance
2. Overbearing--overaggressive--conceited--superiority

complex--know=it-all
3. Inability to express himself/herself clearly--voice diction, grammar
4. Lack of planning for career
5. Lack of interest and enthusiasm--passive, indifferent
6. Lack of confidence and poise--nervousness--ill-at-ease
7. Failure to participate in activities
8. Overemphasis on money--only interested in best offer
9. Poor scholastic record

10. Unwilling to start at the bottom
11. Makes excuses--evasive
12. Lack of tact
13. Lack of maturity
14. Lack of courtesy
15. Condemnation of past employers
16. Lack of social understanding
17. Marked dislike for school work
18. Lack of vitality
19. Failure to look interviewer in the eyes
20. Limp, fishy handshake
21. Indecision
22. Loafs during vacations
23. Unhappy married life
24. Friction with parents
25. Sloppy application
26. Merely shopping around
27. Wants job only for short time
28. Little sense of humor
29. Lack of knowledge.of field of specialization
30. Parents make decisions for him/her

Prom: Prank S. Endicott, The Endicott Report (Evanston, Illinois: The
Placement Center, Northwestern University).
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Unit VH: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

SAMPLE RESUME

Ms. Georgia Cook
7742 S.E. Evergreen Street
Portland, Oregon 99999
Telephone: (503) 666-2222

CAREER GOAL: To work insthe word processing industry in aAob which will
, use my training and skills in sales and marketing

EDUCATION:

1981 Associate Degree - Business Administration
Portland Community College

Related Courses: Marketing, Salesmanship, Accounting
and Automation, Computer Operations, Introduction to
Programming, The Computer in Business

1978 GED - Portland Job Corps Center

Related Courses: Typing, Businegs Accounting, Office
Practice, Math, English, Women In Nontraditional
Careers

RELATED EXPERIENCE:

1978-1980 Secretary, Jay Smith Office Supplies

SKILLS AND
ABILITIES:

Responsibilities: General correspondence, filing,
maintaining inventory and composing documents on word
processor.

Good with numbers and detail, enjoy working with
computers, excellent interpersonal skills, enjoy
working in sales, good sales skills.

OTHER EXPERIENCE: Served as assistant in church pre-school, cared for
younger brother and sister, enjoy reading and sewing.
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Unit VII: Joh Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

SAMPLE RESUME

Ms. Camile Smith
5678 S.E. Portland Blvd.
Portland, Oregon 99999
Telephone: (503) 222-6666

JOB GOAL: To gain enough experience in woodworking to
qualify for entering a carpentry apprenticeship

SKILLS AND ABILITIES:

EDUCATION:

Fast learner, energetic, good with numbers,
able to measure accurately and figure out how
things fit together,,able to use hand tools,
skill saw, table saw and drill.press.

1979 - 1981 At.tended Portland Community College

Related Courses: Geometry, Drafting,
Introduction to Construction, Building
Construction Work Experience, Business
Communication Skills, Women In Nontraditional
Careers

Spring 1976 Graduated--Rip City High School

Related Courses: Math, Algebra, Geometry,

Woodshop

RELATED EXPERIENCE:

Assisted in construction of residential deck,
designed and constructed workbench and
shelving in own home, repaired and refinished
dining room table and chairs, completed small
woodworking projects.

OTHER EXPERIENCE:

1979 - 1981 Shipping clerk - Import-Export, Ltd.

Responsibilities: Processed orders, packaged
and prepared items for shipping, maintained
supplies inventory.

1977 - 1979 Waiter, Intercontinental Restaurant
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SAMPLE RESUME

Ms. Sondra Jones
1234 N.E. Oregon Creek Road
Portland, Oregon 99999
Telephone: (503) 243-1234

JOB GOAL: To work in the communications field in a job using
technical and interpersonal skills

RELATED EXPERIENCE:

1978 - 1979 Staff member of Rip City High School newspaper

Responsibilities: Wrote and edited copy, sold
advertising space, did layout work and some
photography.

Summer 1978 Proofreader for Community Press

1977 - 1979 Announcer and scorekeeper at sporting events, Rip
City High School

Spring 1978

EDUCATION:

Co-planner and organizer for Career Fair
(A two day event for juniors and seniors at Rip
City High School.)

Spring 1979 Graduated - Rip City High School top third of class

Related Courses: Radio Broadcasting, Science,
Algebra, Computer Science, English and Drama,
Women In Nontraditional Careers

OTHER EXPERIENCE:

1978 - 1979 Counterperson, Winchell's Donut Shop

Responsibilities: Interacted with customers, ran
cash register, did inventory, and ordered supplies.

1977 - 1979 Member of track team Rip City High School (held
school record in half-mile)

Member of Council for Student Equality Rip City
High School

SKIE,LS AND ABILITIES: Fast learner, energetic, able to complete tasks
successfully and on time, good with numbers and
able to speak to groups
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

WORDS THAT DESCRIBE SKILLS

The following list of words can be used as prompts to help students
specify the kinds of skills they have on their resumes.

READING COMMUNICATIONS MATH

Identify Compose Add Measure

Interpret Copy Balance Multiply

Skim Describe Calculate Subtract
Understand Direct Calibrate Use Money

Discuss Count
Edit Decimals
Enunciate Degree of Angle
Use Flexible Vocabulary Degrees of Heat
Inform Divide
Instruct Estima e

Interact Formul te

Interview
Listen
Paraphrase
Persuade
Record
Sell

Summarize
Transcribe
Wliie

SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS

Administer Design Locate Repair
Adjust Detect Lubricate Replace

Advise Develop Manipulate Resolve

Alphabetize Diagnose Maintain Score
Analyze Discriminate Mark Serve

Appraise Draw Memorize Service
Arrange Drill Mix Solder
Assemble Empathize Nail Solve
Bore Examine Negotiate Sort

Build Excavate Observe Spray
Chart Experiment Order Sythesize
Classify Fabricate Perceive Test
Clean File Post Translate
Compare Finish Prepare Type
Compile Generalize Process Use Statistics
Comprehend Install Realize Weld
Control Investigate Reason
Coordinate Layout Relate

505
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Unit VII: Job Hunting for Nontraditional Jobs

Additional Resources

PRINT:

Bolles, Richard N. The Three Boxes of Life. Berkeley,
California: Ten Speed Press, 1977.

Bolles, Richard N. What Color is Your Parachute?. Berkeley,
California: Ten Speed Press, 1976.

Bolles, Richard N. and Zenoff, Victoria B. Quick Job Hunting
MAE. Berkeley, California: National Career Development
Project, 1977.

Haldane and Martin. Job Power Now; The Young People's Job
Finding Guide. Washington, D.C.: Acropolis Books Ltd.,
1975.

Jawin, Ann J. A Woman's Guide To Career Preparation:

4111
Scholarships, Grants and Loans. New York: Doubleday, 1979.

Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. I Can Be Anything: Careers and
Colleges for Young Women. New York: Bantam Books, 1978.

Scholz, Tumlin, Prince, Miller. Hdw To Decide: A Workbook for
Women. New York: Avon Books, 1975.

What to Do with the Rest of Your Life. New York: Catalyst,
Simon and Schuster, 1980.

NONPRINT:

Freedom Training, 16mm color 20 minutes (Grades 7-12). Indiana
Career Resource Center.

On-the-spot interviews of students in nontraditional
vocational training.

It's Her Future, 16mm color, 18 minutes. National Audio Visual
Center.

Expresses the need for young women to take their career
planning seriously. Focuses on girls enrolling in
traditionally male vocational education courses. (Aimed for
parents but is appropriate for high school students.)
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Overview

As we have already seen, the sex role stereotyping in this oountry tends
to result in girls and women learning one set of life survival skills
(cooking, housekeeping, sewing, parenting) while boys and men learn
another (technology, construction, mechanics, athletics).

Today, as young women begin to think about nontraditional employment and
consider the potential for needing to live independently, they will also
find a need to master a number of skills which their traditional
upbringing has not equipped them to perform.

Nontraditional life/job survival skills will be useful for women,
regardless of their career/life plans; even women who live traditional
life styles find occasions when their partner is not available to change
the tire, repair the leaky faucet, etc. The list of important skills
which fall into this nontraditional category is almost endless and ranges
from large issues like learning to manage money effectively to minute

tasks like driving nails into sheet rock. We bave selected examples of
skills which are important for women who are learning to do things
independently rather than relying on men.

Our approach to skill acquisition is experiential and is borrowed from
NWREL's Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) model. The intent is

that students can best learn these skills from people in the community

who are willing to serve as resources,and, when appropriate, as
certifiers of student competence, i.e., people who have expertise in the
given skill area. These people can include parents and other teachers as

well as people who work in the community. As instructor, you will want
to locate the very best resource.people and certifiers available. In

some cases you may want to do.the job yourself, but whenever possible

encourage the use of a community expert; either send your students to

them or invite them to join your class. A WINC Survival Skill
Certification form is included in the Activity Resources.

This unit is intended for a two-week period, but you will notice that
most activities require one or two class periods plus additional time
outside of class. With this in mind, you will probably find ikt necessary
to have the class select five or six of the skills they feel are most
important and save the remaining ones for extra credit and/or independent

study.
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Equal Rights. Legal Protection Against Job
Discrimination
Students will understand laws which protect women from
sex discrimination both in education and employment.

o Divide class into small groups and assign each group.
responsibility for researching and presenting to the
class key information regarding the following
laws/regulations.

--Title VII of Civil Rights Act
--Title IX
--Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Regulations

(EEOC)
--Office of Federal Contract Compliance Standards .

(OFCC)

--Affirmative Action

Group reports should include one or two illustrative
cases where the law has been applied and enforced;
reports should also identify local or regional
resources where women nan seek further information or
assistance pertinent to enforcement of these laws and
regulations.

o Have each group submit a list of two or three
questions which you can later combine for a quiz on
students' familiarity with these laws.

o Students should demonstrate their competence by
explaining each law orally or in writing to the
satisfaction of community certifier or instructor.

'lime Required: Two cl ass periods

Resources: Filmstrip--Increasing Job Options for Women (See
Additional Resources, this unit)

Local attorneys specializing in discrimination cases
U.S. Department of iabor pamphlet: A Working Woman's
Guide

Representatives of State or Regional Department of Labor
Office

Library

3 4
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional %ife/Job Survival Skills

Activity: Making Appropriate Use of Public Agencies
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will learn about the kinds of assistance
available through public agencies represented in their
community.

o Have tudents divide into four small groups and give
each group the task of selecting at least three
important agencies from telephone listings under
city, county, state and federal designations (one per
group). Have groups share their choices and reasons
for choices with the class.

o Ask each student to assume responsibility for
researching one or two agencies of their choice.
Make sure most or all of the ones originally selected
are covered.

o Research should include making contact with the
agency, locating an individual within the agency who
can provide information and gathering (in person if
pcdssible) informae.on requested on the WINC Public
Agencies Questionnaire.

o Share findings with the class and discuss the process
of getting the information. (Focus on successes and
problems.)

o Arrange for guest speakers who represent agencies of
special interest to the class.

Certification of knowledge in this area can be done
by a community resource person, based on satisfactory
oral or written explanation of their agency, or by
the instructor on the basis of information g thered
and shared.

Conmunity-based organizations such as YWCA, Planned
Parenthood, and Urban League could be included.

'lime Required: One or two class periods and time for outside research

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Public Agencies Questionnaire

Local telephone directory
Local public agencies and their staffs

12
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Establishing Credit and Building Your Credit Rating
Students will understand the pros and cons of credit and
be able to explain the processes involved in
establishing individual credit and building a good
credit rating.

o Facilitate a class discussion to elicit from students
a definition of credit and lists of the pros and cons
of transacting business on a credit basis.

o Have each student secure credit information and a
credit application form from a local bank or
department store. Help students compare the
different terms and requirements of revolving
accounts and contract accounts.

o Invite a guest speaker from the credit department of
a bank and a department store. Ask them to discuss
credit from their business's point of view; with
special focus on how young women can establish and
build a good credit rating; common misuse of credit
and its consequences; and special credit issues that
have historically affected women.

o Ask each student to plan a hypothetical purchase of
an item they might like to buy which costa $500 or
more. Then, on the basis of real or hypothetical
income and current debts, have them complete the
credit application and compute the actual costs,
including interest, if th? debt is repaid in one
year. This should be done to the satisfaction of a
community person (from a bank or credit office of a
department store) ifAhe certification is to be done
outside the classroom.

o Have students discuss their own feelings about the
importance of credit in their future and the ways
they would/would not want to use credit.

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: Local banks and retail stores
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Basic Auto Maintenance
Students will understand the costs and procedures for
maintaining an automobile.

o Have students select a car that they would consider
buying (either from a local dealer or from the
newspaper). Then have them determine approximate
monthly payments on a three-year loan and figure
total interest oosts.

o On the basis of the above calculations have students
itemize monthly auto expenses for one year (including
insurance, gas, regular maintenance and one set of
tires). Then ask students to compare these costs
with the expense of using public transportation.

o Have each student demonstrate ability to change a
tire, jump start a car, replace a fuse, check oil,
battery fluid, transmission fluid, and tire pressure
to the satisfaction of a community certifier (friend,
relative, auto mechanic).

lime Required: One or two class periods and time outside class

Resources: Community resource people
(mechanics, industrial arts instructor, etc.)

31 4
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Unit MI: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Familiarity with Tho ls
Students will be able to identify commonly used hand and
power tools by name and function.

o In class discussion brainstorm a comprehensive list
of all the common tools (power or hand) which
students can think of.

o Using the Tool Familiarity Chart, divide the list
equally among students (have them draw from a hat to
ensure variety); then have them each research their
tools and report back with necessary information.

Possible resources for information should include
family, friends, teachers, hardware store, "handyman"
guides, local craftsperson.

Invite a knowledgeable parent, teacher or community
resource person to ccme to class and talk about use
of tools, safety considerations, important tools your
list left out, ways to learn to use tools.

o Have each student demonstrate proper.use of five
tools of their choice to the satisfaction of
community certifier (parent, friend, teacher, local
craftsperson).

OR

o Have students use tools to complete a minor home
repair or oonstruction project to the satisfaction of
parent or a community certifier.

NOTE: This activity could be handled as a cooperative
venture with school industrial arts teachers.

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Tool Familiarity Chart

Community resource people
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Unit Vitt: Nontraditional Lite/Job Survival Skills

Activhy:

Objective:

Procedure:

Developing Physical Strength
Students will learn about ways women can build their
general physical endurance and, specifically, upper arm
strength.

o Discuss with students the frequently raised issue
that "women can't work in the trades or in blue
collar labor jobs because they aren't physically able
to handle the work." To what extent is this
statement true and to what extent can women overcome
this "lack of strength" if it interferes with their
ability to get nontraditional employment?

o Elicit from students a list of advantages and
disadvantages of gaining greater physical endurance,
and specifically upper arm strength. Discuss general
attitudes toward women and physical strength.

o Invite a speaker from your cammunity or school to
discuss ways young women can work toward building
physical endurance and upper arm strength.

o Have students write out short- and long-range
personal goals for increasing their strength and
endurance and list ways in which they could
accomplish their goals. Students should then ask a
community resource person to certify that their goals
and plans would be effective.

Thule Required: One or two class periods

Resources: Community resource person (physical education teacher,
fitness specialist, etc.)
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Acdvity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Understanding Unions
Students will begin to understand what kinds of jobs
tend to be protected by unions, and the positive and
negative impact unions have on those jobs.

o Compile a list of the students' first and second job
choices and distribute one copy to each student. As

a class, review the list and determine which jobs are
covered by unions and which are not covered.

o Have students contact a number of local union halls
(individually or in small groups) to gather
information about different unions. (Use WINC Union
Information Guide.)

o As a class, discussthe advantages and disadvantages
of belonging to a union and discuss the positive and
negative impact which unions tend to have on a
specific trade.

o Students can demonstrate their understanding of
this issue by explaining the functions of unions
either orally or in writing to the satisfaction of a
community resource person or the instructor.

'Time Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Union Information Guide

List of student job choices
Representative from a local union
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Activity: Overcoming Math Anxiety
Objective:

Procedure:

[Alit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

Students will understand the importance of math in this
increasingly complex technological society and how it
relates to their personal plans.

o Using previously generated lists of students' first
and second career/job choices, have the class
determine which jobs will require math ability.

o Then have each student determine approximately how
much math will be required for her own first and
second choices.

o Ask students to write a brief "Me and Math"
autobiography in their journals, describing their
experiences and attitudes towards math from their
earliest recollection to the present.

o As a group, have each student share her most
successful experience with math.

o Followup discussion should emphasize the increasing
importance of math ability in almost all career
fields and focus on ways people could work to
overcome any "math anxiety" they may have.

o Certification of competence should be based on
individual presentation (oral or written) of a
personal plan for increasing math skills and
overcoming any math anxiety.

'lime Required: One or two class periods

Resources: Lists of student career choices
College catalogues, apprenticeship standards catalogues,

D.O.T.
Use EQUALS To Promote the Participation of Women in

Mathematics (See refference under Additional Resources,
this unit)
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Dealing with Sexual Harassment on the Job
Students will oonsider the issue of sexual harassment on
the job and learn ways to deal with this problem.

o Have students read articles by Jill L. Goodman and
Working Women's Institute.

o As a class, discuss the issues raised and compare the
suggested strategies for dealing with such harassment.

o Ask students to think about occasions in school or on
their job when they may have received inappropriate
remarks or behavior. Have them talk about actual
things they could say to assertively and effectively
put an end to such episodes.

o Certify competence on the basis of successful
assertive role playing in response to hypothetical
cases of harassment.

Time Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resources:

"Sexual Demands on the Job," by Jill Laurie Goodman
"Sexual Harassment on the Job: Questions and

Answers," Working Women's Institute

3 4
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Unit VIII: Nontraditional Life/Job Survival Skills

WINC SURVIVAL SKILL CERTIFICATION

Sign-off in the following boxes indicates the student demonstrated
competence in the Survival Skill indicated.

NAME:

SCHOOL/PROGRAM: INSTRUCTOR

Survival Skill: Familiarity with Equal Rights Legislation

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Making Appropriate Use of Public Agencies

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE.

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Establishing Credit

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Basic Auto Maintenance

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE
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Survival Skill: Familiarity with Tools

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATUHE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Developing Physical Strength

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Understanding Unions

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Overcoming Math Anxiety

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE

POSITION/TITLE

Survival Skill: Dealing with Sexual Harassment on the Job

DATE CERTIFIER'S SIGNATURE
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Name of Agency:

Address:

Phone:

Inil VIII: Nontradiiio n al Life/Jul) Survival Skills

WINC PUBLIC AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

Contact Person:
Name

Source of Funding 0 City

0 State

Services Provided by the Agency:

Title

0 County

0 Federal

Eligibility Criteria: (Who can receive services?)

Under what circumstances might/would a person be encouraged to
contact the agency.
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WINC TOOL FAMILIARITY CHART

Name of Tool Rough Sketch Common Uses

howne r cirivi nailS ( OD 11414e r ; riling rit614
out of luelier .

..

,
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MK Union Information Guide

1. Why do workers join your Union?

2. What benefits does this uni0n provide to its members?

3. What is the procedure for joining this union and/or its
apprenticeship program?

4. What work areas (tasks) are included in the union's jurisdiction?

5. What is the initiation fee? When is it due?

6. What are (monthly) dues?

7. What is current wage? apprentice

journeyman

8. What is included in the benefit package?

9. How much related training is offered to/demanded of members and when
is it required (weekends, yearly, one night a week, etc.)?

This questionnaire developed with assistance from ACCESS ENTERPRISES, INC.,
Piartland, Oregon, a community-based organization assisting women with
nontraditional career accss.
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10. Haw does your dispatch system work?

Is there an active out-of-work list or do members look for work
themselves?

11. What is union's policy on various kinds of leaves of absence?

12. What geographic area does the "local" cover?

13. Are the members required to travel? Are they paid for travel
expense?

14. How easy is it to transfer to another local in the same trade?

15. How have women been received by this union?
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Unit VIII: Nnntraditional
Life/Job'Survival Skills

Sexual Demands on the Job

by Jill Laurie Goodman

Louisa May AlOott, in a narritive
published over a century ago, describeda skirmish, nlher personal battle of the sexes. Faced with money'problems, Alcott accepted employment as a oompanion to a middle-agedlady. She quickly found, however, that she was answerable to the lady'sbrother, whd believed he had hired the attentions of a sexuallyattractive woman for himself. Resistance to this role meant assignmentto. dirty and heavy household work. Describing her awkward situation,Alcott recounted a speech made by her employer: " 'Nay,, do not fly,' hesaid, as I grasped my duster in guilty haste. . . 'for- it refreshes myeye to see something tasteful, young and womanly about me.'"

Recently, women have begun to talk about the same problem Louisa MayAlcott faced 100 years ago: sexual demands made on them as workers.They tell a variety of stories.

Adrienne Tompkins tells about a lunch with her boss. An employee of apublic utility, she had worked successfully in jobs of increasingresponsibility for two years when her boss asked her'to lunch to discusshis evaluation of her secretarial
skills and the possibility of apromotion. Over lunch he made physical advances, told her a sexualrelationship was essential to a satisfactory,work,reIationship,threatened her with work-related reprisals when she resisted, anaultimately restrained her physically from leaving the restaurant. Theaftermath included a transfer, at her request but to an inferiorposition, harassment over the quality of her work, an eventual dismissal,and treatment for emotional and physical problems flowing directly fromthe incident.

Susan Mathews (not her real name) tells about her transfer from .the shoedepartment of a suburban branch of a major deparbment store to thedowntown store where few women had ever worked. Openly hostile to awoman invading their territory, her kellow workers embarked on asystematic campaign of physical and sexual assaults in full view of thepublic. On her first day on the job, thq assaults, which were direct andexplicitly sexual, reached such proportions that a customer complained

The Civil Liberties Review, Vol. 4 No. 6 (March/April 1978)
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Sexual Demands on the Job (cont.)

to the management and threatened to cancel her charge account. When
Susan Mathews oomplained, management told her there was nothing that
could or would be done to help her. She quit the job rather than endure
the insults.

Barbara Smith (another alias) tells about her experiences in a
ship-building plant where yard jobs in skilled crafts, like welding and
ship-building, recently were sexually integrated. Abusive and suggestive
language, explicit offers of sex for money, and physical assaults are
part of the daily life for.her, and the other women at the plant.
Refusing or resisting can mean oppressive work assignments and job
disputes which end in dismissals. At one time, 150 women held yard jobs
at this plant. Only 30 or, 40 remain.

Linda Robinson (another alias) tells about her job as a receptionist in a
law firm. She is expected to play a*game. The rules require her to
submit graciously to an endless stream of comments about her appearance
and personal life from both clients and lawyers moving through the
reception area; the rules also require her to accept occasional physical
passes. She is considered part of the office.decor. Men say, "It's okay
to sit and wait for attorneys as long as I have something pretty to look
at." Her days are battles to find ways to say no while keeping male egos
intact. Linda Robinson says this makes her feel worthless. "I'd like at
least to be able to say, 'I'm not here for your enjoyment,' " she says,
"but I can't even say that."

w These stories are deeply troubling to the women who tell them, but the
idea that this amounts to a, serious problem has not won easy acceptance.
It may be unfortunate, we are told, it may not be very nice, but is it
sex discrimination? And even if it is, isn't it trivial?

548

Federal judges have ruled recently that sexual harassment on the job is
sex discrimination: Successful legal strategies have relied on Title VII
of the Civil RightS Act of 1964 which prohibits discrimination in terms
or conditions of employment on the basis of sex. Courts finding for

women in these cases have agreed that making job retention or promotion
dependent on submission to sexual advances creates a condition of
employment imposed because of a woman's sex. And this, courts have said,

is sex discrimination.

Another Title VII theory, not yet adopted by the oourts,' argues that
Title VII creates a right to work environment free from emotional and
psychological harm. Title VII law, developed in cases brought by racial
minorities, recognizes that congressional intent to eliminate the
inconvenience, unfairness and humiliation of discrimination, means the
"relationship between employee and his working environment is of such
significance as to be entitled to statutory protection." Just as
employers who tolerate racial epithets or segregation discriminate
against blacks, so employers who permit unwelcome sexual overtures to
become a fact of life discriminate against women.

The Civil Liberties Review, Vol. 4 No. 6 (March/kiril 1978) .
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Sexual Demands on the Job (cont.)

To understand the significance of this particular form of discrimination,
however, we must look to the long history of relations between the sexes
which has left women in the workplace in a position of powerlessness
compared to men. Sexual harassment is the product of a history which has
left women in a position of economic inferiority. Women today earn less
than men and the earnings gap continues to Widen. The median income for
women employed full-time, year-round is less than 60 percent that of men,
and earnings are a fair gauge of relative economic power.

Thus, women are the secretaries, open to dismissal for displeasing their
bosses. They are the receptionists, in no position to determine the
public image a firm decides to present to the world. They are the
newcomers to skilled crafts, vulnerable to harassment from more
experienced workers with more secure jobs. And they are decidedly not
the managers wlo determine Personnel policies and decide what kinds of
behavior will or will not be tolerated.

But, sexual coercion on the job is also a product of social history. Men
traditionally have enjoyed the prerogative of sexual initiative, which
leaves women open to sexual coercion. These encounters also serve to
remind women of their subordinate position in the workplace. Women still
feel conflict between their roles as workers and their roles as sexual
human beings. According to commonly held notions, a woman's sexuality
implies relative passivity and physical weakness. For women in
professions where aggression is prized, or in skilled crafts where
physical stamina and strength are essential ingredients of competence,
calling attention to a woman's sexuality can, in subtle but significant
ways, detract from a woman's status as a worker. Where hostility towards
women venturing into new jobs takes the form of physical and verbal
sexual assaults, the dynamics of sexual harassment as a status reminder
are obvious.

The impact of these encounters, Which are often deeply disturbing, helps
to perpetuate the status of women, as subordinates. It has direct
employment consequenceswomen lose their jobs over sexual harassment.
Sometimes they find their jobs simply eliminated when they resist. More
often, like Susan Mathews, they leave when the pressure becomes
intolerable.

A more subtle employment oonsequence is the curtailment of women's
ambitions. Sexual harassment, whether on the street or in the office, is
a deep invasion of privacy. Attempting to withstand that pressure can
have devastating effects on emotional and physical health. Women
commonly report such symptoms as colitis, episodes of vomiting, and
severe depression as the result of sexual harassment. And the
aspirations of women who have been so profoundly affected by
discrimination inevitably suffer.

Answers to the problem of sexual harassment on the job aren't easy to
find. Turning to the courts is part of the solution. The recent
decisions upholding Title VII claims represent substantial progress

The Civil Liberties Review, Vol. 4 No. 6 (March/Apr!). 1978) .
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Sexual Demands on 'the Job (cont.)

because they have established employer responsibility, a point not easily
won. The trial judge in a case brought by Adrienne Tompkins, for
example, characterized the incident merely as a "physical attack
motivated by seXual desire on the part of a supervisor and which happened
to occur in a corporate oorridor rather than a back alley," and dismissed
the.complaint against the employer. The Third Circuit Court of Appeals'
decision, reversing the ruling, disagreed. According to the appellate
court, if an employer has actual or constructive knowledge of the sexual
advances affecting an employee's status, the employer must take "prompt
and appropriate" action. In practical terms, employer responsibility
translates into employer liability, a useful threat for women attempting
to enlist employers as allies.

Besides bringing court actions women are beginning to try other kinds of
organizing. In the forefront of these efforts is Working Women United
Institute, a national resource, research and action center, which serves
as a clearinghouse for women and groups affected by the problem and
interested in solving it. One necessary step is public education, and
the Institute is performing this function through speak-outs in which
women describe their own experiences. These have proved to be effective
devices for informing press and public, as well as communicating to women
that they are not alone.. The Institute has also undertaken social
science research to supplement and verify personal testimony.

Lawsuits, public education, and research, however, are only useful if
they strengthen the ability of women to change their own working
conditions. Louisa May Alcott described her personal battle to change
the conditions of her employment and the description makes for
instructive reading:

" 'But I offer you light tasks, and you refuse them,' he began, still
hovering in the doorway. . . . 'But I don't like the tasks, and consider
them much worse than hard work,' was my ungrateful answer. . . .and

emphasized my words by beginning to scrub with a zeal that made the
bricks white with foam."

Aloott's spirited resistance, however, isn't the whole answer. She, like
many other women, left her job rather than submit. No doubt her employer
found a more oompliant replacement.

A single woman making a stand alone against-sexual harassment is always
open to charges that she is lying, exaggerating or simply misconstruing
an innocent situation. A group of women is in a much stroriger position
to demand that an employer adopt personnel policies which protect women

against offensive work conditions, make those policies known to women,
and enforce the policy when it is violated. An office cx plant full of
defiant spirits like Alcott is probably the only answet,

The Civil Liberties Review, Vol. 4 No. 6 (March/April 1978).
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT ON THE JOB: QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Sexual harassment on the job is one of the most explosive issues facing
working wamen today. It affects all women regardless of job category or
description, age, race or economic background. Whether one is a oollege
professor, a coal miner, a waitress, an assembly line worker, a
carpenter, an executive secretary or news reporter--we all share a common
problem: sexual harassment at work. What are the realities? Men hold
nearly all the positions of authority with power to hire and fire, while

wamen hold mostly lower echelon jobs. Many men take advantage of these
positions of power to pressure for sexual favors from female employees.

WHAT IS SEXUAL HARASSMENT?

Sexual harassment in employment is any attention of a sexual nature in
the context of the work situation which has the effect of making a woman
uncomfortable on the job, impeding her ability to do her work or
interfering with her employment opportunities. It can be manifested by
looks, touches, jokes, innuendoes, gestures, epithets or direct
propositions. At one extreme, it is the direct demand for sexual
compliance coupled with the threat of firing if a woman refuses. At the
other, it is being forced to work in an environment in which, through
various means, such as sexual slurs and/or the public display of
derogatory images of.wamen, or the requirement that she dress in sexually
revealing clothing, a woman is subjected to stress or made to feel
humiliated because of her sex. Sexual harassment is behavior which
becomes coercive because it occurs in the employment context, thus
threatening both a woman's job satisfaction and security.

WHAT FORMS DOES SEXUAL HARASSMENT TAKE?

Sexual harassment can range anywhere from a look to a rape. It can be
any or all of the following: verbal sexual suggestions or jokes,
constant leering or ogling, "accidently" brushing against your body, a
"friendly" pat, squeeze, pinch or arm around you, catching you alone for
a quick kiss, the explicit proposition backed by the threat of losing
your job, and forced sexual relations. It can be as,amorphous as an
atmosphere "polluted" with negative images or comments about wamen's
sexuality or as direct as the "sleep with me or you're fired" situation.

HOW WIDESPREAD IS IT?

Embarrassment and humiliation, fear of losing a job and dozens of other
concerns keep wamen from readily talking about these abuses. Working
Women's Institute conducted a survey in 1975 in Ithaca, New York and

From wommic WOMEN'S INSTITUTE, 593 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10021.
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Sexual Harament: Questions and Ansviers (cont.)

found that 70 percent of the respondents had experienced some unwanted
sexual advances. A 1976 survey by Redbook found the incidence at.88
percent. A study in Illinois in 1979 found that 59 percent of the
respondents had been made to feel humiliated or threatened bY sexual
harassment in their present place of employment. Sexual harassment is
the single most widespread occupational hazard women face in the
workforce.

WHY DON'T WOMEN TALK ABOUT IT?

Women are afraid to be ridiculed. We have been told over and over that
"boys will be boys," this is not really serious, we should be good
sports, we should enjoy it or be flattered by it. The truth is that
Women don't enjoy being subjected to unwanted sexual advances. It is

humiliating and degrading and because we have been wrongly taughi to feel
it is somehow our fault, we are often even afraid to tell our husbands or
family. We are afraid we will be laughed at if we talk about it or
report it, or we will be blamed or even fired.

WHAT ABOUT THE WOMEN WHO HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED THIS ABUSE?

Like rape, sexual harassment on the job is random and arbitrary--there is
no way of predicting its victims. If you haven't run across it, it

doesn't mean that you won't. There are cass of 50- and 60-year-old
women being harassed as well as teenagersl'On their first job. Men often
pick the most vulnerable woman to make these demands upon (i.e., the

woman who can least afford to resist because, for instance, she needs the
job most, she is the youngest and least experienced or she is from a
minority group.) The longer you are in the workforce, the greater the
odds you,will have your position jeopardized by this kind of harassment.

WHAT ABOUT THE IDEA 1HAT WOMEN ASK FOR IT?

This is a myth similar to the myth that women want to pe raped. Of

oourse, we have been taught to flatter and be pleasing and sometimes this

is confused with enticement. Because many women are,socialized not to
"make a scene," our silence is sometimes interpreted as acceptance.
Although women are learning to speak up in protest, let's place the blame
where it belongs: on men who are willing to abuse their power on the job

and the company that fails to act to prevent the abuse. This happens

regardless of the woman's behavior or appearance. Why is it that when an
assault is against a woman it is so frequently assumed that the victim
may have provoked the attack?

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT?

In a variety of ways sexual harassment operates to keep women "in our
place" in the workforce. By reinforcing the primacy of women's role as
sexual objects it challenges a woman's right to function effectively as a
worker. This can undercut women's motivation and career ambitions.
Sexual harassment also wreaks havoc with women's self-esteem, job
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Sexual Harassment: Questions and Answers (cont.)

satisfaction and self-confidence. Moreover, WWI reseach clearly links
sexual harassment with a wide range of occupational stress reactions such
as anxiety, nausea, headaches, high blood pressure, sleeplessness,
ulcers, etc.

ARE THERE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES?

Yes. Women are driven off jobs, lose deserved promotions, miss out on
training opportunities and receive poor personnel references as a result
of sexual harassment. In a 1979 WWI study we found that 66 percent of
the respondents lost their jobs as a direct result of sexual hE_assment:
24 percent were fired for failing to go along or for complaining about
the harassment; 42 percent were eventually forced to quit when the
working environment became intolerable. Women unemployed as a result of
sexual harassment frequently have an especially hard time getting back on
their feet again and are all too often denied unemployment benefits to
tide them over.

IS THERE ANY LEGAL PROTECTION?

The law is new in this area. Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and
many state human rights laws protect women' workers from sex discrimina-
tion. This protection is now generally interpreted to prohibit unwanted
sexual advances in the form of sexual propositions backed by the threat
of economic reprisals if a woman refuses. With WWI's leadership new
cases are now being brought that we expect will extend this protection to
women sexually harassed by co-workers, clients or customers and to women
who must tolerate a working environment polluted with sexual innuendos,
epithets, or other degrading images of women.

There have also been some victories in cases where women sued harassers
for civil damages claiming negligence or intentional infliction of
emotional stress. And most State Departments of Labor now recognize
sexual harassment as an intolerable job condition which is good cause for
quitting and will grant unemployment benefits to women who leave their
jobs for this reason. However, sexual harassment is often difficult to
prove, and if a woman has not carefully documented her case the agencies
still tend to question her 'credibility.

WHAT IS THE EMPLOYER'S RESPONSIBILITY?

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the agency empowered
to enforce Title VII, has recently issued guidelines which hold employers
liable for all forms of sexual harassment including polluted atmosphere,
co-worker harassment and harassment from clients and customers. From the
EEOC guidelines it is clear that the employer bears an affirmative
responsbility to maintain a workplace free from sexual harassment, to
quickly and impartially investigate any charges of sexual harassment and
to take action against all sexual harassers.
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Sexual Harassment: Questions and Answers (cont.)

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?

A lot can and already has been done to stop sexual harassment. There is

still more that needs to be done. One thing that women have discovered
is that we cannot change this situation alone--in isolation. By joining

together we can eliminate sexual intimidations and improve working

oonditions in general.
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Additional Resources

PRINT

Fuller, Mary M. Sexual Harassment: How to Recognize It and
Deal with It. What Would Happen If, Inc., 1979. Available cio
Eastport Litho, 1993 Moreland Parkway, Annapolis, Maryland
21401 ($3.50).

Kaseburg, Krienberg, Downie. Use EQUALS to Promote the
Participation of Women in Mathematics. Berkeley, California:
Math/Science Network, Lawrence Hall of Science, 1980.

Pickens, Leslie and Sellers, Nancy. Buying and Caring for Your

Car and Insurance for Your Life, Health and Possessions. A
Lifeworks Series, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.
McGraw-Hill, 1980.

Mead, Margaret. " Proposal: We Need Taboos on Sex at Work."
Redbook, April 1978. Vol. 150 No. 6, p. 31.

NONPRIN'I'

Auto Maintenance: Play It Safe. 16 mm film, color, 18 minutes
(Grades 10-12) . BFA, Educational Media, 1978.

Features the basic ideas involved in maintaining a car in
top operating condition. Introduces elementary warning
devices such as temperature, oil, and alternator lights and
relates them to what is under the hood. Includes procedures
for dealing with a dead battery and flat tire.

Consumer Economics: Credit Cards. 16 mm film, color, 22
minutes (Grades 9-12). Churchill Films, 1977.

Focuses on the several kinds of credit cards and explains
the risks, obligations, and limitations of using them.
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Credit: How To Get It. 16 mm film, color, 14 minutes
(Grades 10-12). BFA, Educational Media, 1977.

Introduces the basics of credit including some of the
pitfalls of misusing credit. Describes credit applications,
point-scoring credit rating, shopping for loans, interest
rates, and how to establish a good credit rating.

Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action. 16 mm

film, black and white, 28 minutes (College-Adult). National
Audio Visual Center, 1973.

A review of equal employment legislation with a survey of
the different government agencies responsible for
enforcement of affirmative action.

Increasing Job Options for Women. Slides and cassette tape,
Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, National Audio Visual

Center, 1978.

Shows wonen working in a variety of nontraditional jobs as
professional, technical, administrative and managerial
workers in the skilled trades plus repairs and machine
operators. Also reviews employer responsibilities for equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action.

Labor Unions: What You Should Know. Filmstrip/cassettes,
color (Grades 9-Adult). Guidance Associates, 1977.

Presents a comprehensive overview of union operations,
including how apprenticeship works, differences between open
and closed shops, the function of grievance channels, how
and why arbitration is used and how strikes and boycotts can
arise.

Legal Responsibilities--Affirmative Action and Equal
Employment. Slides and cassette, 12 mm (College-Adult).
National Audio Visual Center, 1978,

Drawings illustrate the legal responsibilities of employers
to eliminate unfair employment practices that often affect
women. Reviews the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title VII, and
Executive Order 11246 for affirmative action.

The Math-Science Connection: Educating Young Women for Today.
16 mm film, color, 17 minutes (Elementary-Adult).
WEEAP Distribution Center, 1978.

Documents three energetic, high-interest programs at the
elementary, high school, and college level that encourage

girls and young women to prepare for math and science
careers.
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Unit IX: Career and Life Planning

Overview

Thq issue of balancing career plans with other life plans and goals is of
critical importance to young women. The Department of Labor tells us
nine out of ten women will work regardless of. whether they marry and
raise a family or remain single. Yet studies show that women tend to
lose their career commitment as they go through college, and our
experience with the WINC project revealed that high school women tst_to
set their career plans aside when they begin to think of marriage.

An article published in The Urban Institute Policy and Research Report
points out that "by 1990 the stereotype of a wife staying at home to look
after her children will fit only one-quarter of the 44.4 million women
who are expected to be married and living with their husbands."

Based on this kind of information, we have ooncluded that students
enrolled in this WINC Course need to explore carefully all the issues
related to-balancing career and family plans. We hope that the more time
young people-spend looking at these issues the more they will be able to
maintain serious career commitment.

With an uncertain economy, a high national divorce rate, and the general
inability of people to predict accurately their personal futures, it
makes enormous good sense for all women to think in terms of being
well-prepared for financial self-sufficiency.

Activities in this unit are intended to oover a two-week period; they are
intended tO help students plan career and life goals realistically, and
to look at how their various intentions fit together. Specific
activities are included to deal with some of the conflict areas that
arise as women try to balance career and family; skills utilized are ones
which have been introduced in earlier units, such as interviewing,
discussion and field research.
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Unit IX: Career and Life Planning

Acdvhy:

Objective:

Procedure:

Marriage and Family Plans
Students will assess their own plans and thoughts about
marriage and family.

o Have students complete the WINC Marriage and Family
Plans form as an in-class aqtivity. If you feel it
would be helpful, guide theffi through the questions
one at a time, elaborating on the kinds of things
they should think about when they answer the
questions.

o After students have completed the form, divide them
into small groups and ask each group to select three
questions for sharing. Sharing should be done in a
round circle, allowing each person a chance to talk
briefly about her own views.

o Followup could be group discussion on what ,.ave we
learned from this activity...and/or journal entries
on the same topioc

TimeMmodred: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Marriage and Family Plans
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Aetivky: Life Maps
Objective:

Procedure:

-

Students will see their life as a continuum and
understand that where they "have been" may have some
bearing on where they "will be" in the future.

o Give each student a large piece of newsprint
(2' x 3') and assign them the task of drawing a map
of their life.

Do not define what you mean by a "map"; rather,
explain that part of the task is to define "map" in
terms of your own life.

Do encourage them to play with the assignment and be
creative, illustrating whatever they feel inspired to
illustrate. They can illustrate with magazine
pictures, stick figures, whatever. Marking pens are
a good medium for drawing the maps because the
results will show up easily.

Do ask them to highlight key points in their life
that they feel have helped determine the path they
have taken, such as key decisions they have made,
memorable events, meaningful experiences, exciting
discoveries.

Also ask them to think about the key points in terms
of their sex...would things have been different if
they had been male?

o Life Maps should be brought to class on an assigned
day and posted on bulletin boards for sharing. Each
student should be given a chance to explain her map
to the rest of the class and answer questions.

o Followup activity could consist of written reflection
in the journals, or discussion about how their life,
up to now, may influence the course of their future.

Requi,-cd: 15 minutes to make assignment
Overnight to complete assignment

Resources:

(NOTE; Do not allow too long for completion of this
assignment, as it may get set aside and impact will
be lost.)

One or two class periods for sharing

Newsprint
Marking pens
Magazine illustrations
Glue, etc.
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Future Fantasy
Students will project a vision of their future and what
they hope it will contain.

o Have studehts close their eyes and relax, asking them
to free their mind of other thoughts and follow along
with your narrative, allowing their imaginations to
take them on this "journey into their future."

o Read through the Future Fantasy Narrative, allowing
plenty of time for reflection in between suggested
thoughts--as indicated by pause marks: "..."

o After you have finished reading the narrative and
people have opened their eyes, have them write for
10-15 minutes in their journals about whatever comes
to their mind.

o If time permits and students would like to share
their fantasies, allow them to do so.

o You might refer back to the content of this fantasy
later in the Career/Life Goals Activity--asking
students to pick out favorite parl.s_and include them.

lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

Future Fantasy Narrative

Journal
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Activity: Life/Career Goals Inventory
Objective: Students will begin to identify and clarify their goals

in areas related to both their personal and career
future.

Procedure: o Have each student generate lists of five goals under
each of the following areas:

EDUCATION/TRAIN:NG LIFE STYLE
CAREER/WORK FINANCIAL
FAMILY LEISURE TIME

o Then have them go back over their lists and code each
goal with the following symbols:

R = the goal is realistic
HW = the goal will require hard work and

determination
NT = the goal is nontraditional for women
* = the goal is a priority

o Finally have students rank order all the goals which
they have marked with a *.

o Followup could be a discussion and/or journal writing
assignment regarding "new things I learbed about
myself" via this exercise.

lime Required: One class period

Resources: Pen and paper
Journals
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Activity: "When I Grow Up I'm Going lb Be Married"
Objective:

Procedure:

Students will have opportunity to think about how they
would cope with statistically predictable career/life
hardships.

o Using the resource "When I Grow Up I'm Going To Be
Married," divide the class into groups of ten and
play the game as indicated in the accompanying
instructions.

o Followup discussion should serve to reinforce
concepts learned through playing the game.

lime Ref' One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

"When I Grow Up I'm Going To Be Married," California
Advisory Commission on the Status of Wcmen.

0
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Interviewing Women About Realities of Family Life

Students will better understand the responsibilities
women tend to assume as wives and mothers.

o Have students generate a list of interview questions
covering information they would like to know about
the responsibilities of being a wife and mother.

o Have each student use the interview form to gather
information from a woman friend or relative (suggest
that the class attempt to select from a range of age
and generations to get broader picture).

o Share findings with class and discuss differences
between women of their mother's age vs. younger or

older women.

'lime Required: Two class periods plus time outside class

Resources: Family, friends
Student-generated interview questionnaire

3'77
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Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

Traditional and Nontraditional Life SI-Itylk3

Students will understand that "nontraditional"
lifestyles take many different.patterns.

o Divide board into two columns:

Traditional Life Style . Nontraditional Life Styles

o Have students agree on a definition of Traditional
Life Style and then iist examples.

o Then repeat process for Nontraditional Life Styles.
This list should be as inclusive as possible.

Point out that only 15.9 percent of the population of
this country actually live within traditional nuclear
families.

o Divide the class into small groups and have each
group generate a list of the advantages and
disadvantages for one of the nontraditional life
styles. Repeat this process for a traditional life
style.

o Share results with class

Follow-up Have students reflect in their journals about their own
ideal. lifestyle.

'lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

71:iy 1990"
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Unit IX: Career and life Manning

Activity:

Objective:

Procedure:

When Home/Family and Career Collide
Students will consider some of the issues which arise as
women with families choose also to pursue careers.

o Have students read the article "Marriages Under
Strain." In class discussion highlight some of the
major issues which are raised by the author. Have
students generate a list of the advantages and
disadvantages of being a working wife/mother and
discuss ways that women who want to do both can work
with their families to help resolve some of the
problems.

lime Required: One class period

Resources: WINC Activity Resource:

"Marriages Under Strain" from Women at Work,
edited by Henry Meyers.
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Yyr:

6. What is my major educational problem?

How will I correct it?

7. What is my decision about what I will do after graduation?

8. What is my decision about marriage?

9. What is my decision about having children?

*IP
*0

UP PP

10. If I decide !:.t; have a flmily, what are the years T plan to spend
having my chiLdren?

I. now J. I plan to baLance having a home and family with having a
carer?

. What- is my attitude toward a divorce?
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Unit IX: Career and Life fanning

Future Fantasy Narrative

NOTE: Be sure to give adequate pause as indicated by " " marks.

Imagine that it is a beautiful day and you are taking a walk dc,mn a
pleasant tree-lined street

As you are walking, an interesting house up ahead really draws your
attention

As you get closer to the house, you notice that the door is open and
it seems to invite you to enter-.

You walk up to the open door and find that it opens into a sunlit hall-
way which leads to a large mirror

You walk along the hallway until you reach the mirror. When you get to
the mirror you discover it is a window. As you look through this
window you begin to see a vision of yourself five years from now

Go with this vision as it takes you through a day of your life

It is early morning and you are lying in bed just beginning to wake
up
You open your eyes and look around your room, enjoying the way you
have arranged things and the colors you have selected

You get out of bed and walk across your room to open the curtains and let
in the sunshine. Imagine the view you have as you look out your
window

Turning back to your room, imagine whether or not anyone else is with you
in this place where you live. If there are others, imagine who they
are and how they are related to you

Imagine now that it is Monday and you are getting ready for your work.
Imagine what you will be doing today

Go to your closet and select some clothes that will be just right for your
day's activity, put them on and look at yourself in the mirror

Imagine now that you have eaten breakfast and you are on your way to work.
Notice your neighborhood as you leave it for the day. Imagine what
town or city you are living in and where it is located as you travel
to work

353
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nit IX: ( a-c.f.r and Life Nanning

You finally arrive at your work. Imagine your work setting. Is it inside
or outside'? What does it look like"' Who else is there and
what are their jobs, What is your job-, What kinds of things
do you spend your day doing? How well do you like this
job"' Where are you hoping this job will ultimately lead you')

-

Imagine it is the end of your work day and you are on your way to meet
friends and relax. Picture your friends and picture where you will
meet chem... You are spending a oouple of hours 'with them. Imagine
how you will be spending that time

Now you are on your way home to have dinner and wind up your day
Imagine how you spend this time and who, if anyone, is with you
Finally, you watch yourself getting into bed and drifting off to

:;ieep You leavP your vision and slowly return to the present
(Long Pause),

r,)



Unit IX: Career and life Planning

WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED"*

A Game Which Illustrates How
Time and Circumstance Affect Women

Background and Purpose of the Game: When you ask a little boy what he is going to be when
he grows up, he tells you; he may not end up being what he first says, and he may "be" a number of
different things over the course of his life, but throughout he is focusing on the work he does. Most
little girls say they will be married, period. Yet, data of the U. S. Department of Labor and the Cali-
fornia Advisory Commission on the Status of Women show the following: The average life expectancy
of women today is 75 years; since childbearing patterns have changed, the average mother of today has
40 years of life ahead of her after her youngest child enters school; 9 out of 'TO-girls will marry; 8 out
of 10 will have children; 9 out of 10 will be employed outside the home for some P.eriod of their lives;
at least 6 out 10 will work full time outside their homes for up to 30 years; more thah 1 in 10 will be
widowed before she is 50; more than 1 in 10 will be heads of families; probably 3 in 10 will be di-
vorced; only 1 in 3 California girls plan to go to college; most girls do not see themselves as problem-
solvers or achievers; most girls have not been influenced or trained to deal with many of the realities
they will face in their lives; society will continue to experience the loss of the talents of many bright
women beczNse they are not given early encouragement or because girls believe they must choose be-
tween a family and a career.

The game has kr, ted purposes, but serves as a start toward these goals: (1) To give girls great-
er awareness of the above realities of women's lives; (2) To give girls experience and self-confidence in
dealing with unexpected hardship or altered circumstances; and (3) To motivate girls to alter their cur-
rent activities and plans so that future pitfalls can be avoided and the maximum potential of their abil-
ities can be realized over the course of their lives.

Instructions. An adult who is knowledgeable of the above statistics and their implications and
possibilities "leads" the game. Examples of implications and possibilities are: An unskilled, divorced
mother who needs employment usually cannot find child care facilities, and often housing, at a price
she can afford; a full-time homemaker doesn't need to wait until her children are grown to continue
her education--she can go to school while they are in school; and, 40 years of age is not too late to
start a college education, a career, or other fulfilling activity, since on the average, she win live 35
years more. The Commission's 1969 and 1971 Reports can be helpful in preparation for leading the
game.

The game is based on the above statistics. There are 10 profiles since the statistics are based on
percentages of 10 3 girls are profiled to go to college, 1 never marries, 3 are divorced, etc. Before
using the game, the "chance factors", which make up the bottom half of each sheet, are to be stapled
so they are covered from view.

*Reprinted by permission of the State of California Advisory Commission on the Status of Women,
not dated.
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I 'nit IX: Career and Life Planning

When I Grow Up... (cont.)

590

Ten girls can play. Before the profiles are distributed, the leader explains that the game illus-
trates how time and circumstance affect women, reads the above statistics aloud and explains that the
profiles are representative of the statistics.

Each girl is given a numbered profile. Four facts are showing which correspond to the marital,
childbearing, employment and college statistics above. In turn, each girl is asked to read her 4 facts
aloud and is asked what kind of life, based on her personal aspirations and plans, might be built given
these circumstances. Not much time should be spent on this part of the game--perhaps 2 or 3 minutes
per girl. Its principal purpose is to break the ice, get girls talking about themselves, and to set the stage
for the second phase of the game. The starting girl usually has trouble understanding what she is ex-
pected to say. The leader helps by asking her if she has thought about a kind of work she would like
to do, at what age she thinks she might like to be married, etc., but no one should be pressured to be
more specific about their own plans than is easy for them to handle. The leader notes briefly on a
duplicate set of profiles key things about each girl, such as "interested in computer programming and
plans early marriage," "plans on college, interested in teaching," "artist, no marriage plans," etc.

It is not important whether the 4 profiled facts fit a particular girl's specific plans, or whether
her projections when trying to fit them to the facts are realistic. For instance some girls have said
things like, "I plan tobe a marine biologist, but this says I don't go to college before marriage, so I
suppose my husband and I will just go to college together." The leader should not ask at this point
how they are going to afford it. Also, during this segment they are not required to build a whole life
they usually stop at about age 30. Whole-hfe awareness and "nuts and bolts" realism are dealt with in
the second part of the game.

After each girl's "projections" are dealt with in turn, the second phase begins by starting again
with profile No. 1. Girl No. 1 is asked to unstaple her profile and read aloud her chance factors. It is
then the task of the group, not the particular girl, to work on the problem, although the profiled girl
may join in if she wants. It should be made clear, however, that the responsibility lies with the group,
working as a team, to try to solve the problem. Group responsibility makes discussion easier, gener-
ates more ideas, creates a mutual helping atmosphere, puts no one person "on the spot," and gives all
the girls 10 experiences in problem solving and identification with 10 possible "lives" even though
each has only 1 profile.

First, the immediate problem is dealt with; then the leader, referring to the notes taken earlier,
asks if even in these circumstances there is any way the "real" girl's stated aspirations can ever be
reached (in some profiles the latter is not relevant and this aspect should be omitted).

The leader should intrude as little as possible during this segment, but should help if no one
has suggestions, and should non-judgmentally add corrective data from time to time. It is unwise to
correct or question every unreaiistic suggestion, and the leader has to tread the fine line of building
the girl's self-confidence on the one hand, and helping them to learn what is really involved in coping
with day to day problems on the other. Examples might take the following forms:
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When I Grow Up... (cunt.)

1. Profile 1. No one speaks up. The leader might ask: "Could the husband take a second
job at night? Could the wife get a part-time job while the children are in school? Which
would be best for the family as a whole?"

2. Profile 10. Someone has suggested the wife sell the house. The leader might ask if apart-
ment housing, especially if the children are a girl and a boy, might not be as expensive as
the house payment, pick an arbitrary figure for the house payment and inquire whether
anybody knows the cost of apartments that would fit the family's needs.

3. Profile 3. The profiled girl's real aspiration was to be a librarian. If no one else suggests
it, the leader might ask: "Why couldn't she go to college now? It takes 5 years to get the
degree. She'd have 30 years to be what she wants. Older people, believe it or not, need
to like what they're doing and have something to look forward to as much as young peo-
ple do."

After the problem has heen dealt with, the group is asked to discuss how early planning or ac-
tion might have prevented the problem, and/or how the particular girl's aspirations could most easily
have been reached. This process is repeated until each girl's "altered" life has been dealt with.

Extending the Game. A variety of extensions are possible. One would be to ask the girls to do
some "detective work." Using their own profiles, girls could be asked to find out and report back the
cost and availability of the various kinds of child care (just finding out how to find out is a challenge);
what jobs and pay for secretaries, etc., are listed in help wanted ads and whether public transportation
to and from specific listings is available; whether local colleges permit part-time students for the parti-
cular major the girl has in mind and what the costs are; what current housing and transportation costs
are to fit needs of the profiled family, etc.

Cautionary Note. The "life style" within the 10 chance factors, when taken together, may be
unsuitable for specific populations. Adult professionals utilizing the game should analyze the general
life styles involved and should revise the context in which "happenings" take place, so that specific
populations can identify generally with a sufficient number of life styles. It is impossible to say how
many is "sufficient," and experimentation is obviously necessary. The overall population statistics
listed on page 1 should remain the same, however, even if styles are changed, e.g.: The divorce statis-
tic is 3/10, yet in some populations, divorce is endemic. But, when girls from such populations learn
that it isn't inevitable elsewhere, they can see new possibilities for themselves, especially in the overall
"helping-solving-preventing" context of the game.
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #1

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You will not go to college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You work as a secretary for two years before your marriage.

You have two children. Your husband's job seems promising, but he

doesr't advance as quickly as he hoped, and when the children are 7

and 9, you and he realize that with the high cost of medical and dental

care, taxes, saving for the children to go to college, and wanting to buy

a home, one salary just will not do it.

What do you do?

59 2
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #2.

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You complete your college education before marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You "fall into" a dream job soon after graduation from college

and two years later meet and marry a young man with a promising fu-

ture in another field from yours. You keep on working after your two

children are born because you love your work and you are rising fast in

your company. Ten years later when you are near the top your com-

pany is bought outright by a large conglomerate. The whole firm is to

be moved to New York and you are offered the directorship. There are

no opportunities for you at your level if you switch to another com-

pany in your field here in town. Opportunities for your husband in

New York are unknown.

How do you approach this situation?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile *3

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You will not go to college before marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You work a year and are married at 19. You enjoy your 20

years of homemaking, but when you are 40 your children are all but

grown. You don't want to just sit home for another 35 years.

What can you do?

594
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #4

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You will not go to college before you marry.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You go to work for the telephone company when you are 18.

Two years later you marry a handsome, dashing line repairman, and by

the time you are 26 you have 3 children. Your husband is assigned to

emergency repair work in remote places--is home less and less, starts

playing around with other women, and doesn't send home money regu-

larly for you and the family. You try for three years to straighten

things out, but at age 30 things are worse rather than better, and you

get a divorce. The court awards you some alimony (now known as sup-

port) and child support, but it is not enough to live on and there is very

little community property--pretty much just clothing and furniture.

How can you cope?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #5

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period in your life.

You complete two years of college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You have 3 children. Your husband has a good job and things

are going wen for the family until you are 34, when your husband is

tragically killed in an automobile accident. The children are then 4, 8,

and 10. There is some life insurance, but not enough to last very long.

How will you cope?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #6

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You will not go to college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

You marry your high school "steady" right after you graduate

from high school. He has completed two years of college at that point,

and you go to work as a clerk-typist in a law firm to put him through

college. He graduates from college and gets a good job. After 5 years

in the firm you are promoted to head secretary in the law firm. It is

fascinating work, and while you and your husband are disappointed

that no children come along, you decide that since you both enjoy the

challenges and freedom of your life that you will not adopt children.

You are interested in the cases being handled by the firm, but over the

next 15 years you find that your secretarial role is less and less chal-

lenging. You are 38.

What will you do the rest of your life?

39 3
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #7

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period during your life.

You will not go to college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

It is apparent within two years that your marriage was a mistake

and you are divorced. You remarry when you are 24 and have 2 chil-

dren. When you are 35 and the children are 7 and 9, your husband's

job and whole field of work is wiped out by automation.

How can the family cope?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile *8

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You do not go to college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

In ir senior year in high school you fall madly in love with an

exciting "older man of 29," who is already successful in business. He is

of the firm opinion that woman's place is in the home, and states often

that no wife of his will ever work. The two of you continue to be gen-

erally compatible and remain married all your lives, but over the years

his business affairs take up more and more of his time, and he prefers

spending his leisure time "with the boys" hunting and fishing. Your

children are all off on their own by the time you are 43 years old.

What do you do with the rest of your life?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile *9

You will live to be 75 years old.

You do not go to college before taking your first job.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

Your father dies unexpectedly when you are 17 and your moth-

er is in poor health. You have 4 younger brothers and sisters, the

youngest of which is 2, so supporting the family is up to you. You

have no 'practical skills and jobs are scarce, but you get work in a clean-

ing plant. The.pay is not bad, but you are pretty tired by nighttime, es-

pecially after seeing to things at home. You have boyfriends, but the

ones you really like have their own problems and don't see themselves

taking over support of your family. By the time the other children can

help out enough so that most of your earnings are not needed for the

family, you are 35 years old. You find that at that age, there are very

few eligible men around. You never do find one.

What will you do with the rest of your life?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile #10

You will live to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will work outside the home for some period in your life.

You complete 3 years of college before your marriage.

Your occupational choice is:

Chance Factors

Your fiance graduates from college when you finish your junior

year, and he is offered a good job in a town which has no 4-year col-

lege. You marry and go with him. When you are 42, and your children

are 15 and 17, your husband says he wants a divorce to marry a young-

er woman. Under your state's new divorce law (which became effective

in 1970), he can do this and there is nothing you can do about it. The-

new law also says that you can't get alimony (now known as spousal

support) just because you are a woman, but since you have been mar-

ried for such a long time the court awards you a small amount of

"spousal support".for three years and child support until the children

are 21. You also get one of the cars and the furniture, which are paid

for, and the house, which is only 2/3rds paid for. Even with the sup-

port money, there is not going to be enough to make ends meet.

How will you cope?
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WHEN I GROW UP I'M GOING TO BE MARRIED

Profile A

You will hve to be 75 years old.

You will marry and have children.

You will not receive post-secondary education before your marriage.

Chance Factors

You and your wife marry young. You go to work immediately

in a factory job. Your wages are good and you are able to earn a com-

fortable living for your family. After ten years of marriage, your wife

dies leaving three children, ages nine, seven, and four, to raise alone.

What do you do?

6 0 2
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By 1990 .

File American work force will contain I I million
more women than in 1978-52 million total.

Over 3.1 million of these new workers will be
mother,, with children under sixrepresenting
half of all mothers with preschool children.

Ox er 5.5 million will be mothers with dlildren
between six and seventeen.

The stereotype of a wife staying at home to
look after her children will fit only one-quarter
of the 44.4 million women who are expected to
be married and living with their husbands.'

Two-thirds Of all married women under fifty-five
will be working.

Fifty-five percent of ALL women aged sixteen
or over will be in the work forte.

A

From Henry Mayers, ed., Women At Work: How They're Reshaping America (New
Jersey: Dow Jones Books, 1979).
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MARRIAGES UNDER STRAIN

Melody Gunn went back to teaching despite her husband's concern that she
couldn't handle a job, care for their child and keep up the housework,
too. "I was afraid it would be too much for her and she'd get cranky,"
recalls James Gunn, also a school teacher in Rockford, Illinois.

What happened? "Our marriage is much better now than it was when I was
at home," Mrs. Gunn says. Her husband agrees.

Jean Horton took a job as a church secretary in Jacksonville, Florida,
also over her husband's objection. "She told me that life was passing
her by," recalls Jerry Horton, an engineer with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. "But I thought we had all the life we needed in the family."

What happened? The Hortons are divorced, and the eight children live
with their mother.

In both these families, a fast-growing social phenomenon met head on with
a venerable institution. That the collision produced such profoundly
different results, however, comes as no surprise to many psychologists
and marriage counselors. For better and for worse, they say, the rapid
influx of wives like Melody Gunn and Jean Horton into the labor force is
altering the nature of marriages across the country.

Most affected are so-called traditional marriages in which the husband's
role as breadwinner and the wife's role as homemaker and mother are
sharply defined. A wife who takes an outside job in such a situation can
threaten her husband's ego, upset her in-laws and work herself into
physical and emotional exhaustion. Divorce is often a solution to such
problems, especially because the wife's income Makes it easier for
couples to break up.

But for a family able to cope with stresses, a working wife can bring
fresh perspective to marriage. Her income can free the family from
financial worries. And if her job is satisfying, her sense of well-being
is often shared by husband and children alike. "It's a change as
significant as the civil-rights movement," says Jack Mallory, an Atlanta
marriage counselor.

The Labor Department.reports that by March 1968, nearly 48 percent of all
married women in the U.S. held f,obs or were looking for work, up sharply
from the 30 percent who were in the labor force in 1960. Much of that

Reprinted from Policy-and Research Report, Vol. 9, No. 1, Fall 1971 (The Urban Institute,
Washington, D.C.).
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increase, according to social scientists, comes from mothers with young
children who traditionally have been kept.out of the labor force by

househdld duties and social pressures. But persiStently high inflation,
coupled with the feminist movement's gains in opening better jobs for
women, have led many young mothers to work for the first time or to

resume interrupted careers.

Increased job opportunities for women are already changing when they
marry. As young women are able to find better jobs after high school or
college, they are able to delay marriage. That's important, because
social scientists believe more mature individuals are better able to .
choose lifelong mates. . A delay in marriage brings a subsequent delay in
having children, a change that child psychologists welcome because more
mature parents are better prepared to rear children. There are also
fewer children per marriage--1.07 in 1977 compared with 1.27 at the start
of the decade--and more couples.who choose dual careers without children.

But there also has been a sharp rise in the divorce rate, which has
nearly doubled in the past ten years. (Census Bureau demographers say,
however, that in the wake of that long surge, the divorce rate per 1,000
population has remained fairly constant for a couple of years, and that
in divorce-prone California, the rate already has begun to decline.) The
huge numbers of divorces--estimated at 1,097,000 in 1977--probably
reflects, at least in part, the strains that working wives produce in

marriage's. What's more, "the fact that a woman has a job and has found
that she's valuable to someone other than her husband makes it that much
easier for her to get out of a bad marriage," explains a marriage
counselor. "The fact that she's got a job also makes it easier on her
husband's wallet," he adds.

"Without my job, I probably wouldn't have gotten a divorce," agrees Donna
Hein, who has managed an Atlanta office for six years. In 1977, she got
a divorce--her husband was a "workaholic" with little time for her or her
children, she says--and today, she lives on her own monthly salary of
$950 plus $350 a month in child-support payments.

Women who were married early in life and were tied to a home with small
children often find that their first job opens up a whole new world.

Some of these women are choosing to leave their marriages and pursue

careers. Says an official of Parents WithOut Partners, an organization
for divorced or widowed men and women: "A lot more women are just

deciding to chuck it all and really start to live."

Most observers agree that any marriage in which the wife works is going
to encounter some tensions, but the most susceptible are marriages that
have produced children. "Children make it infinitely more complicated to
work out the problems," says Dr. Ruth Moulton, assistant professor of
clinical psychiatry at Columbia University.

From Henry Meyers, ed., Wcomen At Work: How They're Reshaping America (New Jersey: Dow
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"I'd like to spend more time with my husband, but with the situation
we're in, I have to work atoldo the housework too," says Sharon Selleck,
a 32-year-old commercial artis5t in Minneapolis. Mrs. Selleck and her
husband Wayne both work full dine; in addition, Mr. Selleck serves as the
organist for a local church. They also haVe a five-year-old son.

That load--a job, housework and child care--"can really drain you," Mrs.
Selleck says, "but you learn to oope with it." Adds her husband: "The

combination of both of us working and having a five-year-old is what
really does it."

Mr. Selleck says he's willing to do some things around the house, such as
make beds and vacuum occasionally, "but I wouldn't pretend to say we
divide the houslwork up evenly." Indeed, with his two jobs and Mrs.
Selleck's child-care and housework chores, "we have to be careful that we
don't get snippy with each other when we're tired in the evenings," he
adds.

Experts say few husbands are willing to assume much of the housework
load. "The husband may do some of the interesting or challenging things
around the house, s?ch as occasionally cooking or some house repairs,"
says Kristin Moore, a sociologist with the Urban Institute, a
Washington-based research firm. "But women have to do the large amount
of the housework, and it tends to be drudgery."

Adds D4.. Moulton of Columbia University: "A working woman is really
expected, in her mind and in her husband's, to run the house." The
upshot for the job-holding wife, she says, can be a work-week of 80 to
100 hours.

Attitudes like that can cause other problems, too, Many youngeTn-
brought up in traditional families carry with them the notion that it
somehow isn't masculine to have a wife who works. "It can be an
uncomfortable feeli g for a man when his wife goes to work," says Harold
Kellner, a New Yon: 3sychologist. "Her working can rob him of his
identity as the provider for the family."

For instance, Wayne Selleck in Minneapolis says it disturbs him that his

wife must work in order for them to buy a house. "I guess I have some of
this old-fashioned feeling that I ought to be the supporter," he says.
"I feel a little inadequate sometimes." (Working wives are often aware

of such sentiments. And as a result, suggests Alice Rossi, professor of
sociology at the university of Massachusetts, wives pursuing careers
became reluctant to earn more than their husbands or take a higher-status

position. Instead, subconsciously fearful of upsetting their marriage,
they sometimes restrict their own job progress, she says.)

From Henry Meyers, ed., Women At Work: How They're Reshaping America (New Jersey: Dow
Jones Books, 1979).
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Parents and in-laws also can create friction in a marriage, especially if
a child is involved. "Grandparents tend to say a working wife is
neglecting the grandchildren, and the husband's parents may say she's not
taking good care of their son," says Marjorie Bufkin, an Atlanta marriage
counselor. "How serious a problem that is depends upon whether they live
two blocks away or two states away."

There's also the problem of the jealous husband who resents his wife's
getting dressed up every day and meeting men at her job. "For every
husband who's proud of his wife and her career, there's another one who
is jealous," says Dr. Moulton of Columbia. She adds that it is an
illogical attitude, since the husband doesn't have any more control over
his wife when she stays at home than he does when she's at wOrk.
Marriage counselors, however, say they are indeed aware of more
on-the-job extra-marital affairs. "When a husband and wife are both dead
tired at the end of the day, some of the romance tends to go out of the
marriage," Mrs. Bufkin says. "Many times, they find they can regain

that romance in an office affair."

While many couples encounter some or all of these problems, most manage

to cope with the strains. And in many cases, managing the strain means
the husband must abandon the traditional male role and pitch in more

around the house.

"I probably couldn't manage to work and rear a child too without my
husband's cooperaXion," says Gay Ramack, a Phoenix, Arizona real-estate

broker. Mrs. Romack'*s job often takes her away from home at night, and
when it does, her husband John, a contractor, baby-sits for the oouple's
three-year-old daughter. That's good, she says, because it gives her
husband a more active role in raising the child. Adds Mr. Ramack: "One

of us has to do it, and I don't mind taking over whenever I'm needed."

Despite the help from her husband, however, Mrs. Romack says things do go
undone; she has just learned not to let them bother her. "There are
times like yesterday when we hadn't had any milk in the refrigerator in
two days," she says. Once, that would have upset her--but no longer.

Husbands who support their wives' desire to work, meanwhile, often find

that she becomes a better partner.

"Melody put a real strain on me when she wasn't working," recalls James
Gunn, the Rockford, Illinois, schoolteacher. "When I came home at night,
she would want to sit down and have a drink and talk, and all I wanted to
do was rest."

Prom Henry Meyers, ed., Mann At Work: How They're Reshaping America (New Jersey: Dow

608 Jones Books, 1979).
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That wasn't the only problem. Before Melody Gunn began teaching school
herself, the family was "struggling" on his $16,000-a-year salary. "I

figure we were spending about $200 a month more than I was making," Mr.
Gunn says. "We were stuck at home, and we couldn't afford to spend any
money on the house; We would have friends over for bridge, but it wasn't
satisfying her desire to get out and it wasn't helping me work on the
house," a task he enjoys. (Their home, for which they paid $27,000,
needs an extra $10,000 worth of work.)

Once Mrs. Gunn took her $11,000-a-year job, however, their financial
burden eased oonsiderably. And "as soon as that problem was solved for
us when Melody went to work, a lot of other problems tended to fall into
place," Mr. Gunn adds. Now, the couple dines out regularly, Mr. Gunn has
the supplies he needs for home repairs, and Mrs. Gunn "is much happier."

There are some less obvious benefits as well that men might gain through
their working wives. .For one thing, decision-making and problem-solving

becomes a joint venture, lifting a burden off the husband's shoulders.
Also, "with a working wife, a man can refuse a transfer, quit his job or
just tell his boss to get lost," says Kristin Moore, the Urban Institute

sociologist. "A wife's job provides a lot of freedom if men are just
willing to accept it."

?ram Henry Meyers, ed., Womn At Work: How They're Reshaping Amrica (New Jersey: Dow
Jons Books, 1979).
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Unit IX: Career and Life Planning

Additional Resources

PRINT:

Myers, Henry, Editor. Women At Work: How They're
Reshaping America. Princeton, New Jersey: Dow Jones Books,
1979.

Real Women, Real Lives. Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin
Governor's Commission on Women, 1978.

"The Subtle Revolution: Women At Work," The Urban Institute
Policy and Research Report, Vol. 9, No. 1, Fall 1979, pp.

1-6.

Weir and Burke. "Two People Two Careers and One
Relationship! Making it Work." The Business Quarterly,
Spring 1979, pp. 47-53.

NONPRINT:

Chris and Bernie, 16mm color, 25 minutes (Grades 9-Adult).
New Day Films, 1974.

A documentary which shows the alternative life style of two
young divorced mothers, who opt to share a house in order to
deal with problems related to parenting and working to
support their families.

Joyce at 34, 16mm color, 28 minutes (Grades 9-Adult). New Day

Films, 1972.

This documentary suggests that couples with flexible job
schedules can integrate work and parenthood. Filmmaker
Joyce Chopra strives to integrate her roles.as mother and
working professional.

Sally Garcia and Family, 16 mm color, 35 minutes
(Grades 9-Adult).

EDC Distribution Center, 1977. At the age of 40, Sally
Garcia, homemaker and mother of five, has returned to school
and stacted a new career as a counselor. /n this film, each
member of her family responds to the changes in their family
life.
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Some of These Days, 16mm film, color, 58 minutes
(Grades 9-Adult). Oregon Commission of the Humanities.
Contact Elaine Velazquez, 211 S. E. 12th Avenue, Portland
Oregon 97214.

This documentary is a biographical persrective of four
Oregon women ranging in age from 62 to 82. These women
speak very personally about their backgrounds, self-image
and quality of their lives today in this society.

Who Remembers Mama? 16mm film, color, S8 minutes
(Grades 9-Adult). New Day Films.

A documentary exploring the economic and emotional
devastation experienced by millions of middle-aged women
when they lose their roles as homemakers through divorce.
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Film Distributor Addresses

Atlantis Productions, Inc.
850 Thousand Oaks Boulevard
Thousand Oaks, California 91360

'BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan AVenue
P.O. Box 1795
Santa Monica, California 90406

Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction
University of Wisconsin
1327 University Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Butterick
161 Sixth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

California Newsreel/Media at Work
630 Natoma Street, Room 101
San Francisco, California 04103

Cally Curtis Company
1111 North Las Palmas
Hollywood, California 90038

Cambridge Documentary Films
P.O. Box 385
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Center for the Humanities, Inc.
Communications Park, Box 1000
Mt. Kisco, New York 10549

Churchill Films
662 North Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90069

Coronet Instructional Films
65E South Water Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

CRM/McGraw Hill Films
110 15th Street
Del Mar, California 92014
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Doubleday
Educational Systems Division
Garden city, New York 11530

Educational Development Center (EDC)
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Educational Dimensions-Corporation'
P.O. Box 126
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Encyclopedia Brittanica Education, Corp.
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Feminist History Research Project
P.O. Box 1156
Topanga, California 90290

Films, Inc.
1144 Wilmette Avenue
i1metteIlliz1ois 60091

Guidance Associates
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Indiana Career Resource .:enter
1205-09 South Greenlawn Avenue
South Bend, Indiana 46615

Learning Corporation of America
1350 Avenue of the Americas
'New York, New York 10019

The Learning Seed Company
145 Brentwood Drive
Palatine, IlXinois 60067

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Center.for Advanced Engineering Stuay
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts

McGraw Hill Films
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020
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Motivational Media
8271 Melrose
Los Angeles, California 90069

MTI Teleprograms
4825 North Scott Street, Suite 23
Schiller Park, Illinois 60176

National Audio Visual Center
3150 Spring Street
Fairfax, Virginia 22030

New Day Films
P.O. Box 315

Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417

New York Times
2 Kisco Plaza, Times Square
Mt. Kisco, New York 10549

Pathescope Educational Films
71 Wepluan Avenue
New Rochelle, New York 10802

Phoenix Films
470 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10016

Schloat Productions
160 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, New York 10591

Society for ViSual Education'
1345 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Sunburst Cbmmunications, Inc.
Pleasantville, New York

Third Eye Films
12 Arrow Street
Cambridge, MassachuSetts 02138

Transit Media
P.O. Box 315
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417,

University of California (UCEMC)
2223 Fulton Street

.

Berkeley, California 94720
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WEEAP Distribution Center
Education Development Center
39 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Westinghouse Learning Corporation
100 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Wisconsin Vocational Studies Center
964 Educational Science Building
1025 West Johnson Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Women on Words and Images
Box 2163
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Xerox Films
245 Long Hill Road
Middletown, Connecticut 06457
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Glossary

.affirmative action--hiring and promotion practices designed bo compensate
for past job discrimination against women and minorities

apprenticeship,learning a trade by practical experience under a skilled
worker

assertiveness--the art of stating one's needs clearly and directly,
without being either passive or aggressive

blue oollar jobs--any job that is related to the skilled or nonskilled
trades rather than to management or the professions

career ladder--a term to describe the process of being promoted or
advancing from one job to another one with more responsibility
and/or higher salary

career planninggiving systematic thought to one's future work life;
ideally it will reflect personarstyle and awareness of increasing
opportunity for women

entrepreneurshi'psmall business ownership, a career opportunity which is
becoming more open to women

entry-level joba first-level job that requires the least amount of
training of any job in the field and can lead to jobs up the career
ladder as the worker gains experience

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)--the federal agency which
is responsible for enforcing Title VII

labor force--all persons who are currently working for pay

labor market projections--forecasting about the availability of jobs in
the future

math anxietpthe avoidance and blocking of mathematics which for women
is often the result of sex role conditioning in the schools

networks--informal groups of people that offer each other support in
career planning and other life style decisions

nonsexist languageways of speaking and/or writing that do not reflect
gender bias

nontraditional careera job that is nontraditional for one sex is one in
which 75 percent of the people who hold that job are of the
opposite sex, e.g., female plumber, male secretary
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oral historythe process of learning about history by interviewing older
people

self-assessmentthinking about one's personal interests and abilities and
how they inflUOnce career and life planning

sexism--the oollection of attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors which result
from the assumption that one sex is superior to the other

sex role stereotyping--assuming that all persons of one sex possess the
same, or limited, interests, abilities, values and roles

sexual harassment--a situation in which a worker is subjected to negative,
remarks or physical attacks by a co-worker; a situation in which
an employer implies that job advancement is oonnected with sexual

activities

skilled trades--jobs that demand sPecial training in manual dexterity,

use of tools and technical problem-solving e.g., electrician,
plumber, carpenter

technicianperson who has been trained specifically bo carry out
scientific tasks, precisely and skillfully

Title VII--the part of the 1964 Civil Rights Act which protects women
workers from sex discrimination

Title IX--federal regulation which prohibits sex discrimination in
education

trade unionsa recognized or certified organization to represent the
needs of workers as they negotiate with management

unskilled trades--jobs that do not require much technical training or
skill, e.g., agricultural laborer, assembly line worker

white oollar jobs--jobs that are professional and/or management-related,
rather than those related to the skilled or nonskilled trades

Women's Bureau--the agency in the U.S. Department of Labor that is
responsible for advocating for the special needs of working women

work-life expectancy--the number of years a person should expect to work;
for example, women today should expect to work for approximately
23 years
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Activities Alphabetical Index

Activity Title Unit/Page

Advantages and Disadvantages of Being Male/Female Intro, 27

Advertisers' Image of Women at Work IV, 271
As Joint Apprenticeship Training Councils See It VII, 475
As Personnel Officers See It VII, 03
Assertiveness In. Action VI, 391
Assertiveness Inventory; also see "Defining Assertiveness" VI, 389"

Auto Maintenance, Basic--see under "B"

Basic Auto Maintenance
Becoming Aware of Stereotyped Expectations/

Assumptions and Their Damaging Effects

Career Choices of Women.Before World War II
Career Choices of Women TOday
Case Studies--Goal Setting
Charting Your Future
Classifying Community Resources
Community-Based Job Explorations, Introduction to
Community Research and Networking
Community Resources, Mapping--see under "M"
Completing and Documenting Explorations
Credit and Credit Rating, Establishing and Building--

see under "E"

VIII, 525
IV, 279

I, 79

Intro, 25
VI, 395
II, 153
III, 229
III, 235
VII, 477

III, 239

Dealing with Sexual Harassment on the Job VIII, 535

Dealing with Stereotyped Reactions to Nontraditional IV, 287

Career Choices
Decision-Making Grid, 24-Hour VI, 401

Decision-Making Model, WINC--see under "W"
Defining Assertiveness VI, 387
Defining "NOntraditional" Intro, 23

Developing Physical Strength VIII, 529

"Dick and Jane As Victims" IV, 273

Discrimination, Legal Protection Against--
see under "Equal Rights"

Equal Rights--Legal Protection Against Job Discrimination
Establishing Credibility for Nontraditional Jobs
Establishing Credit and Building Your Credit Rating
Explorations, Completing and Documenting--see under "C"
Explorations, Reviewing and Assessing--see under "R"

VIII, 519
VII, 469

VIII, 523
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Activity litie Unit/ Page

Familiarity with Tools
Family Work History-
Famous Men/Women, Part I
-Famous Men/Women, Part II
Filling Out Job Applications
Future Fantasy
Future Forecasting

Geting Around.Town
Getting the Facts
Goal Setting--Case Studies--see under "C"
Cor2,1s, Prioritizing Your--see under "P"; also see

"In My Life.I Want..."
Goat, Why Have A--see under "W"

History, Introduction to Oral--see under "I"
History of Working Women Through Song
HCA4 To Look For A Job

'1,k My Life I Want..."
!oF'2rviewing Women About Realities of Family Lite
Introduction to Community-Based Job Explorations

and WINC Job Exploration Guide--see under "C"
1nr.roduction to Oral History--Interviewing Classmates

JJ11.Applications, Filling Out--see under "F".

Joh Interview, Preparing for the--see under "P"

1-tAguage That Makes Women Visible, The
Lite/Career Goals Inventory; also see "Future Fantasy"
[Ale Maps

making Appropriate Use of Public Agencies
Making Career Choicea
Managing Personal Use of Time; also see

"Recording Use of Time"
Mapping Community Resources From Memory
mapping Community Resources From Walking Tour
Marriage and Family Plans; also see "When I Grow Up

I'm Going to Be Married", "Interviewing Women
Aboilt Realities of Family Life", and "When Home/Family
and Career Collide"

Match the Names to the Deeds
Math Anxiety, Overcoming--see under "0"

416

VIII, 527
I, 69
I, 63

I, 65
VII, 467
IX, 571

II, 149

III, 231
II, 137

I, 73

VII, 465

VI, 367
IX, 577,

IV, 285
IX, 573
IX, 569

VIII, 521
II, 151
VI, 409

III, 225
III, 227
IX, 567

I, 67



Acithfity Thle

Names to Deeds, Match--see under "M"
Nontraditional Careers Via Apprenticeship Training
Nontraditional Careers Via College Preparation
Nontraditional Careers Via Community College
Nontraditional Careers Via Industry Sponsored Training
Nontraditional Careers Via Traditional Job-Based Career

Ladders
Nontraditional Job Opportunities
Notable Women in My Fami!y's History

Occupation: Housewife
OvercomingMath Anxiety

Perfect Image, The
Personal Approach to Staying Healthy, A
Physical Strength, Developing--see under "D"
Planning Partnership
Planning the Course
Preparing for Job Explorations
Preparing for The Job Interview; also see "As Personnel

Officers See It," and "As Joint Apprenticeship
Training Councils See It"

Preview of Issues
Prioritizing Your Goals
Public Agencies, Making Appropriate Use of--

see under "M"

Recording Use of Time; also see "Managiog Personal
Use of Time"

kedponding to Stereotyped Expectations
Resumes, Writing--see under "W"
Reviewing and Assessing Explorations

Selecting A Job Exploration Site
Self-Evaluation Form
Sex Role Stereotyping, Television Monitoring for--

see under "T"
Sexual Harassment on the Job, Dealing with--

see under "D"
Six Paths to the Future
Six Paths to the Future (Workshop Option)
Staying Healthy, A Personal Approach to--see under "P"
Stereotyped Expectations/Assumptions and Their Damaging

. Effects, Becoming Aware of--see under "B"
Stereotyped Reactions to NOntraditional Career Choices,

Dealing with--see under "D"

Unit/Page

V, 343
V, 339
V, 341
V, 349
V, 345

II, 147
I, 77

II, 143
VIII, 533

IV, 269
VI, 411

VI, 405
Intro, 31

III, 237
VII, 471

Intro, 29

V/, 399

VI, 407

IV, 281

III, 241

III, 233
VI, 385

V, 337
V, 351
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Acewhyltae Unit/Page

Tagging
Television Monitoring for Sex Role Stereotyping
"Things I Am Proud of..."
"Thou Shalt Not..."
Tools, Familiarity with--see under "F"
Toy Department Survey
Traditional and Nontraditional Life Styles

Understanding Unions

Victims, Dick And Jane As--see under "D"

When Home/Family and Career Collide
"When I Grow Up I'm Going To Be Married"
Why Have A Goal
W/NC Decision-Making Model
"Woman, Which Includes Man, Of Course"
Women and Work--News Update
"Women"--A Poem
Women and Technology
Women As Entrepreneurs (Small Business Owners)
Women Working
Work History, Family--see under "F"
Writing Resumes

You've Come A Long Way, Baby???
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Intro 21

IV, 277
VI,
I,

383

71

IV, 275

IX, 579

VI, 531

IX, 581

IX, 575
VI, 393
VI, 403
IV, 283
II, 141

Intro,
I,

V,

19

81

347

II, 145

VII, 479

II, 139



Activity Resources Alphabetical Index

Activity Resource Tide

Advantages Of Nontraditional Jobs
American Women Worth Remembering
Applications for Employment, Guide to Completing--

see under "G"
As Mental Health Practitioners See It
Assertiveness Inventory
Assertiveness Inventory Instructions

Unit/Page

II, 193
I, 85-

IV, 291
VI, 421
VI, 419

Behavior, Aggressive, Passive and Assercive: Chart--
see under "C"

"Best Jobs For Women In The '80s, The" II, 205
"Bread and Roses;" also see "History of Bread and Roses" I, 112
"By 1990" IX, 603

Career Ladder (Chart), WINC--see under "W"
Case Studies--Was This Woman Prepared for Her Future?
Chart: Agressive, Passive and Assertive Behavior
Choice to Stay Single, The
Community Exploration: WINC "Steps to Follow for

Community Exploration", see under "W"

Daily Organizer
Decision-Making Grid, 24-Hour
Decision-Making Model: WINC--see under "W"
'Does the Glass Slipper Fit?," Project EVE
DOL Charts:

"Fully Employed Women'ContinUe to Earn Less than Fully
Employed Men"

"Most Women Work Because of Economic Need"
Women Are Underrepresented as Managers and Skilled

Craft Workers

Doonesbury, by G.B. Trudeau

VI, 429
VI, 417

Intro, 39

VI, 447
VI, 439

VI, 425

II, 165

II, 166

II, 165

Intro, 35

Employer/Instructor Checklist for WINC Job Exploration III, 251
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Activity Resource Title

Facts About Women Workers
"Facts, Getting The": WINC Quiz--see under "W"
Facts on Women Workers, 20
Family Work History (Chart)
$50,J00 to Spend--Values and Money
Future Fantasy Narrative

Unit/Page

4111Intro, 49

II, 161

I, 107
VI, 435
IX, 587

Goal Setting: Case Studies--see under "C"
Guide to Completing Applications for Employment VII, 487

Health and Fitness Plan, WINC--see under "W"
History of "Bread and Roses" Song
Housework, The Value of--see under "V"

"If Maleness Were the Criterion"
Interview Checklist, WINC--see under "W". Also see

"Negative Factors Evaluated During the Employment Interview"
Interviews, Questions Frequently Asked During Job--

see under "Q"

IV, 313

Job Exploration Guide III, 255 4111

Job Exploration Learning Objectives WINC--see under "W"
Job Exploration Roles III, 249

Job Resources, WINC List of Potential--see under "W"
"Jobs For Women In The '80s, The Best"--see under "B"
Job vs. A Career, A Intro, 22

Letter to the Commission on the Status of Women Intro, 43

Life Projection Wheel, WINC--see under "W"

-Major Occupations Employing Men and Women

( Male And Female Occupations From Dick and Jane Readers
Managing Your Time, Tips For--see under "T"
Marriage and Family Plans, WINC--see under "W"
"Marriages Under Strain," from Women at Work

"Negative Factors Evaluated During the Employment
Interview

"New Challenges for Women Workers"
Nontraditional Career Courses at Community College
Nontraditional Career Fields for College Women

Intro, 45

IV, 293

IX, 605

VII, 499

II, 195
V, 359
V, 355



Activity Resource

Nontraditional
Nontraditional
Nontraditional
Nontraditional

Ade

Careers in Apprenticeable Trades
Job Credibility Chart, WINC--see under "W"
Job Opportunities For Women, Some
Jobs, Advantages Of--see under NAN

Oral History--Indexing and Transcribing
Oral History--Interviewing
Our Roots--Sample Interview Questions

Prioritization Grid
Public Agency Questionnaire, WINC--see "W"

Questions Frequently Asked During Job Interviews
Quotable Quotes

"Rehearsal For Learning New Behaviors" Form
Resumes, Sample--see under "S"
Roots--see "Our Roots"
Rules For Female Teachers

Sample QuestionsPeer Interviews, WINC--see under"W"
Sample Resumes
Self Evaluation Form
"Sexual Demands on the Job"
"Sexual Harassment on the Job: Questions and Answers,"

Working Women'a Institute
"Some Damaging Effects of Sex Stereotyping

on Boys and Men"
"Some Damaging Effects of Sex Stereotyping

on Girls and Women"
Some Notable American Women
"Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed,

Something Due: Women and Appropriate Technology"
Such High Hopes
Suggested Questions for Discussion of Sex Role

Stereotyping
Survival Skill Certification, WINC--see under "W"

"Tech" Labor Shortage Offers. Job Bonanza For Women
Television Monitoring Chart (Programs)
Television Monitoring Chart (Advertisements)
Time Record and Analysis Sheet
Tips For Managing Your Time
Tool Familiarity Chart, WINC--see under "W"

121

Unit/Page

V, 365

II, 191

I, 115
I, 113
I, 117

VI, 437

VII, 491
IV, 321

VI, 423

I, 109

VII, 501
VI, 415

VIII, 457
VIII, 551

IV, 303

IV, 299

I, 101
I, 119

Intro, 41

IV, 309

II, 203
IV, 295
IV, 297
VI, 445
VI, 449

627
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Activity Resource litle

Union Information Guide, WINC--see under "W"

Unit/Page

"Value of Housework--for Dove or Money?, The" II, 173

Values and Money--$50,000 to Spend--see under "F"

"What Is My Future Work-Life Expectancy?" VI, 433

"What You Should Say About Yourself In A Job Interview" VII, 495

"When I Grow Up I'm Going To Be Married" IX, 589

Which American Woman Did This? I, 103,Notable
"Why We Oppose Votes for Men" IV, 315
Why Women Work II, 177

WINC Career Ladder (Chart) V, 369

WINC Decision-Making Model III, 253; VI, 441

WINC "Getting The Facts" Quiz II, 157

WINC Health and Fitness Plan VI, 451

WINC Interview Checklist VII, 493

WINC Job Exploration Learning Objectives III, 247

WINC Life Projection Wheel II, 209

WINC List of Potential Job Resources VII, 483

WINC Marriage and Family Plans IX, 585

WINC Nontraditional Job Credibility Chart VII, 489

WINC Potential Job Resources Chart VIII, 485

WINC Public Agency Questionnaire VIII, 541

WINC Sample Questions--Peer Interviews II, 171

WIAC "Steps to Follow for Joh Exploration" III, 245

WINC Survival Skill Certification VIII, 539

WINC Tool Familiarity Chart VIII, 543

WINC Union Information Guide VIII, 545

Wisconsin Couple Denied Equal Partnership Intro, 37

"Women In Construction" V, 367

"Woman--Which InCludes Man, Of Course" ry, 311

Women and Appropriate Technology: Something Old,
Something New, Something Borrowed, Something Due --
see under "S"

Women Worth Remembering, American--see under "A"
Words That Describe Skills VII, 505

"Words That Make Women Disappear, The" IV, 317

Work History Chart, Family--see under "F"
Working, Studs Terkel (excerpts) 'II, 177
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